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2018 marks the culmination of four years of centenary commemorations of World War I, a war that marked the end of a real or imagined long nineteenth century of peace, progress, and European global hegemony, a war that marked the beginning of the thirty years war of the twentieth century. Rich histories and artistic treatments have explored the contested origins and responsibility for the war’s outbreak, the horrors of trench warfare and poison gas, the social and psychic toll of immobilized men and newly mobile women, and the mass death on a scale not seen in the previous hundred years. The collapse of multiple empires, the emergence of new and fragile states, and the reshuffling of colonies have been investigated. But little attention has been paid to the complex ways in which Europe’s working classes shaped and were shaped by World War I. The centenary of the Russia Revolution received only modest historiographical attention and little if any public commemoration. The pervasive working-class political and economic protests that shook Britain, France, Germany, and Italy during and after World War I are receiving even less.

This makes the reissue of *Work, Community, and Power: The Experience of Labor in Europe and America, 1900-1925* particularly welcome. James Cronin and Carmen Sirianni’s edited collection of comparative essays and case studies provides an opportunity to recall or to discover for the
first time the vibrant historiography on working-class radicalization, diverse forms of labor protest, and demands for workers’ control in the wake of the dislocations and hardships of prolonged total war. It remembers the now all but forgotten militant upheavals at war’s end in France and Britain and the revolutions that failed in Germany and Italy but that nonetheless pioneered new forms of working-class activism and articulated new visions of work and politics. By exploring this moment of turmoil and rupture, of hope and despair, of alternatives and their foreclosure, *Work, Community, and Power* prompts us to think about the conditions of possibility for radical protest and fundamental change in work and politics and the structural and conjunctural limitations on those possibilities.

The wartime and postwar protests of workers across Europe, the challenges to established unions and socialist parties, and the emergence of anarcho-syndicalist movements and new communist ones were once central issues in heated political debates and contested public memory. They were subjects of intensive investigation and contestation by historians, especially in the 1970s and 1980s. *Work, Community, and Power* is a product of that era when historians were developing new kinds of labor history and social history from below. Many, like the authors of the essays in this volume, were part that historiographical project. They were also a part of the 1968 political generation that was disillusioned with the Soviet Union and its model of revolution and critical of democratic capitalist regimes and the Vietnam War. They explored the revolutions, near revolutions, and pervasive working-class protests that shook Europe and to a lesser extent the U.S. at war’s end to see if they suggested the possibility of a third way between Bolshevism and cautious parliamentary democracies. They asked whether radical change had been on the agenda then and might be again now.

That moment has long since passed. Labor history now sits on the margins of research and teaching, at least for those focusing on the U.S. and Europe. Culture and discourse occupy center stage, postmodern approaches have supplanted social history, and capital attracts more attention than labor. Class, the category central to *Work, Community, and Power*, has been displaced by race, gender, and sexuality, even though all these identities coexist and co-construct one another. Historical events as much as historiographical fashions explain the current neglect of work and protest in the first decade of the twentieth century. Deindustrialization and the emergence of post-Fordist economies across Europe and the U.S. have led to the decline and restructuring of working classes and a dramatic shrinkage of trade unions. The revolutions of 1989 and subsequent collapse of the Soviet Union decimated leftist
parties and eliminated the threat or promise of an alternative to capitalism in its increasingly neoliberal form. The recent emergence of a radical populist right makes the late 1920s and 1930s in Europe seem a more relevant object of study than war, protest, and revolution.

All this notwithstanding, there are several substantive and methodological reasons to revisit, but also to rethink, the working-class protests explored in this volume. The varied essays on the U.S., Germany, Italy, Britain, France, and Russia show clearly how central working-class activism was to the tumultuous ending of World War I and how central its repression or containment was to the construction of postwar orders that disappointed the hopes of so many workers. They insist that attention must be focused not only on the pro-war stance of socialist movements in most countries and their timidity post war but also, indeed primarily, on the dissenting views of workers and their development of new demands and practices to challenge both the prewar order and postwar efforts to contain change. The essays effectively use Charles Tilly’s theory of resource mobilization to unpack the multiple networks, organizations, and ideas at work, in communities, and in families on which workers drew to articulate new ideas and engage in new kinds of activism. The essays combine detailed attention to workers’ ideas, organizations, and practices in and outside of work with consistent attention to structural factors that both opened spaces for dramatic protests and limited the possibilities for their success. While often sympathetic to the projects advocated by working-class radicals, the authors are well aware of the multiple divisions within the working classes of every country, the lack of preparation for carrying through their far-reaching aspirations for workers’ control on the shop floor and for a thorough democratization of politics. They carefully analyze how important the severity of the wartime economic crisis, the prior degree of industrialization and urbanization, and above all the strength and resilience of the state apparatus was to the realization or repression of working-class demands. The collection offers a persuasive comparison of why workers gained least in Britain, France, and the U.S., tried but failed to achieve radical transformations in Italy and Germany, and succeeded in seizing political power but not realizing workers’ control in Russia.

Methodologically, Work, Community, and Power illustrates the richness of social history with its detailed reconstructions of work, community networks and institutions, and family relationships. It argues for the importance of contextualizing moments of dramatic protest within the longer-term processes of working-class formation and activism. In its careful attention to the ways the history of capitalism and labor shape one another, it suggests the limits of current histories of capitalism that
ignore labor in favor of business and finance. In a period when transnational history is prominent, the collection shows the enduring value of carefully crafted comparative work.

The reissue of Work, Community, and Power also provides an occasion to acknowledge its omissions and limitations. Published before the linguistic turn, the essays do not attend to the discourses that shaped but did not determine both working-class action and state responses. The challenge is to combine both discursive and social historical approaches. Of equal importance, the essays barely mention women and do not deploy gender as a key category of analysis. Thus, they barely note the extensive women’s protests that began around issues of food prices, war allowances, and high rents and escalated to demands for social and political rights. By focusing so much on how and why workers strove for control at the point of production, the collection downplays demands for full citizenship and an expanded array of social and economic rights. Finally, although the essays attend to the structural factors that both created the conditions of possibility for radical protest and limited the chances of its success, they do not explore sufficiently how the disorientation, defamiliarization, and trauma of war and its end shaped hopes and imaginings of a possible new order and created confusion and fear about realizing it.

The working classes that existed in Europe and the U.S. in the first decades of the 20th century are long gone and the conditions that encouraged demands for workers’ control as envisioned during and after World War I are not likely to recur. Revolution is certainly not on the agenda. But for those seeking to reform the dominant neoliberal capitalist order and curb the emerging radical right, there is much to learn from the failures of working-class protests during and after World War I and also from their partial and temporary successes in bridging divisions among workers, linking work and community, and daring to imagine radical alternatives to the status quo.

Mary Nolan is Professor of History at NYU.
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Chapter One

Rethinking the Legacy of Labor, 1890-1925

James E. Cronin

No variety of historical or sociological analysis is more bound up with politics than the study of labor. Labor movements, if they amount to anything, aim at political power; unions, however much oriented toward economic issues, carry on their work in a thoroughly political context. The structure of governmental power, the framework of law, and the mode of representation all shape the opportunities for working-class organization and activity. More important still, the very existence of the working class in modern society has given rise to major political movements that claim, rightly or wrongly, to represent its interests and that seek its allegiance. It is almost impossible, therefore, to separate the study of workers as a class from politics in general and from labor and socialist politics in particular.

This intertwining of the political and social dimensions of labor has not found an accurate reflection in historical analysis but has instead resulted in two distinct literatures and visions of labor's legacy. The tradition that focuses on politics has provided detailed studies of socialist groupings and leaders of working-class parties and of left-wing thinkers and schools of thought. From this research derives an image of impotence, marginality, and defeat, for—as even the most
sympathetic chronicler knows—such movements and ideas have met with more setbacks than successes. The second tradition is what might be called the institutional approach to labor studies—that is, the almost exclusive attention to organized workers, their spokesmen, and unions. To oversimplify just a bit, the dominant impression to emerge from this work is very nearly the direct opposite of the political tradition. It is an image of a labor movement constantly growing in size, strength, and sophistication, becoming increasingly bureaucratic in form and structure and gradually more integrated into the prevailing political order.

Curiously, and despite their differences in method and substance, the two images have often been combined in various synthetic and superficial accounts. The product has been an extremely vague and imprecise but (perhaps because of its vagueness and imprecision) surprisingly powerful composite picture of the working class as bureaucratically and self-interestedly organized within modern industrial society and of socialists as essentially marginal in impact. Even when socialists or communists have held leadership positions and when their rhetoric appears to have achieved a broad resonance, they are seen as incapable of exerting genuine influence upon the largely inert masses they are supposed to lead.

Though this perspective is considerably less fashionable now than it was just a short time ago, it remains resilient. Parts of the model are regularly questioned and rejected, but without an alternative vision to replace it, the old view persists. And the very weakness of the old approach is also its greatest strength. It is clear and simple. Such clarity, of course, is attained at the cost of leaving out what should be the core of labor history—the working class itself. Bringing the workers back in, however, is a difficult process indeed, one that results in the first instance in much greater complexity and, frankly, confusion. In consequence, much of the best recent work on the history of the working class in Europe and America cannot be, or at least has not yet been, synthesized into an interpretation that rivals the prevailing orthodoxy.

The second major source of strength for the conventional historiographical wisdom on labor is that it articulates so clearly contemporary attitudes toward the working class. There is a profound pessimism abroad about both European and American workers, and the dismissive rendering of labor’s past fits well with this sentiment. It affects, moreover, as many Marxist or radical scholars as conservative ones, having an apparently equal impact on those who lament the failure of labor and the left, and on those who celebrate it. Since the essential thrust of contemporary analysis is to ask, as Jeremy Seabrook has asked
of the British labor movement, "What Went Wrong?", the received historical image of labor is extremely functional.

There is, in short, a strong presentist bias in the analysis of and discourse about the working class, which militates against a more sophisticated reinterpretation. Reinforcing this is the fact that the revision of labor history has begun, as it must, with the late-eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, i.e., with the era of industrialization in western Europe and America. Even in Britain, when labor history has a lengthy record of achievement, scholarship rarely has reached 1914 and virtually never touches upon later events. The enormous advances made by scholars such as E. P. Thompson and Eric Hobsbawm in the understanding of labor during the early years of industrialism have thus had little impact upon the perception of labor in the more recent past, whether in Britain or elsewhere. Their efforts to show the richness and vitality of workers' lives, beliefs, and protests and to locate the workers' politics and collective efforts more precisely in society have for this reason simply not engaged or confronted the much more negative image of labor in the twentieth century.

All of this suggests the need to move decisively into the twentieth century as the key to constructing an alternative reading of the history and present condition of the working class. This volume, which centers upon the era of the First World War, is intended as a first step in that direction. It aims to carry forward the novel techniques and insights developed by the best recent work in the social history of labor and, in so doing, show their import for contemporary analysis. It will also be necessary, however, to shift the focus of research somewhat to deal with certain emergent phenomena of the early twentieth century, such as the increasing role of technology and the state in social and economic life.

Apart from these historiographical concerns, analyzing the story of working-class activity in the first quarter of the century has an intrinsic appeal and significance, for it was an era of great turbulence, of mass insurgency, of feats of organization, and of intense debate. Out of this varied activity, moreover, came critical innovations in tactics and theory: it was the moment of general strikes, of workers' councils and soviets, of syndicalism and industrial unionism; and it was the experience from which emerged the theoretical contributions of Gramsci, Lukacs, Benjamin, the Austro-Marxists, and the Russian Bolsheviks, not to mention those, like Sorel, on the opposite end of the political spectrum. The labor and socialist movements were alive, growing, and hopeful, and they offered a fundamental challenge to the existing order of things.
It is, in sum, a moment well worth capturing, recreating, and studying historically. To do so, however, it is necessary as a preliminary to cut through the thick accretion of opinion sharply critical of the parties and politics of the Second International that also, by implication at least, has hampered the appreciation of the labor movements within which socialists operated. One must, in other words, rethink the problem of Social Democracy as the essential preliminary to the analysis of the working class per se.²

It is, of course, almost impossible to disentangle the history of workers during the first quarter of the century from that of Socialism and Social Democracy. Social democratic parties grew in step with the formation of the working class and its increasing political activism; they sought to represent the class and succeeded in winning its overt political allegiance; and the trade unions that took root among workers were normally linked to social democratic politics and policies. Most important, the network of local social institutions through which many workers, especially in Germany, Austria, and Italy, led their lives was frequently part of the subculture of Social Democracy. The identification of the history of labor with that of Social Democracy is thus neither foolish nor mischievous.

It is, however, mistaken, and the mistake leads to considerable confusion. For Social Democracy was an explicitly political movement about whose effectiveness and merit it is reasonable to reach narrowly political conclusions, while the evolution of the working class and its collective activity requires a quite different sort of analysis. The specific problem in this case is that the largely negative estimate reached by a variety of judges on the social democratic record has led to a similar general discounting of the effectiveness, richness, and viability of working-class culture, organization, and activity in the very same period.

The process by which the critique of the failures of the Second International passed over into a downgrading of the efforts of working men and women to fashion institutions and a movement was itself a highly political phenomenon. The classic texts, of course, are the contemporary writings of Michels and Lenin. As is well known, Michels' study of the "oligarchic tendencies of organization" focused primarily upon Social Democracy, and he developed a trenchant critique of the bureaucratic, cautious evolution of that movement. To Michels, writing in 1911, the logic of socialist politics in a hostile society
was for the party to organize "the framework of social revolution. For this reason it endeavors to strengthen its positions, to extend its bureaucratic mechanism, to store up its energies and its funds." Gradually, however, the preservation of the apparatus becomes not the means but the end of politics; and this organizational imperative is reinforced "by the personal interest of thousands of honest bread-winners whose economic life is so intimately associated with the life of the party." In the end, "the external form of the party, its bureaucratic organization, definitely gains the upper hand over its soul." 3

Michels' diagnosis was amply confirmed by the decisions of socialists in almost all countries to join with other classes in defense of the national interest in August 1914. In retrospect, these actions seem almost inevitable: all over Europe, the left and the unions were on the defensive; even where they were strongest, the socialists were powerless to prevent war; and the "realistic" logic of maintaining the movement's capacity to defend the workers in wartime easily prevailed over the prospect of futile demonstrations in support of internationalist principles. 4 Still, the betrayal of principle could not be disguised, and it served to break apart the socialist movement. In general, the antiwar forces could trace their roots back to the left oppositions that had surfaced in most parties prior to the war, and the prewar moderates were clearly the core of the patriotic socialists. But there were anomalies, like Ramsay MacDonald in Britain and Eduard Bernstein in Germany, and, in addition, there existed a large body of centrist, pacifist opinion doomed to impotence by the extremism of the situation.

The split in the left rather quickly produced several diagnoses of the "material bases" of reformism, the most penetrating of which was Lenin's. Lenin, together with Zinoviev, argued that imperialism allowed for the creation of an "aristocracy of labor" within the core nations of world capitalism. Imperialism generated the "superprofits" with which it was "possible to bribe the labour leaders and the upper stratum of the labour aristocracy." Most important, "this stratum of worker-turned-bourgeois, or the labour aristocracy, who are quite philistine in their mode of life, in the size of their earnings, and in their entire outlook, is the principal prop of the Second International." 5

Lenin's critique is of great historiographical significance, for he gave a social basis to the essentially conservative and almost mystical argument of Michels. What for Michels was the inevitable product of organization and bureaucracy became for Lenin the political manifestation of a specific conjuncture and social formation. More materialist than Michels, Lenin's argument implied an even more penetrating criticism of sections of the working class itself. In this early
formulation, moreover, Lenin himself was apparently unsure of how broadly his strictures should apply. He slipped casually in his writing from speaking of a “stratum” of the labor aristocracy to discussing the group as a whole and compounded the confusion by attempting to link this material phenomenon with Social Democracy generally. He was obviously willing to contemplate the possibility that the rot had spread far and deep among the working class in the industrial countries.

The Leninist critique was based upon a particular reading of the history of labor and socialism in Europe. Ironically, though, it ran roughly parallel in some of its main contours to the themes of the dominant American school of labor history and labor economics. While Lenin was dissecting the sources of reformism in the European working class, John R. Commons and, later, Selig Perlman were constructing theories and interpretations of labor in America that took reformism as a virtue and, more important, as the almost inevitable product of modern industrial capitalism. Gradually, the Commons/Perlman approach was further transformed, in several stages, into a thoroughly functionalist approach to labor and industrial relations.

Essentially, it came to be argued in the 1950s and 1960s that union organization and, in Europe, Social Democracy as a whole served a useful, functional role in society by providing a mechanism to adjust first-generation proletarians to modern capitalism. There is, to be sure, a genuine correspondence between this notion and the Leninist view of the social democrats as “the principal (social) prop of the bourgeoisie” in the imperialist era. But there was a critical difference, for Lenin’s explanation stressed the temporary, contingent nature of the incorporation, while the functionalist view saw integration as normal and pervasive in the modern social order. Moreover, the concept of integration was embedded in a tradition whose assumptions were quite antithetical to Leninism, to materialism and, it may be suggested, to a historical approach more generally. This American functionalist tradition assumed first, the stability of the social formation, and second, a rather close fit between the demands of the system for social control and the institutions and ideas of the society in ordinary circumstances. Social conflict and problems of integration, control, and resistance are thus manifestations of temporary dysfunction caused, in most cases, by the extraordinary pace or unanticipated and indirect consequences of social change. The classic formulation of this view of labor was straightforward and crude: “One universal response to industrialization is protest on the part of the labour force as it is fitted into the new social structure.”
It is the transition to industrialism that poses the greatest problem for social integration, according to the functionalist model. But this is also where Social Democracy can play its most useful part, for it is a movement uniquely suited to socializing new recruits to industry to its demands while affording a safe outlet, through its rhetoric and political posture, for discontent. Two historical works have been crucial in arguing for this view of prewar Social Democracy. The first was Gunther Roth's book *The Social Democrats in Imperial Germany: A Study in Working-Class Isolation and National Integration*, which was unabashed in its functionalist orientation. The second was Dieter Groh's massive study of "negative integration" in which the argument was made in great detail:

The process of the negative integration of the Social Democratic worker was . . . enforced through the development of the Social Democratic organization. The strong, internal group integration which underlay the gathering of workers in this organization, eventually led to the formation of an "integration party." [Sigmund Neumann.] This party, in ideal cases, took care of its members from the cradle to the grave, from the workers' kindergarten to the cremation cooperative . . . this contributed in an indirect manner to the integration of the worker into state and society. For the Social Democratic organizations were tied to so many aspects of the existing order that there was not even a need for the government to point out dangers to the organizations in order to prevent any planned action, for the labour movement, as an educational and cultural movement in the broadest sense, possessed an affirmative character in relation to German society. The Social Democrats did not question the accepted cultural, ethical, and moral norms of bourgeois society. Indeed they guaranteed the much discussed "embourgeoisement of the proletariat."

However un-Leninist or un-Marxist the integration argument may be, some at least of its proponents see themselves as continuing and developing Lenin's original critique. Whatever the authors' intentions, the position is profoundly conservative, not simply in its origins and assumptions but also in what it ends up saying about the working class in the first part of the century. It reads back into their wage struggles a petty-bourgeois, consumerist mentality; it views their difficult struggles for organization as the growth of bureaucracy; and it derides their quite considerable achievements in carving out a "social space" for working class culture in the new urban environment as a capitulation to corporate status within bourgeois society. Most important, in interpreting the formation of organizations and formal institu-
tions as an integrating mechanism, it implicitly makes a virtue of weakness and a vice of strength.

The net effect of viewing labor's past in this way has been to downplay and degrade much of the self-activity of workers in waging strikes; establishing unions; elaborating social networks; founding, fighting for, and attending schools; safeguarding their persons; and even participating in politics. And though the argument for integration has been made most forcefully in the German case, it has also come to pervade analyses of British, French, and other experiences. British workers, it has recently been suggested, were simply reinforcing the ties that bound them to their masters in creating their own strong communities, unions, and, ultimately, political party in the years up to 1914. They evolved "a dense inward-looking culture, whose effect," it is said, "was both to emphasize the distance of the working class from the classes above it and to articulate its position within an apparently permanent social hierarchy." Therefore, the effect of activities aimed at creating a socialist world was to reinforce bourgeois hegemony.

Similar arguments have been made for French, Belgian, and other workers, most notably by Peter Stearns. He sees the era up to 1914 as the time when industrial society, and with it the working class, "matured" across Europe. Thus, strikes came to be concerned more with wages than control over the production process, and unions and strikes together came to be viewed instrumentally rather than as confrontations in the class war. Overall, Stearns admits, the integration of workers before 1914 was incomplete, especially in southern and eastern Europe, but there can be no question that the modernization process was working to adjust and integrate workers into the new world of industrial capitalism. Needless to say, such arguments have achieved an even greater currency in America.

Despite the different sources from which the argument for integration has come, the combined effect has been to view the evolution of the working class in much the same terms as that of its institutional embodiments, particularly Social Democracy. In consequence, both have been interpreted as exhibiting the effects of embourgeoisement and integration, manifested in the progressive incorporation of the subaltern classes into the smooth functioning of advanced capitalism.

In many minds, therefore, the distinction between the history of socialists and that of the workers they attempted to organize and speak for has become blurred, and the critique of the one has implied a cynicism
and condescension toward the other. There are signs, however, that this confusion is being recognized for what it is and that a new, more subtle view of both histories is being developed. The authors gathered together in this volume seek to further the process of rethinking the interconnected (but not identical) record of labor and the left in this crucial period of their evolution.

The initial spur to revise the conventional interpretation came, somewhat surprisingly, from historians of politics, war, and diplomacy. During the 1960s, the rather sterile debates on the origins of the Great War and the meaning of the Versailles settlement were transformed by the insight that both phenomena had as much, if not more, to do with internal social developments in different countries as with the imperatives of geopolitics. Building on the inspired interwar writings of Elie Halévy and Eckart Kehr, historians such as Arno Mayer, Fritz Fischer, and others began to look at Germany's drive to war, at the decisions of Britain and Germany actually to declare war in 1914, and at the politics of Versailles as integrally linked to the political and social crises through which Great Britain, Germany, Italy, France, and even the United States were passing, each to a greater or lesser degree.14

Logically, such a novel perspective implied reconsideration of the various insurgent movements that had been growing up, particularly within Europe. It also suggested, and quite correctly, that the dominant elites took such movements extremely seriously, even if in retrospect their fears seem to have been misplaced. And one could of course go much further and argue that such fears were actually justified for two historical reasons: first, socialist parties and trade unions were gaining strength rapidly from 1900 in all countries, and workers were beginning to use their collective strength for strike action toward political ends, such as suffrage, and toward purely economic goals; and second, the political systems in which this insurgency was developing were sufficiently archaic in their operation and undemocratic in their structure as to be genuinely incapable of incorporating and absorbing these movements for change.15

The second source of historiographical revision has come from within social and labor history. Recent years have witnessed an explosion of interest in working-class history and collective action. While most research in this area has been focused on the early years of transition to industrial society in Britain and Europe, the theoretical results are obviously more broadly applicable. The essential finding of almost all of this work is that working men and women in the past were more articulate and sensible, less traumatized by their environments, and possessed of a much richer culture and set of beliefs than was ever
thought before. Historians have come to reject ideas stressing the deprivation and despair of daily life and the desperate character of protest, and to view collective action instead as the product of collective strength, of the interaction between popular mentalities, working people's social networks and relations, and the prevailing economic and political conjuncture.

This perspective has remained implicit in the work of many of the best labor and social historians, such as Hobsbawm, Thompson, and Georges Haupt, and it has been made explicit by the historical sociologist Charles Tilly. Tilly seeks to replace the extant functionalist theory of conflict, with its model of social change producing psychic disruption, alienation, and unrest, by an emphasis upon the mobilization of resources as the key to collective action. Such sociological work is especially important for this volume because, in generalizing about the underpinnings of resistance, it allows for the application of the insights of social historical work on early industrialization to the more recent history of the twentieth century. More specifically, it facilitates reinterpretation of critical aspects of the history of the workers' movement in Europe. For what appears, in the traditional view, to be a factor producing integration may be recast as a source of political strength and opposition. The complex web of union organization, community life, and institutions of social support can be reinterpreted in the mobilization perspective as products of working-class activity and as institutions creating social and political space within a hostile society, rather than as bureaucratic adaptations to the system. Thirdly, one of the net effects of the combined work of social historians and historical sociologists is to direct future research at the nature of work, community, family, and everyday life and at how changes in them affect the capacity and willingness of ordinary people to act together for common ends.

The third tributary to the revisionist stream has a more explicitly political origin. The resurgence of conflict in western Europe in the 1960s among workers and students led, for a variety of reasons, to a renewed intellectual interest in the history of workers' councils and their democratizing potential and in the intellectual justification of councils in anarcho-syndicalist thought or in Gramsci's Marxism. Though the political thrust behind such an interest has begun noticeably to fade, the temporary enthusiasm did serve to launch serious work into a much neglected area of European social history, and a number of important studies have appeared on the shop stewards' and council movements that appeared near the end of the Great War in Italy, Germany, Britain, Austria, and elsewhere.
These movements varied a great deal from one region and industry to another, and their impact was correspondingly differentiated. Yet in every country they showed the enormous potential for working-class action to proceed beyond the bounds set by the structures of union organization and parliamentary politics. Second, and most important, the council-type movements in most cases drew particular strength from those sections of labor involved in armaments, metal working, and heavy industry in general, and attracted especially the new, semiskilled entrants to industry whose position had been curiously elevated during the boom in war production. These correlations indicate that not only could workshop-based organizations be pressed into service during a time of unusual political crisis but that such forms of organization might well be the most effective means of mobilizing workers in those new industrial sectors whose development would loom so large in subsequent decades.

The focus on the link between the council movement and the workplace has tended more recently to merge into a broader concern for the impact of the labor process upon workers' collective action. Stimulated largely by Harry Braverman's *Labor and Monopoly Capital*, a number of historians, economists, and sociologists have begun to undertake serious work on the manner in which technical development and the changing structure of business enterprise affect the organization of work, the level of skills and the degree of autonomy retained or acquired by the workers, and the shifting potentials for organization and protest. Moreover, since the first major attempt by capital to gain effective control over the details of the labor process appears to have occurred during the period of rapid growth beginning in 1895 and continuing up to the Great War, the issue of work is of great importance in understanding the challenge of labor in this era.18

IV

Taken together, these three sets of developments have prepared the way for a new view of the social and political history of labor in the early twentieth century. Such a new synthesis, to be sure, is still inchoate, and much detailed investigation remains to be done in many local contexts before a definitive picture emerges. Nevertheless, we feel that the main contours of such a synthesis can at least be glimpsed and hope that some of them will emerge clearly in the essays gathered in this collection. The authors brought together here can in no way be said to constitute a "school" of thought or interpretation, but they do share an awareness both of the dominant image of labor as increasingly "in-
corporated” in this period and of the obvious inadequacy of this approach. They are all influenced, in addition, by the new trends in historical and sociological writing that are making this view appear outdated and oversimplified. Most important, they each seek to build upon the insights of recent work in order further to elaborate the complex interactions between economic change, the evolution of social structure, and workers’ collective action.

The essays are of two sorts—slightly more than half are comparative analyses of aspects of economic and social change and workers’ responses, the rest are more specialized case studies that seek to illustrate the broader comparative arguments as well as provide important local detail. Cronin’s essay on labor formation and class insurgency provides a general overview of the structural transformation of the European working class and its social and political consequences. Too much labor history is written as if the subject—the workers—were a stable, easily identified group to whom things happen and that reacts with varying degrees of organization, protest, and acquiescence. What this and several of the other pieces show is that the very nature of the working class was changing during the “long wave” of 1896–1920. Growth was centered particularly in the new industries of the “Second Industrial Revolution”—electricity, chemicals, and steel—rather than in the older textile, iron, and coal industries, which had been pioneered by the British in the nineteenth century.

Inevitably, these new sectors employed different technologies and organized work in quite different ways than the old industries, and the workers in these newer, larger, more technically advanced factories had to submit to new patterns of production and daily life. Skill levels shifted and work routines were altered in such a fashion as to create a labor force that was more homogeneous than before and that tended to be semiskilled rather than skilled and apprenticed on the one hand, or unskilled, casual, and untrained on the other. Thus the internal structure of the working class was greatly transformed. This reshaping occurred in the context of a rapid expansion of the working class, its ranks swelling with rural migrants from the local countryside and from more distant sources like Poland, southern Italy, and Ireland. The mass militancy of the years 1910 to 1925 was, it appears, as much the result of the initial mobilization of this new, reconstituted working class as it was a radicalization of those stable sectors of labor that had been active prior to 1910.

The next two essays, by Larry Peterson and David Montgomery, respectively, explore the strategic and organizational implications of these changed economic and social structures for workers’ movements
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in Europe and America. Peterson shows the vitality and viability of industrial unionism and syndicalism across both continents and documents their direct and indirect influence. While Peterson's emphasis is on the years before the war, Montgomery shifts the attention to the wartime and postwar insurgencies and elaborates the comparison between Europe and the United States. He also seeks to incorporate in his analysis the critical role of community and community formation in sustaining working-class militancy.

It may well be that the aspect of the restructuring of the working class, the implications of which are least well understood, is the way it transformed the social and political life of the major urban centers. What had previously been enclaves of administration, exchange, consumption, and cultural production became the settings for industrial production and class confrontation. Patterns varied from town to town and still more across national boundaries, but everywhere the cities, or rather sections of the cities, became centers of an intense working-class community life and a distinct working-class culture that was at least partially autonomous and freed from direct supervision.

The cultural presence of the working class in these growing urban environments was reflected in the most diverse manifestations—in patterns of residential segregation, in styles and levels of consumption, in architecture and fashion, in leisure and, of course, in local politics—and it can be studied within and through any of these spheres. Several essays in this volume deal indirectly with this urban dimension of class formation; one, by Mary Nolan, does so directly. Nolan, in her essay on Germany during the revolutions of 1918-19, examines the social structure of two Ruhr towns—Hamborn and Düsseldorf—to discover the roots of the insurgencies that swept both areas in the revolutionary years.

After this in-depth study, we move to a rather more general analysis of labor and technology in France by Gary Cross. Cross seeks to explain the paradoxical fact that French workers, whose prewar organizations and ideology were more closely attuned to the rhetoric of syndicalism and "workers' control" than those of other workers, exhibited after the war less enthusiasm for workers' control, and probably less radicalism in general, than workers in virtually the whole of Europe. He finds the answer in the peculiar characteristics of the French economy, in the weakness of union organization, and in the unusual strength of Taylorist and "productivist" tenets among the French left.

Cross' piece reminds us of the truly dramatic nature of the changes affecting industry and its workers in the early twentieth cen-
tury and the consequent fluidity of industrial structure. This served further to call into question political and social arrangements and the general distribution of power and authority in society. A measure of the flux was the variety of proposals, experiments, and movements for reshaping work and political life in the immediate aftermath of the First World War. The last four essays in the book deal primarily with these responses to the crisis of 1917–20 in Europe and America.

Steve Fraser tells the intriguing story of the collaborative venture in industrial production of the Amalgamated Clothing Workers of America and the Russian Bolsheviks. This unique international exchange allows for a panoramic and revealing portrait of the intellectual and political crosscurrents of the early 1920s. In the following article, Melvyn Dubofsky explains the ramifications of the mass insurgency of the war and postwar years on industrial and labor policy and is able to argue convincingly for the importance of the experience of 1917–20 in shaping subsequent American politics.

In the penultimate essay, William Rosenberg examines the interplay among political democracy, the “democratizing” of social relations, and workers’ control on the Russian railroads in 1917. In doing so, he illuminates in fascinating detail the dynamic popular movement that lay beneath the Bolshevik seizure of power. Rosenberg also succeeds in showing the limitations of and contradictions in the Russian situation, thus raising difficult questions about the possibilities inherent in early twentieth century society.

These questions come to the fore more explicitly in the final essay, by Carmen Sirianni, who looks at the outcomes of the various movements for workers’ control in Europe during and after the War of 1914–18. Ultimately, labor insurgency runs up against the power of the state, and the result of that contest determines the subsequent ability of workers to control the workplace and most other aspects of their lives. Sirianni argues that the specifics outcomes were shaped by two factors: the relationship between incipient workshop organization and existing trade unions and political parties on the one hand, and on the other, the degree of crisis gripping the political system itself. The latter factor proved critical and has no doubt been underplayed by previous writers on the history of labor and the left, who often write as if the success or failure of insurgency was due solely to the strengths or shortcomings of the movement.

The essays, therefore, cover a wide array of topics and range over much of Europe and America. Though by no means exhaustive, they touch upon a span of experience broad enough to suggest a general analytical usefulness. And, of course, the aim of this collection is only
partly to provide answers; it is also to stimulate further research along similar lines by other scholars. Whether that occurs will perhaps be the ultimate testimony to the value of our project.

Notes

1. This is so despite the evident interest that Hobsbawm, Thompson, and others take in contemporary politics. Cf., for example, E. P. Thompson, *Writing by Candlelight* (London, 1980), and E. J. Hobsbawm, et al., *The Forward March of Labour Halted?* (London, 1981). The latter, because it focuses so directly upon labor, ought to provide more illumination on aspects of working class history than it in fact does.

2. The process of reinterpreting Social Democracy in its historical context has been begun, but just barely. In the most recent survey of the German experience, for example, the old framework remains intact: W. L. Guttsman, *The German Social Democratic Party, 1875–1933* (London, 1981). Also disappointing in this regard is Adam Przeworski's otherwise thoughtful analysis, "Social Democracy as a Historical Phenomenon," *New Left Review* 122 (1980), 27–58. More helpful are Dan S. White, "Reconsidering European Socialism in the 1920s," *Journal of Contemporary History* 16, no. 2 (April 1981), 251–272; and Geoff Eley and Keith Nield, "Why Does Social History Ignore Politics?" *Social History* 5, no. 2 (May 1980), 249–271, esp. 254–258. Both are better at criticizing the existing interpretation, however, than in outlining a new analysis.

A major factor stimulating the reevaluation of Social Democracy is the recent political successes of "Eurocommunism" and "Eurosocialism." On the former, there is a large but generally quite ahistorical literature. See, however, Carl Marzani, *The Promise of Eurocommunism* (Westport, Conn., 1980); Carl Boggs and David Plotke, eds., *The Politics of Eurocommunism* (Boston, 1980); and Bogdan Denitch, ed., *Democratic Socialism* (Totowa, N.J., 1981).


4. See in particular Georges Haupt, *Socialism and the Great War* (Oxford, 1972), on the context in which these fatal decisions were taken.


9. We move rather quickly here to the literature of the 1960s for several reasons. First, much of the work on Social Democracy appearing from 1920 through the 1950s either simply rehashed the arguments of Lenin and Michels or else was concerned primarily with explaining the relationship between the failure of the left and the triumph of the fascist right in the interwar years. Though much useful information was unearthed, little new was added in terms of interpretation. Second, although Sigmund Neumann anticipated much of the argument of the late 1950s and 1960s in his work on political parties in Weimar and was, indeed, probably the first to use the term “integration” in describing the Social Democrats as an “Integrationspartei,” this particular reading of the past did not really become dominant until the functionalist revolution in American social science, to which its intellectual triumph owes so much. On the state of the debate in the 1950s, at least as it affected German Social Democracy, see W. H. Maehl, “Recent Literature on the German Socialists,” *Journal of Modern History* 33, no. 3 (September 1961), 292–306; and Klaus Epstein, “Three American Studies of German Socialism,” *World Politics* 11, no. 4 (July 1959), 629–651. On Neumann’s views, see S. Neumann, *Die deutschen Parteien, Wesen und Wandel nach dem Kriege* (Berlin, 1932). One rather curious result of this interpretive disjuncture is that the truly seminal work by Carl Schorske, *German Social Democracy, 1905–1917* (Cambridge, Mass., 1955) does not fit easily into either the old interpretation worked out by Michels and Lenin or the orthodoxy of the later postwar period. In fact, its findings are quite compatible with the new directions mapped out in these essays, but it has often been misinterpreted as fitting neatly into the integration perspective.


made a somewhat later impact than Mayer's but it was quite profound. See his *Germany's Aims in the First World War* (London, 1967) and also *War of Illusion* (London, 1975). The latter is especially concerned with internal developments. Kehr's important work was long ignored but revived and reprinted largely through the efforts of Hans-Ulrich Wehler. His essays were printed under the title *Der Primat der Innenpolitik* in German (Berlin, 1965) and translated as *Economic Interest, Militarism and Foreign Policy: Essays on German History*, ed. Gordon Craig (Berkeley, 1977). Halévy's essay was first written in 1929 and is available as "The World Crisis of 1914–18: An Interpretation," in *The Era of Tyrannies: Essays on Socialism and War* (New York, 1965), 209–247.


16. The Tilly argument has been made many times and in many contexts. A most thorough statement is provided in Charles, Louise, and Richard Tilly, *The Rebellious Century* (Cambridge, Mass., 1975).


The modern working class is not especially noted for its optimism or idealism. Indeed, the industrial proletariat may well have pioneered in the adoption of those secular and cynical life-styles and values that have come increasingly to pervade twentieth-century society and culture.¹ This makes it all the more surprising, then, to rediscover the deep feelings and high expectations with which Europe’s workers launched the greatest wave of strikes in their history just after World War I. For a brief moment, the apocalyptic hopes of the left-wing socialists and the fantastic fears of the forces of order seemed about to come true: soldiers deserted en masse and turned against their officers and their governments; workers in almost every industry struck for unprecedented demands; workers’ councils were established from Limerick to Budapest; mass strikes broke out in Glasgow, Oslo, Barcelona, Turin, and elsewhere.² And if Lenin and Trotsky, Luxemburg, Liebknecht, and Gramsci were wrong in their optimism, they were no more misguided than their panic-stricken opponents, such as Churchill, Lloyd George, the diplomats at Versailles, and the various gener-

¹ This is a revised version of the paper first published in Social Science History 4, no. 1 (Winter 1980), 125–152.
als and police commanders charged with controlling and suppressing the volatile crowds of urban workers and discontented ex-soldiers.  

Relatively quickly, the hopes of 1919–20 were dashed, popular resistance was crushed, and the established interests were largely restored to dominance. To be sure, the victory of the right was not simply and smoothly achieved, and it remained precarious, particularly in central and eastern Europe, where formally democratic regimes cloaked bureaucratic, military, and economic structures of decidedly authoritarian and anachronistic character. Many factors contributed to this essentially reactionary outcome—the postwar depression and the consequent erosion of shopfloor militancy; the fragmentation of the left; the augmented power and technical competence of armies, bureaucracies, and other elements of the state apparatus; the general level of economic development and class formation; and the international political balance. Conservative stabilization was in this sense “overdetermined,” and is thus far less interesting than the origins of the massive, if nonetheless unsuccessful, upheavals.

Most historians offer a straightforward explanation of the great unrest: the privations and frustrations of war led to an outburst of raw anger and revolt. Such an analysis has economy and simplicity to its credit, and possesses some obvious empirical validity—things were tough during 1914–18. But it is marred by one overriding deficiency: it detaches the events of 1917–20 from the general evolution of class relationships prior to the war and is thus incapable of explaining the strong elements of continuity that connect the postwar with the mounting prewar militancy. The aim of this article is to analyze the events of 1917–20 in terms of more long-term processes of class formation. Specifically, it will be argued that the outburst beginning in 1917 was produced primarily by the interaction between the grievances and hardships induced by the war and the enhanced capacity for collective action created by technical changes at the point of production and the simultaneous consolidation of working-class communities in the major urban and industrial centers of Europe.

A brief review of the various national experiences during 1917–20 will establish the basic facts to be probed and analyzed. To begin with, perhaps the most arresting feature of the movements in the different countries was their similarity and simultaneity. The insurgency of 1917–20 was of truly international scope. Paradoxically, the war that at its inception marked the dissolution of internationalism ended with a strike wave of international dimensions. The general strike against the war never materialized in 1914, but it almost happened in January 1918, and this was followed the next November by a
widespread revulsion against the war and the war-makers manifest in industrial conflict and political protest. Little in the way of international planning or coordination was behind any of these events, but there was a good deal of emulation of and political inspiration from revolutionary Russia.  

The militancy of 1917–20 was also massive and became increasingly so. The movement developed its own momentum: Beginning with some isolated, though symbolically important, strikes and mutinies in 1917, it grew to envelop most of the urban working class in Europe by 1919–20. Participation in strikes is only a crude indicator of involvement, but the increasing number of workers taking part in industrial action between 1917 and 1920 suggests the dimensions of discontent (see Table 2–1). Union membership grew correspondingly, as did the electoral pull of socialist and labor parties.

How many of these strikers and voters were active revolutionaries? We cannot know for sure. The Director of Intelligence at Scotland Yard estimated that as many as 10 percent of the workers in Britain favored violent revolution in January 1920, and admitted further that a clear majority was in favor of some sort of social revolution. In Germany, the victory of the majority Socialists over their Spartacist and Independent Socialist opponents in the elections to the Constituent Assembly in January 1919 has often been cited as proof of the essential moderation of the workers, but the argument is not convincing. Election results seldom reveal the deeper aspirations of voters and are most unreliable at a time of upheaval. In addition, various factors influenced elections on the local level—the degree of organization, the tendency to vote for known quantities, and so on—which in the short run probably worked to the advantage of the right-wing socialists. In places where the radicals developed a strong organization and fielded popular candidates, however, they did quite well. For example, the Independent Social Democratic Party (USPD) gained 27.6 percent of the vote in Berlin, 22.5 percent in Düsseldorf, 38.6 percent in Leipzig, and 44.1 percent in Halle-Merseburg. Most important of all, the dominance of the moderates was short-lived, coming as it did only "at the beginning of a process of radicalization," a process that ultimately involved the establishment of a "soviet" government in Bavaria in 1919, the affiliation of the bulk of the Independents to the Comintern, the general strike against the Kapp Putsch in March 1920, and the ensuing "Ruhr Red Army" revolt.  

Questions about the revolutionary zeal of the masses are always hard to answer, in part because they are often incorrectly posed. They tend to assume a relationship between consciousness and behavior that
Table 2-1. Participation in Strikes, 1916–1920
(Number of Workers Involved in Disputes)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>France</th>
<th>Germany</th>
<th>Italy</th>
<th>United Kingdom</th>
<th>Netherlands</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1916</td>
<td>41,400</td>
<td>14,639</td>
<td>138,508</td>
<td>235,000</td>
<td>18,100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1917</td>
<td>293,800</td>
<td>66,634</td>
<td>174,817</td>
<td>575,000</td>
<td>31,300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1918</td>
<td>176,200</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>158,711</td>
<td>923,000</td>
<td>39,700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1919</td>
<td>1,151,000</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>1,554,566</td>
<td>2,401,000</td>
<td>61,700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1920</td>
<td>1,317,000</td>
<td>1,428,116</td>
<td>2,313,685</td>
<td>1,779,000</td>
<td>64,400</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


is more direct and intimate than seems ordinarily possible to obtain. Workers' attitudes are seldom made explicit enough to judge their precise ideological content; and it would appear that their actions are governed much more by the structured possibilities for resistance than by their desires or discontent. It is not that the sentiments of working people are uninteresting or invariant or that their hopes are not occasionally raised and their horizons lifted; it is rather that for workers the process of radicalization normally involves an increase in mass participation and an escalation of tactical militancy. For the bulk of the working class, the political pendulum swings back and forth between engagement (which is usually of a left-wing or "democratic" variety) and sullen resignation, rather than between left and right. What was most significant and threatening, therefore, about events in Germany and elsewhere throughout 1919–20 was not the slogans and demands of the movement but the sustained level of popular activism.

Insurgency affected equally large numbers in France, Italy, Hungary, and Austria. As Lloyd George explained in a famous passage in March 1919,

the whole of Europe is filled with the spirit of revolution. There is a deep sense not only of discontent, but of anger and revolt among the workmen against prewar conditions. The whole existing order in its political, social and economic aspects is questioned by the masses of the population from one end of Europe to the other. 9

Thus in France, perhaps the least troubled of European nations, the Confédération Générale du Travail (General Confederation of Labor) (CGT) grew by three times between 1914 and January 1920, and the metal workers' union increased from 7,500 members in 1912 to over 204,000 in December 1918. The new recruits to the labor and socialist
movements were eager and volatile and showed little patience with the staid politics of a Thomas or a Renaudel. Their propensity for swift, spontaneous action led to massive strikes and demonstrations, such as the Paris protest of 6 April 1919 to denounce the acquittal of Jaures's murderer involving over 100,000 working people, and served to create what *Le temps* (15 April 1919) called a "ferociously revolutionary milieu." To the left-wing spokesman Pierre Monatte, writing in *La vie ouvrière* (11 June 1919), the path ahead in 1919 seemed obvious: "From discontent to discontent, from strike to strike, from a semi-economic and semi-political strike to a purely political strike. We're going straight to the bankruptcy of the bourgeoisie, that is, to the Revolution." Ultimately, the road to revolution was blocked, defeat coming with the collapse of the general strike of May 1920, the so-called civic battle of the Marne. Still, from November 1918 until that final failure, the process of radicalization seemed irreversible.10

For the most part, rural France remained calm during 1917–20, but in Italy conflict engulfed both the cities and the countryside. Unrest began in May 1917 in Milan, surfaced again in the August revolt at Turin, and, after a lull during the last year of the war, revived again in late 1918. The beginning of 1919 witnessed a broad strike wave and rapid growth of the trade unions, the Socialist Party, the Catholic unions, and the Catholic Popular Party (Popolari). Strikes, land occupations, and food riots, particularly during June and July 1919, continued unabated for the entire *bienne roso* of 1919–1920, culminating in the occupation of the factories in September 1920. "A real class war" raged in both the urban centers and the rural districts, and probably only the fragmentation of the popular forces prevented the toppling of the regime.11

Hungary was the one place besides Italy and Spain where discontent erupted simultaneously in rural and urban areas; and for a very brief time the streams of anger fused behind Béla Kun. Kun's soviet regime arose essentially as a government of national emergency, aiming to "obtain from the East what has been denied to us by the West."12 This nationalist component notwithstanding, the real center of revolutionary sentiment was in the Budapest working class, particularly among the metalworkers, railwaymen, and building workers. The munitions factories especially were left-wing strongholds, while in the countryside scattered settlements of miners and steelworkers formed "communist beachheads." The mass character of the movement was incontestable and caused the hesitancy with which the powers at Versailles approached intervention. In the end, what sealed the fate of Kun was not the strength of Horthy's counterrevolutionary forces,
which were quite weak, but the disaffection of the peasantry from the
government's land reforms and, in the summer of 1919, the growing
hostility of even the urban workers to the regime.\textsuperscript{13}

The situation in Austria differed in two major respects from that
in Hungary. The Austrian peasants, for all their privations, were a
consistently stabilizing force hostile from the beginning to "Red
Vienna."\textsuperscript{14} As Otto Bauer would later argue, "The peasant proceeded
to adopt an attitude of defiance. . . . Peasants' councils struggled with
workers' councils for control of the administrative machinery. . . . The
peasant knew that he was stronger; he had plenty of food in his
cupboard, and he could blockade the town. If it came to civil war, it was
not the peasant but the workers who would starve."\textsuperscript{15}

The second difference was the Austrian Social Democrats, who
were incomparably better organized than their Hungarian counter­
parts (and much less moderate than their German comrades).\textsuperscript{16} In
consequence, they were more capable of absorbing the surge of mili­
tancy within normal forms of party and trade union activity and
organization. On the other hand, the genuine radicalization of the
workers probably went further and penetrated deeper in Austria than
in any other Western nation. As early as May 1917, the railway workers'
journal proclaimed its solidarity with "the heroic Russian proletariat";
in May and June of 1917 the Viennese metal and munitions workers
launched a wave of strikes; and in December the workers of Linz
elected the first "workers' council." In January 1918, a general strike
centered in Vienna swept through Austria and involved over a half-
million workers. Led by militant shop stewards operating through local
councils, the movement mixed economic and political demands: the
restoration of food rations and a democratic peace. Though the strike
 petered out toward the end of January, it seemed to presage a more
thorough and revolutionary outbreak should the Hapsburg regime
begin to crumble under the pressures of war and resurgent nation­
alism.\textsuperscript{17}

With defeat and the establishment of an Austrian republic in
November 1918, mass mobilization commenced again. To many, a
revolutionary outbreak appeared imminent in early 1919, as the Ba­
varian and Hungarian examples encouraged local communists to think
in terms of a Soviet Austria. With some foresight, however, the Aus­
trian Social Democrats headed off the threat by encouraging the
growth of workers' councils and by founding a people's army, the
\textit{Volkswehr}. By thus co-opting rather than resisting the councils, the
party was able to turn the latter against the far left and enlist the
support of the bulk of the workers against the attempted communist
risings of 17 April and 15 June 1919. Still, the price of this maneuver was support for workers’ demands and the enactment of a series of reforms that became a model of social progress during the interwar years.  

Events across the English Channel never approached the dramatic intensity of the social confrontation in central and southern Europe, but in Britain, too, the years following the war saw a major challenge from below. The major source of working-class resistance during the war came from the engineers in munitions, who generated a fairly widespread shop stewards’ movement by 1917. In June of that year, a coalition of left-wing socialists and shop stewards held a convention at Leeds that endorsed the peace proposals of the Russians and called for the establishment of workers’ and soldiers’ councils in England. Strikes became larger and more frequent throughout 1917 and 1918, and demands became bolder. For all his political astuteness, Lloyd George could not convince labor that his policies would really create a “land fit for heroes to live in,” and so they took to the streets. In the lead, once again, were the metal and munitions workers, whose strike for the eight-hour day in Glasgow during January 1919 approached insurrectionary proportions. The authorities felt their position was quite precarious, for the troops were mutinous and demanded immediate demobilization. As 1919 progressed, various groups of workers pressed their demands, particularly the miners, railwaymen, and dockers, who were formally united in the “Triple Alliance.” The government temporized and sought to break up this threatening array of forces. The miners got a Royal Commission under Lord Sankey to study their position; the railwaymen struck alone in September and won a major victory; and the transport workers, led by Ernest Bevin, got their own commission under Lord Shaw in 1920. Tensions remained high throughout 1920, and in the summer the threat of a general strike dissuaded the government from its contemplated action in support of the reactionary Poles. The climax of the unrest came in April 1921, when it became clear that the miners’ demands were not going to be met and that the mine owners were to be confirmed in their old positions of power in the industry. The miners decided to strike and called for support from their erstwhile allies, who only too gladly found various excuses to back away from the general strike planned for April 15, 1921. This day, “Black Friday,” marked the effective end of the postwar militancy, although the miners held out on their own for several long, bitter months.

Industrial protest was truly ubiquitous throughout Europe. Even the Swedes and the Swiss experienced quite impressive upheavals, and
in most major industrial centers the bulk of the working class was disaffected. This did not, of course, guarantee the success of insurgency. Most important, governments were not only willing, when pressed, to resort to force, but in most regions they had or would have had the support of much of the population. It is often forgotten that even at the end of the war the industrial working class in most of Europe was counterbalanced and outmanned by large numbers of peasants and petty proprietors, both clinging to their tenuous non-proletarian status, and by newly rising middle and lower-middle class elements. This was particularly true in east-central and southern Europe, where industrialization and urbanization had come late and proceeded unevenly, resulting in a state of “partial modernization,” as Maier calls it, which called into existence a militant urban working class but which also left the power of preindustrial agrarian and bureaucratic elites at least formally intact. Only in Britain could it be said that a working-class majority existed, but there a long history of parliam­entarism guaranteed that social upheaval would not result in a crisis of political legitimacy. In short, the process of class formation under capitalism had created a modern working class but had not yet proceeded to eliminate or “proletarianize” those middle strata of the population that often tilt the balance in revolutionary situations.

In view of this, the mass, sustained character of labor militancy is still more impressive and more in need of analysis. Particularly noteworthy was the apparent spontaneity of the riots, strikes, and demon­strations of 1917–20. Decades of agitation may well have planted the seeds of radicalism, but the socialist parties and trade unions were notoriously ineffectual, first in opposing the war and then in leading the opposition to it. On the contrary, the civic peace—union sacrée, Burgfriede—of the early war years led to the entry of socialists into bourgeois governments, the recognition of unions by previously hos­tile industrialists, and the daily involvement of labor officials in the formulation of policy, the adjudication of disputes, and the administra­tion of economic controls and rationing systems. This absorption of upper- and middle-level leaders of the unions virtually guaranteed that insurgency would be expressed outside the ordinary patterns of party and trade union activity.

Much to their embarassment and dismay, the various left opposi­tions within the labor and socialist movements were scarcely any closer to the rank and file. Contemporary commentary was nearly unanimous in depicting the militancy near the end of and after the war as spon­taneous, at best organized in a loose, informal fashion by relatively unknown leaders, mostly recruited from the shop floor or in working-
class communities. Conversely, both the left-wing and moderate socialists were bypassed at crucial moments. Thus Toni Sender, an Independent Socialist, has described how the November Revolution broke out in Stuttgart without any planning or leadership, how she and Robert Dissmann worked overtime giving some sort of form to the workers' demands, and how, very soon, they began chasing after the militants in hope of restraining them from inopportune acts of violence. Even relatively hardheaded leaders, such as Luxemburg and Liebknecht, were carried away against their better judgment by the workers' apparent readiness to follow the militant slogans of the left. The apocalyptic tone of so much that was said or written in 1919–20 was a refracted testimony to the elemental nature of the social explosion. It is not surprising, of course, that militants should wish to circumvent or go beyond the narrow strategies favored by established leaders; what is surprising and interesting is that they did it so successfully, so massively, and against such odds. That is the real puzzle of those years. How is all this—particularly the unusual scope and the mass character of events during 1919–20—to be explained?

Most commonly, "misery and exhaustion" from the war are seen as sufficient causes of the upheaval. Certainly, ordinary people in all the belligerent nations became tired of the slaughter after hopes of a quick victory faded in 1915. By 1916, the implications and terrible costs of the conflict were becoming clear, and voices of dissension began to be raised and heard. The various mutinies, strikes, and food riots of 1917 were largely motivated by antiwar sentiments and had definite political overtones. From the summer of 1917 to November 1918, however, there was very little mass action of an obviously pacifist character, certainly not among the workers. In fact, domestic morale in most countries was distinctly better in the last year of the war. Only when defeat loomed imminent did the old institutions begin to crumble in the Hapsburg and Hohenzollern domains. No doubt the war served partially to discredit political leaders and entire regimes, but the governments of Europe showed a remarkable ability to continue to wage war against the wishes of their subjects. Pacificism as a political force remained weak through the end of the conflict.

More important than simple war-weariness and the growth of antiwar sentiment was the impact of economic hardship. Prices of food, housing, and coal shot up sharply during the war and wages failed to keep pace (see Tables 2-2 and 2-3). By the winter of 1916–17, shortages were severe throughout Europe, especially within the central powers. In the Dual Monarchy, the Hungarians cut off most grain shipments to the Austrians, while in Germany efforts to provision the cities foun-
Table 2-2. Cost of Living in Europe, 1913–1920 Index (1913 = 100)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Great Britain</th>
<th>France</th>
<th>Germany</th>
<th>Italy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1913</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1914</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1915</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1916</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>134</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1917</td>
<td>174</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>253</td>
<td>189</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1918</td>
<td>201</td>
<td>207</td>
<td>313</td>
<td>264</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1919</td>
<td>213</td>
<td>259</td>
<td>415</td>
<td>268</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1920</td>
<td>247</td>
<td>357</td>
<td>1020</td>
<td>352</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


...dered on the sullen resistance of the peasants and the temptations of the black market. By the last half of 1918 the Germans were subsisting on a mere 12 percent of the meat, 13 percent of the eggs, and 48 percent of the flour consumed in peacetime; only the consumption of sugar and potatoes was maintained at near normal levels. In England, commissioners toured the country in 1917 hearing complaints on the causes of industrial unrest—everywhere food prices and inequities of distribution headed the list of grievances. Not too surprisingly, working-class protest during and after the war often took the form of consumer actions. Rent strikes occurred in Glasgow and Budapest, and tenants’ agitation also sprang up in Vienna. Food riots, which broke out in France, Britain, Sweden, and elsewhere, were a near universal response of workers. In Italy the greatest threat of revolution came in the midst of the food riots of June and July 1919, and the Austrian general strike of January 1918 was touched off by a reduction in the bread ration. The “moral economy” of the preindustrial poor may well have given way to a more calculating mentality among the workers long before 1914, but the deprivations of war served to resuscitate this waning form of popular protest.

The contribution of rapid inflation to the development of class consciousness is difficult to overstress because rising prices did more than simply erode buying power. Inflation tends to break custom, wiping out historical relativities and established differentials and introducing an element of uncertainty and chaos into bargaining. In normal conditions, workers frame wage demands primarily in relation to the
Table 2-3. The Course of Real Wages, 1913–1921 (Index = 100)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>France</th>
<th>Germany</th>
<th>Britain</th>
<th>Italy</th>
<th>Sweden</th>
<th>U.S.A.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1913</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1914</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1915</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1916</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1917</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1918</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1919</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>85*</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1920</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>72*</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1921</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>78*</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>127</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: See Table 2-2.

*Refers to skilled workers only.

wages paid to comparable groups of workers in nearby plants or towns. Horizons are limited and expectations exceedingly modest. When prices begin to rise too fast, these stabilizing, conservative habits are altered, and workers are encouraged to expand their “orbits of comparison,” a process that leads quite naturally to a spiraling of expectations and demands and, when these are resisted, to an intensification of class antagonism.35

All this, to which could be added a wealth of contemporary anecdotes about the hardships of the war, constitutes eloquent testimony to the effect of economic distress, coupled with simple poverty and hunger, in fostering rebellion. Still, it would be a mistake to focus too narrowly on economic distress as a precipitant of militancy. On theoretical grounds alone, hardship is unlikely to spark political and social activism. Numerous recent studies have shown quite the opposite: Revolutions and mass insurgencies seldom take place during periods of acute suffering but tend rather to arise in more buoyant and prosperous times; nor are the participants in such actions ordinarily the most poverty-striken and objectively oppressed sections of the population.36 More concretely, the timing of protest in 1917–20 was not closely synchronized with the ups and downs of food prices and real wages, at least not after January 1918, and the leading participants were not those worst hit by the dislocations of the war economy.

It is well known, for example, that the most prominent activists in all countries were the metal and munitions workers.37 Yet because they were deemed essential to the war effort, these were the most favored
group of workers, and their wartime earnings rose accordingly. Aus­
trian metal workers received special wage supplements subsidized by
the state beginning in June 1918; their English counterparts had
received a bonus one year earlier. In Germany the wages of men in
the war industries were almost 40 percent higher, relative to prewar
levels, than those available to workers in civilian industries. Roughly
the same situation prevailed elsewhere in Europe, as the demand for
steel, iron, ships, and guns intensified. Nevertheless, these “aristo­
crats of labor” formed the industrial vanguard of the militancy. Just
what other forces propelled them to leadership we shall soon see;
suffice it to say here that poverty was not of primary importance.

Nor is the picture of poverty entirely unrelieved for the bulk of
the population during and just after the war. The demographic evi­
dence is quite the opposite: Before the war, most countries in Europe
were slowly lowering overall death rates, particularly their rates of
infant mortality. The war inevitably caused a temporary reversal that
lasted through 1918. By 1919, however, the downward trend was
reinstituted. Infant mortality was below prewar levels in Austria and
Hungary, Belgium, Germany, Italy, Switzerland, and England and
Wales; overall mortality was scarcely above normal rates, and by 1920 it
too was generally lower. This demographic success, moreover, was
achieved despite continuing economic dislocation produced by the
extended blockade, demobilization, and political and social conflict.

The point is not to minimize the sufferings borne by the home
populations during the war. These were devastatingly real, and left
psychological and physical scars as well as demographic asymmetries.
But there were countervailing tendencies toward the more effective
distribution of necessities. Given the glaring abuses of the black market
and the inefficiencies of rationing, it is easy to overlook the substantial
improvements that occurred in the lot of the very poor. It is necessary
to remember, too, that for many so-called casual workers and their
families—and these included almost all dockers, most labor in the
building trades, and the majority of agricultural laborers—the onset of
war marked the first time in living memory when they could obtain
steady work throughout the year. Employment opportunities im­
proved still more dramatically for women, whose earnings now con­
tributed much more substantially than before to family incomes.

The evidence suggests, therefore, that the combination of war­
weariness and economic distress, while very important, cannot by itself
explain the events of 1917–20. It surely provided plenty of raw mate­
rial for exacerbating workers’ sense of injustice and deprivation, but it
did not guarantee the form their anger would take or that workers
would find the resources and develop the organization necessary to express their discontent. To be able to launch such massive, insurgent actions, workers needed to formulate their complaints as domestic social and political critique and to devise forms of organization based on new bases of collective strength and identity.

Perhaps the most important factor darkening workers' perceptions of the states and societies in which they lived was the failure of political intervention in the war economy. There was a new visibility to the links between government policy and economic oppression and dislocation. By undertaking to ensure supplies of war materials and vital necessities for the home population and by frequently failing at the task, political regimes and their collaborators at the top of the industry were both seriously discredited. It was only logical for ordinary people to blame the political and economic elites for the shortages, the inequities of the black market, and rising prices, and for material grievances to become transformed into challenges to established authorities in government and industry. In addition, the state's groping attempts to stimulate production almost inevitably appeared to workers as pro-management interventions and virtually guaranteed a hostile response from labor's rank and file.43

The specific forms of state intervention applied during the war were thus critical in enabling workers to locate the source of their subsistence difficulties domestically, and gradually to substitute the industrialists and politicians for the external enemy as the targets of their anger. This profound ideological transformation, ultimately a reflection of the long-term centralization of power and the bureaucratization of everyday life in industrial society, created the underlying intellectual justification for the strikes and protests of 1917–20.44

If developments at the national level and in elite circles were crucial in changing workers' attitudes, it was a cumulation of changes visible primarily at the local level in the social organization of production and in the nature of working-class communities that, on balance, strengthened worker's abilities to act collectively and to translate grievances into militancy. The roots of these developments go back to at least the 1890s, but they came to fruition under the impact of the Great War. There occurred a structural transformation or reconstitution of the working class that involved both a new type of industry and a new social environment. Economic growth from the 1890s onward was concentrated in the sectors being remolded and stimulated by the "second industrial revolution," the revolution of steel, electricity, and chemicals.45 The novelty of these industries transcended the products and also encompassed their processes of production, styles of indus-
trial organization, and techniques of labor utilization and control. The factories built after 1890 were bigger, housed more machines of greater speed and efficiency, and required a labor force that was only semiskilled. Ideally, that labor force was also pliable and dependent enough to be fitted in smoothly around the technical requirements of the latest generation of capital equipment. In its very essence, the phase of industrialization that gathered momentum near the end of the nineteenth century was inimical to skilled, craft labor, and tended inexorably toward the creation of a different labor force, typified by the semi-skilled machine tender in mass production. Skilled workers resisted the process with a series of strikes—at Renault's Billancourt works and at the Bosch factory in Stuttgart in 1913, among engineers at Hull and shoemakers in Paris earlier—but only in Great Britain, and even then not universally, were skilled workers sufficiently well organized to resist, or better, deflect for a time, the imperatives of technological change driven on by the quest for profit.

The remaking of the working class conditioned the content, intensity, and expression of protest. The now permanently aggrieved craftsmen, particularly in the engineering industry, became firm supporters of the left. As Hobsbawm argues, "The metal-workers, hitherto rather conservative, became in most countries of the world the characteristic leaders of militant labour movements." This happened in most every center of the new metallurgical industries: Berlin, Glasgow, Milan, Budapest, and, during the war, a host of other cities such as Paris, Hamborn, Merseburg, Mülheim, and, of course, Turin. Thus, Gramsci wrote of the Turin metallurgical workers as the vanguard "who do not have . . . the petty-bourgeois mentality of the skilled workers of other countries." In fact, the restrictive mentality had begun to dissipate elsewhere under quite similar pressures, especially after 1914. The centrality of the metals and engineering industry to the war effort led to an intensified process of rationalization of factory life in metal production, vehicles and armaments, and chemicals. Concretely, the changes involved a suspension of customary work rules and Manning regulations and the substitution of female or semiskilled workers for skilled male labor. This "dilution," carried through under harsh conditions and with little subtlety, simultaneously angered the skilled workers and created new job opportunities and possibilities for collective action for the newer laborers in basic industry.

The replacement of craft workers by less skilled recruits to industry was not confined, however, to the metal or munitions industries, or indeed to the war years. Rather, it was the clearest and latest example of a general tendency throughout the economy to reorganize the
workplace for maximum profit and efficiency. Even in the absence of major technical change, employers sought by more careful control and supervision, by the elimination of waste, by the abridgement of existing labor prerogatives, and by a general speeding up of machines and the flow of goods to stimulate workers to greater efforts. Even in Europe's oldest industrial center in Lancashire, textile workers faced intensified pressures for production before 1914, and between 1910 and 1914 launched a series of strikes over issues quite unrelated to wages.\(^{51}\)

The changes were still more dramatic for workers in less modern employments. Economic growth from the mid-1890s transformed one industry after another by mechanizing many trades hitherto conducted on a small workshop basis, such as shoemaking and tailoring, and by imposing more regular work routines and more rational management strategies on previously casual employments, such as dockwork, carting, and brickmaking. The introduction of cranes for dockwork and construction, for example, was a major step in the modernization of those sectors. Gradually the chasm between the old "aristocracy of labor" and the unskilled, underemployed laborers was filled by the rise of the semiskilled and the assimilation of both extremes toward this intermediate position.\(^{52}\)

The war markedly accelerated this reshaping of the working class. As the new industries were expanded to meet the needs of war production, the proportion of semiskilled necessarily increased. Fiat, for instance, expanded its labor force from 7,000 before the war to 30,000 at its end; Turin, Italy's Petrograd and its center of radicalism, doubled its working-class population.\(^{53}\) Munich, primarily a cultural, bureaucratic, and commercial center in 1910, acquired a base of heavy industry and with it the raw material for the uprising of 1919.\(^{54}\) Krupp's at Essen expanded its work force from 34,000 in 1914 to some 100,000 in 1918.\(^{55}\) Glasgow's engineering factories sucked up thousands of new recruits, leading to the severe housing crisis that culminated in the successful rent strikes of 1915.\(^{56}\) Comparable shifts occurred in France, where the heavy industries of the northeast were lost to the Germans early in the war and were relocated and rebuilt around Paris and St. Etienne.

During the war, the labor force in building, textiles, and other nonessential industries contracted sharply, while the numbers in the metal industry, armaments, chemicals, and mining grew substantially. This reorientation not only contributed to the long-term shift in the composition of the working class, it also gave more weight in the short run to the younger, more dynamic, and often more radical elements, while eroding the strength of the old bastions of conservative trade
unionism and socialist moderation. Particularly in Germany, the contrast between the new and old industries and the new and old insurgents was stark and became the basis for a bitter generational split within the left: Noske, for example, complained crankily that “the most turbulent and disobedient elements in Kiel [during the mutiny] were the very young,” and the same point was frequently made about industrial militants. The prewar socialist and labor parties had their social roots among the skilled and the organized not just in France but in England, Germany, Italy, and Austria. The emergent factory proletariat, on the other hand, had remained largely unorganized and unrepresented. When the wartime labor shortage gave these workers some additional social leverage, they organized massively and became the core, if not always the articulate leadership, of the postwar insurgency. Their enhanced bargaining was nowhere more evident than in the drastic narrowing of the gap between the wages of skilled and unskilled workers, as Table 2-4 reveals for Britain and Germany and as contemporary testimony attests to for other nations as well.

The effect of the war, then, was to bring to a head the process by which the gradual accumulation of technological and organizational changes at factory level created a modern proletariat. From this perspective, the explosion of activism from 1917 to 1920 represented the entry into fuller social and political life of this remolded working class, and the shop steward or “works council” organizations were an especially appropriate form of activity. They served as vehicles for the involvement of those “emergent” sections of the working class that had yet to be absorbed by the old union structures and that were best served by organization on the shop floor itself. It seems, in fact, that in most countries a greater proportion of the semiskilled and unskilled, as well as women, workers were organized and active in the postwar insurgency than at any other time in the twentieth century.

With the alteration in the composition of the working class came a dramatic expansion in its size, and this increase ushered in a new phase of urban growth. Between 1890 and 1920, Europe experienced a more rapid urbanization than even before or since; it also was a unique form of urbanization. With the coming of the trolley and tram, the European city extended its limits radially, thus facilitating the dispersion of industry from the central core to the periphery. Still, the rise of mass transport was not sufficient to effect that divorce between workplace and residence that has allegedly come to characterize city life recently. During this intermediate stage of urbanization, workers’ quarters remained in close proximity to the newly built plants that produced metal and metal goods, armaments, chemicals, and even some automobiles;
Table 2-4. Narrowing of Wage Differentials During the War, Britain and Germany (Unskilled Rates as Percentage of Skilled)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>1913–14</th>
<th>1918</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Building in:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berlin</td>
<td>67.9</td>
<td>93.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamburg</td>
<td>83.3</td>
<td>90.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stettin</td>
<td>75.4</td>
<td>89.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>75.0</td>
<td>89.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railways</td>
<td>68.6</td>
<td>82.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bavaria (all industries)</td>
<td>73.0</td>
<td>79.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Britain</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Building</td>
<td>66.4</td>
<td>80.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shipbuilding</td>
<td>55.2</td>
<td>73.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engineering</td>
<td>58.6</td>
<td>75.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railways</td>
<td>54.3</td>
<td>78.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


and these quarters became the centers of an intense community life that developed out of the physical overlapping of the spheres of production, consumption, leisure, and collective action.

Between 1890 and 1920 the European working class seems to have evolved a network of social relations in the neighborhoods of the city that eventually thickened into an extremely supportive subculture. Various factors conjoined to bring this about: The peculiarities of early twentieth-century mass transportation and the compelling logic of land values produced about this time a growing segregation of social classes in the urban region; and as workers' neighborhoods became increasingly homogeneous, the local style of life became more distinctly proletarian. Out of the initial chaos of urban and industrial migration eventually came more solid communities, the common locus of friendship, kinship, work, and play. Thus Roberts describes the
stabilization of working-class life in Salford, just outside Manchester, before the war.\textsuperscript{63}

Throughout a quarter of a century the population of our [urban] village remained generally immobile: the constant shifts of near-by country folk into industrial towns . . . had almost ceased. . . . A man's work, of course, usually fixed the place where his family dwelt, but lesser factors were involved too: his links, for instance, with local kith and kin. Then again, he commonly held a certain social position at the near-by pub, modest, perhaps, but recognized, and a credit connection with the corner shop. Such relationships, once relinquished, might not easily be re-established. All these things, together with fear of change, combined to keep poor families, if not in the same street, at least in the same neighborhood for generations.

Even where substantial migration continued through the war years, there is evidence that working-class communities nonetheless achieved a stability and cohesiveness noticeably lacking prior to 1900.\textsuperscript{64} In addition to the increase in the social homogeneity of residential arrangements and the compacting tendencies of the new technology, several other changes seem to have contributed to the formation of more closely knit communities. The progressive nuclearization of the family, so prominent among the nineteenth-century bourgeoisie, seems to have begun to affect working-class family life at about this time, and the decline of domestic service as an occupation for young women and the parallel decay of apprenticeship for boys probably worked in the same direction.\textsuperscript{65} Most likely more secure job prospects also discouraged mobility and led to greater local cohesion. Whatever the precise mix of influences, the trend was universal throughout Europe and was reinforced by the war. The onset of war brought to an end a great era of city building, and this cessation of construction meant that existing communities remained intact.\textsuperscript{66} Because of the serious housing shortages produced by the forced expansion in certain areas of war-related industries, the influx of labor migrants had to be absorbed into the existing housing stock.\textsuperscript{67} Moreover, the strains placed upon individuals and families by mobilization meant an extension of the range of services and supports provided through the informal networks of the neighborhood.

The most detailed study has focused upon the process in Great Britain.\textsuperscript{68} "The First World War," it has been argued, "was an event of unparalleled significance in the housing history of British cities." "Changes initiated by the war" caused cities to "diverge radically from the predominating patterns of the previous forty years." The era of industrial and urban growth dating from 1880 and continuing to 1914
had been somewhat contradictory: though there was a marked increase in residential segregation by social class, there remained very high rates of local and long distance mobility that would have tended to retard the consolidation of working-class communities. However, "mobility collapsed during the war and never really recovered afterwards." As a result, neighborhoods became even more segregated by class and by the stage in the life cycle of its inhabitants and grew much more homogeneous and solid.

The actual process of community building inevitably took different forms in various countries. Again, it has been described most thoroughly in Great Britain, where proletarian social life revolved around the pub and the music hall, the workingman's club, and, on occasion, the local union branch. In France, the workers' subculture was equally apolitical and even less formal, centered on the cafe or cabaret, the informal links of the immediate neighborhood, and the small workshop. In Germany, Austria, and, to a slightly lesser extent, Italy, formal socialist institutions played a greater role. The Austrian Socialist Party, for instance, had its own schools, choir groups, and sports clubs as well as the usual array of party and union activities. Whether explicitly political in form or not, the result was a comparable strengthening of the network of associations through which workers led their lives. Upon the grounding of these firm community bonds arose the characteristic forms of working-class culture and leisure about which historians are just beginning to become aware.

Everywhere there were political consequences and implications as well, for it was precisely in these years that the distinctive social geography of twentieth-century elections was established. The extension of suffrage to the working class occurred first in the towns, and in this arena working-class political activity blossomed and achieved its main successes. In the big cities of Europe, working-class communities began gradually to vote en bloc for one or another left or labor party, particularly after the war. Entire neighborhoods in London, such as Hackney and Battersea or Islington, would vote Labor religiously; the "red suburbs" of Paris made French Communism almost solely "a Parisian movement," as one of its enemies happily announced in 1924; and in Vienna the workers' districts formed a solid phalanx of SPD voters right up to the fascist takeover in 1934. It seems workers voted as whole communities united around one or another political formation, not as isolated electors exercising individual choice, as in the classic bourgeois ideal.

Besides the ordinary and obvious function of enhancing social interaction and providing psychic sustenance, then, these urban social
networks formed the underpinning of social and political mobilization. This was particularly the case during the crisis years of the war when they served as nodes of organization. Several commentators have noted the specifically urban character of labor militancy during and after the war; but the social, as opposed to the simple geographical, implications of this fact have been overlooked by all but a few writers.\(^74\) In a period such as 1914–18, when normal channels of protest are blocked or atrophied, other less formal linkages between social actors are pressed into service as the basis of new political forms. As one Italian analyst has argued, workers' resistance “was forced everywhere to express itself in new forms, often unorganized and 'spontaneous.' ”\(^75\) The web of associations at the workplace represented one such linkage, and as the established union leaderships were coopted into government administration or into active collaboration with the employers, it became the grounding for the emerging shop stewards or works councils. The social networks running through the working-class neighborhoods seem to have played an equally important role in facilitating collection action.

Several facets of the movement of 1917–20 point to this role. Most obvious was the prominent place of women in stimulating and participating in the various actions centered in the community. Whether women were quite so minimally involved in prewar social movements as previous research suggests, it seems nonetheless clear that the peculiar conditions of wartime allowed an explosion of women's activity.\(^76\) More closely integrated into local neighborhoods than their husbands, lovers, sons, or brothers, working-class women were more keenly aware of subsistence matters and, because of their extensive networks of support and sociability, readier to move into action over threats to the social resources available to the community. The best documented case is probably Barcelona, where a veritable “women's war” over food and fuel took on insurrectionary proportions in the early part of 1918. The movement was organized and led entirely by women and succeeded in wringing major concessions from the authorities. The defensive character of such struggles may well have limited their long-term impact upon the political system and on the sexual division of labor, as Temma Kaplan has argued, but in the context of the postwar crisis they were extremely significant and undoubtedly enhanced the nature of the working-class challenge.\(^77\)

In fact, on many occasions and in many places during 1919–20, men and women protested jointly over issues of consumption: over prices, rationing, and shortages of food, housing, coal, and other essentials. As noted above, testimony to the British Commission on
Industrial Unrest was unanimous in attributing the mounting unrest to grievances over consumption. Such complaints were at the root of the frequent and violent food riots and the rent strikes that occurred in the most advanced and radical centers, and many of the major industrial actions were precipitated by problems faced by workers as consumers. Characteristically, however, efforts to organize working people as consumers have tended to be launched not in the factory but in the context of the local community. Without the strengthening of neighborhoods and social institutions based on residential proximity, it would seem very difficult to explain the prominent consumerist component in the collective actions of 1917–20.

By a similar logic, the whole style of the postwar insurgency—its apparent disorganization, the frequency of seemingly spontaneous street demonstrations, the tendency for institutions such as the Italian camera del lavoro and casa del popolo, the German “peoples’ house,” the Austrian Volkheim and the English trades’ council to become the centers of agitation instead of the established parties, and so on—suggests that the organizational consequences of urban life were critical ingredients enabling workers to sustain militancy during and after the war.78

There would seem, too, to have been a connection between the intense class consciousness of the movement of 1917–20 and its community and consumerist background. Organization at the point of production is notoriously sectional: the stratification of work roles limits the appeal of ideas about “one big union” and one common interest, except in relatively rare circumstances. While such circumstances were becoming more common during precisely this period, the norm was still quite otherwise, and differentials based on skill, sex, and racial or ethnic discrimination remained in force. By contrast, the problems of high food prices, shortages, inequitable rationing, skyrocketing rents, and a deteriorating housing stock transcended the narrowness of purely factory styles of organization and tended to pit all workers in a unified struggle against the rich, the war profiteers, and the bumbling bureaucrats. Notions of class solidarity found much more fertile soil in protest over consumption; and the consumerist element imparted a wider sense of class loyalty and class antagonism to the events of 1917–20 than probably would have developed in a more purly industrial situation.79

It seems reasonably clear, therefore, that the social consequences of the shifts in industrial structure and in urban spatial arrangements provided the essential preconditions for the wave of strikes and organization that swept over Europe beginning in 1917. Of course, these preconditions had to be combined with the deprivations of the war to
produce an outburst of such magnitude, but grievance and anger alone were not sufficient. The expression of discontent required organization, and that necessitated various kinds of resources, opportunities, and ideas. The restructuring of daily life in the factory and in the urban neighborhood shifted every so slightly the balance of collective strengths toward the workers, at least for a time, and enabled them to launch a wave of strikes and insurrections that shook European society to its roots and terrified its ruling classes. It was also this new-found strength and sense of competence that prompted Gramsci and his generation of militants to think through the meaning of working-class hegemony and imagine a future based on vastly different forms of industrial and political organization. The contemporary relevance and potency of that intellectual legacy is reason enough to study those unique conditions that produced it.

Notes
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During the first decades of the twentieth century, workers in the advanced industrial nations attempted for the first time to organize themselves into industrial unions. Antecedents of modern industrial unionism date to the latter nineteenth century, when workers began to respond to the second wave of industrialization, but the movement to reorganize the labor union movement along industrial lines did not become general until after the turn of the century. Thus, between 1900 and 1925, the Confédération Générale du Travail (General Confederation of Labor) (CGT) in France became the first major labor union federation to base itself on industrial unions. Unskilled workers in the United States made persistent efforts to found either single industrial unions, as in steel and mining, or central industrial organizations, as in the American Labor Union (ALU) and the Industrial Workers of the World (IWW). Canadian workers, especially in the West, repudiated their traditional trade unions to join first the IWW and then the One Big Union (OBU). In Great Britain, the general workers' unions expanded phenomenally in the great unrest between 1910 and 1920, and groups of skilled workers in the older craft unions began to advocate
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greater union solidarity in a variety of syndicalist, revolutionary industrial unionist, amalgamationist, and shop stewards movements. Finally, German industrial workers in the largest centers of industry in the Ruhr, the North Sea ports, and Middle Germany reacted to the First World War and the revolution of 1918-19 by repudiating the social democratic free unions in favor of revolutionary general workers' unionism. Common to all these movements were the leadership of revolutionaries and the advocacy of the solidarity of all workers in "one big union."

The purpose of this article is to analyze the movements of revolutionary industrial unionists in five countries. I have chosen Great Britain, France, Germany, the United States, and Canada for comparison because they show clearly the international similarities and national differences of the movement for industrial unionism. The historiography of industrial unionism in these countries has developed to the point at which it is possible to compare the movement for industrial unionism across national boundaries. Indeed, a simultaneous reading of the labor historiography of these countries leads to the inescapable conclusion that industrial unionism after 1900 was a truly international phenomenon. The national focus of virtually all previous studies tends to obscure the general nature of the movement and makes a cross-national comparison all the more urgent if one is to understand the full dimensions and significance of revolutionary industrial unionism in the early twentieth century.

I will not attempt to narrate the general history of these movements, nor will I concentrate on their differences, since the national historiographies of each country already deal in detail with the unique features of each example. Rather, I will employ a method of abstraction from local peculiarities to analyze those features that all five countries had in common, in order to demonstrate the general tendency toward revolutionary industrial unionism.

Much of the existing literature, when it is not devoted to a narrative reconstruction of national industrial unions, concentrates on the problems of ideology and theory. However, one of the cardinal features of industrial unionism after 1900 was its ability to accommodate and pass through a variety of ideologies, none of which ever succeeded in dominating or defining the movement as a whole. British industrial unionism was symptomatic of this trend, for it passed through no fewer than five phases with varying ideologies, even as the movement maintained an integrity all its own. I will therefore say little about the ideology of industrial unionism and will concentrate instead on the social movement of workers. Workers developed their consciousness through this social movement primarily by means of economic action
and organization rather than formal ideology. This paper will analyze those social structural factors that gave rise to revolutionary industrial unionism and the way in which workers responded to them in the course of the class struggle.

**Economic Change and the Emergence of Revolutionary Industrial Unionism**

After 1900, industrial workers responded to the social and economic changes begun in the late nineteenth century by building a movement for industrial unionism, and this movement set off a period of renewal and progress in labor union and socialist organization. It was, in the first instance, a reaction against the rise of corporate capitalism and the concentration of industry. The emergence of monopolies in control of vast industrial complexes underscored the weakness of a divided working class. The consolidated economic power of corporations and their ability to attack existing craft unions through technological innovation led to greater aggressiveness of employers against the labor movement. The need for unity among workers as a precondition for the defense of even limited economic goals was greatest in the United States and Germany, where monopolization had advanced furthest, but even in a country like France, where small-scale production was still predominant, the labor union movement felt the need for the unity of workers across craft lines. Especially in France, the active intervention of the state on the side of corporate capital before 1914 reinforced the advocates of a more industrially unified labor union movement. But the factor of repressive state intervention in strikes was apparent throughout the advanced capitalist countries. Loosely federated unions of craft workers, which organized only small groups of workers, if indeed any, in the new mass production industries and which left uncontested the control of management over the mass of unskilled workers, were no match for the state-backed resistance of employers.2

The growth of large-scale, monopolized industry challenged the traditional, craft-based labor union movement by undermining or eliminating the base of unions of skilled tradesmen. This occurred either through the dequalification of previously skilled labor, through the creation of entirely new, technologically advanced industries and factories that relied from the start primarily on unskilled and semiskilled labor, or through the concentration of capital in industries, such as construction, in which a plethora of craft unions began to face larger, more powerful employers and unified employers' associations.3 Advocacy of industrial unionism was everywhere a reaction to the inability of the traditional craft unions to defend workers in the newer industries and to the refusal of these unions to go beyond the defense
of the privileged position of small groups of skilled workers at the expense of the unskilled and the labor movement as a whole. Where monopolized industry was most advanced and the refusal of the existing unions to organize the unskilled most blatant (in Germany, the United States, and the Canadian West) this reaction took the form of a rejection of craft unionism altogether. In France and Britain, where the labor movement had longer traditions, attempts at compromise solutions were made—in Britain, the amalgamation of craft unions and the creation of general unions alongside them; in France, the peaceful transformation of the CGT from local craft-based unions to industrial federations. In both cases, the industrial unification of the working class presupposed the superseding of the existing unions.

Moreover, by the early twentieth century, the state responded to industrialization and labor unrest by attempting to integrate the existing unions into the capitalist system. In addition to overt repression, the state began to experiment with "more subtle forms of social control" including collective bargaining, conciliation schemes, state welfare measures, and union recognition. Some employers and especially liberal state officials began to see the value of defusing worker discontent by recognizing the existing labor unions. In turn, many leaders of the established craft unions eagerly pursued the limited opportunities that opened up in this direction before 1914 and agreed to suppress traditional forms of union struggle and solidarity, such as the sympathetic strike, in exchange for a promise of nationally negotiated contracts and state arbitration services. The incipient integration and bureaucratization of unions in state welfare and collective bargaining institutions led to some material improvements for workers but also to a widening gap between workers and union members on the local level and to an increasingly centralized national union leadership. Industrial unionists reacted to this trend after 1900 by seizing on local dissatisfaction, by appealing to the traditions of militancy and solidarity that many skilled workers still supported, and by trying to organize the mass of unskilled workers, who were largely left out of the new arrangements among state, union leadership, and employers.

All three trends—the concentration and centralization of capital, the undermining of unions of skilled craftsmen, and the reformist intervention of the state—were well under way before 1914. However, it was really the First World War that brought home how pervasive such changes were becoming. To fight the war, the military relied first and foremost on the cooperation of monopolized concerns; the pressures of armaments production and labor shortages undermined the base of traditional craft unions by rapidly diluting skilled labor; and
the state, even in Germany, was forced to intervene in labor disputes to arbitrate settlements and recognize national union leaders. All the many little and not so little changes of the previous decades had culminated in undeniably qualitative changes in the functioning of the capitalist system and in the nature of industrial wage labor.⁶

The moves of the state toward intervention, both repressively on the side of corporations in labor disputes and co-optively in social welfare measures, also exposed the political weakness of the labor movement. It did not appear possible to the advocates of industrial unionism after 1900 to break the combined power of the state and employers through parliamentary reform. Nor were they satisfied with the new forms of social control that tamed the existing unions by incorporating reformist laborism into the welfare state. The new industrial unionists were not usually hostile to political action as such. In Germany, they remained active in the political parties, first in the Sozialdemokratische Partei Deutschlands (Social Democratic Party of Germany) (SPD) and later in the Unabhängige Sozialdemokratische Partei Deutschlands (Independent Social Democratic Party of Germany) (USPD), Kommunistische Partei Deutschlands (Communist Party of Germany) (KPD), and Kommunistische Arbeiter-Partei Deutschlands (Communist Workers’ Party of Germany) (KAPD); in Great Britain, the organizers of the general unions were early supporters of various socialist parties, in the United States, the ALU and IWW were at first closely associated with socialist politics; in Canada, the OBU was led by members of the Socialist Party of Canada; even in France many socialists were active in the CGT and were probably numerically larger than the syndicalists who controlled the national organization. However, if the difficulties of organizing unskilled workers pushed industrial unionists to support a revolutionary socialist goal, the limitations of parliamentary parties convinced them that political action was insufficient either to defend the short-term economic interests of industrial workers or to achieve the long-range socialization of industry. Parliamentary social democrats ignored the positive role of economic militancy and tended to divide labor unionism from politics through a doctrine of economic determinism.⁷

Industrial unionists added an economic component to socialist revolution. They saw industrial militancy, in the form of direct economic action, as a necessary aspect of the revolutionary takeover of capitalist industry, alongside the overthrow of the bourgeois state, and they assigned to revolutionary labor unions the tasks of transforming capitalist production and organizing socialist industry after the revolution. The addition of an economic component to socialist revolution
was the defining feature of all forms of the new industrial unionism. From the cooperative workshop control envisioned by the CGT to the IWW’s projected administration of socialist production through industrial unions, to the works councils of German revolutionary unionism after the First World War, general unions on the workshop, factory, and industrial levels were elevated to a position equal to and occasionally above political parties in the revolutionary socialist movement. The new unionists called for the economic solidarity of all workers, which in its most rigorous form culminated in attempts to create “one big union” of all workers. The preponderant power of corporations and the state, which circumscribed the possibilities of economic reform, also led the new unionists to tie the immediate defense of economic interests to a revolutionary economic goal and to see industrial unions as the most appropriate vehicle with which to oppose employers. Finally, the primitive organization and lack of union traditions among unorganized unskilled workers in the new mass production industries encouraged demands for all-inclusive general and industrial unions. Industrial workers reacted to monopolized industry, craft unionism, and the limitations of socialist politics and made a positive attempt to develop new forms of unionism and industrial economic action.

**International Similarities and National Differences**

Although industrial unionism after 1900 was an international phenomenon, it varied according to different national conditions. There were many instances of industrial unionist ideas being spread directly from one country to another through seamen and labor unionists in port cities, through the international contacts of labor leaders, or through Europeans who carried such ideas back to Europe after a period of activity in North America. However, the spread of industrial unionism only became possible because workers and labor unionists were receptive to foreign ideas. More important, even without foreign influences, forms of industrial unionism developed directly from conditions in each country. Industrial unionism was international in scope after 1900 because of similar conditions throughout the advanced capitalist world.

The movements for industrial unionism in the United States and Britain are familiar to English-speaking audiences, as is the history of the CGT. The Canadian OBU and the German Arbeiter-Unionen are less well known; but knowledge of both is crucial in understanding the full range of industrial union movements. Both were founded im-
mediately after the First World War at the crest of working-class radicalism growing out of the wartime experience. The Canadian OBU was founded by labor unionists in the western provinces in opposition to the conservative domination of the established unions by the numerically larger eastern provinces. Its growth was encouraged by the general strike in Winnipeg in 1919 and by strike movements in the extractive and transportation industries of the West. Economically, the OBU was based on an alliance of the unskilled in mining, transportation, and lumber (industries opened up in the West at the end of the nineteenth century) with skilled workers in the rail and metal shops of Winnipeg; organizationally, the OBU leveled the craft distinctions of existing unions to build a broad, unified union of all workers; tactically, it favored militant actions based on mass strikes and worker solidarity; and, politically, it rejected the moderate parliamentarism of eastern unionists in favor of a mixture of socialist politics and advocacy of the general strike. The German Arbeiter-Unionen were very similar to the OBU in terms of their economic base, unified organization, militant tactics, and radical politics. Like the OBU, the German Unionen started as breakaways from the established unions (primarily the social democratic miners, metal-workers, construction workers, textile workers, and transportation workers unions) before taking on a more positive life of their own. The distinctive features of these unions included their base in the most important centers of German industry and mining (the Ruhr and Lower Rhineland, North Sea ports, Berlin, Middle Germany, and Upper Silesia), their transformation of the works councils movement into the organizational base of industrial unionism, and their extremely close ties to political parties, especially their membership in the Red International of Labor Unions (RILU) and their alliance with the KPD. In addition, many revolutionary industrial unionists in Germany remained active in the established unions and had strong bases of support in some industries, like chemicals, where they favored strong, locally unified, factory-based industrial unions while refusing to affiliate with the independent Arbeiter-Unionen. More will be said about the specifics of the OBU and Arbeiter-Unionen, but even a brief description serves to point out the similarities in the industrial union movements after 1900 across national boundaries.

Nevertheless, each country produced its own version or versions of revolutionary industrial unionism, and it would be misleading to define the general movement by one model. Rather, there emerged a range of options with related fundamental assumptions, and these options can be analyzed according to a scale of tendencies within the
movement. Such a scale can be established according to three major criteria: the period of industrialization and its effect on labor union organization, the type of economic organization adopted in each country to meet national conditions, and the attitude of industrial unionists toward political affiliation.

*Industrial Unionism and Industrialization* The first major division among industrial unionists can be traced to the period of each country's industrialization and the age of its labor movement. Although some authors have seen the differentiation between industrial unionists as one between Europe and North America, in fact the division occurred between those countries where the labor movement had already been strongly developed in the mid-nineteenth century and those where it grew primarily in response to the second wave of industrialization.

In the older industrial nations with long labor histories—primarily France and Britain—industrial unionists tended to work inside the established unions. This was feasible in part because unions in these countries began to organize unskilled workers at an early date, as was the case with the new “general” unions in Britain from the late 1880s, which were quickly incorporated into the established labor union movement. Moreover, industrial concentration developed more slowly. In Britain, the craft unions adapted themselves to the slower pace of industrial change with fewer internal structural breaks, whereas in France the union movement continued the long tradition of what one historian has called the “socialism of skilled workers.” Although there was friction with some of the newer general and industrial unions, the older unions themselves produced strong internal movements toward amalgamation and cooperation with the new unions. Revolutionary industrial unionism developed in an environment of labor union continuity, and the industrial unionist, OBU, and syndicalist groups could act effectively as organized factions within the existing unions. In France, the syndicalists eventually won control of the CGT, having begun as only one of several factions. In Britain, the movement never coalesced into one organization but remained split among numerous radical groups (syndicalists, amalgamationists, industrial unionists, and shop stewards—most of which sought to transform the craft unions) and the general unions (all of which were founded under radical leadership).

In the countries that industrialized largely after 1870—the United States, Canada, and Germany—revolutionary industrial unionism tended persistently toward dual unionism. In these countries industrial concentration, the growth of mass production industries, tech-
nological changes, and corporate control all developed in largely virgin territory, preceding, superseding, or breaking whatever labor union traditions had previously existed. In Germany monopolization and industrial concentration were already far advanced when the modern German union movement was founded in the 1890s; in the United States during the period from 1873 to 1900 these same economic forces disrupted the continuity of those older labor union traditions that culminated and then withered away with the Knights of Labor; in Canada the economy of the West grew largely outside of the industrial and union traditions of the East. Thus, in all these countries the gap between craft unions and unskilled workers in the new industries was great, and the craft unions widened the gap by retrenching in the face of corporate capital to defend the special interests of the skilled rather than by adapting union structures to technological changes or by organizing the unskilled. Moreover, in Germany the socialist movement was founded before the labor unions, and the unions were consequently very closely associated from the start with social democratic politics, another aspect of the late, technologically advanced industrialization of Germany. As a result, the movement for industrial unionism grew out of opposition to the subordinate, reformist role to which social democratic politics had relegated the unions. In all these countries, the impact of corporate industrialism was paramount in demonstrating the obsolescence of craft unionism and the need for an entirely new type of union. "Boring from within" appeared—and indeed largely was—futile, and industrial unionists drew the conclusion that new unions had to be created in competition with the craft unions.

**Organization** The movement for industrial unionism was also characterized by different types of economic organization. Six major types (or degrees) of organization can be delineated.

1. Single local unions comprising all workers in one factory or local industry—what the Germans call a *Betriebsorganisation*—were most commonly breakaway unions that attempted prematurely to reorganize existing unions before union members and workers in other areas were ready to follow the lead of the vanguard. They were founded primarily in Germany after the 1918–19 revolution; they were usually closely aligned with political radicalism (with the KPD or KAPD); and they seceded from existing craft unions because of differences over strike tactics, politics, and industrial organization.

2. Single industrial unions of a national scope were a step beyond revolutionary localism. They were most common in the United
States as an attempt to overcome craft union divisions by uniting all workers in concentrated industries. Thus, Eugene Debs's American Railway Union attempted to bring together all railway and rail shop workers into a single industrial front, while the Western Federation of Miners (WFM) completely bypassed eastern craft unionism by organizing western miners from the start in an industrial union. The British amalgamation movement also worked for the creation of this type of unified industrial union.19

3. Once industrial unionism expanded to several industries or became a more general movement, there appeared a natural tendency to form national union organizations to cover labor in all industries. The classic solution was found by the CGT in France. The CGT subdivided its national federation into a dual organization, horizontally (by geography) as a general union of all workers (united in unions locales and unions départementales) and vertically by industrial federations. To be sure, the CGT's unions were local trades and labor assemblies in which member unions were represented. However, the unions originally grew out of the bourses du travail, in which union divisions as such had not been recognized; they were never merely federated bodies but have always had a general role and legitimacy of their own over and above individual member unions; and they have consistently acted as the center and mobilizer of the local union movement with an economic and organizational position that goes well beyond the local union federations of the Anglo-Saxon countries or Germany. Thus, the CGT functions in part as "one big union" but also as a federation of autonomous industrial unions.20

4. A second, more radical solution to national organization was adopted by the IWW. Largely because of the concentrated power of American monopoly capital, the IWW wanted to create a centralized union on the national level (as opposed to the CGT's federal organization), which could confront the centralized power of capital. The central union would be subdivided into industrial unions to defend the specific interests of workers in each major industry and to prepare for the eventual takeover of production by the revolutionary unions.21

5. German-American Wobblies carried the IWW model directly to Germany, but once in the German environment of monopolized heavy industry and postwar revolution they reinterpreted this model in an even more centralized manner. Both the Allgemeine Arbeiter-Union (General Workers Union) (which was strongest in the North Sea ports and the steel industry of Düsseldorf) and the Union der Hand- und Kopfarbeiter (Union of Manual and Intellectual Workers) (which grew out of coal mining and iron and steel production in the Ruhr and
Upper Silesia) placed emphasis on a single, central union of all workers. Such unions were based on works councils, elected by all workers in each factory or mine in the major monopolized industries, and attracted lesser categories of workers to this industrial core.  

6. Nevertheless, the German Arbeiter-Unionen maintained subordinate industrial subdivisions, although they were not given separate status as industrial unions until forced to by the KPD and Red International of Labor Unions (RILU) in 1924. Revolutionary unionists in Canada carried centralized organization to its logical extreme by founding the One Big Union in 1919. All workers were organized in one union without regard to craft or industry, either in mixed locals or in central labor councils in larger towns. To be sure, there were strong movements for separate industrial unions within the OBU, especially among lumber workers in British Columbia and Northern Ontario. However, the core of the OBU recognized only general local unions more radically leveled than, but not unlike, the unions locales of the CGT.  

Important as these differences in national organization were, it should be remembered that all industrial union movements tried to balance centralized structures with active local union bodies. For example, an initial step in the formation of amalgamated or original industrial unions in Britain and the United States was often the creation of shop committees that either represented all unions in an enterprise or all workers whether unionized or not. The election of shop stewards to represent all workers in their department was another first step in the direction of industrial unionism. Shop committees and the organization of shop stewards for the entire factory tended to grow out of strike movements and became especially prominent in Britain, Germany, and the United States during the First World War.  

In Germany, the Arbeiter-Unionen took earlier forms of labor union organization, such as the traditional union Vertrauensmänner (liaisons between workers in the factory and union officials), and generalized them throughout the factory or mine. They also built upon the shop committees and bodies of shop stewards that grew out of wartime economic movements by making them part of the structure of industrial unions. These forms of shop organization were then coordinated with the works councils that workers formed spontaneously during the revolution of 1918–19. Indeed, Vertrauensmänner, shop committees, and shop stewards were usually the infrastructure out of which the works councils grew and upon which they built their strength. The result was a multi-tiered structure within each enterprise and industry in which all workers were represented. While the union
Vertrauensmänner, shop committees, and shop stewards tended to perpetuate separate representation of skilled and unskilled workers, the works councils represented all workers within an enterprise equally, regardless of skill. When the works councils were regularized after passage of the Works Councils Law of 1920, the Arbeiter-Unionen turned their legally elected works councilors into the permanent base and local leadership of their industrial union organization. The novelty of such organization was that it simultaneously equated the union with the factory or mine, through the works councils, and integrated the councils into regional or national unions that comprised entire industries. In the event of and in preparation for a revolution such industrial unions were poised to seize control of both local factories and mines and entire industries and to administer both in a socialized economy. The unity of these organizational structures was summed up in the slogan of German revolutionary industrial unionists: one enterprise, one industry, one union (ein Betrieb, eine Industrie, eine Gewerkschaft). Thus, if centralization was the key issue of national union organization and the main area of differences from country to country, shop committees, shop stewards, and works councils emerged as the infrastructure of revolutionary industrial unionism and showed greater similarities across national boundaries.

The reasons for national differences in the organization of industrial union movements were varied and complex, and only the most important can be suggested here. First, despite similar international economic trends, there were many social and economic differences between countries. The different pace of industrialization between Britain and France, on the one hand, and Germany, the United States, and Canada, on the other, has already been mentioned and helps to explain the different organizational strategies of industrial unionists in these two groups of countries. In particular, the greater the concentration of ownership in industry and the larger the scale of production, the greater the emphasis on more centralized forms of organization and especially the greater the propensity to found unified national organizations of the OBU type rather than looser union federations. The movements in France and Germany can be seen as contrasting examples. In France, the persistence of more small-scale production lay at the foundation of the bourses du travail, which in turn grew into the unions locales within a strongly federalized system of autonomous industrial unions; while in Germany the extreme concentration and centralization of heavy industry in a few major areas encouraged the formation of the highly centralized and unified organization of Arbeiter-Unionen. Second, national labor traditions contributed to some
organizational differences. Thus, in Britain traditions of solidarity among skilled workers transcended craft unionism and lay at the base of much of the amalgamationist and shop stewards' movements; these traditions help to explain the British interest in reorganizing or building individual unions rather than founding a central or national OBU-type organization. In the United States the legacy of the Knights of Labor, a training ground and example for many later industrial unionists, established a model of all-inclusive national unionism that the IWW later tried to modernize in light of industrial changes since the late nineteenth century. Finally, the date of the founding of industrial union movements seems to have had some influence in the choice of organizational forms. The earliest movements tended to create single unions (such as the American Railway Union in the United States or the general unions in Britain) or to concentrate on the transformation of existing unions (as in both Britain and France), while the most centralized and consciously OBU movements (those of Germany and Canada) were founded in the aftermath of World War I. Thus, the years 1900–1925 might be characterized as a cumulative learning process on an international scale: industrial unionists after 1918 drew from the experience and ideas of the pioneers of the years 1900–1910 and consciously set out to found the OBU in its purest forms. The IWW was a sort of middle type both chronologically and organizationally, and its role in the transition from earlier individual industrial unions to the more centralized OBU and Arbeiter-Unionen can be clearly documented. On the one hand, earlier movements, like the American Railway Union (ARU) and the Western Federation of Miners (WFM) fed indirectly or directly into the IWW: on the other hand, the IWW was a direct predecessor of the OBU in Canada (the IWW was also a Canadian union before 1914) and a recognized precursor of the Arbeiter-Unionen and even a training ground for some individual union organizers in Germany. These examples illustrate some of the more important reasons for organizational differences among industrial union movements and point to the complexity of national differences within international similarities.

**Politics and Industrial Unionism** The movement for revolutionary industrial unionism exhibited a variety of attitudes toward socialist and labor politics, ranging from rejection of political parties to subordination to a vanguard party.

The industrial unionists of the period after 1900 are often considered to have been opposed to political parties, and this was indeed true of the syndicalists. The CGT, of course, came out openly against
political parties, and the OBU in Canada later adopted a similar position, although it is questionable whether these organizations did so out of a general repudiation of political socialism or because they wanted to prevent the disruption of union work by hostile political factions. Still, the antiparty position of the CGT and OBU merely defined one extreme and by no means the general sentiment of industrial unionists. The IWW, for instance, declared its political neutrality in order to concentrate its efforts on economic action and organization. It wanted to elevate the importance of industrial action within the revolutionary movement, but it did not oppose the participation of individual Wobblies in socialist politics. No less a leader than William Haywood made this point clear. In Britain early leaders of the general unions and in France and Germany left-wing socialists (and later communists) actively favored the participation of union leaders in labor and socialist politics. Germany, finally, produced the two most conscious and organized versions of union participation in left-wing politics. In Hamburg, the Allgemeine Arbeiter-Union advocated the creation of what was called an Einheitsorganisation, a single organization of workers, based on the factory, which united political and economic work in one body. Labor unions and political party were surpassed by integrating their functions in a single revolutionary organization. The Union der Hand- und Kopfarbeiter, on the other hand, formally endorsed the KPD, belonged to the Red International of Labor Unions, and eventually (in 1923–24) came under complete Communist Party control. The syndicalists of the CGT opposed political parties out of fear that a Marxist party would win control of and then subordinate the unions and thus hinder the revolutionary direct action of workers. The counterparts of the French syndicalists in the revolutionary Arbeiter-Unionen of Germany interpreted the needs of the revolutionary movement in exactly the opposite way by affiliating with the KPD or KAPD as the necessary precondition of furthering both the economic and political sides of the class struggle. In both cases, national conditions determined the options open to revolutionary unionists. Whereas in France the disunity and divisiveness of the socialist movement made the political neutrality of the CGT imperative for its successful functioning, in Germany the long traditions of revolutionary Marxism and the outbreak of a political revolution in 1918 made political commitment seem just as imperative.

What was common to the political stance of all revolutionary industrial unionists was not hostility toward political parties as such but rather a position critical of the dominant wing of labor and social democratic parties before 1914 and the advocacy of industrial mili-
tancy as a necessary part of the revolutionary class struggle. In particular, revolutionary industrial unionists in general disagreed with the increasing concentration of labor and social democratic parties on parliamentary politics. The corollary of such an electoral strategy was that the workers' movement adhered strictly to bourgeois legality even in countries like Germany, where no democratic system existed, and avoided potentially violent confrontations with the state. Moderate unionism, building upon existing craft unions and restricting tactics to the proven methods of craft union organization and action, was a necessary part of such a strategy. In response, industrial unionists argued—correctly—that electoralism and moderate unionism alone would not bring the mass of unorganized unskilled workers into the labor movement and that the organization of the unskilled would lead ineluctably to major confrontations with the biggest industrialists and through them, the state. The revolutionaries within the industrial union movement went one step further and tried to seize upon the opportunity offered by unionizing the unskilled to build a challenge to the capitalist system as a whole. Some carried this strategy to the extreme of thinking that seizure of the economy was alone sufficient to overthrow capitalism and that the organization of industrial unions was alone sufficient to seize the economy. But a more common position by far was that a militant economic strategy would be complementary to socialist politics. If industrial unionists concentrated their energies on economic organization, it was because they were labor unionists, first and foremost, who wanted to correct the imbalance in the socialist workers' movement, not because they were antipolitical or because they underestimated the role of the state.

In conclusion, it is misleading to define one big unionism or revolutionary industrial unionism according to a single, exclusive model. Though an international phenomenon, it manifested itself concretely in direct relation to national conditions and traditions. The process of industrialization and union traditions were clearly important in deciding the receptiveness of workers to dual unionism. The relative maturity and degree of general support for the movement determined the type of local or national organization that could be created, although in terms of economic organization one can speak of a definite tendency toward "one big unionism." Finally, political traditions—whether of divisiveness (France, Canada and the United States), parliamentary politics (Britain), or revolutionary Marxism (Germany)—affected the attitude of industrial unionists to political parties. The internationalism of the movement grew out of similar economic conditions in the advanced capitalist countries, the critique of social
democratic politics, and the common desire to organize unskilled workers in industrial unions, but the specific response of workers in each country varied among numerous alternatives and nuances.

**Was Revolutionary Industrial Unionism “Syndicalist”?**

Because of the antipolitical position of the CGT and its imitators in other countries, most historians have labeled the revolutionary industrial unionism of the early twentieth century “syndicalist” without necessarily giving this word a precise definition. The syndicalists of the CGT, of course, won adoption of a coherent syndicalist philosophy in the charter of the union. But elsewhere the case is not nearly so clear-cut.

Most historians of the IWW have labeled it “syndicalist” despite the fact that Wobbly leaders consistently called themselves industrial unionists and distinguished themselves from syndicalists. Indeed, the most dedicated syndicalists, like William Z. Foster, left or drifted away from the IWW because of differences of opinion over organization and tactics. Moreover, David Montgomery calls the industrial unrest of the period 1909–22 “syndicalist” without defining what he means by this term or how avowed syndicalists fit into the movement. The major historians of the Canadian OBU repeatedly call this union a Canadian version of syndicalism, but nowhere do they show how the OBU was syndicalist or why this term is specifically relevant in this case. They could easily have left off the label without affecting their overall analysis of the OBU. In Germany, social democrats have traditionally accused the KPD and its left-wing unions of being “syndicalist,” but in this case the purpose is patently propagandistic and based upon no analysis of the communist Arbeiter-Unionen. In fact, there was a syndicalist union in Germany that briefly won mass support from miners and steelworkers in the Ruhr, but this union failed to keep pace with mass sentiment for revolutionary industrial unionism and was quickly superseded by the communist Freie Arbeiter-Union (Gelsenkirchen) and Union der Hand- und Kopfarbeiter. Finally, Bob Holton, in an analysis of British syndicalism in the period 1910–14, tries to extend the use of this term from uncontestably syndicalist organizations to the mass industrial insurgency and general labor unrest before 1914. Whereas syndicalists were probably the most influential group of revolutionary industrial unionists in Britain from 1910 to 1914, this had not always been the case, and syndicalist influence declined once again after 1914, in favor of a variety of other organized groups of shop stewards and industrial unionists.
It is necessary first to define what one means by "syndicalism" before one can decide its applicability to revolutionary industrial unionism. Melvyn Dubofsky has offered a general definition that underlies the judgment of many historians. He refers to "syndicalism" as a form of industrial militancy among workers at the point of production that is directed at the takeover and running of industry by the workers themselves, outside the control or influence of political parties. In my opinion, this definition is too narrow. It describes revolutionary industrial unionism in general but not what was specifically (and vocally) advocated by syndicalists, and it applies equally to explicitly nonsyndicalist movements such as works councils and shop stewards.

There are five distinguishing features of syndicalism that must be included in any definition. First, syndicalism favored federalism over central forms of organization and thus emphasized local autonomy. It opposed political parties and replaced political work with economic action and organization. Its supreme revolutionary strategy was the general economic strike, not the overthrow of the bourgeois state. After the general strike, workers would abolish the political state altogether and replace it with a federal, economic organization of society. Finally, this new social organization would be based on syndicats (hence the name of the movement), basic local units derived from the structure of craft and industry. Although many syndicalists supported industrial unions, industrial unionism itself was never a universally accepted part of syndicalist philosophy, and many syndicalists continued to envision the syndicats of the new society as craft-based (not industry-based) units. And revolutionary industrial unionists, though often in agreement with individual syndicalist positions, never generally accepted the syndicalist philosophy as a whole.

A short digression on the terminology of the labor movement might be instructive at this point. The real terminological unity of the international movement for industrial unionism was not in the use of "syndicalism," but in the use of "unionism" in a new, specific sense. In English, "union" can have two meanings in the labor movement: the first and most common refers to labor unionism in general, whether craft, trade, or industrial, while the second sense denotes the unification of all workers in a single, general organization. This second meaning was that of the OBU after 1900. In French, these meanings are rendered by different words. Syndicalisme—not to be confused with syndicalisme révolutionnaire, which is usually translated into English simply as "syndicalism"—means labor unionism in general. At the same time the CGT calls its subordinate geographic units unions locales and unions départementales, bodies that unite all workers without regard
to trade or industry, analogous to the OBU of Anglo-Saxon countries. In German, the distinction of meanings is even more explicit. The general term for labor unions in German is Gewerkschaft, whereas Verband refers to concrete individual unions. Union, on the other hand, is a foreign word imported directly from the English after 1918 to denote the OBU. Hence, one speaks in general of the freie Gewerkschaften or concretely of the Deutscher Metallarbeiter-Verband. But the German counterparts of the OBU were called the Bergarbeiter-Union, the Freie Arbeiter-Union, the Allgemeine Arbeiter-Union and the Union der Hand- und Kopfarbeiter. Unionismus, not Syndikalismus, was the name of the new movement. "Union" is the common international expression of the movement, and one should speak of "Unionism" (with a capital "U") instead of "syndicalism."

If one accepts this definition of terms, syndicalism was only one of several factions within a general movement in favor of industrial unionism. Only in a few albeit major cases like the CGT was this faction predominant, but in the other countries it remained one relatively small tendency among several others. What is really at issue is a movement in favor of revolutionary industrial unionism that arose under specific social, economic, and political conditions after 1900. The term "syndicalism" does not accurately describe this movement.

Bob Holton, although he prefers to call the movement syndicalist or proto-syndicalist, is on the right track when he makes an important distinction between the movement of unrest among industrial workers and the organized groups that tried to lead and influence it. For there is a logical and historical difference between the two that is obscured and confused when one tries to render both as "syndicalist."

For example, Holton calls the mass strikes in Britain between 1910 and 1914 "proto-syndicalist," above and beyond any involvement of committed syndicalist militants. By "proto-syndicalist" he means the unofficial, insurgent, and expansive nature of many of the strikes in mining, transportation, or engineering. In such movements, which union leaders had difficulty containing, Holton points to the "primary importance of direct action over parliamentary pressures as a means of settling grievances, the desirability of industrial solidarity between workers in different industries, and above all at this stage the need for rank-and-file control over industrial policy." He also emphasizes mass support for industrial unionism to oppose employers and further workers' control and to mass sentiment against the union leadership in favor of periodic union elections and the recall of union leaders.

The interesting aspect of Holton's description of British strikes is not their syndicalism but rather their similarity to expansive wildcat
strikes in other countries between 1910 and 1925. His description of the water transport, dockers, and railway strikes of 1911, for example, could easily be transferred to the wildcat strikes in Rhineland-Westphalia from 1918 to 1924, and the fluid, flexible relationship of radical leaders and militants to the spontaneous mass unrest was fundamentally the same in Germany as in the earlier strikes in Britain. Yet in Germany, the unofficial movements tended to come under communist leadership. Workers turned to the KPD as the largest, best organized, and most prominent radical force in Germany to give the movement coordination. Just as syndicalists increased their influence in Britain in the years 1910–14, so communists entered the German strike wave as propagandists, agitators, and organizers. But it would be just as wrong to call the German strikes “communist” as it is to call the British ones “syndicalist.” What is common to both is the kind of mass unrest and the insurgent, industrial aspect of workers’ direct action. National traditions, economic and political conditions, and the general options open to the revolutionary left determined why the influence of syndicalists was on the rise in Britain before 1914 but that of communists more important after the Bolshevik revolution and the founding of the Comintern. But the mass movement is the interesting feature of such strikes. This and the relation of organized left-wing groups to it, that is, the structure of such movements, were fundamentally similar in both examples, although the ideologies of syndicalists and communists were themselves different.

All the factions that actively worked for industrial unionism took the raw material of industrial unrest and tried to raise the lessons drawn from it to the level of theory and tactics. They seized in the first instance on the economic grievances of workers, which preceded any coherent political consciousness. These immediate grievances tended to be localized in scope and encouraged opposition to state policies and national union leaders. And such discontent, as it grew, focused quite naturally on the local control of production by workers. Finally, mass unrest tended more and more often to take the form of wildcat strikes as the most effective way to break through the containment policies of the state and national union leaders. And under unstable social and economic conditions (more to be said of this further on), such wildcat strikes expanded spontaneously both geographically and from industry to industry until they took on increasingly general proportions. Not only syndicalists but revolutionary industrial unionists, councils activists, and communists developed their tactics in different, even opposing, directions from the same mass movement of social unrest.

One of the cardinal features of the industrial unrest and the
movement in favor of industrial unionism from 1900 to 1925 was the convergence of three forces. After 1900, individual union militants and activists, formal left-wing organizations and propagandist groups, and mass unrest among industrial workers all converged in a general movement in favor of industrial unionism. The role of left-wing organizations lent the movement its revolutionary ideology; the participation of union activists, whether or not members of left-wing organizations, established a vital link between revolutionaries and unions; and the unrest of industrial workers provided the mass force to sustain and extend the movement. This was a real social movement in which the initially spontaneous industrial action of workers (mostly in strikes) opened the way for leaders and militants, and in which industrial workers themselves joined slowly in more organized forms of industrial unionism and direct action as they responded to the leadership and propaganda of union militants. To call this convergence of factors "syndicalist" is to miss the historical forces at work and to replace a process of change and revitalization in the labor movement with an arbitrary (and partisan) definition. Specific groups tried to give organization, leadership, and ideological coherence to this movement among rank-and-file workers, but they could never contain it entirely within one doctrine or organization, whether syndicalist or otherwise.

The Social Composition of Revolutionary Industrial Unionism

The international nature of this movement among workers is revealed by the social composition of workers who supported it or whose industrial militancy served as a spur or context for industrial union militants. Two groups of workers were especially prominent in strikes that led to demands for industrial organization. Unskilled workers in new or rapidly expanding industries were the most visible and characteristic supporters of the movement. Nevertheless, a significant number of skilled, traditionally unionized workers, usually in large industrial settings subjected to technological change, turned to industrial unionism as it became apparent that defense of union standards and adaptation to changes in production required the additional support of the mass of unskilled and semiskilled workers.

By far the most common supporters of revolutionary industrial unionism were miners. Hard-rock miners in the American West formed the core of the WFM, WLU (Western Labor Union), ALU and early IWW in the United States, and hard-rock and coal miners were prominent in both the IWW and OBU in Canada. Syndicalists first won mass influence in Britain among Welsh miners, and the continuing
unrest among British miners after 1910 provided a context for the agitation of a variety of radical, industrial union groups. In France, syndicalists won support from miners around Saint Etienne. In Germany, coal miners in the Ruhr, and to a lesser extent in Upper Silesia and Middle Germany, formed the backbone of the Union der Hand- und Kopfarbeiter and provided the extensive mass support that made both the KPD and revolutionary one big unionism major economic forces in this most basic and politically sensitive German industry.43

Workers in a variety of mass production industries and transportation joined the movement for industrial unionism or responded to the agitation of revolutionary unions. The specific industries varied largely according to the economic structure of each country. After mining, transportation was the most frequent setting of militant strikes and industrial union agitation. Railroad workers were drawn into the movement to a greater or lesser extent in all five countries; dockers supported the movement in parts of the United States, British Columbia, Britain, and Germany; British, American, and German seamen also joined the movement at different times, often carrying revolutionary industrial union propaganda from country to country.44

Textile workers in the American East gave support to the IWW, while German textile workers in the region around Mönchengladbach formed a secondary source of support for the Union der Hand- und Kopfarbeiter in Rhineland-Westphalia. Also typical of support for the IWW in the eastern United States were the new mass production industries that were later organized by the Congress of Industrial Organizations (CIO): The IWW at its height led major strikes in the steel, rubber, and automobile industries. In Germany, the comparable mass production industries were to be found in the heavy industries developed from 1895 to 1918: Virtually every major steel mill in the Ruhr, the shipbuilding centers of Hamburg and Bremen, and all the big centers of chemical production (especially Leverkusen, Ludwigshafen, and Leuna) supported either one big unionism or revolutionary industrial unionism in one form or another. In Great Britain, the general workers' unions organized the unskilled in these same mass production industries, especially in the period of labor unrest from 1910 to 1920. Lumber, wood, and agriculture formed another center of support where these industries were relevant, that is, in the Canadian West, northern Ontario, the American West and South, and Middle Germany. Indeed, the IWW was perhaps most successful in organizing the lumber industry and migratory agricultural laborers; the strongest group in the Canadian OBU was at first the industrial union of lumber workers; and one of the constituent
organizations of the *Union der Hand- und Kopfarbeiter* was the communist *Freier Landarbeiterverband* of Middle Germany.\(^{45}\)

Common to all these industries were their creation or general expansion in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century and their reliance on vast pools of unskilled, often migratory or immigrant, labor. Unskilled, immigrant, and migratory workers were connected by their common difficulties in organizing unions and the type of union they needed. Unskilled workers in the new mass production industries were easily trained and just as easily replaced, and, as long as there was a steady oversupply of workers (as was generally the case, except at peak periods of demand for labor or in exceptional local circumstances), the unskilled lacked an individual possession (such as a skill) that could be used in bargaining against employers. The steady oversupply of unskilled workers came to a very great extent from immigrants, either from foreign countries or from internal migrations from rural to urban areas. In fact, the role of foreign immigrant workers in supplying unskilled labor was greater than is often assumed; it was by no means limited to the United States and Canada but was of considerable importance in several major industrial regions of Germany and was also a factor in areas of France.\(^{46}\) By the same token, migratory workers were easily replaced, and while they tended to face smaller, scattered employers (as in agriculture or lumber) than industrial workers, their geographic dispersal, isolation, atomization, and lack of a permanent local base served to strengthen the hand of capital. To be organized at all, such workers had to adopt some form of industrial organization that would comprise all workers in the factory or workplace. The weakness of individual unskilled workers, the concentrated economic power of corporations in many industries, and the atomization and geographic dispersal of migratory workers made the concentration of worker power in industrial unions a precondition for achieving even limited economic goals. Only by organizing all workers in factory and industry could unions hope to control the supply of labor sufficiently to be able to stand up to employers.

The power of corporations was underscored by the industrial settings involved: the list of industrial workers who supported revolutionary industrial unionism and one big unionism contains a disproportionate number who worked in one-industry or company towns where individual corporations or employers' associations controlled economic life. Coal mining, steel, textiles, and chemicals in Germany, mining and lumber in the United States and Canada, coal mining in South Wales, automobiles, rubber, steel, and textiles in the American East all fall into this category. The dual power of corporations and
employers' associations on the local and the national industrial level, which made it possible to suppress labor organizations, forced industrial unionists to adopt radical or revolutionary positions in favor of militant resistance to employers and the elimination of privately owned industry. Moreover, workers could and did turn the homogeneity of such towns to their own advantage. Although a dominant industry or corporation could use its immense power to keep unskilled workers atomized and to drive out the craft unions of the relatively small groups of skilled workers, union organizers themselves exploited social and economic homogeneity to make the industry as a whole the focus of the labor movement. Indeed, they went one step further. One-industry settings became a definite spur to one big unionism, a kind of unionism designed to unite all workers on the local level, most of whom worked in the same industry in any case, against the domination of the local economy by one or several large employers.

The unskilled, immigrant, and migratory background of such workers tended to blur the influence of national and indigenous working-class cultures and to underscore the common international conditions behind revolutionary industrial unions. Nevertheless, revolutionary industrial unionism was not confined to the unskilled but also appealed to at least some groups of native, unionized, skilled workers. Most craft workers did not support industrial unions; they remained loyal to the traditional craft-based unions in most advanced industrial nations. Only in France did craft workers in the CGT give their support to syndicalism in significant numbers and agree to the introduction of industrial unions even while they controlled the national union federation. Elsewhere, only very specific categories of skilled workers turned to industrial unionism, in particular, workers in metals and engineering and in construction. In France, metalworkers in Paris, Saint Etienne, and Saint Nazaire gave support to the syndicalists, and workers in metallurgy, foundries, and metal trades had organized industrial unions by 1914. In Britain, many industrial union activists, like Tom Mann, came from metals and engineering, and the amalgamation and shop stewards' movements won their greatest support in old centers of metal production and engineering. The Clyde shipbuilding industry is a particularly interesting case and can be contrasted with the one big unionism of the German North Sea ports.

In Scotland, the impetus for amalgamation and the shop stewards' movement came from long unionized, skilled workers faced with the dissolution of skills during the First World War; such workers were trying to defend the traditional job control of unionized skilled workers by adapting it to changes in technology and production, in the
process turning to new forms of union organization, shop committees, and workers' control. In contrast, in Germany, where unionized skilled workers lacked the power and traditions of British metalworkers, revolutionary industrial unionism after 1918 was based directly upon the semiskilled workers that German employers had relied upon to man the shipbuilding industry since the industrialization of the 1890s and 1900s. The industry was the same in both countries, but the constellation of forces behind revolutionary industrial unionism was different.\textsuperscript{48}

Another center of support among metalworkers for revolutionary industrial unionism was in railway shops such as those in Winnipeg, the Pullman works in Chicago, and the railway repair shops in Berlin and Opladen. Such skilled workers were no longer isolated craftsmen but worked instead in concentrated industrial settings, alongside a growing number of semiskilled workers, in one of the major transportation industries. Just as railway workers were receptive to industrial unionism, railway shop workers tended to see the advantage of industrial organization.\textsuperscript{49}

Construction workers were of secondary importance in the movement for industrial unions, although in some areas they too gave support to the movement. The construction industry was far more decentralized than the other industries in which industrial unionists were active, and much of it remained small-scale and artisan based. However, in the larger urban centers and industrial regions, many of the same trends were at work as in the metal industry. In construction especially, we are concerned with a tendency in economic development, not a static or absolute level of concentration. As with skilled metalworkers and engineers, the main factors encouraging industrial unionism in construction were the tendencies toward dequalification of skilled labor, greater employment of unskilled labor, and concentration of capital in larger industrial construction firms and employers' associations. Such factors, to differing degrees, were at work in the Canadian West, where mostly unskilled railway construction workers employed by railway corporations joined the IWW before 1914, and in Great Britain, where syndicalists found some support among construction workers, especially in London.\textsuperscript{50} In Germany after 1920, the communists were able to keep most revolutionary construction workers inside the free unions.\textsuperscript{51} However, in the Ruhr, where the construction industry was exceptionally concentrated and integrated with coal mining, engineering, and the heavy steel industry, many construction workers defied communist directives and joined the \textit{Union der Hand- und Kopfarbeiter}.\textsuperscript{52} In France, Parisian construction workers formed
part of the core of syndicalist support, and the individual craft unions in the construction industry united to form an industrial federation between 1906 and 1914.\textsuperscript{53}

Thus, both unskilled and skilled workers were prominent in the movements for industrial unionism before 1925, although the former predominated numerically and more often caught the public eye. Relations between these two groups of workers are difficult to assess at this stage of research. Historians have tended to investigate each group separately, concentrating on the big strikes and organizing drives of the unskilled, while linking the skilled primarily to control struggles over the production process. Indeed, wage struggles set off most of the movements of unskilled workers, while the skilled workers who supported industrial unionism tended to do so in response to the restructuring of industry, to technological innovations, and to changes in work processes—all of which tended to undermine existing craft unions by whittling away at skilled workers' immediate control of production through craft knowledge. There can be little doubt that wages were the most important concern of unskilled workers, for their atomization and economic weakness made it possible for employers to keep wages very low and to reduce them further in periods of economic crisis. Skilled workers had much more to defend than wages, and even their relatively higher wage scales were best defended indirectly by fighting for continued control over production processes. This basic division between unskilled and skilled workers found expression in the fact that the former tended to organize new unions around wage movements, while the latter were much more likely to try to salvage forms of craft control through the transformation of existing craft unions into more powerful amalgamated or industrial ones. Still, historians need to investigate possible links between the skilled and unskilled at the workplace and from there in industrial union struggles. One point, however, is clear, even at this stage of research. By 1920 large groups of unskilled workers went beyond wages to raise their own demands for worker control of production, especially through works councils or industrial union structures, while the demands of skilled workers to simplify and consolidate job categories and wage differentials in "rationalized" industries had great potential appeal for unskilled workers and spoke directly to many of their immediate concerns. It is impossible to say whether strong links between unskilled and skilled workers conditioned these overlapping demands, but labor historians should begin to look seriously at this possibility.\textsuperscript{54}

The role of working-class cultures and their impact on unskilled and skilled workers in the movements for industrial unionism are even
harder to discern. The new towns and neighborhoods that grew up with the mass production industries in the decades immediately before and after 1900 were the sites of an entirely new working class, one that for decades was predominantly unskilled, immigrant, and highly mobile (according to fluctuations in employment). At the same time, extremely homogeneous areas—based on one social stratum within the working class, on one industry, and often around one company—could also have a profoundly settling effect and quickly laid the bases for a new working class culture. Nevertheless, there was a strong element of social instability in the new industrial regions, very much related to immigrant labor and the mobility of workers, that existed alongside elements of social cohesion, and this combination of instability and cohesiveness led to a particularly volatile working class after 1900. It affected workers' attitudes toward both mass action and types of organization. In industrial towns with the opposite configuration—long-established industries dependent on a settled class of skilled workers, well-developed working-class cultures tied to the industrial environment, and strong traditional unions growing out of and linked closely with the culture of skilled workers—the workers' movement lacked the volatility of the new industrial regions. Many of these towns were centers of working-class radicalism, but even in one-industry towns where skilled workers were subjected to mechanization and rationalization, the workers often tended to steer clear of the revolutionary industrial unions. They preferred the slower evolution of their stable, traditional union organizations.  

The problem of working-class cultures becomes particularly complex when one considers those skilled workers who came to support industrial unionism. Did they live in older towns or neighborhoods but become radicalized at work because of mechanization or rationalization? Were their established routines disrupted by rapid urbanization? Did they, too, move to the newer urban, industrial regions and become subjected to many of the same cultural pressures as the unskilled? Or, even in these newer centers of industry, did they continue to live in socially homogeneous neighborhoods with other skilled workers and merely commute to work at big factory complexes where their fellow workers were mostly unskilled or semiskilled? From what is known of the skilled workers who supported industrial unionism, all these possibilities were true of at least some groups, but it is impossible to point to any definitive trends from the research that has been done so far.  

Thus, what is known of the relations between unskilled and skilled workers in the years 1900–1925 poses more questions than it answers. However, a few very general conclusions can be drawn.
movement for industrial unionism from 1900 to 1925 was clearly the expression of workers in two settings, each tied in different ways to the expansion of industry, concentration of corporate power, and technological changes since the late nineteenth century. Moreover, the simultaneous radicalization of the unskilled and of specific categories of skilled workers reinforced the general movement in its tendency to spread from one group of workers to another. Finally, the complexity of the movement, especially the participation of unionized skilled workers, made it a more direct threat to the existing labor movement by creating a general industrial alternative, going well beyond just the unskilled, that challenged existing union structures, practices and politics.

High Point and Decline of the Movement

In the decade prior to 1910 industrial unionists gathered their forces and achieved their initial breakthroughs. The first groups of industrial unionists and syndicalists were founded in Britain at this time; in the United States, the IWW was founded, although it spent its first four years consolidating its organization in a series of factional fights; in Germany, left-wing social democrats began haltingly to reconsider union tactics in the mass strike debate. Only in France were revolutionary unionists successful in winning control of the CGT and in adopting the syndicalist *Charte d'Amiens* in 1906. However, even in France the transition to industrial unionism was only initiated between 1905 and 1910 and did not lead to immediate organizational successes.56

After 1910 the movement gained momentum, expanded its organization, and began to penetrate the mass of industrial workers. The exact timing of its growth depended largely on social and economic conditions in each country. Of primary importance in the conjuncture of the movement's development was the impact of inflation. Prices had steadily risen throughout the industrialized world since the turn of the century, and by 1910 the price increases—and the consequent decline in real wages and workers' living standards—began to be generally felt. Holton has pointed to this factor in the outburst of labor unrest in Britain between 1910 and 1914.

Economic trends of this kind produced a massive build up of material grievance among workers. Mass unrest developed because the long-term trend of rising spending power was now checked, and because of the sharp contrast between working-class living standards and the conspicuous luxury consumption of Edwardian rentiers and manufacturers. Economic unrest of this kind did not by itself stimulate syndicalism, but it
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did provide a general sense of material deprivation on which revolutionary industrial movements might build. For grievances over wages inevitably created great pressure on orthodox trade unionism and on parliamentary socialism to bring improvement and reform. Any failure here led the disaffected to look further afield, in particular to the direct action philosophy of syndicalism which by-passed collective bargaining and parliament altogether.57

It is thus not surprising that industrial militancy and the spread of revolutionary unionism reached a first peak in Britain just prior to the outbreak of war, and on the left the syndicalists were the primary beneficiaries of the strike unrest. French syndicalism grew in an environment of stagnating real wages before 1910. The period from 1909 to the entry of the United States into the First World War was also the high point of the IWW. The IWW reached its maximum influence in the American East in these years, when it led a series of major strikes in the mass production industries, then built its organization of agricultural laborers in the prairie states. Montgomery has also pointed to the impact of inflation after 1909 on the emergence of what he calls the “new industrial unionism” among unskilled workers outside the IWW.58

The First World War made inflation a propelling force behind industrial unionism throughout the capitalist world. The pent-up grievances of workers over the decline of living standards, alongside of the war profiteering of the possessing classes, burst open in the wave of revolutions and mass strikes after 1918. David Bercuson has clearly shown the role of wages in the Winnipeg general strike and the mass movement behind the formation of the OBU. The renewed revolutionization of the CGT after the period of wartime collaboration—a revolutionization that culminated in the general railway workers' strike of May 1920 and that contributed to the adherence of the French Socialist Party to the Comintern at the Congress of Tours—was also closely bound up with wartime sacrifices and expectations for economic improvements after the armistice. Germany, however, stands out as the classic example of the impact of inflation in radicalizing industrial workers. Not only did the decline in living standards lead directly to the mass strikes of industrial workers in 1918–19 (especially among Ruhr miners, but also among metalworkers and chemical workers throughout Germany) but the great inflation of the years 1921–23 revived and spread the revolutionary movement after the initial defeats of the 1918–19 revolution and the 1920 Ruhr uprising. It is no coincidence that the history of the Arbeiter-Unionen runs exactly parallel with that of the postwar inflation.59
Groups of industrial unionists seized upon such economic unrest and mass action to organize industrial unions and to coordinate strike movements. They developed a set of tactics to meet the needs of unskilled, previously unorganized workers. Montgomery has succinctly summarized these tactics for the IWW, but his description could be used with only a few changes for any of the groups active in Canada, Britain, France, or Germany.

Agreeing that “trade lines have been swallowed up in a common servitude of all workers to the machines which they tend,” the delegates [at the founding IWW congress] decided to organize workers from the bottom up, enlisting first the unskilled and using their enthusiasm and power to pull the more highly skilled workers into action. This meant that the IWW had to replace the craft unions’ meticulous caution with dramatic tactics. It would scorn large strike funds, relying instead on mass appeals for aid, on the workers’ own spirit of sacrifice and on short strikes. It would reject all reliance on negotiations, labels, written contracts, trade autonomy and benefit funds and it would summon the workers to leave the decrepit “American Separation of Labor” and enlist in the new revolutionary union.60

In fact, German communist Unionisten spoke in almost identical terms in attempting to build an alternative to reformist trades unionism.61 Such tactics were not just an abstract ideology but rather grew out of the conditions of industrial workers.

Revolutionary unionists elaborated these tactics in two major directions during and after the First World War. On the one hand, they tried to put their previous advocacy of the general or mass strike weapon into practice. The First World War and postwar period in fact led to a series of mass strikes, industrywide strikes, and general strikes. All types of revolutionary unionists used the industrial militancy of workers to put their ideas in practice: French syndicalists in the general railway strike of May 1920, their American followers in the steel strike of 1919, German communists in the waves of mass strikes in 1918–19, 1920, and 1921–24, and other groups of revolutionary unionists not previously associated with syndicalism, such as those who led the Winnipeg general strike in Canada. And these were only the most spectacular examples. On the other hand, revolutionary unionists introduced new forms of organization, aimed specifically at workers’ control of production, during and after the war. Indeed, “control of production” became a major slogan of both the British and German labor movements after the First World War. The shop stewards’ movement in Britain and Germany and the revolutionary councils movement in Germany and Italy were the primary examples of this new mode of
action. General/mass strikes and works councils/shop stewards together amounted to a revolutionary challenge to capitalist control of the economy: the first was aimed at the eventual seizure of industry as a whole, while the second attempted to establish workers’ control at the point of production. Both were predicated upon industrial unions uniting all workers in factory, mine, or workshop organizations.62

The movement for revolutionary industrial unionism rose and fell with this industrial unrest. It was defeated everywhere between 1919 and 1925. The reasons for the defeat were complex, but they were closely bound up with the revolutionary nature of the movement. For the movement culminated in an open confrontation with employers and the state, and it relied upon a loose form of organization and upon tactics adapted to mass unrest among industrial workers. If the revolution failed, the industrial unions had no strong organization to fall back on. Once the militancy and dynamism of the movement were checked, the organizational deficiencies became apparent, and most of these unions could not scrape through the hard times that followed. A few survived, but only by discarding their militant or revolutionary orientation. The difficulties in organizing unskilled industrial workers might account for the rapid decline of members after 1920–25, but they cannot explain the overall failure of these unions. The traditional unions, for example, had also gone through early membership crises and cyclical losses of members after major defeats and economic recessions, but while some of these trade unions collapsed, the movement in the long run survived and grew. Moreover, in the first decades of the twentieth century, there were examples of reformist industrial or semi-industrial unions that maintained a fairly tight and stable organization of unskilled workers. Yet the workers who formed OBU-type unions consciously rejected these established industrial unions. Germany is a good example of this: The miners, steelworkers, and construction workers in the Ruhr who joined the Arbeiter-Unionen explicitly rejected the traditional unions, even though the old miners’ union was already an industrial union and the Metalworkers’ Union and the Construction Trades Federation were both amalgamated unions. The major reasons behind this rejection were the reformist politics of the free unions and their bureaucratic organization, both of which inhibited mass action and dynamic organizing of new groups of workers. This does not mean that the leaders of the revolutionary industrial unions (not to speak of the membership) were uncompromising in their advocacy of revolution, but they did tend to see the militancy and dynamism of the movement as their main source of power in extracting material improvements over wages, hours, and
working conditions. And such militancy reinforced the movement's revolutionary orientation.

On the other hand, it was not so much the workers or their leaders who were uncompromising (although there are numerous examples of this, and it is not uncommon for newly organized workers, in the first flush of their mass union strength, to be uncompromising in their demands). Rather, the employers, the state, and the traditional unions were the uncompromising parties, unalterably opposed to any sort of recognition of the new unions. Especially after the Russian Revolution—when most industrial unionists initially supported the Soviet regime—the forces of order were bent on destroying revolutionary and industrial unions, for political as well as economic reasons. The confrontations with employers and the state took the form of major strikes, pitched battles in which compromise solutions were rarely possible. The revolutionary intentions with which industrial unionists used direct economic action (and the revolutionary implications of many of the larger unofficial strikes even where there were no revolutionary intentions) made the state and employers defend their positions with all the weapons at their disposal. Moreover, the craft unions fought back to defend their own positions against the industrial unionists, and they found themselves tacit—and often open—allies of employers and the state. The strike confrontations in which the revolutionary industrial unions were decisively defeated were indeed pitched battles: The established powers wanted clearcut victory and threw their power into exterminating the new unions. All of the strikes were eventually defeated by the superior power of these combined forces.

Nevertheless, the crux of the problem was the new unions' reliance on loose, dynamic organization for the achievement of both short-term material improvements and long-term revolutionary goals. The loose organization of the revolutionary unionists could not survive defeat, and one by one the organizations dissolved, split, or declined. The revolutionary strategy and militant tactics of the movement had decisively conditioned the type of organization that developed. To be sure, the new unions often adopted a loose form of organization because of the difficulties in organizing masses of previously nonunionized, unskilled workers. In fact, as it has been pointed out, the leaders of the movement had consciously justified their new form of organization in this way in their polemics against the craft unions. But they refused later to tighten or stabilize their organizations largely because of their revolutionary orientation, because they did not want to deaden the militancy or mass action of the movement.

Finally, the militancy and mass action of workers, upon which
industrial unionists based their overall strategy, came to an abrupt end in the early 1920s, when economic conditions changed drastically. The stabilization of the post war capitalist regimes, which was conditioned in large part by the economic and political defeat of industrial workers, brought with it an end to the inflationary cycle. The inflation, which had propelled the workers' movement for two decades, was followed by a deflationary cycle in the mid-1920s. Economic crisis and unemployment, followed by downward pressure on wages and economic stabilization, put an end to the mass unrest and industrial militancy in which revolutionary industrial unionism had grown. It was left for the Comintern to pick up the pieces and to save what was left to be saved. Perhaps the greatest weakness of revolutionary industrial unionism between 1900 and 1925 was its dependence upon the spontaneous movement of unrest among industrial workers. It failed—by and large consciously—to create stable, permanent union organizations because the goal of the movement was not just the reformist defense of limited material demands, but also the socialist transformation of the economy.

In a more general sense, I would argue that it is difficult, if not impossible, to maintain a dynamic OBU-type movement over a long period of time. The reliance of the OBU on mass action and mass participation, its class struggle approach to limited demands for material improvements, and its consistent refusal to tighten its organization for fear of deadening its dynamism with bureaucracy were all linked to its revolutionary orientation, and these factors mitigated against the survival of OBU-type unions in periods when workers were neither revolutionary nor militant. By dropping class struggle and revolution, the industrial unions of the 1930s and 1940s were accepted as bargaining partners in a way the OBU movements never could have been. In other words, while the OBU movements were certainly willing to compromise with employers over wages, hours, and working conditions on a short-term basis, they never accepted the idea of binding contracts and would never have entered into the compromise with the capitalist system that was at the base of the acceptance of industrial unions by employers and the state a generation later. As long as OBU unions were serious about being revolutionary, they could not stabilize themselves around the more modest objectives of other unions but could only survive as long as a period of great militancy, with an upward movement of mass workers' action, justified the belief in
revolution in the relatively near future or when there was a real revolutionary upheaval, as in the years 1918–20.

Nevertheless, from a larger historical perspective, the revolt of the unskilled between 1910 and 1925 was a dress rehearsal for the wave of industrial unionization that overtook the western capitalist world in the mid-1930s and 1940s. Though defeated everywhere, one big unionism fed into both international communism and, later, industrial unionism. Later organizations of industrial unions dropped the revolutionary side of the earlier movement and established in its stead a stable, workable compromise between autonomous industrial unions and general national federations of all industries. The Congress of Industrial Organization (CIO), Canadian Congress of Labor (CCL), CGT, and Deutscher Gewerkschaftsbund (German Labor Union Federation) all achieved such a compromise. In one sense, they had learned from the failures of earlier industrial unions and set out to improve conditions for industrial workers by concentrating their efforts on limited material goals that could be quickly won and could solidify the foundation of permanent industrial organizations. Such limited goals included not only wages, hours, and working conditions but also the nationalization of key industries, institutionalization of at least a modest level of union political influence, and the creation of organs, like works councils, for worker participation and at times co-determination in some aspects of the production process. Some of these industrial unions still considered themselves part of a larger socialist or communist movement, but they interpreted this as an alliance with a political party, in which the party carried the burden of revolutionary politics.

The successful creation of stable, officially recognized industrial unions seems to have put an end to the call for "one big union" since 1950. The OBU might thus be called historically specific. In western Europe and North America it was the first stage in the general organizing of the unskilled, the ideology of the unskilled in their first period of revolt. Nevertheless, one should not be too quick to close the book on the OBU. It has, on more than one occasion, been associated with intense working class radicalism and industrial challenge to the wage system; it has given such radicalism a pronounced ideology of class solidarity on the economic front, with the ultimate goal the taking over of industry by workers to be run by workers. Although such movements rarely, if ever, survive defeat, one cannot rule out the possible emergence of similar movements in the future. There is no final formula for organizing workers into unions in periods of great militancy or in revolutionary periods. The OBU offered one way of balanc-
ing organization with dynamism, but the problem of economic radicalism will arise anew with each upturn in the class struggle. In a future upsurge of industrial militancy—perhaps around workers' councils instead of industrial unions—the call for "one big union" may be heard again.
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"For the men who really had the capacity and the organizing power, the men who exercised leadership . . . over the working class in the authentic sense of the term, were the union chiefs," wrote Paolo Spriano of Italy's 1920 factory occupations. "The men of the party, however much they might want . . . to direct the masses toward a violent rupture of the established order, . . . lacked the levers of command, experience, cadres, a rapport with the class which permitted effective leadership." Union leaders, however, even those of the Italian General Confederation of Labor (CGL) who had traveled to Moscow earlier that year to discuss the formation of a revolutionary international of unions, shared "a very rigid conception" of trade unionism, "which erected centralized organization—the discipline, authority, contractual power of the union—into a kind of fetish." They had "fought their most formative struggles against anarcho-syndicalism," so their "natural tendency towards a bureaucratic perspective" on union activity "had been reinforced by their wartime experience." 

What was true of Italy was most definitely true of the United
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States, where the leaders of the American Federation of Labor, having repudiated socialism for decades, had collaborated fully in the government's war mobilization. In the United States as elsewhere, wartime experience confirmed the bureaucratic lessons officials had learned from the upsurge of mass strikes during the decade preceding America's entry into the war. Despite the distinctly minority status of the unions within the working class, no other organization had enjoyed an organizational network or experience among workers comparable to theirs. Moreover, the membership of American unions had almost doubled between 1913 and 1920, rising to some 5,000,000 workers. That rate of growth (92 percent) was matched by the unions of Great Britain, which rose from 4 to 8 million members, overshadowed by those of France (143 percent, from 1 to 2.5 million) and Germany (188 percent, from 4.5 to 13 million), and dwarfed by that of Italy (609 percent for the CGL alone, from 327,000 to 2,320,000).

By 1920, therefore, the union, with its unique ties to the routines and needs of working-class life and its distinctive style of operation, was everywhere a power to reckon with. Its growth, however, had taken place in the context of the consolidation of corporate enterprise, imperialism, war, and revolution. That context had generated new forms of local and workplace organization, which often exhibited a "rapport with the [working] class" more intimate than that established by national union officials. Unlike prewar direct actionists, the new militants were as much concerned with building durable governing bodies of workers' delegates in and around the workplace as they were with waging strikes. They thus made a more lasting impression on trade unions and the industrial relations policies of business than had the earlier activities of the Industrial Workers of the World (IWW). Unlike the national union officials, however, these local activists had no agency to coordinate their struggles. Their militant but parochial organizations were viewed by AFL leaders as violations of union discipline to be suppressed, by management as a force to be harnessed to company unionism, and by government as a menace to be destroyed.

In order to explore the new tendencies in union strategies and struggles, this paper will focus on the United States between 1916 and 1922 and attempt to determine in what ways patterns of workers' activity there compared with those in England, Italy, Germany, and France. It will examine, in turn, the relations linking business, unions, and the state; new strategies of union leaders; and novel forms of organization at the base. In conclusion, it will attempt some comparisons between the rhythm of evolution of postwar struggles in America and those in Europe.
May 1st allowed me to participate in a real working class Labor Day movement in Minneapolis [reported organizer James Henderson of the International Association of Machinists in 1920,] but as this was an international labor day[,] the object of the meetings the world over expressed the same human greetings. There were 17,000 marchers in line. Machine guns and armored cars, and the State militia mobilized in their armories, made the scene worthy of a moving picture drama. The Department of Deportation agents were everywhere . . . . The parade was led by the World War Veterans, an organization that stands for working-class principles. W. F. Dunn[e], one of the fearless leaders of the Northwest Labor movement [and a founder of the Communist Labor Party, D.M.] . . . was the principal speaker. . . . A mule in the parade carrying a greeting to “openshoppers” received much applause, [and] the banner declaring “The Kaiser lives in a palace in Holland, but Gene Debs lives in an American prison” brought out the true feeling . . . .

The militancy and internationalist spirit that pervaded the ranks of these marchers in a small city previously free of labor organizations typified the labor struggles of postwar years, as did the glowering presence of troops and the reminders of incarcerated comrades. The American government had mobilized for war in the midst of the most extensive and long-lasting strike wave in the country’s history. Every year from 1916 through 1922 more than one million workers had participated in strikes, and in 1919 the number had surpassed four million. During 1916 strikes were especially widespread in the munitions industry, just as they were in Britain, Germany, and France. Somewhat of a crescendo of strike activity was reached between April and September 1917 (after the United States had declared war), when machinists, miners, and other workers in extractive and processing industries were especially active. Moreover, there were even more strikes (67) involving over 10,000 workers apiece in 1917 than there were in 1919.

Labor’s militancy in America was fueled by many of the same causes that have been identified for Europe: inflation, full employment, and the long-term dilution of skilled crafts and consolidation of working-class neighborhoods. Inflation played a critical role, not because American workers suffered the stark deprivation experienced by their German counterparts in 1918-19 but rather because, as James Cronin argues, it made wage struggles chronic, upset customary standards of comparison of relative earnings (lathe operators turning shells on piece work, for example, often earned more than skilled tool and die makers), and triggered consumers’ struggles over the high cost
of housing and food, among them the bloody food riots of 1917 in New York and Philadelphia. The labor shortage of 1916–18, though not as acute as that in France or Germany, nevertheless allowed workers to change jobs freely and frequently in search of better earnings, while putting in many more days of work and many more hours of overtime than in normal years. Thus, the largely unskilled workers of Chicago's meat packing plants enjoyed a steady increase in their real earnings from 1916 through the middle of 1919, while the extraordinary rise in the wages that the industry offered women induced thousands of housewives to join their husbands in the packing houses. Only in the year after June 1919 did the cost of living rise noticeably faster than those workers' earnings.

The congested neighborhoods adjacent to the Chicago stockyards stirred with such enthusiasm that 90 percent of the immigrant workers enrolled in the AFL, and the head of the most important fraternal order, the Polish Falcons, provided the union with its most influential leader (John Kikulski). During the major strikes of 1918–22 in textiles, clothing, munitions, and metallurgy, neighborhood benevolent societies of Italians, Poles, Jews, Croatians, and Lithuanians time and again provided bases from which efforts to unionize the factories were launched and sustained. Conversely, the efforts of streetcar and laundry workers to unionize generated such community support as to produce general strikes in Springfield, Illinois, Kansas City, Missouri, Waco, Texas, and Billings, Montana, between September 1917 and April 1918. The vast working-class neighborhoods could make life unbearable for scabs, mobilize massive funerals for slain strikers, and involve various members of the same families in marketplace, as well as workplace, struggles.

Opposition to the war itself often reverberated through these neighborhoods. The Socialist Party of America, like the Italian and Serbian parties, refused to endorse its country's entry into the war. At its Emergency Convention of April 1917, it denounced the government's declaration of war and called for "an even more vigorous prosecution of the class struggle" to protect living standards and civil liberties and to rouse the people against war and conscription. A referendum of the membership upheld that position by almost ten to one, in preference to a minority report that would have recognized the war as a fact and committed the party to seizing "the opportunity presented by war conditions to advance our program of democratic collectivism." The party's firm stand was influenced by the recent departures of socialist ministers from governments in France and Germany, the mounting protests of workers in Europe against the war
and conscription, and the revolution in Russia. Moreover, it was re­
warded in municipal elections of 1917 from Elwood, Indiana, to New
York City with the largest votes the party had ever received. Through
the People’s Council of America for Democracy and Peace, Socialists
gathered considerable support for a program that demanded immediate
peace on the basis of no annexation and no indemnities, self-
determination for all nations, and the conscription of wealth rather
than of men. 11

The confluence of antiwar agitation and unprecedented strike
activity prompted the government to devote special attention to labor
in its war mobilization measures of the fall of 1917. New espionage and
sedition laws were already on the statute books and the first draft calls
had already been levied by August and September, when the strike
wave reached its peak, and the National Industrial Conference Board
(representing all major employers’ organizations) called on President
Wilson to establish an agency with broad powers to settle industrial
disputes. As the government worked out its policy over the ensuing
months, it elaborated two basic principles. First, it would solicit the
cooperation of the existing unions. Second, it would demand that both
industry and labor refrain from using the crisis to “change existing
standards.” These decisions were based both on lessons drawn from
the British experience, where the 1915 Treasury Agreement to sus­
pend union rules and shopfloor practices had opened the door to a
militant shop stewards’ movement, and on the consistent support that
Samuel Gompers and the Executive Council of the AFL had offered to
defense mobilization agencies since 1916. Although the Executive
Council had repudiated Gompers’ adherence in April 1917 to the
ambiguous formula of no efforts to “change existing standards” and
refused to take a no-strike pledge, it did agree to contribute union
representatives to mobilization agencies and to cooperate with those
agencies in preventing strikes. Moreover, in August Gompers and AFL
Secretary Mathew Woll joined with pro-war Socialists in forming the
American Alliance for Labor and Democracy to combat the pacifist
activities of the People’s Council. The fury of the final round of
offensives on the Western Front dampened antiwar protest in Amer­
ica, just as it did in France and Germany, and left the labor patriots
facing little effective opposition by the summer of 1918. 12

Working in close cooperation with Labor Secretary William B.
Wilson, a former vice-president of the United Mine Workers, union
leaders developed a relationship to the state that was much closer in
practice than it was in any formal policy pronouncements. For exam­
ple, when the IWW led a strike movement among Arizona copper
miners in July, local authorities herded 1,186 strikers onto cattle cars at
bayonette point and shipped them off into the New Mexico Desert. Secretary Wilson rushed an adjustment commission to the scene, and it ordered the reinstatement of all strikers except those guilty of seditious utterances or who belonged to an organization that did not recognize union contracts (i.e., the IWW). It also established grievance committees at each mine and provided for AFL participation in those committees. Simultaneously in the Pittsburgh region a federal mediator reported to Washington that a local Council of National Defense had been formed in response to “Socialist agitators” at the Westinghouse and other machine-building plants, “making speeches against the Government and everyone else.” Organizer Andrew McNamara of the Machinists’ union and vice-president Philip Murray of the Mine Workers were among the union officials who expressed their willingness to serve on the Council, along with the executives of the Westinghouse company, Mesta Machine, and the adamantly antiunion Pittsburgh Employers’ Association.13

In both these instances the employers involved subsequently resisted unionization of their own employees despite the government’s prodding and the unions’ patriotic role. To them, as to most business leaders, the principle of “no change in existing standards” meant that open shop factories and cities would remain that way. Unlike the French and German governments, the United States did not require its suppliers to bargain with unions. Nevertheless, most union officials vigorously supported the war effort. Among them were former Socialists such as Secretary-Treasurer E. C. Davidson of the Machinists, who received a “Tax the Rich to Pay for the War” circular from the People’s Council in the mail and forwarded it instantly to the government in case it might prove useful to the state in “breaking up schemes of this kind.”14 Another was John H. Walker, President of the Illinois district of the mine workers, who wrote Secretary Adolph Germer of the Socialist Party: “I want you and your like, who want to bring about improvements for the working people through making the German Kaiser the Emperor of the WORLD . . . to know that there isn’t anything I can think of or do, that I won’t do, to prevent you from accomplishing your purpose.” Indeed, Walker’s union agreed to place in the contract covering the highly unionized Central Competitive Field a provision automatically fining any miner who participated in a work stoppage, in order “to protect the great majority of the mine workers against the radical and indifferent element among the employees . . . .”15

There was, consequently, little political space in America for anything like England’s War Emergency Workers’ National Committee, which linked supporters and opponents of the war in the defense
of workers' liberties and living standards. Royden Harrison has depicted the majority of that committee as "intelligent patriots," offering reluctant support to the war effort but resisting chauvinism and political repression. Activists who assumed that posture could certainly be found in the United States. Samuel Lavit in Bridgeport and William Z. Foster in Chicago, for example, promoted militant unionism and the sale of Liberty Bonds simultaneously. The only public cause that found everyone from the Wobblies and Gompers on the same side, however, was the struggle to save Tom Mooney from execution. Mooney, a San Francisco syndicalist charged with bombing a 1916 Preparedness Day parade, was also a local officer of the Iron Molders' Union. Even though the AFL's leaders vigorously opposed the 1919 movement for a general strike on Mooney's behalf, they never ceased appealing for his freedom. 16

This is not to say that AFL leaders asked nothing in return for their loyalty. Quite the contrary. Government arbitration mechanisms stimulated the thorough unionization of Chicago's packinghouses, and after the government took possession of the railroads virtually all employees, except those Blacks whom several union constitutions barred from membership, became unionized. A growth of membership of 111 percent between 1915 and 1920 made transportation the most highly unionized sector of American industry. Unions also expanded their membership by 67 percent in the building trades, 113 percent in clothing (where leaders of the Amalgamated Clothing Workers both spoke against the war and cooperated with war agencies), 280 percent in metal fabricating, and 368 percent in textiles.17 Moreover, leaders as conservative as William Hutcheson of the Carpenters and James O'Connell of the Metal Trades Department urged aggressive use of this newfound strength to improve conditions. Addressing the Boilermakers' convention in September 1917, O'Connell advised:

Now I want you to get it into your heads . . . to talk about dollars, not pennies. . . . The opportunity is presented for the first time in the history of the United States Government, practically a union contract signed between the government and the officers of the [Metal Trades] Department . . . requiring that the shipbuilders of America come to Washington and put their feet under the tables with labor leaders to settle their troubles. . . . Uncle Sam is paying the expenses of union committees to come to Washington and meet the employers. Isn't that a pretty good union agreement? That is only the beginning. . . . We will come out after the war is over bigger and greater and grander and better understood than ever we were before.18
This prospect frightened the leaders of American business as much as it delighted O'Connell. There was no Stinnes-Legie agreement in America because American business feared unions more than it feared revolution. With the defeat and collapse of the imperial government, Jakob Richter of the Union of German Iron and Steel Industrialists (VdESI) had observed: “Allies for industry could be found only among the workers; these were the unions.” The situation confronting American industrialists was totally different. Their program of dismantling government regulatory agencies and deflating prices and wages as rapidly as possible, while encouraging the rationalization of industry through scientific management and through voluntary self-organization (called “associational activities” by Herbert Hoover), had been enshrined in the platform of the Republican Party and strongly endorsed by the electorate in 1918 and 1920. Like their French and British counterparts (and unlike the Italian and German business leaders), American corporate executives were encouraged by the results of postwar elections to dig in their heels against union aspirations. Moreover, the American unions, for all their new power, were hardly to be compared in membership, experience, or apparent unity to the British labor movement before “Black Friday” of 1921—i.e., while it could still brandish the threat of the Triple Alliance.

Consequently, the representatives of industry at President Wilson’s 1919 Industrial Conference rejected outright the idea of collective bargaining with unions. They also opposed any role for the state in social insurance (though on this point they were largely supported by the AFL). Although both employee representation and welfare programs to benefit the workers might be desirable, business representatives argued, these should be carried out at the level of the enterprise, with no “outside interference” from unions or government. With the war’s end, therefore, business demanded the quick end of fuel and price regulations, the return of the railroads to private ownership, and the dismantling of the National War Labor Board. Quite in contrast to the summer of 1917, when the National Industrial Conference Board had wanted such an agency as a defense against strikes, even the business representatives on the Board itself now believed that it was encouraging the spread of unionism and threatening industry with bureaucratic regulations, such as national minimum wages. Furthermore, once private ownership of the railroads had been restored, the American Railway Executives Association, in the face of almost 90 percent unionization of their employees, endorsed the principle of no contracts with labor organizations and abrogated the existing national agreements.
Another tribute to the relative weakness of American unions is found in the failure of American businessmen to forge their own centralized leadership in the way their counterparts in England, France, Germany, and Italy had all done by the end of 1920. The most representative of all employers' associations, the National Industrial Conference Board, had played a major role in the selection of business representatives on wartime government agencies, but after the war, when those agencies were dismantled, the NICB's role became that of a research and publicity agency. Both the NICB and other national industrial associations, save those in bituminous coal and clothing, avoided negotiating with unions on behalf of their members. Each firm jealously preserved its autonomy. Even the Special Conference Committee, formed in April 1919 by ten of the country's largest corporations to discuss questions of labor policy, remained a theater for informal consultations; it made no binding decisions, and it certainly never commissioned its influential secretary, John Hicks of the Rockefeller interests, to enter into contract negotiations with Samuel Gompers.  

Corporations and sectoral employers' associations developed their own strategies for combating unions with little government interference (especially after the dissolution of the National War Labor Board in June 1919). They were greatly assisted by the public policy of deflation, however, and by the repression of radical activities and a governmental strategy of postponing decisions in the face of major confrontations with labor. Wartime restrictions on speech and public assembly remained in force for years after the armistice. By 1921 only 11 of the 88 leading cities of America had removed their wartime bans on street meetings. Post Office censorship of revolutionary publications continued openly until May 1921, and Italy's *Avanti* was still barred from American mails the following August. After the notorious raids and deportations against radical aliens in 1919–20, the Immigration Bureau of the Department of Labor settled into routine scrutiny of foreign-born workers in cooperation with employers, detective agencies, and patriotic societies. In fact, more than three-fourths of the employees of the department dealt with immigration and deportation after 1920, and the number of people they expelled annually rose to more than 38,000 by the end of the twenties.  

 Presidents Wilson and Harding shared with Lloyd George and Giolitti the talent for delaying decisions when confronted by powerful union demands. Government and business executives alike were convinced that the high prices of 1919 would soon collapse and that to concede wage increases or power to unions would inhibit business' ability to cope with the coming deflation. The art of politics, therefore,
became that of postponing the settlement of major disputes from the period of inflation and union strength to the period of depression and union weakness, which began in the summer of 1920 and lasted through 1922. Just as the depression allowed western European businessmen to defy union challenges, so it placed their American counterparts in a position to open a general offensive against unions in meat packing, textiles, railroads, and coal. In the four years following the end of 1920, German unions saw previous gains wiped out and lost more members than the AFL had ever had; French unions shrank to the feeble position they were to know until 1936, and Italian unions were pounded by the *squadrasti*. Membership in British unions declined by 34 percent (a loss of 2,842,000) by the eve of the 1926 General Strike. In this context the American loss of roughly 1.5 million members (or 30 percent) was not unusual; but among those lost to the American movement were virtually all the new recruits of the war years. The AFL found itself again shut out of basic industry.  

**Union Strategies**

Rapid growth during the war tempted American unionists to venture into uncharted paths and simultaneously confronted their sense of “discipline, authority, [and] contractual power” with serious challenges from their own membership. Paradoxically, those officials most extensively engaged in innovative forms of struggle—men such as William Johnston, John L. Lewis, Warren Stone, Thomas McMahon, and Sidney Hillman—also wielded disciplinary sanctions against rebellious members most frequently and most draconically. These leaders of coal miners’, railroad workers’, machinists’, and clothing and textile workers’ unions were the “progressives” of the labor movement, and their organizations experienced the most spectacular rise and decline of members between 1916 and 1923.

The establishment of the Workers’ Education Bureau of America in 1921 (in direct imitation of its British predecessor) was intended to coordinate the many union educational departments and some fifty trade union colleges and schools, which flourished during these years. Its effort to institute formal training of union cadre drew prominent academics, such as Charles and Mary Beard and Paul Douglas, into the service of the unions. Union journals under progressive editorship, most notably the *Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers Journal*, were filled with essays by prominent intellectuals discussing workers’ control, labor parties, imperialism, and union strategies. Britain’s movement provided the favorite model for these authors. But some activities of
progressive unionists moved in peculiarly American directions, most notably labor banks and union brokerage of trade with Russia and Mexico.

The International Association of Machinists (IAM) led the way into banking, forming the Mount Vernon Savings Bank in 1920 with the dues of its 350,000 members, which providing a year's revenues of $1,728,000. It soon used the bank's funds to induce a Norfolk firm to break ranks with the employers' association and bring a long strike to a successful conclusion for the union. The locomotive engineers followed suit and came to own fourteen banks, eight investment companies, a printing company, and two skyscrapers. The Amalgamated Clothing Workers similarly created seven banks and investment companies, and the Russian-American Industrial Corporation. The last was a truly American form of international solidarity with revolutionary Russia. The Russian-American company served as the primary route for remission of funds between the U.S. and Russia until the 1930s, and it even established several clothing factories in the land of the NEP.27

The Machinists also ventured into trade with regimes under the ban of the government, but with less success than the Clothing Workers. The union's trade mission to Russia was turned back at the Polish-Russian border, and an elaborate arrangement with the Mexican government for the purchase of union-made machinery was rudely undercut when the notoriously antiunion Baldwin Locomotive Works outbid the union for the task with an offer to the Mexicans of $2,500,000 credit. More successful were the Machinists' efforts at a commercial alliance with farmers. In the spring of 1921 the IAM encouraged the founding of the All American Cooperative Commission to promote "direct trading between farmer producers and city consumers" and led a movement for union purchase of state bonds of North Dakota, which had been shunned on the stock exchange after that state had created its own state bank and grain terminals.28

Working from this imposing institutional base, the progressives sought to convert the AFL to a program including public ownership and worker operation of railroads and coal mines, trade with Soviet Russia, repeal of repressive wartime legislation and release of political prisoners, affiliation with the Amsterdam International Federation of Trade Unions, and collaboration with the British Labour Party on social and international policy.29 This was a formidable task, because the AFL was essentially a council of national union executives, most of whom supported Gompers in his resistance to this program, and because major progressive leaders, like Stone of the Locomotive Engineers and Hillman of the Clothing Workers, were not affiliated with
the Federation. Although there were 577 delegates at the 1919 AFL convention, 65 union executives among them could cast 82 percent of the votes. Consequently the most dramatic moment of that convention, the address of Margaret Bondfield (the first woman ever to appear as "fraternal" delegate from the British Trades Union Congress) describing the prospects of the Triple Alliance, the shop stewards, the cooperatives, and the Labour Party for replacing Britain's moribund capitalism with a democratic social order, brought the delegates to their feet roaring approval. However, it had no influence on the program enacted by the convention.30

During the next two years, however, a close though informal alliance of coal miners, railroad workers, and metal workers lent strength to the progressive program. This coalition overwhelmed the opposition of Gompers at the 1920 convention to commit the AFL to government ownership and democratic control of the railroads (not specifying the Plumb Plan by name, but following a rousing speech by Glenn Plumb to the convention).31 That was the most that the progressives were ever to win. When Lewis embraced their program and challenged Gompers for the AFL presidency at the 1921 convention, he was easily outmaneuvered. Gompers allied himself with powerful miners' leaders from Illinois and Kansas, whose rebel movements Lewis had tried to crush; wooed the Ladies' Garment Workers away from their fellow Socialists, who backed Lewis; and unceremoniously dumped two trusted colleagues from his slate for Federation officers in favor of leaders of railroad unions, thus shattering the progressive front. From the platform Gompers's supporters alternately denounced Lewis's cowardice in abandoning strikes that had been declared illegal by the governments of the United States and Kansas, and charged his backers with secretly favoring "One Big Union and IWWism."32

Nothing like Britain’s Triple Alliance appeared in the United States. No successful general dockers’ and laborers’ union conquered American seaports, and the discussions of alliances that were held among miners and railway workers’ unions never bore fruit. Quite the contrary, national craft unions beat back all proposals for treaties of mutual support or even structures for joint campaigns, except the 1920 “wage movement” alliance of railway unions. In their prewar battle with anarcho-syndicalism, the leaders of national craft unions had learned to denounce any proposal for amalgamation of unions or for formal alliances as “IWWism.” The various departments established within the AFL before the war—the metal trades, building trades, union label, and railway departments—had been designed to appease members’ desire for unity among crafts without limiting or overriding
the exclusive authority of each national union over the craft it represented. The only serious challenge to this principle had been the rise of system federations, or regional alliances of railroad repair shop workers, which had been fiercely fought by railroad management and national union executives alike.

During the war, however, several unions involved in the attempt to organize Chicago's packinghouse workers had combined efforts in and subordinated their local authority to a Stockyards Labor Council. Their success inspired the most important nationwide coalition of the age: the National Committee to Organize Iron and Steel Workers. Thirty-five unions contributed organizers and funds to this committee, which enrolled steel workers under its own name, deliberately postponing the question of craft jurisdictions until after recognition had been won from the companies, and ultimately directed a strike of 350,000 workers under the authority of the Committee itself. Its secretary and guiding spirit was William Z. Foster, who had earlier led the Stockyards Labor Council. After the defeat of the steel strike, however, national executives quickly reasserted their authority and formed a new alliance of crafts in which the independence of each union was scrupulously defined. Moreover, in 1921 the Amalgamated Meat Cutters and Butcher Workmen broke up the Stockyards Labor Council and put in its place a new structure that rigidly upheld craft autonomy—the structure that went down to defeat in the strike of 1921-22.

The same spirit of unity that had brought the National Committee to Organize Iron and Steel Workers into being was also evident in the negotiations undertaken by the United Mine Workers and the officers of the Big Four railway unions (engineers, firemen, brakemen, and conductors) during the early months of 1920. None of the unions involved, however, was willing to commit itself to strike in support of its allies. The sixteen unions representing railway workers were not even willing to make that pledge to each other, and indeed during the bitter nationwide shopmen's strike of 1922, members of the Big Four kept on driving trains. As far as the national craft unions were concerned, the much vaunted unity of miners, railwaymen, and metal workers was, at best, unity for electoral struggles and around a new program for the labor movement.

**Local Militants and Unity from Below**

Unity for strikes and joint bargaining did develop at the base, however, and assumed three forms: the revitalization of city central labor un-
ions, the leadership of local metal trades’ councils, and shop committees within the workplace. American labor had no institution like the Italian camera del lavoro or the French bourse du travail, whose distinctive coupling of municipally sponsored hiring hall and other services with leadership of local workers’ struggles implied a life quite distinct from that of the national trade unions. Between 1890 and 1910 the AFL had compelled central unions to exclude all groups not belonging to the Federation, while insisting that affiliated locals adhere to the rules and discipline of national unions when contemplating strikes or boycotts. The function of sending workers out to available jobs, which was important mainly for unions in the building, maritime, and printing trades, was executed by each union separately. Consequently, central labor unions were squeezed out of the role of local working-class leadership, which they had exercised from the 1860s to the 1880s, with a few notable and defiant exceptions like the Chicago Federation of Labor.35

Starting with the Philadelphia general strike of 1910 and the attempted general strike of 1916 in New York City, however, central labor unions began to reassert themselves. In both these instances strikes of tram drivers had roused such class loyalties that the central labor unions called out other workers in sympathy. The five general strikes of 1918 also manifested citywide support of embattled groups of workers. In Kansas City, Missouri, for example, 146 locals belonging to thirty different unions and enrolling more than 20,000 workers struck in violation of their contracts, in order to assist laundry wagon drivers win a raise and women laundry operatives win recognition of their union.36

The most famous strike of this type occurred in Seattle in February 1919. When shipyard workers struck for a wage increase, the Central Labor Council conducted a referendum among all the city’s union members (in flagrant violation of national union constitutions), then called 110 unions out on strike for five days. A committee of 300 delegates, with an executive council of fifteen, organized community kitchens at twenty-one locations around the city, decided which telephone exchanges, dairies, and hospitals might remain open, and instituted collective butcher shops and laundries. Clearly a network of effective leadership had been created that enjoyed far greater prestige and rapport with Seattle’s workers than did the national unions. The city was charged with excitement and as war veterans enrolled by the strike committee patrolled its streets, shipyard workers insisted that pay scales must be not only raised but equalized (the greatest raises going to the lowest paid) and the strike committee boasted loudly that
the workers were "learning to manage." The sense that there was no limit to what workers could do appeared often in Europe between 1917 and 1920, but was fully unleashed in America only in Seattle. Its legacy could still be felt in May 1923, when despite the closing down of many shipyards, police raids on Socialist and IWW halls, and threats and expulsions by national unions, the Seattle Central Labor Council had to be admonished by the AFL Executive Council to rescind its endorsement of Soviet Russia, to deny credentials to anyone attending conventions of the Red International of Labor Unions (Profintern), and to stop referring AFL communiques on politics to the state farmer-labor party.37

The shipyard workers of Seattle had been called on strike by a metal trades council, which was comprised of delegates from twenty-one craft unions in the yards. Such councils initiated joint actions so often in 1919 that the Metal Trades Department of the AFL directed a formal warning to all of them:

There seems to have grown up a most serious error in the minds of the delegates making up the local metal trades councils that these councils have the right to order strikes or to approve of them without the laws of our Department and of our affiliated national and international organizations having been complied with. . . . [The constitution of the Department specifies] that no local metal trades council can order a strike unless the local unions affiliated first have received sanction or permission of the internationals . . . and any attempt on the part of any local councils . . . to force a sympathetic strike in any locality is in violation of our general laws.38

To prove its point, the Department intervened at the Baltimore shipyards of the Bethlehem and American shipbuilding companies, where metal trades councils were threatening to strike for recognition, and arranged for contract negotiations between the companies and five national unions. Shop committees were reorganized along the lines of craft and no committees that crossed craft lines were allowed.39

The desire for unity was often so strong that attempts to repartition workers into crafts under the control of national unions served only to drive them out of the AFL or to contribute to the success of the companies' battles against unionization. To cite but one example out of dozens, under the leadership of a metal trades council the workers at United Shoe Machine Co. had secured recognition of their unions and a 44-hour week in 1919. At the end of the year, however, the company began circulating individual contracts among the workers under which those who agreed to quit their unions and work on the terms specified by the company were evidently guaranteed a year's employment. In
March 1920 the metal trades council struck, with the strong support of the International Association of Machinists. Although some 2,200 workers out of 3,300 left work, the strike was in difficulty from the start. Massachusetts courts ruled the individual contracts legal and a strike against them illegal coercion. Second, the national unions of molders and pattern makers, which had just signed contracts with the company, ordered their members to remain at work. AFL organizer Frank McLaughlin telegraphed Samuel Gompers at the AFL’s Montreal convention: “Situation critical. Three thousand men to leave the A.F.L. Outlaw movement strong.” The only remedy, McLaughlin advised, was for the Metal Trades Department to order the molders and pattern makers out. That the Department would not do, and the machinists supported the strike alone for four months, until they agreed to return to work on the company’s pledge not to coerce anyone to sign an individual contract. By September depression conditions were allowing the company to “reward” its most faithful workers with individual contracts and return to a 50-hour week, while others were discharged. 40

In short, the initiative of metal trades councils was strangled. Indeed, the Carriage, Wagon, and Automobile Workers Union was expelled by the AFL in 1918 for defying the jurisdictions of other unions and organizing on an industrial basis. That socialist-led union, strong among trimmers and painters in New York, Buffalo, and Detroit, gave plant committees authority to run their own affairs and in general eschewed written contracts. It was one of many small industrial unions of metal workers that flourished before the depression of 1920–22. Among the major AFL unions, however, not one encouraged or utilized the local initiative of the workers as was done, for example, by the Italian Metal Mechanics (FIOM) in the wage struggles of 1920. 41

Workplace Organization

Hallmarks of workers’ struggles in the epoch of World War I were the council of workers’ delegates and the slogan of “workers’ control.” Workplace organization had been nebulous even among unionized workers before the war, and it was resisted as adamantly by American employers as it was by their European counterparts. “Well, we should not have a committee or what they call a steward, an official of the union, in our place to represent the union among our employees,” thundered the President of the Western Electric Company in 1900. “We should not have it.” 42 Craft workers were expected to enforce union work rules by personally refusing to violate them or to work in
the presence of those who did. Walking delegates toured construction sites ready to call all men out if they saw anything wrong. Ad hoc committees of workers often approached employers about grievances, and they would expect the union to come to their defense if they were fired for doing so. The shop committee, in the sense of a body of delegates recognized by the management as speaking on behalf of all its employees, was basically an innovation of the war years.

Precedents had appeared on the eve of the war, with clear syndicalist inspiration, as in Britain or Italy. During 1910, shopmen on the Illinois Central Railroad formed joint committees representing all the metal crafts, clerks and laborers, to combat the introduction of time study and incentive pay. When the railroad's executives ordered supervisors not to treat with such committees, workers sent delegates to Memphis, where they organized a "system federation," then called 16,000 workers out on strike to compel the railroad to deal with the federation rather than with the craft unions separately. The strike dragged on for almost four years before the national craft unions were able to call it off.43

During the same years pit committees of anthracite miners began to combine forces into general grievance committees, made up of United Mine Workers' members, but independent of the union. Starting with the negotiation of local wage supplements to the 1912 UMWA contract, they were soon carrying grievances from scattered mines of the large corporations to their main offices and circumventing the elaborate arbitration machinery of the contract. Local strikes under their leadership became common in 1913, prompting the union's district officers to try to suppress the committees and negotiate a more effective grievance machinery under their own control. The strength of the IWW among Italian laborers in the anthracite fields in 1915 and 1916 helped wrap debates over the authority of the miners' delegates in ideological controversy over the basic purposes of the workers' movement.44

Starting with the plan of employee representation instituted by the Colorado Fuel and Iron Company among its miners in 1916, employers began to experiment with shop committees under their auspices to combat labor unions. It was the government, however, and especially the National War Labor Board, that encouraged the spread of shop committees. The October 1917 report on works committees presented by England's Whitley Committee to Lloyd George provided the guidelines for the American Board's efforts (though by this time, of course, the governments of France, Germany, and Italy had also formalized systems of works committees). Works committees were envis-
aged by the Whitley Committee “as the means of enlisting the interest of the workers in the success both of the industry to which they are attached and of the workshop or factory where so much of their life is spent.” Its purpose was not, Whitley added, to “discourage Trade [union] organization.”

During the spring and summer of 1918 the War Labor Board supervised elections for many shop committees in important centers of war production, especially metal and munitions works. Delegates were usually elected by the department in which they worked, rather than by craft, and union membership or nonmembership was scrupulously ignored in the process. The tension between the objectives of representing the workers and interesting them in the factory’s success provided the central theme of the drama of shop committees during the next four years.

The AFL convention of 1918 welcomed the establishment “in all large permanent shops” of “a committee of workers” to “regularly meet with the shop management to confer over matters of production,” and to carry “to the general manager . . . any important grievances which the workers may have with reference to wages, hours, and conditions.” Such organization, in the Federation’s view, should be based both on “team work . . . for solving industrial problems” and on “collective bargaining” by workers free “to organize and make collective agreements.” The next year’s convention, however, at the insistence of the National Committee to Organize Iron and Steel Workers, denounced collective bargaining without recognized union involvement and agreements as “a delusion and a snare.”

During the intervening year many militant unionists had worked within the framework of shop committees, putting themselves forward as candidates and using metal trades councils to coordinate the efforts of craft unionists within the shop committees. This strategy not only linked government-sponsored workplace organization to multi-craft union coalitions (often with revolutionaries prominent in leadership) but also had the great advantage of encompassing many more women than the unions had enrolled (or, in many cases, wanted to enroll), reaching out to unskilled laborers and operatives, and even enlisting office workers. Thousands of stenographers, bookkeepers, and typists had joined AFL federal unions in 1918 and 1919. At the Schenectady works of General Electric, more than 900 office workers were union members by the summer of 1919; they elected delegates to the shop committee, and they participated in the metal trades council.

The case of General Electric illustrates the contradictory tendencies within the movement for shop committees. The company had
57,500 workers in 1917, 40 percent of them in Schenectady and the rest unevenly divided among Lynn and Pittsfield, Massachusetts, Erie, Pennsylvania, and Fort Wayne, Indiana. Schenectady had long been a union and Socialist stronghold, while the other plants had been kept open shop until the war. The War Labor Board had intervened in strikes at Lynn and Pittsfield during 1918, setting up shop committees. Metal trades councils unified the crafts (especially the machinists and electricians) at all the plants, while their delegates on frequent missions to Washington to confer with the War Labor Board opened communication with representatives of other GE plants who were there for the same purpose. Within two weeks of the armistice, the company invited works’ representatives from all its plants to Schenectady to form an Electrical Manufacturing Industry Labor Federation in opposition to the AFL. The several metal trades councils convened a rival gathering in Erie on the same day, and formulated demands for recognition of committees elected under union auspices, a 44-hour week, reinstatement of workers at Erie who were being laid off in large numbers, the planned sharing of available work, the release of all political prisoners, and half of every country’s delegation to the Paris Peace Conference to be constituted of workers. When the Erie management refused to deal with the metal trades council and rushed ahead with elections for a company-sponsored works council, the Erie workers struck. By the end of December workers at Schenectady, Pittsfield, and Fort Wayne had closed their plants in support of the Erie strikers.

At this point the War Labor Board intervened to end the strike. It threatened to revoke the wage increase and Whitley Council type of organization that had been awarded by the Board to GE workers in Lynn after a local strike in July 1918, if they joined the national strike. It then notified workers at Pittsfield and Schenectady that it would not consider their grievances while they were on strike, just as the company announced it was replacing strikers with returning servicemen. By mid-January the strike had ended amid War Labor Board pledges to send examiners and strengthen shop committees at all the plants. General Electric subsequently declared that there was “no emergency” requiring it to submit to the Board now that the war was over, and that its Federation met all the standards of the Board for collective bargaining and was the only agency with which the company would deal. The company systematically drew into its plan of representation those union activists it termed “the more liberal minded” but withheld respected by the workers, while taking advantage of the depression to cut wages and break down workers’ defenses against the intensification of work. By 1926 it could truly boast to visiting correspondents that its
plan of employee representation had long since ended all union agita­
tion. The General Electric plan had as its sole purpose to enlist “the interest of the workers in the success both of the industry to which they are attached and of the workshop . . . where so much of their life is spent.”

In brief, shop committees provided a theater within which strug­
gles for workers’ control based on all-grades organization at the point of production clashed with employers’ efforts to exclude unions from their works and with the government’s quest for a mechanism to mediate industrial disputes and increase productivity. In just the same pattern that Gilbert Hatry discerned at the Billancourt Renault works, the workers first elected as workplace delegates under government plans to mediate and calm industrial disputes included the most mili­
tant individuals in the plants. And, as Carmen Sirianni observed, throughout Europe workplace organizations tended to be dominated by skilled male workers who had extensive experience in struggle and who were or had been involved in some revolutionary grouping. Yet those activists came to emphasize the needs and involvement of all the workers, rather than the sectoral needs of their crafts. Moreover, in the public rallies to which they summoned workers, they spoke as much of political questions (freeing Tom Mooney and other prisoners, the Russian Revolution, and combatting the militarization of America, for example) as they did of workplace grievances.

Although experienced skilled males provided the most promi­
nent activists in shop committees and metal trades councils, it was the unskilled workers, immigrants, and women who often took command of the streets during the strikes they called. Typical were the crowds of Lithuanians, Poles, and Italians who waged daily battles against the police in Waterbury, Connecticut, during June 1919, in an effort to force the brass companies to recognize their shop committees. Or the torrents of marchers who filed day after day through the streets of Lawrence, Paterson, and other textile centers in early 1919 in support of new industrial unions. Neighborhood solidarities supported work­
place organization among these immigrants, just as they did among Chicago’s packinghouse workers. It was for this reason that the leaders of the AFL’s United Textile Workers (an amalgamation of craft un­
ions) had refused to organize foreign-born workers where, in the words of President John Golden, “they work in a community in large numbers and especially where they are of one nationality.” To do so, he explained, was simply to provide recruits for the IWW. The militants from Lawrence, Paterson, and Passaic who met after their 1919 strikes to form the radical Amalgamated Textile Workers of America envis­
aged such immigrants as their proper constituency.
One strategic objective of company-sponsored employee representation plans was to separate shop committees from such community support and from union involvement as well as from issues other than immediate company affairs (and also from the arbitration of the National War Labor Board before it ceased operations in June 1919). Such plans developed rapidly in heavy industry between 1919 and 1922. Goodyear, Pullman, International Harvester, Westinghouse, and many other firms simply announced dates for the election of representatives from the various departments of their establishments and declared that they would thereafter discuss grievances only with representatives chosen in this way. Commonly they specified that representatives had to be American citizens and have worked in the plant some specified period of time (often a year). Lines of craft were studiously ignored by these plans, and the economist William Leiser-son observed that the movement “from the outset was making its greatest strides” among the unskilled and semiskilled who had been neglected by the AFL. Union members, however, were systematically discharged or coopted into the plans, as the postwar wave of labor struggles subsided. By 1924, when the National Industrial Conference Board surveyed 814 plans involving 1,177,037 workers, it found that representatives tended to be married, male, senior employees who were property owners and native Americans. Some managers even complained that they were inclined to “err on the side of being ultra-conservative.”

Shop committees organically linked to the union movement survived mainly in the garment industry and in railroad repair shops. In both settings the economic crisis of 1920–22 significantly transformed their functions. The depression cast these progressive-led unions into a war for survival, highlighted by the successful Amalgamated Clothing Workers strike of 1921 and the disastrous railroad shopcrafts strike of 1922. It also broke the upsurge of strike activity, which had encompassed so much of the working class in 1919 and 1920, leaving the progressive unions still strong but isolated. Their lonely, defensive battles tied the shop committees loyally and ardently to the discipline of the unions themselves. But they also made the unions’ leaders vividly aware of the vast gap between the wages and hours their members enjoyed and those prevailing in nonunionized sectors of the same industry, let alone in the economy as a whole.

The formula to which the embattled progressives turned for salvation was scientific management. Shop organization, they argued, could be used as a basis for increasing the efficiency of unionized firms so that they could compete successfully with low-wage open shops. The Amalgamated Clothing Workers had turned in this direction as early
as September 1919, when shop committees throughout the industry were still battling independently for supplementary wage increases and to ease the intensity of work. Hailing a new agreement with the National Industrial Federation of Clothing Manufacturers for joint councils of management and workers to supervise the terms of work, President Hillman said: “Our organization has demonstrated that labor has nothing to gain by withholding production; on the other hand labor has everything to gain by aiding in increasing production.”

As G. D. H. Cole had observed in England during the war, “the existence of comparatively strong workshop organization enabled dilution to proceed more smoothly than it would otherwise have done.” Effective workplace organization may have plagued management on the big questions of operating the enterprise, but it had provided a handy vehicle for resolving little ones. Moreover, the revolutionaries who were so prominent in the committees themselves considered many craft practices archaic, and were eager to show, in the words of Clothing Workers’ secretary Joseph Schlossberg, that they could “establish order in the industry in the place of the chaos created by the employers when they had things their own way.”

Of course, such productivist inclinations were linked to the belief that the industry soon would belong to the workers. When that prospect faded from view, however, and economic crisis threatened the very survival of those companies that had been unionized, the “plant patriotism” implicit in the progressives’ thinking flowered. The Ladies’ Garment Workers negotiated a far-reaching joint productivity agreement in New York, in order to fend off the spread of piece work and subcontracting in 1921, and the next year actually got a court injunction to force the employers to live up to the agreement. The Clothing Workers promoted time studies and overrode protective craft practices wholesale, even when that led to the dismissal of large numbers of cutters and other skilled workers. The Machinists led other railway shopcrafts into the famous Baltimore and Ohio Plan, under which the structure of system federations was linked with management representatives at every level of command, with the aim of increasing productivity and stopping the railroad from sending repair work out to non-union shops.

Conclusion

The leaders of America’s unions in the postwar years had at their disposal those levers of command, experience, cadres, and rapport with the daily patterns of working life that Spriano found put their
CGL counterparts in the decisive role in Italy's labor movement. To American business, however, these attributes appeared not as bulwarks against radicalism but as an intolerable menace to the power of the enterprise to maneuver in an economy characterized first by wartime inflation, then by economic crisis and deflation. AFL leaders liked to depict themselves as fighting a two-front war against reactionary industrialists on one side and mindless revolutionaries who threatened to tear down the "house of labor" by flouting its "tried and true ways" on the other. Indeed, revolutionaries of various persuasions were engaged in revitalizing central labor unions, in developing metal trades councils, and in enrolling all grades of workers into new styles of workplace organization. Their efforts challenged the rigid conception of contracts, discipline, and authority held by union leaders, but they lacked a coordinating center, which might have directed their local activities toward national power. Moreover, they lacked even unionists of national prominence and authority who were prepared to utilize their initiatives in the struggle for national objectives. Only the Amalgamated Clothing Workers mastered the art of tapping the energy and resources of the local radicals rather than attacking them.

Can a pattern of development be discerned amidst all this conflict? Perhaps so. Between the fall of 1918 and early 1920, workers seemed to attack on all fronts at once. Bold organizing campaigns, which spurned the cautious traditions of craft unionism, swept millions of workers into unions in steel, textiles, meat-packing, and metal-fabricating plants. They were joined by typists, telephone operators, government clerks, teachers, policemen, and firemen. Where unions already existed, rebel movements not only mobilized local strikes in defiance of national officers but also struck for freedom for Tom Mooney and an end to arms shipments to Russian counterrevolutionaries. Striking Illinois miners who left the job for Tom Mooney in 1919 then struck again to protest company fines for the first strike and called for the election of worker delegates to an industrial congress, "there to demand of the capitalist class that all instruments of industries be turned over to the working class." Earlier in the year in Pennsylvania a mine union leader reported that anarchist Carlo Tresca had spoken "and aroused the workers so that they would not heed the warnings of . . . the President of the District." Italian miners marched "defiantly through the city bearing the Red flag," infuriating the native-born residents, and then "sent a committee of their own choosing and not composed of union officials, demanding of the company to equalize output at all collieries so that all workers will have some work." Immediate grievances and ambitious political objectives blended in the
everyday struggles of workers during these years, and what leadership was evident usually took the form of informal alliances of revolutionaries of varied persuasions and affiliations, rather than the concerted initiative of any one organization. Union authority, discipline, and contractual relations were held in very low esteem.

Then came the hour of union supremacy. Continuing inflation turned the workers' strike militancy overwhelmingly in the direction of wage demands during the first six months of 1920, but that militancy often fueled huge rebellions against the slow-moving bargaining machinery of the national unions, most notably in the strike of railroad switchmen and yard workers that brought out well over 25,000 workers under their own informal leadership in April. It took more than threats and mass expulsions of members to restore the rebels to the union fold; a government board hastily opened formal negotiations for national agreements between the unions (now unified for a general "wage movement") and the reprivatized railroad lines, and for substantial wage increases. As inflation gave way to depression, however, the national authority and discipline of unions became indispensable barriers against wage cuts and ultimate lines of defense of recently won shop committees and eight-hour days. The ranks closed, and experienced officers commanded the type of contractual battle they understood best. The novel element in this contest was the progressives' new strategy: the unions' commitment to make employers who recognized them more efficient, combined with electoral efforts to send friends of labor to Congress and publicity campaigns on behalf of legislation to nationalize the railroads and mines.

What had become of the revolutionaries? As in Europe, they were building parties. Their revolutionary objectives, Vittorio Foa has written, had been separated from the concrete struggles of workers and become entrusted instead to foreign developments: to the success of a socialist fatherland. Had they also been separated from the workers in the physical sense, as James Hinton and Richard Hyman found in England and Dick Geary found in Germany, by being discharged in vast numbers during the depression and living in the world of the unemployed rather than that of the factory? No research has been done to answer that question. We only know that, aside from the garment industry and some western Pennsylvania coal fields, Communists were effectively isolated from union struggles after 1922.

The differences between America and Europe were profound: the revolutionary fervor of Germany and Russia found no parallel in America, nor did the 1919 effort of British unions to use their economic power to win nationalization of the mines and railroads; no Red
Guards bore arms at the behest of factory councils, nor, as I have observed, was there a Fiom, ready to project obstruction and factory occupations as the path to wage gains. These differences attest to the relatively secure position of American business and government, which had only been strengthened by the war.

For all those differences, the rhythm of developments was remarkably similar, just as many of the same forms of struggle appeared on both sides of the Atlantic. American workers may have been out of step with their European counterparts, but they were marching to the same drummer.
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In the past decade and a half the German revolution of 1918–1919 has been rediscovered by historians and sociologists. Whereas previous scholars had argued that there was collapse, chaos, and utopian leftism that attracted only weak interest, current writers insist that Germany experienced a genuine if unsuccessful revolution that enjoyed mass support, developed coherent and partially realizable goals, and displayed innovative forms of militancy. Workers’ and soldiers’ councils, strike movements, socialization demands, and the actions of the Communist Party (KPD) and Independent Social Democratic Party (USPD) have displaced the Provisional Government, parliamentary elections, and the conservative practice of the national Social Democratic Party (SPD) as the objects of analysis. This renewed and reoriented concern with the German revolution of 1918–19 is part of a larger attempt to reinterpret the history of the German working class, which has usually been depicted—with praise or scorn—as thoroughly reformist, negatively integrated, passive, and timid. This new concern also reflects the growing interest in the strengths and limitations of workers’ councils, the forms of workers’ control, and the possibilities of revolution in more advanced industrial societies.
Three problems have stood in the forefront of recent scholarship. First, the economic and political causes of the moderate revolution of November 1918 and its subsequent radicalization have been explored. Wartime and postwar deprivation, dislocation, and economic reorganization, the lack of political reform despite social democratic collaboration in the war effort, military defeat, the incompetence of the SPD, and the actions of the left have all been explored. Although the complex links between wartime developments and working-class protest have been analyzed, the revolution tends to be viewed exclusively as a product of war. Prewar social, political, and cultural developments have been neglected; the influence of prefigurative institutions and patterns of behavior on workers' consciousness and actions in 1918–19 remains unexamined.

Second, the viability of the various revolutionary programs with their demands for political democratization, partial socialization, and a primary or secondary role for workers' councils has been evaluated in an effort to show that there was a large middle ground between the conservative Weimar Republic, which the SPD established, and Bolshevism, which it eschewed. But a critical assessment of those possibilities by and large remains to be done.

The third focus of current work has been a reassessment of the failure of the revolution. Some scholars blame the SPD and its reliance on the old military and industrial elites, while others give priority to the weakness of the USPD or the lack of a Leninist party, and a third group focuses on the structurally induced reformism of skilled workers undergoing dequalification. While these works have provided a wealth of new information on local and national events, they tend either to overemphasize the role of political parties at the expense of social and cultural developments or to fall back on a sterile reductionism, which precludes an exploration of how workers make sense of and act on their structural situation.

My concern is not with the causes of the revolution, although I shall allude to them in my analysis, but rather with programs and goals, strategies and shortcomings. I am concerned with how and why the German workers who made the revolution in 1918–19 made it in such different ways. These differences have often been ignored in the effort to prove the very existence of radicalism. The historiography is doubly biased—first, toward political as opposed to economic actions, for the former have been better documented, and second, toward metal workers, for they played a prominent role in Germany and had radical counterparts in other countries. The search for broad similarities within Germany and among European countries, however valuable,
overlooks the different forms of class consciousness and radicalism manifested by different types of workers. It preempts an investigation of the extent to which diversity was an indication of vitality and a source of strength and the degree to which it weakened the revolutionary forces. An emphasis on the pervasive popularity of workers’ control and socialization, while correct on the most general level, blurs rather than clarifies these already murky concepts.

A simple assertion of the prevalence of radicalism frequently leads to a romanticization of the revolt of the less skilled and less organized and limits our understanding of the successes and failures of the German revolution. Historians have not been wrong to place ultimate blame for the failure of 1918–19 on the continued power of the right and on the majority Social Democrats in Berlin, who allied themselves with traditional industrial and military elites, thwarted extensive political as well as economic reform, and used troops against rebellious workers. But a concern with final responsibility must not blind us to the weaknesses within the radical traditions of different regions and occupations. It must not lead us to ignore the limits of workers’ goals and strategies or the persistent difficulties they had in merging politics and economics in theory and practice.

The distinction of interest here is not between reformists and radicals or between the more democratic, less industrialized south of Germany and the authoritarian, economically advanced north. Rather, what will be investigated is the differences within radical regions. Even in the most militant areas of Germany, such as the Ruhr and Lower Rhine—where left workers fought from November 1918 until May 1919, where the political order was attacked most strongly and the campaign for socialization most extensive, and where workers’ and soldiers’ councils and workers’ security forces, general strikes, and Communist takeovers proliferated—distinctly different patterns of revolution emerged. Workers in Essen, Dortmund, Remscheid, Elberfeld, and a multitude of other industrial centers played diverse parts in the revolutionary drama, often speaking their own language and pursuing their own course of action with little heed to other actors.

In some cities revolutionaries emphasized political demands and actions and aimed at the seizure of political power locally and nationally. They controlled and worked through left parties and unions rather than ad hoc structures. Having at best a vague notion of workers’ control on the shopfloor, they envisioned socialization as a process of nationalization, to be imposed piecemeal and from the top down. They were aware of and tried to coordinate their actions with revolutionaries elsewhere. In other cities and towns revolutionary workers
focused on economic demands, ranging from wages to socialization and workers' control. Preferring strikes to political actions more traditionally conceived, and operating through ad hoc organizations with popularly elected leaders, they acted outside of and often against not only the SPD and free trade unions but also the USPD and KPD. They understood workers' control as control of the workplace and wanted to begin socialization from the bottom up. These revolutionaries, who generally worked in mining or basic iron and steel industries, were profoundly isolated from radical workers in other occupations—not only outside the region but within it as well.

Düsseldorf and Hamborn, two Ruhr towns in which workers were singularly radical and active during 1918–19 provide clear examples of the two patterns of revolution, with Düsseldorf adopting what we can call the political model and Hamborn pioneering the economic one. The emergence of different patterns and their respective strengths and weaknesses cannot be understood if we look only at the experience of war and revolution and thereby posit a sharp break between prewar structures and practices and subsequent developments. Nor can we deduce political behavior from different workers' positions in the labor process, looking for threatened skilled workers in one place and alienated, unskilled proletarians in the other. Such reductionism is both simplistic and ahistorical. Instead, we must explore the manifold similarities and differences in the two cities and in the experiences of their workers, similarities and differences that go back to the pre-World War I era.

Düsseldorf and Hamborn represented two typical models of Ruhr urban economic development: the diversified industrial metropolis and the sprawling mining town. Located in the western Ruhr and integrally involved in the mining and metal industries that dominated that region, these cities shared many important characteristics. Both were very much a product of late nineteenth- and early twentieth-century industrialization and experienced not only dramatic economic transformation but also extremely rapid urbanization and high rates of in and out migration. Both towns were predominantly Catholic, a fact of cultural and political significance in Protestant Germany. As a part of Prussia, Düsseldorf and Hamborn were governed provincially and locally by authoritarian political institutions and had a restrictive three-class suffrage that excluded the working-class from representation and power. During World War I both played a pivotal role in the war economy, and their workers enjoyed the leverage accruing from that strategic position. Simultaneously, both towns experienced a dramatic
restructuring of their economies and work forces as well as a marked
deterioration of working and living conditions.

Despite these similarities the two cities and the experiences of
their workers differed in four fundamental ways—ways that created
markedly different forms of class consciousness and revolutionary
activity. First, the economic structures varied in terms of diversity, skill,
occupation, and the organization of work. Second, both the class struc­
tures of the two cities and the background and experiences of their
working class differed. Third, working-class communities and culture
as well as the urban environment in which they were embedded were
organized in fundamentally different ways. Fourth, the Social Demo­
cratic Party and free trade unions in the two cities did not develop
along similar organizational and political lines, and their relationship
to their respective working class bore little resemblance to one another.
These economic, social, and cultural as well as political differences
between Düsseldorf and Hamborn created two distinct patterns of
revolution.

Düsseldorf was one of the most important, prosperous, and
rapidly expanding cities in Imperial Germany. Situated on the Rhine,
north of Cologne and south of the Ruhr mining and basic metal
centers, it had been transformed from a sleepy provincial town, with­
out economic or administrative significance, into an industrial metrop­
olis in the last quarter of the nineteenth century. By World War I it
had over 400,000 inhabitants. A product of German unification and
industrialization, Düsseldorf was a symbol of the economic power and
pride of the Empire. It was also a victim of the social problems and
political conflicts that plagued an authoritarian society with powerful
preindustrial remnants and sharp class divisions.¹

Industrial capitalism transformed all aspects of Düsseldorf’s
economy, creating a powerful and modern factory sector, vigorous
artisan trades, and thriving commerce. Metal was undisputably king,
employing one-third of the work force. Unlike the Ruhr, however,
Düsseldorf produced semifinished and finished goods, above all
machinery, rather than basic iron and steel. Other factory industries,
such as textiles and chemicals, existed but were relatively insignificant.
The sector that produced consumer goods for the rapidly expanding
population prospered, and both construction and wood workers con­
stituted a major element in the working class and workers’ movement.
Both within and between sectors of the economy, firm size, the degree
of mechanization, and skill levels varied enormously. Machine making,
for example, encompassed everything from the sprawling factory of
Rheinmetall, Krupp’s main competitor, to the small and specialized artisan shop. While the metal, wood working and construction industries relied heavily on skilled male labor, the highly mechanized, medium-sized chemical and textile factories used unskilled men and women, as did the small-scale, unmechanized food and clothing sectors.\textsuperscript{2} Commerce blossomed as well as industry, but it was an appendage to the metal sector rather than autonomous. In addition to being a center for trade and production, Düsseldorf was also the administrative city for the corporations, cartels, and economic interest groups that dominated the Ruhr and Lower Rhine industrial area.\textsuperscript{3} Finally, after 1900 the city government, which ran public transportation, gas, water, electrical and sewage works, and a variety of cultural institutions, became the largest single employer in Düsseldorf.\textsuperscript{4}

Industrialization fundamentally altered Düsseldorf’s precapitalist social order. Economic expansion attracted thousands of migrants, who formed a majority of the population in the prewar years and made Düsseldorf the tenth-largest city in Germany. Most migrants came from towns and cities in the Rhineland and neighboring Westphalia or from the other major cities in Germany rather than directly from the countryside or eastern Germany.\textsuperscript{5} Hence, they were acquainted with and committed to urban life and employment in an industrial capitalist economy. Although Ruhr towns, such as Hamborn, were solidly industrial and working class, Düsseldorf was more diverse. Sixty percent of the population depended on industry and two-thirds of the labor force were proletarian, but there was a sizeable old and new lower-middle class, a professional bourgeoisie, and a substantial industrial upper class.\textsuperscript{6} As a result, class divisions were sharp and visible, and class conflicts complex.

Whereas neighboring Krefeld had its spinners and weavers, Solingen its cutlery makers, and the Ruhr proper its miners, there was no typical Düsseldorf worker. The work force in metal ranged from unskilled helpers and semiskilled machine operators to skilled factory turners and artisan smiths. Migrant Protestant carpenters, native Düsseldorf painters, and unskilled migrant Catholic helpers all worked in construction. Wood workers and printers were highly skilled, well paid, and well organized, and many had stable family lives and roots in Düsseldorf. Chemical, paper, and textile workers, on the other hand, were transient, semi- or unskilled, and poorly paid. And that was only the male portion of the proletariat. Women workers, low paid and largely single, worked in commercial establishments, the sweated trades, and most frequently in domestic service. Three-fourths of the working class were Catholic, but the Düsseldorf-born and the migrant
elements were hardly cohesive and the Protestant contingent was increasing. Although most workers were young male migrants, that fact did not overcome differences in occupation, religion, place of birth, and length of stay. Culture and community, background, and expectations as well as current economic condition all splintered Düsseldorf’s proletariat.

Prewar Hamborn presented quite a different picture. Located in the western Ruhr, Hamborn had not been a traditional mining center in the mid-nineteenth century, when mines were state run and miners had a strong corporatist tradition. Instead, like many neighboring industrial centers, Hamborn had been created literally from nothing by the westward expansion of the fully capitalist mining and basic metal industries and the huge migration that it drew in its wake. And the town had been created somewhat later than Düsseldorf. In 1870 Hamborn had a mere 2,000 inhabitants, by 1910 over 101,000. Only at that date was it officially accorded the status of a city, with its own government.

Thousands of German- and Polish-speaking migrants flocked to Hamborn, primarily from east of the Elbe river. For these proletarianized rural laborers, the transition to mining on the other side of Germany was as traumatic as emigration. These migrants, consisting predominantly of men (due to the structure of job opportunities), came to fill the less skilled positions in the three firms that dominated the Hamborn economy, the mines Deutsche Kaiser and Neumühl and the Thyssen steel works, which by 1913 employed 14,000, 6,000, and 11,000 workers respectively. Although these workers were new to urban life and lacked a tradition of industrial employment, they were united not only by a similar background but also by a common work experience in Hamborn. This was especially true of miners, for the nature of mine work created a strong occupational identification and solidarity. Miners worked in groups, whose members had relatively little direct supervision but were heavily dependent on one another for wages and safety. Because mining was expanding rapidly and the hierarchy of skills was rudimentary, most could expect to move through it from hauler to apprentice hewer to hewer.

Working-class solidarity was further reenforced by the overwhelmingly proletarian character of this dual industry town. Hamborn’s middle class was miniscule, for the industrial elite preferred Düsseldorf to the dirt, poverty, and unrelievedly proletarian character of Ruhr mining centers. For their part, professionals, civil servants, and shopkeepers found few opportunities in a quasi-company town with a poorly developed urban infrastructure.
In these two industrial centers, wages, working conditions, and the standard of living were remarkably similar despite the differences in the structure of their economies and working classes. Wage differentials were greater in Düsseldorf due to the occupational and sexual heterogeneity of its work force, and weekly earnings varied more in Hamborn due to the variability of different coal seams, but average money wages were unquestionably high in both cities and rose throughout the prewar period. Real wages, however, presented a gloomier picture. Although optimists and pessimists are still debating the national movement of real wages after their undisputed rise in the late nineteenth century, recent scholarship on the Ruhr indicates stagnation after 1900 and actual decline for many workers immediately before World War I. On the one hand, inflation, housing shortages and high rents, and increased agrarian tariffs after 1906 pushed the cost of living steadily upward. On the other hand, employer pressure on the large wage bill of labor-intensive industries and the enormous obstacles to unionization and collective bargaining in the region prevented wages from rising commensurately.\textsuperscript{12}

Nor were the life chances and security of workers fundamentally different in the two cities. In a comparison of metal workers in Remscheid, an old artisan town with a highly skilled work force employed in small shops, and miners and factory workers in Hamborn, Erhard Lucas argues that Remscheid workers had significantly better living and working conditions, greater job stability, and predictable life prospects, whereas Hamborn workers lacked all of these.\textsuperscript{13} Düsseldorf, with its heterogeneous working class, high rates of in and out migration, and extremely unstable floating population of young workers, resembled the latter more than the former. A 1909 survey of the yearly budgets of better paid, more highly skilled workers in Düsseldorf, for example, showed that between 50 and 60 percent of their income went for food alone and that most families ended the year with no savings or in debt. If the situation was worse in Hamborn, the difference was one of degree, not kind. Unemployment plagued both towns in the recessions of 1901–3, 1907–9, and 1913, and workers in both areas frequently changed jobs, often leaving the city in the process.\textsuperscript{14} Work time, an issue of constant contestation between mine owners and workers, ranged from eight to ten hours a day in the Hamborn mines, a figure that compared favorably with the best organized construction and wood workers in Düsseldorf and that represented a marked improvement over many metal workers in both cities who had twelve-hour shifts until 1912 or later. Hamborn workers suffered from more unsafe conditions, especially in the mines, and from the worm disease that
ravaged the Ruhr, but accident and death rates rose steadily in Düsseldorf as well.\textsuperscript{15}

The urban environments of Düsseldorf and Hamborn reflected both similarities imposed by rapid industrialization and differences resulting from their preindustrial histories and from varied capitalist strategies. The overwhelming majority of workers in both towns rented apartments in low-density housing. In Düsseldorf these were generally owned by speculative builders; in Hamborn, where job turnover was very high and labor shortages frequent, these might well be part of a company-owned “colony.” Such company housing served the dual purpose of stabilizing the work force and curbing militancy. Throughout the western Ruhr, government investigators and trade unionists alike documented housing shortages and high rents for working-class dwellings from the turn of the century onward and noted that these made overcrowding and taking in roomers a necessity for many, especially in towns like Hamborn.\textsuperscript{16}

Urban institutions and amenities diverged much more than housing patterns. Düsseldorf was a multi-class, well-established urban center before it industrialized from the 1870s on. There was thus a basic physical and social infrastructure of roads, schools, hospitals, churches, and pubs, which was expanded, albeit inadequately, thereafter. Moreover, from the 1870s on Düsseldorf had both a rich “high” culture, centering around theater, concerts, and museums, and an urban popular culture, built on a social base of craftsmen, small tradesmen, and factory workers. The relative richness of urban life in Düsseldorf by no means integrated workers into the dominant society, but it did facilitate the socialist and Catholic political and educational organizing efforts and gave them a less work-centered orientation. Hamborn, by contrast, was desolate indeed. Like so many new mining centers, it lacked a halfway developed urban infrastructure, bourgeois cultural institutions, and the residues of an older artisan tradition. The company and the Catholic church filled the resulting gap inadequately, thus leaving miners to organize many of their recreational and cultural activities in an informal manner, centering around work groups or traditional miners’ institutions like the \textit{Knappenvereine}, a sort of friendly society.\textsuperscript{17}

Forms of capitalist control were more varied in Düsseldorf than in Hamborn. Construction, wood, leather, and some metal workers were employed in small and medium-sized shops with more patriarchal and personal modes of supervision, less hierarchy, more job control, and less skill dequalification. These conditions facilitated solidarity and organization among such relatively privileged workers but
set them apart from many metal workers, as well as textile and chemical
laborers, who worked in large firms with finely graded hierarchies,
close supervision, and more anonymous methods of control. Although
Düsseldorf’s large employers generally preferred authoritarianism to
welfare paternalism, several of the largest metalworking and machin­
eries firms, worried about both an adequate supply of skilled workers
and potential unionization, did establish a variety of management-run
insurance programs, educational courses, and recreational facilities.
Such policies fragmented the work force and increased the costs of
organization. Workers in the shoe, food, and clothing industries were
threatened by mechanization on the one hand and intensification,
feminization, subcontracting, and even homework on the other. Mu­
nicipal workers faced a vigilant city government that rigorously
imposed its fiscally and politically conservative policies. One could
elaborate still further, but the point is clear: both within and among
occupations, Düsseldorf workers faced very different working condi­
tions and capitalist strategies, and there was a corresponding diversity
in the tactics and goals they could and did pursue for workplace
improvements.18

In Hamborn authoritarian mine owners and steel magnates alike
insisted on being Herr-im-Haus. They combined the power accruing
from company housing, stores, insurance programs, and the like with
the use at the workplace of ruthless foremen, detailed regulations,
firings, and blacklists to assure as far as possible that discipline not be
breached and authority not challenged. The situation was particularly
stark in mining, where the last residue of state control and with it the
privileged position of miners had disappeared after 1865. Throughout
the western Ruhr, mine owners sought to increase productivity and cut
labor costs by screwing down piece rates, which had to be renegotiated
each time a new seam was worked, as well as by zeroing (declaring
loads to be unacceptable) and, finally, by undermining the traditional
eight-hour day. Such a consistent capitalist strategy generated among
miners a community of workplace interests that centered around earn­
ings, hours, and greater worker control of such issues as appraising
seams and evaluating coal leads.19

Turning from working and living conditions to popular culture
and religion, one finds more differences than similarities between the
two towns. To begin with, Catholicism, which became a political force
in addition to being a religious and cultural one as a result of Bis­
marck’s Kulturkampf of the 1870s, played a much more prominent
role in all aspects of life in Düsseldorf than it did in Hamborn. Indeed,
Düsseldorf was one of the major cities where political Catholicism
made its strongest effort to hold the industrial working class and avoid becoming a party exclusively of agrarian and bourgeois interests. As even the Social Democrats recognized, the power of political Catholicism was not the result of a clerical swindle, perpetrated on an ignorant populace. There were many reasons, material and cultural, for Catholic workers to look to the Church and its political wing. Catholics mobilized and organized the working class in political associations, Christian trade unions, and educational and recreational clubs. Their cradle-to-grave associational network included welfare services, legal aid bureaus, consumer cooperatives, and labor exchanges as well. Political Catholicism provided a comprehensive ideology, which mixed religion, politics, and economics and promised to harmonize group conflicts. It offered a community that integrated family, religion, politics, and leisure. Finally, the Catholic Center Party controlled the Düsseldorf Reichstag seat until 1911 and exerted a powerful voice in municipal politics throughout the prewar period. In addition to retaining the loyalty of middle and lower-middle class Catholics, political Catholicism was particularly appealing to that one-third of the proletariat who were native-born Catholics. Allegiance to political Catholicism enabled them to satisfy their material, cultural, and political needs without leaving their familial and cultural networks. Migrant Catholics, however, who had broken with traditional authority patterns and social relationships, found neither appeal nor place in Düsseldorf's Catholic milieu.

If political Catholicism dominated the life of many Catholic workers, Social Democracy structured the culture of those Protestants and migrant Catholics who stood outside of the Catholic milieu and found little in their work experience or background to unite them. From the turn of the century the Social Democrats established a rich associational life, centering on singing groups, bicycle clubs, consumer cooperatives, libraries, and legal aid bureaus. They ran educational courses, took workers to the opera and theater, and sponsored a variety of festivals. Special constituencies, such as women and youth, had their own organizations. In the years before World War I a Social Democrat could spend his (or more rarely her) entire life within the ambit of the movement.

The Social Democrats devoted themselves to building this culture not out of aversion to action, love of isolation, or organizational fetishism but rather because the sphere of popular culture in Imperial Germany was thoroughly politicized. Like the workers' movement, the state and the institutions of civil society viewed culture instrumentally and organized actively. The state, fearing that workers
Mary Nolan would reject the existing order, and political Catholicism, worried that they would defect from the Center, competed directly with Social Democracy by providing many associations for proletarian needs.

Given this competition, the Social Democrats' concern with culture did not represent an escape from action but was part of their active confrontation with the organizations and ideologies of the state and their Catholic opponents. The social democratic cultural, recreational, and service organizations played a crucial role in providing workers, who did not share similar backgrounds, religions, or work, with common experiences and values. It brought the movement into working-class neighborhoods and into daily contact with workers' lives. The creation of a politically oriented, party-mediated culture and community reenforced political principles and taught the political and conflictual character of all aspects of life. The social democratic workers' culture was a means of reaching out to the unorganized and indifferent. By providing the physical and social space in which an alternative community could develop and by offering the experience of practical solidarity, the Social Democrats both attracted migrant workers seeking a place in a new urban environment and lessened the risks of being a dissident in a city dominated by political Catholicism and organized capitalism. In short, the creation of a social democratic culture was central not only to that party's politics but to the very process of class formation in Düsseldorf.

Hamborn also had a rich working-class associational life, but it was not politicized or polarized between Catholics and Social Democrats in the extreme way it was in Düsseldorf. On the one hand, the Church and political Catholicism were institutionally less well developed. In part this resulted from and reenforced the general underdevelopment of the town. In part, it reflected Catholic confidence about retaining the allegiance of miners and factory workers, who came from conservative rural backgrounds and were less receptive to social democratic overtures. On the other hand, the weaker social democratic movement in Hamborn had less success in linking up to existing cultural institutions or creating its own. Class and culture were cohesive in Hamborn, but they had little to do with the organized workers' movements that played such a central role in Düsseldorf.

Hamborn workers built their community and culture around family ties, the work experience, and, if Polish, ethnic identity. They coped with the new urban environment and organized leisure through informal groups, on a subpolitical level. Family played a central role, and family also had a special form. Due to the large number of single miners, high rates of job fluctuation, and a shortage of housing, a
"half-open" family structure of kin and roomers was particularly prevalent in the Ruhr. This provided workers with solidarity and support and socialized young men into the miners' way of life. That culture in turn focused on the work group and, to a lesser extent, on traditional miners' associations like the Knappenvereine. Informal drinking clubs, composed of members of a particular work team or shift, were especially popular. Indeed, they were necessary for miners who worked odd hours and lived in a town with few public amenities. Familial and cultural life, in short, built on and reinforced workplace identities and interests. Recreation and entertainment, rather than education, politics, or welfare, formed the leitmotifs of Hamborn's workers' culture.26

The structure and character of popular culture in the two cities reflected not only the differences in their economies and working classes but also the very different histories of the social democratic movement in the two areas. In both cities the SPD and free trade unions developed relatively late and encountered serious obstacles due to the prevalence of large-scale heavy industry, the power of political Catholicism, and the presence of authoritarian political institutions and limited suffrage systems. Yet in Düsseldorf a large social democratic movement emerged in the decades before World War I, while in Hamborn it was much weaker. In Düsseldorf Social Democracy was a vehicle for mediating working-class diversity, creating class, and directing its concerns in a political direction, while in Hamborn a homogeneous work and community situation served as the basis of class and the arena toward which it directed its concern. Finally, Social Democracy in Düsseldorf was consistently radical and prided itself on being on the movement's extreme left wing, while its counterpart in the western Ruhr was unequivocally reformist.27

When the miniscule Düsseldorf social democratic movement emerged from twelve years of illegality in 1890, it entered a decade of frustration and failure. Although they won roughly 30 percent of the vote in Reichstag elections, the Social Democrats were unable to recruit the overwhelming majority of these voters into the party and unions. With unstable and ineffectual leaders, little money, and no aid from the national party, the SPD could not construct viable political organizations, cultural associations, or a press. As a result, it was unable to challenge political Catholicism in the political arena or employer power in the economic one.

From the turn of the century onward, however, Social Democracy in Düsseldorf entered a period of unprecedented expansion, which brought party membership to nearly 8,000 and trade union membership to over 23,000 by 1914.28 The Social Democrats were
finally able to build an efficient party organization, a rich culture, and a viable press. After having gradually gained control of such institutions as the worker-employer mediation courts and the health insurance boards from their Catholic competitors, they finally wrested the Reichstag seat from the Catholic Center Party in 1911 and again in 1912. No one factor explains this reversal of social democratic fortunes. On the one hand, changes in the economy and government policy, continued migration, and the increasing conservatism of political Catholicism laid the groundwork. On the other hand, the emergence of effective local socialist leadership, new forms of agitation and education, and the appeal of the movement’s energy and success translated possibilities into actualities.

During the periods of both failure and success the Düsseldorf Social Democrats remained committed radicals—indeed, they became progressively more radical as the war approached. In the 1890s they were radicalized by their isolation from other parties in Düsseldorf and the national movement in Berlin as well as by their inability to defeat political Catholicism or challenge capitalist employers. Between 1900 and 1914, the period of expansion and apparent success, they were radicalized because the limits of reformism remained very narrow and because they could not translate numbers, organizational strength, and visibility into economic and political power. The Social Democrats were unable to win significant material improvements for the working class, unable to gain any representation in the city government or Prussian parliament, and unable to find bourgeois allies. When they finally won the Reichstag seat in 1911, they discovered that the victory had symbolic significance but brought no real power because of the impotence of parliament and the hostility of other parties.

The Social Democrats became radicals by virtue of who they were as well as what they experienced. The bulk of Düsseldorf’s Social Democrats were young, skilled, male migrant workers from the metal, wood, and construction industries. At the peak of their earning power, most of these workers joined the movement for the first time upon arriving in Düsseldorf. Their confrontation with an environment that relegated them to a second-class economic, cultural, and political status was mediated by a party leadership that was itself new and young. There was not a generation gap within the Düsseldorf party, nor was there the dominance of vested interests and anxious conservatism that characterized many other locals. Leaders and members alike neither had close ties to the national party nor venerated established organizations and the grand old men of the movement. This distance created the space in which radicalism could develop.
The experience of the Düsseldorf Social Democrats led them to reject theoretical revisionism as well as practical reformism, with its emphasis on short-range gains and collaboration with bourgeois parties. It led them to criticize the bureaucratization and organizational preoccupation of the SPD as a source of caution and strategic error. Throughout the endless debates about revisionism, militarism, and parliamentarism, they urged an unequivocal defense of Marxist principles. From 1910 on they became vociferous proponents of an active strategy of confrontation centering on the mass strike.

The radicalism of the Düsseldorf Social Democrats stressed political goals, such as universal suffrage in Prussia and antimilitarism, and urged political means, such as organization, demonstrations, and the political mass strike. This orientation matched that of the workers, who did not share a common work experience, who encountered extremely strong opposition to their efforts to win union recognition and collective contracts, and who recognized the necessity of organizations that extended beyond the workplace. The working class and the workers' movement alike saw political power and transformation as the prerequisite for social change. It was politics that united Düsseldorf's workers and political reform that they sought first and foremost.

The very factors that promoted radicalism in Düsseldorf, however, limited its effectiveness. Organized capitalism, authoritarian government, and political Catholicism precluded reformism but made organization and mobilization difficult and militant confrontation dangerous. Rapid industrialization and migration provided the movement with ready recruits but undermined organizational stability and educational work. Düsseldorf's isolation from the national movement created a critical distance in which radical ideas could develop, but it also minimized Düsseldorf's influence on Berlin, limited its contacts with leftists elsewhere, and contributed significantly, as will be seen, to the defeat of the postwar revolution. In addition, Düsseldorf workers contributed to the weakening of their prewar radicalism. By catering to the needs of some elements of the working class—above all, young skilled male migrants—they limited their appeal to others, such as women, the unskilled, and native Catholics. Despite their criticism of the national movement, they bowed to its conservative decisions until forced to leave the SPD during the war. Although they created a strongly organized, politically oriented radicalism, they never developed economic organizations, economic protests, and an economic program to match their political ones.

Both the character of Social Democracy and the forms of worker activism were quite different in the western Ruhr. In the late
nineteenth century, a very reformist social democratic movement had developed in the traditional mining centers of the eastern Ruhr. The cautious policies of the party and the socialist miners’ union, the *Alte Verband*, reflected both the rural and conservative origins of eastern miners, who retained strong vestiges of their corporatist tradition and its elitism, and the relatively stable and prosperous character of communities there. Social democratic reformism was a product of both growing union strength and the *Herr-im-Haus* standpoint of employers, and it continued the tradition of trying to curry favor with a state that had periodically intervened on the behalf of miners.

After the turn of the century the development of the western Ruhr, with its rapid urbanization, high immigration, and deteriorating working conditions, destroyed the structural conditions that had fostered reformism and union strength. Neither the SPD nor the *Alte Verband* spoke to the needs and experiences of workers, such as those in Hamborn, who were new to mining and lived and worked in conditions markedly different from those in the eastern Ruhr. As a result, Hamborn workers were much less involved in political organizations and activism. Instead, like their fellow western Ruhr miners, they engaged in industrial militancy, sometimes sanctioned by the unions, as in 1905 and 1912, but frequently not. They demanded shorter hours, higher wages, and reform of the manner in which the mines were run. These economic struggles over material conditions and control issues were not accompanied by political radicalism. Indeed, the gap between the social democratic movement and the working class widened steadily in the prewar years, and some of Hamborn’s more active workers even turned toward syndicalism.

World War I exacerbated the differences between the character of the Düsseldorf and Hamborn workers’ movements and their relationship to the working class, even though the war had a very similar impact on economic and social conditions. The outbreak of war temporarily curbed the prewar radicalization and brought prosperity, but its continuation precipitated the disintegration of both the social and political order and the social democratic movement and radicalized the working class in Hamborn and Düsseldorf.

In both cities the war led to a restructuring of the economy and the labor force as well as to a marked deterioration of working and living conditions. The metal and mining sectors were converted to war production and rationalized as far as possible in order to meet the munitions and manpower demands of a two-front war, while nonessential industry was cut to the bone. In both cities, the labor force swelled enormously as women, youths, and inexperienced men were
recruited for production. In Düsseldorf alone 30,000 new workers found jobs in the armaments sector between 1915 and 1917, and two-thirds of them were women. Despite extensive government intervention in the economy, munitions production lagged and manpower shortages continued. This, in turn, led to long hours, an intensive work pace, and unsafe conditions in factories and mines. To compound the situation, food shortages became acute in 1916, the first of the infamous turnip winters, and scarcely improved for the remainder of the war. Inflation was rampant, war profits excessive, and real wages fell by nearly one-quarter in war industries and almost one-half in nonessential ones. Finally, even though the national SPD, the Ruhr party, and many unions enthusiastically supported the war effort in the expectation of political and economic concessions, Ruhr employers refused to recognize unions, and government officials and politicians were no more forthcoming on the local level.

In Düsseldorf the wave of social democratic-led mass protests against the war in July 1914 was followed by a tense truce as the national party endorsed war credits and martial law was proclaimed. By early 1915, however, signs of disaffection appeared within the social democratic movement and the working class. The party press attacked war profiteering; the party members publicly criticized Düsseldorf’s SPD Reichstag deputy Haberland for voting war credits; and, as local leaders made contact with nationally prominent antiwar leftists, nearly all local party and union functionaries signed a letter condemning the SPD for abandoning the class struggle and supporting an imperialist war. By year’s end the police predicted that Düsseldorf would split from the right-wing Social Democrats, and two years later that in fact occurred. In the wake of the February revolution in Russia, acute domestic crisis and continued SPD support of the war, 77 of 81 Düsseldorf party functionaries and 561 of 600 members voted to join the newly formed USPD. The Düsseldorf branch of the German Metal Workers’ Union and nearly all other organized workers soon followed suit.

Simultaneously, workers were taking to the streets. Acute food shortages precipitated demonstrations and strikes but political demands soon surfaced. According to the police, the mass of workers, who are very revolutionary, can only be calmed without violent means if political rights are granted and food is supplied.

As the government would not concede the former and could not provide the latter, unrest escalated to the point of extensive looting and
property destruction, which could only be stopped by using force and punitive prison sentences and by sending militants to the front.40

In 1918 persistent economic crisis, the absence of domestic reform, and continued repression further rebounded to the benefit of the USPD, and SPD influence on the working class all but disappeared. Of equal importance, the Düsseldorf USPD was moving far to the left. It demanded immediate peace and political democratization, applauded the October revolution in Russia, and spoke with increasing frequency of a socialist republic for Germany. As in the prewar period, political goals were given top priority. The vision of the Düsseldorf Independents was as yet vague, their strategy barely worked out, yet their revolutionary aspirations were clear.41 The workers' movement thus moved in step with the working class—at times it moved even more quickly to the left—and the ties between workers and their institutions remained close.

A very different situation developed in Hamborn. There, as in most areas of the Ruhr, the Social Democrats continued to support the war to the bitter end, even distributing a prowar pamphlet written by the army as late as 1918.42 In Hamborn the relatively weak social democratic organization virtually ceased to function, while the Alte Verband, which unlike the metal workers' union had few dissidents, cooperated willingly with the state and employers.43 What little contact had existed between the social democratic movement and the working class was destroyed when miners and factory workers in Hamborn moved from a critical wait-and-see attitude toward the war to a stance of active opposition.

As the war progressed, wages and working conditions, inflation and food shortages, owner intransigence, and trade union weakness radicalized workers.44 Protests first involved food issues, then wages, and finally political demands, albeit of a poorly articulated kind. Unlike in Düsseldorf, the newly emerging left groupings—the USPD and the Spartacists—could not capitalize on this radicalization. On the one hand, there were no functionaries or institutions that switched allegiance and provided leadership and structure for a leftist political movement. On the other hand, Hamborn workers remained concerned primarily with local economic issues. A few joined the syndicalist Free Association of Miners, just as they had in the prewar years, but most shunned formal organizations.45

The revolution, which began in Düsseldorf on November 8, 1918, with wide popular support and strong USPD leadership, gave the Düsseldorf working class the long-awaited chance to put its radicalism into practice. The revolution intensified the close ties between the
working class and the organized workers' movement and heightened the concern with political goals. But it also illustrated the limits of such a political strategy. It revealed the workers' inability to develop a conception of workers' control and to wage a struggle for socialization that went beyond rhetorical support for the plans of workers elsewhere.

There were three phases to the revolution in Düsseldorf, and with each successive one the working class had more radical political and economic aspirations and less real power. In November and December the revolution was run by the USPD-dominated Workers' and Soldiers' Council, which began to democratize the government, build alternative institutions, and initiate economic reform while maintaining order and broadening its base of support. Understanding the necessity of thoroughgoing political change, the Council suspended the city council, established control over the bureaucracy, and established a 1,500-man security force to supplement and curb the police. The Council and its USPD and Spartacist supporters demanded that the middle and upper classes be more heavily taxed and that unoccupied houses be given to the poor. They condemned the SPD's plans to call a National Assembly, arguing that such a strategy would subvert the revolution and "save capitalism." They enthusiastically endorsed the regional Workers' Council's call for partial socialization, beginning with the mines. In so doing, they recognized both the need for economic transformation and the inevitability of strong bourgeois opposition to it. But such socialization was to apply elsewhere, be implemented from above, and not entail shopfloor workers' control.

Although the SPD left the Workers' Council by early December, the USPD and unions, especially the metal workers', continued to support it. Although works councils were formed in the larger factories, they cooperated closely with the unions and were subordinate to the Workers' Council. Thus old and new institutions were merged, and traditional leaders and forms of action and organization were perpetuated.

Despite great determination and some success, it was clear by late December that the USPD and working class were unsure how to advance the political revolution or initiate the social one of which they spoke with increasing frequency. Their failure and the growing conservatism of the SPD national government opened the way for a Communist-led council government with strong USPD participation. Workers endorsed the Spartacist takeover and street tactics because organization and mobilization alone had neither sustained the momentum of the revolution nor prevented the broad socialist alliance from disintegrating and because control of the administration had not
brought sufficient democratization. They favored council rule because they were convinced that a National Assembly would restore the old order.

The Communists held power for two months, despite several armed battles between workers and the police and despite two strikes by civil servants. But the form and style of their rule distinguished itself little from that of the USPD. Political parties continued to play the leading role and major decisions were made by the leaders of formal organizations. Of greater importance, the Communists engaged in demonstrative actions, such as renaming the elegant Königsalle Karl Liebknechtstrasse, but failed to implement revolutionary measures. They lacked not only a positive political program but an economic one as well. They called on the national government for unemployment funds and government contracts—hardly radical measures—but the SPD leaders predictably refused the requests.

Neither the left political leadership nor the rank and file initiated a socialization campaign that would affect local industry. They supported the socialization demands of the Ruhr miners but did not consider Düsseldorf’s industry, even its metal sector, ripe for transformation. The diverse structure of industry, the complex and varied character of the labor process, and the heterogeneity of the working class and its lack of experience with shopfloor militancy all militated against any spontaneous socialization movement from below. Düsseldorf workers, like their leaders, regarded city hall and Berlin—not the factory—as the center of action despite Düsseldorf’s isolation from Berlin and from the USPD elsewhere. The more skilled workers, who led the revolution, channeled not only their own militancy but also that of the unskilled into political actions and to a lesser extent into a political demand for socialization from above. To be sure, the Düsseldorf working class wholeheartedly supported the February 1919 general strike called by Ruhr miners to demand socialization and an end to the military occupation of parts of the Ruhr. And they stayed out even longer than their comrades elsewhere. Their action was born out of solidarity with other workers and a commitment to revolutionary change. But it also reflected defensiveness, frustration about recent failures, and confusion about the most appropriate goals and strategies for the revolution in Düsseldorf.

Of equal importance, the strike intensified social democratic and bourgeois opposition to radicalism in Düsseldorf and precipitated national government intervention. On February 28 the Free Corps Lichtenstrahl marched into the city and the last, defensive phase of the revolution began. Despite militant working-class resistance to the mili-
tary and the national SPD, which had sent it, and despite growing support for the USPD and KPD and a second general strike in April, the tide of counterrevolution could not be turned. Although the revolution in Düsseldorf was floundering by late February owing to political isolation and the lack of an economic strategy, it was military repression that dealt the death blow.

The revolution took an entirely different, although no less radical course in Hamborn. The revolution exacerbated the conflicts between the SPD and free trade unions on the one hand and the working class on the other. It led to an intensification of industrial protest, but that protest continued to lack a political component. It illustrated the strengths and limits of a spontaneous, economically focused revolution from below.

The November revolution in Hamborn proceeded relatively peacefully under the auspices of an SPD-dominated Workers' and Soldiers' Council, which demanded democratization, the eight-hour day, a National Assembly, and socialization. Although the party leaders took few concrete actions in subsequent weeks, trade union functionaries immediately began negotiating with mine owners. Clinging to its previous cautious reformism, the miners' union asked only for union recognition, a moderate wage increase, and slightly shorter shifts, thereby both ignoring the more extensive wage and work demands of the miners and attempting to exclude all syndicalist influence. Although the miners were relatively unconcerned with the Social Democrats' political passivity, they were angered and radicalized by the unions' attempt to quell the revolution with inadequate reforms. From late November to January the Hamborn miners demanded an eight-hour day, which included the travel time of the entire shift, substantial wage increases, a one-time payment of 500–600 marks per worker, and more control over working conditions. Instead of working through the Alte Verband, they formed works commissions, which were elected by the various shafts and responsible to the mass of workers. Although some syndicalist spokesmen encouraged the movement, it was largely spontaneous but not, however, unorganized. Instead of negotiating with employers, miners struck and staged militant demonstrations, which marched to the mine directors' homes and to mines in neighboring towns. These tactics did extract more concessions than the bargaining of the unions had, even though they failed to achieve the miners' ambitious program.

But the miners' vision did not extend beyond the pithead. They wanted economic improvements and workers' control but had no political program. Due to the continued isolation of mining communi-
ties, the weakness of political parties, and the ineffectiveness of the regional Workers’ and Soldiers’ Council, miners had little knowledge of conditions and developments elsewhere. Neither the USPD nor the Spartacists gained more than a foothold in Hamborn during the most militant months of the revolution, and works councils remained at the heart of the movement.

From January through April 1919 the Hamborn miners supported broader struggles for socialization going on in the Ruhr, even though their understanding of the implications of these struggles was limited. They came to the direct aid of their fellow miners in nearby towns during strikes and demonstrations. They endorsed the work of the Essen socialization commission, which advocated multi-level councils and nationalization from above, even though this commission, with its painfully slow deliberations and complete lack of influence on the national government, had the effect of defusing militancy. Finally, when the SPD government’s determination to reject socialization and pacify the Ruhr by force became clear, the Hamborn miners struck en masse in February. After the late February military occupation of the city, they struck again in March and for a third time in April. As in Düsseldorf, the actions were both defensive and futile.

The failure of revolution in Düsseldorf and Hamborn had first and foremost to do with the continued power of the army and bureaucracy, the collaboration of the SPD with the old industrial and military elites, and its willingness not only to oppose the left politically but also to attack it militarily. Isolated local action, even uncoordinated regional uprisings, could not survive in such a hostile national environment. But the problems of revolutionary change in capitalist societies and the potential and limitations of council movements cannot be understood if we stop the analysis there. The two patterns of revolution that have been explored testify to the depth of the radical tradition among many German workers. But they also testify to the shortcomings, imbalances, and contradictions of different strands of that radicalism.

Düsseldorf workers created strong organizations, effective and responsive leaders, and a clear political analysis and goals. But they were unable to find a strategy for economic reform, let alone revolution, and were unable to overcome the diversity of their work situations in economic, as opposed to political and cultural, ways. Hamborn workers excelled at ad hoc industrial protest, which was spontaneous but not unorganized, which covered not only material demands but control questions, and which was extremely responsive to rank-and-file sentiment. But they had no political vision, organization, or strategy.
The very particularity of their economic concerns made it difficult for them to unite with other workers. Düsseldorf workers could sustain action but not give it adequate direction, while Hamborn ones suffered from the opposite problem. Düsseldorf workers sought to solve the problem of economic power by seizing control of the state, while those in Hamborn sought economic power as an end in itself and ignored the state. Each pattern of revolution was the product of distinct economic structures, working-class experiences, and political histories. The strength of each was also its weakness. Neither was able to overcome the German working class’ longstanding inability to merge economic and political action. Neither was adequate to the task of transforming the economy and state in capitalist society.
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Chapter Six

Redefining Workers’ Control: Rationalization, Labor Time, and Union Politics in France, 1900-1928

Gary Cross

Since the days of the sans-culottes, the French labor movement has been identified with direct action and the ideals of self-management. The tradition of J. J. Proudhon and the survival of craft industry into the twentieth century helped to create and preserve a pattern of labor militancy peculiar to France; workers’ control not only permeated the thinking of the communards of 1871 but survived the repression of this urban insurrection to revive among the skilled workers who gathered around the labor exchanges (bourses du travail) in the 1890s. Along with the vision of autogestion came the notion of workers’ self-emancipation and autonomy from the state and socialist politicians. The syndicalist formula of direct action and the general strike emerged as a dominant theme in 1888 and after the local unions and trade federations were united in 1902, these ideas dominated union congresses. With a militancy unparalleled in Europe, the General Confederation of Labor (CGT) in its famous Charter of Amiens (Charte d’Amiens) in 1906 called for self-liberation through direct action and preparation for workers’ unmediated control of production.¹

Yet by December 1918, that same CGT had adopted a strikingly different posture. Its Minimum Programme for postwar France advo-
cated social amelioration through legislation and collective bargaining, and union participation in national economic councils. The Programme distainfully labeled the tradition of direct action as “street riots.” An insurgent movement emerged during the war and blossomed in 1919 and 1920. It revived the syndicalist ideal of direct action and identified the soviets of Bolshevik Russia with the French idea of union control of production. However, control of the CGT eluded the insurgents and with the failure of the strikes of 1920, the left minority abandoned syndicalism for the political unionism of the communist-controlled United General Confederation of Labor (CGTU). What brought this eclipse of syndicalism and workers’ control in France where it had been so deeply rooted before the war?

Many French labor historians have skirted this problem by ending their studies at 1914 or earlier, confining their attention to the “golden years of French syndicalism.” Others, such as Peter Stearns, have argued that the French labor movement in the decade before the war was not nearly so militant as the Charter of Amiens suggests. After the large but unsuccessful strikes of 1906 for the eight-hour day, the CGT stagnated and slowly drifted toward collective bargaining and alliances with the socialist parliamentarians. Others claim that the union leadership’s participation in the Union Sacrée during the war led it to abandon a class and revolutionary perspective for a national corporatist approach—relying on a partnership with the “progressive bourgeoisie” to bring about a modern economy and collective bargaining system. Still others argue that the weak impulse toward workers’ control after the war is a result of the adaptation of French labor, long wed to ideas appropriate for a declining craft-based industry, to the reality of mechanization and industrial concentration.

All three perspectives declare that a large share of the French labor movement became integrated into the bourgeois state and economy. Whether seen as an inevitable acceptance of “modernization” or as a betrayal of the revolutionary élan, all three arguments interpret this history essentially as a passive response of labor to external economic and political exigencies. Rather, I shall argue that the trend toward reformism in the prewar CGT was an effort to widen and deepen the organizational strength of labor. The shift of the CGT leadership during the war was not an abandonment of ideals of labor self-emancipation but an attempt to ameliorate working conditions and living standards and to prepare workers for assuming control over production. Finally, the apparent adaptation of the CGT to economic rationalization, or Taylorism, was not made in the face of widespread mechanization; rather, it advocated increased productivity in opposi-
tion to a French *patronat* that was reluctant to pay the price of innovation.

The CGT had adopted a strategy appropriate for an economy entering a more mechanized and rationalized phase; nevertheless, it failed to mobilize a social base to correspond with this strategy. The CGT's membership remained in the craft and government/service sectors long after its strategy had shifted. Furthermore, during the war, the leadership isolated itself from the rank and file by its dogged commitment to the war effort, which alienated a large minority of workers and split the movement in 1920–21. The loss of unions to the communist-led CGTU in 1921 greatly diminished the power of the CGT to press for structural reforms.

However, we must reassess the history of this transformation of the CGT's ideology by going beyond the dichotomy of reform versus revolution and the presumption of embourgeoisement and passive adaptation. The CGT reformists obviously failed after the war to build an effective movement, but their ideological shift over the issue of workers' control and economic rationalization nevertheless was an integral part of the struggle for an improved labor standard and a step toward the social control of a modernized economy. In fact, the communist unions, which later proved to be more successful than the CGT in organizing the new industrial sectors, essentially adopted the CGT's position.

Revolutionary syndicalism was the dominant but not unchallenged theme of the CGT from its foundation in 1895 until 1910. Beyond its obvious militancy (a theoretical rejection of collective bargaining, opposition to legislative amelioration, insistence on raising revolutionary as well as wage and hour demands, and advocacy of sabotage), revolutionary syndicalism was, essentially, a movement for a decentralization of power. According to Fernand Pelloutier, Emile Pouget, Victor Griffuelhes, and other syndicalist leaders, local unions were to struggle against the state and the political leadership of the socialists and remain autonomous even from the CGT bureaucracy. Local unions were to organize the direct self-emancipation of rank-and-file workers and thus make possible the transformation of the *syndicats* into organs of production and distribution. This was a vision of an enterprise-based workers' control, which assumed the efficacy of localized action and the capacity of rank-and-file workers to manage production on the shop floor. Its craft origins are obvious. That the vision was
largely inapplicable to large-scale mechanized industry operating in a national economic context was starkly revealed by the failures of the CGT after 1906.

The massive wave of general strikes in May 1906 for the eight-hour day was a culmination of revolutionary syndicalist tactics. They not only failed to meet their objectives, but offered decisive proof of the weakness of autonomous and spontaneous action. Many unions acknowledged their impotence by concluding a separate peace with their employers (for example, the printers, who settled for a nine-hour day); more broadly, the ill-coordinated movement was isolated and repressed by the government. The increasingly harsh stance of the state and the growing effectiveness of employer associations after 1906 contributed to the further decline of syndicalism. Moreover, the narrow base of the CGT in the skilled sector of the French working class limited its appeal and ability to organize workers in the modernizing and unskilled industries. CGT membership stagnated, growing a mere 15 percent from 1906 to 1914, compared with the 70 percent growth between 1900 and 1906. Numbers of strikes and strikers also stagnated. Most important was a trend toward strike failures after 1906 (see Table 6-1).

These defeats both reflected and accentuated the instability of membership. This was especially true in the modernizing sector. Despite the high participation of smelting and metal-working labor in the 1906 strike (31 percent and 8.6 percent respectively, compared with a national rate of 2.1 percent), the CGT made little permanent headway in organizing these sectors. Christian Gras shows that while between 1909 and 1913, 174 new local unions were formed in the Metalworkers' Federation, some 104 disappeared.

CGT membership remained heavily concentrated in the artisan, government, and service sectors; trade unions had hardly penetrated beyond mining into the “proletarian” industrial sector (see Table 6-2). This stagnation and narrow base of organized labor in France was hardly lost on CGT leaders. Already in 1906, in recognition of the declining importance of craft industries, the CGT refused membership to additional craft unions and promoted the merger of existing craft federations. The national committee (Comité confédéral national, CCN) in turn attempted to coordinate and prepare strikes. The CGT, under its new leadership of Léon Jouhaux (who replaced the syndicalist champion Victor Griffuelhes in 1909), formed alliances with the socialists in order to broaden its base of support. The syndicalist strategy was no longer effective and the leadership recognized the need to centralize and broaden its appeal.
Table 6-1. French Trade Union and Strike Data; 1900–1914

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Number of union members</th>
<th>Number of Strikes</th>
<th>Number of Strikers</th>
<th>Percent Success and Compromise</th>
<th>Percent Failure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1900</td>
<td>492,000</td>
<td>890</td>
<td>215,700</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1901</td>
<td>589,000</td>
<td>541</td>
<td>110,800</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1902</td>
<td>614,000</td>
<td>571</td>
<td>212,400</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1903</td>
<td>644,000</td>
<td>642</td>
<td>120,300</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1904</td>
<td>714,000</td>
<td>1,087</td>
<td>269,900</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1905</td>
<td>781,000</td>
<td>849</td>
<td>175,900</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1906</td>
<td>836,000</td>
<td>1,354</td>
<td>437,800</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1907</td>
<td>896,000</td>
<td>1,313</td>
<td>197,500</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1908</td>
<td>957,000</td>
<td>1,109</td>
<td>123,800</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1909</td>
<td>945,000</td>
<td>1,067</td>
<td>177,000</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1910</td>
<td>977,000</td>
<td>1,517</td>
<td>287,000</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1911</td>
<td>1,029,000</td>
<td>1,489</td>
<td>228,200</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1912</td>
<td>1,064,000</td>
<td>1,150</td>
<td>270,700</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1913</td>
<td>1,027,000</td>
<td>1,099</td>
<td>226,700</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1914</td>
<td>1,026,000</td>
<td>685</td>
<td>161,400</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


The syndicalist goal of skilled workers’ control began to recede at the same time. In part this was a response to new managerial methods and mechanization. The pressure of competition, especially in the new automobile industry, forced managers to attempt to reduce the control of skilled labor over the methods and pace of work. This offensive, usually identified with the doctrines of Frederick W. Taylor, was a direct attack on the traditional concept of workers’ control. Although craft workers opposed these changes, unions quickly recognized that the new methods could not be defeated. The CGT did not simply capitulate to industrial progress; rather the unions made an ideological leap. The CGT recognized that it had to cast its net beyond the declining craft sector and to appeal to the economic needs of the mass of French workers—especially those entering the growth industries—if it were to regain momentum. This required a new definition of workers’ control, one based not on an opposition to but on a participation in an effort to mechanize and to increase the productivity of the French economy.

Taylor’s ideas for enhancing managerial control over production were hardly new to France, and thus he found there, as early as 1900,
Table 6-2. French Union Members as a Percentage of Work Force by Sector

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sector</th>
<th>1884–1897</th>
<th>1921–35</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Industries</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mining</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glass</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Printing-paper</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ceramics</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metals</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemicals</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leather</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Textiles</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garments</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ports/docks</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Services/Government</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tobacco/matches</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(state monopoly)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utilities</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railways</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transport</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postal/telephone</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


a receptive audience.13 Taylor's system of scientific management in France was often broadly identified with mechanization, the continuous production line, and a greater division of labor in general. Yet Taylor's personal contribution was largely confined to time and motion studies designed to analyze work methods and to enable the employer to set a piece rate that encouraged workers to increase their productivity. He also advocated a complex reorganization and specialization of management in order to maximize employer control of the production process and with it to increase productivity.14

Despite the active support of Henri Le Chatelier and other academic engineers, French industries were not quick to adopt these methods. The earliest support for Taylorism came from the auto industry, and it was hardly unequivocal. In response to the crisis of overproduction in 1907, Louis Renault hired Georges de Ram to
Taylorize a shop of 150 workers.\textsuperscript{15} However, not only did supervisors resist the innovations of this outsider, but Renault himself was reluctant to invest his profits in factory reorganization rather than style and model changes.\textsuperscript{16}

For Renault the key innovation was the time study, a rather crude attempt to speed up individual output. Renault hired "demonstrators"—young, strong, and experienced workers paid a special rate—and timed their output over short intervals. Their output was used to determine the piece rate. The time study from its first experimental appearance in 1907 was criticized by the syndicalist press. By 1912, it had provoked a number of automobile strikes, the most important of which was the strike precipitated by the introduction of the stopwatch to one-quarter of Renault's shops.\textsuperscript{17} A thousand of the 4,000 affected workers walked out on December 12. After an interim settlement failed to quell workers' dissatisfaction, a second strike broke out on February 12, 1913. This strike soon turned into a lockout when an intransigent Renault refused to negotiate with workers.\textsuperscript{18}

This strike prompted a national debate in the popular as well as the business and syndicalist press over Taylorism.\textsuperscript{19} The Metalworkers' leader A. Merrheim and anarcho-syndicalist Emile Pouget presented the CGT's position. They attacked Taylorism as a threat to skilled workers' control. Pouget claimed that motion studies "stifled the ingenuity of the worker" and placed a premium on brute strength and manual dexterity rather than intelligence. Taylor's claim to know the "one best way" of work and assumption that "the best mechanic is incapable of working efficiently without the daily aid of his instructor" was an insult to the workers' dignity.\textsuperscript{20} Taylorism also threatened the sense of solidarity and cooperation between workers, for Taylor's piece rate stimulated a selfish "appetite for gain."\textsuperscript{21} Merrheim declared that Taylorism reduced the worker to "an automaton ruled by the automatic movements of the machine" and weakened the "market value" of professional or skilled workers.\textsuperscript{22} Merrheim somewhat earlier had lamented that job specialization and new machines had reduced apprenticeship and threatened to replace the autodidact with the "ignorant masses."\textsuperscript{23}

This defense of artisan values, along with its undercurrent of disdain for and fear of the unskilled machine operator, could be interpreted as a last ditch stand of the militant craftsman in a losing battle against economic progress. Yet, in spite of these "reactionary" sentiments, the CGT leaders clearly recognized the inevitability of economic rationalization and with it the decline of the skilled mechanic.\textsuperscript{24} Moreover, many French syndicalists were keenly aware of
the backwardness of French industry and began to see innovation as the only means of raising the French workers' standard of living. As early as 1910, Victor Griffuelhes claimed that French production could compete only if French manufacturers adopted the innovative management of the Americans. It was the patronat, according to Griffuelhes, rather than the workers who resisted innovation. Léon Jouhaux in 1912 blamed long working hours and low wages on the industrialists' failure to modernize. In 1913, he specifically blamed the reluctance of both labor and management in the French fishing industry to "modernize their form of work" for France's inability to compete with Norwegian and Spanish fisheries.

Ervin Szabo went so far as to argue in 1913 in *Le mouvement socialiste* that economic rationalization could improve working conditions because it would replace the "bourgeois lord" with the "producer" as manager who had learned the "scientific knowledge of efficient production." In France, this Saint-Simonian faith in the productive engineer and condemnation of the "feudal" bourgeois was, of course, a long-established tradition. Furthermore, Szabo envisioned in the prospect of factory-trained workers an elimination of the old chasm that divided the apprenticed craftsman from the common day laborer. This essentially Marxist view of capitalist development held that labor's power would grow because of its unity and prosperity despite the strength of big capital. This was a dialectical as opposed to the syndicalists' ahistoric view of the future. It depended, however, on whether rationalization was used for or against the worker.

The core of the Metalworkers' opposition to Taylorism was not based on their fear of economic rationalization but rather on how it affected labor. Pouget, for example, held that Renault's brand of rationalization was merely a speedup, with no provisions made to protect the health or safety of the worker. The "time-study men," said Merrheim, were less interested in economizing labor, making it more efficient, than in a crude effort to increase output.

During the Renault strike, Merrheim himself indicated the new direction the CGT would take:

[A] rational organization of work is absolutely necessary for the progress of industry. . . . As for me I think that the Taylor system adapted to the French mentality will be introduced more and more in industry. . . .

[T]he interest of workers is to supervise this process and to favor all those efforts in the degree that they do not harm their moral, economic, or physical interests.

This was not merely a grudging and defensive acceptance of a fait accompli. After all, only a handful of French factories had adopted
Taylorism. Rather it was an outline of a new concept of workers' control, one that discarded the old defense of the craft tradition and instead advocated labor's "supervision" of economic innovation as part of the struggle for the benefits of increased productivity.

Any ambiguity about CGT goals was eliminated by the result of the Renault strike. With only fifty CGT members out of the 4,000 employed at the Renault Billancourt plants, the strikers lacked effective organization. After one month of the strike, participation had dropped more than two-thirds to 390. Only a hard core of skilled workers held out defending a craft tradition isolated from the new young proletarianized work force. Moreover, Renault had no difficulty ignoring workers' demands for "supervising" the time study. He refused to negotiate and accepted the return of workers only on his terms.30 Surely if the old form of artisan control was a dead letter, the new model of workers' control of a more productive economy was far from realized.

In the aftermath of the failure at Renault, the Metalworkers faced an impasse. As Gras has shown, all but a rightist trade-union minority wanted to expand into the new sector of unskilled production workers. Yet the union was divided over how to undertake this difficult project. While the Federation leadership, especially Merrheim, advocated patient organization of industrial workers around a concrete economic program, a syndicalist wing, mostly from Paris, proposed a wave of strikes to mobilize the unorganized workers. The CGT never abandoned mass organizing. However, its historic weakness in the proletarianized sector and its inability to expand beyond local municipal coalitions and to organize whole industries greatly limited its effectiveness.31

It is not surprising, then, that the leadership sought allies among friendly industrial engineers and the progressive bourgeoisie, at least as a tactical measure, in its struggle over productivity. The CGT embraced engineers who, like Jules Amar and J. M. Lahy, sought not only to increase output but also, through studies of the physiology of work, to reduce fatigue and nervous exhaustion. Lahy held that workers must be consulted before innovations are made and thereby be given a measure of control over industrial change.32

The CGT even found in Taylor himself ammunition for their demand that the French economy must be rationalized to the benefit of workers. While Taylor, in his popular work The Principles of Scientific Management, berated workers for their "soldiering" on the job and declared that management alone has the knowledge to determine the "one best way" of doing a job,33 he was obliged to soften the antilabor bias of his program in 1912.
In that year, when Taylor faced opposition to his methods from workers in the naval shipyards of Massachusetts, he defended his innovations before a well-known congressional investigation. Scientific management, far from being antilabor, he claimed, was a “mental revolution,” the best means of overcoming class conflict in the factory; it benefited both sides, providing high wages through wage incentive plans for the worker and increased output for the employer. In addition, the consumer got a more plentiful supply of cheaper goods. Even management’s control over work methods had its redeeming aspect: at least, this control was to be based on scientific principles, rather than the arbitrary will of the boss.34

While Taylor’s “mental revolution” essentially offered no more than management’s promise of higher wages in exchange for labor’s ceding control over production, French labor drew quite different conclusions: Taylorism could increase the standard of living of workers and consumers, and could be equitably applied. Most important, the CGT would use these ideas as a stick to beat the noninnovative French patronat who was responsible for France’s poverty and the country’s increasingly noncompetitive position in the world market.

While the CGT’s new approach to productivity and innovation was surely appropriate, its weak base among proletarianized workers resulted in a tactical shift away from mass organizing and an alliance with elites. The war accelerated this movement toward cooperation with engineers and a progressive bourgeoisie, a trend that would split the French labor movement. Yet the war period also led to a clarification of the new ideology, which despite these war-generated distortions in tactics would permanently replace the old syndicalist formula.

III

The war afforded French engineers, the CGT, and business a unique opportunity to rally around the flag of Taylorism as well as the tricolor. Because the profits of the war industries were not limited by the market but only by their capacity to produce, employers were keenly interested in engineers like E. Nussbaumer and Charles de Freminville, who experimented in Taylorizing munitions factories.35 French trade unionists embraced Taylorism as they collaborated in the war mobilization. As a délégué à la nation, Jouhaux joined a number of commissions that provided manpower needs for the war economy.36 Not only did these offices coordinate manpower procurement, but they “encouraged all necessary modifications of work and facilitated the rapid adoption of new work methods.”37
The CGT found at least temporary allies who shared its commitment to the modernization of postwar France. Albert Thomas, a right-wing socialist deputy and proponent of class collaboration, took a position similar to Lahy and other humanistic engineers. From May 1915 to September 1917, Thomas achieved a unique and ironical position for a socialist, by becoming Undersecretary of State for Munitions. During his tenure he became an energetic proponent of Taylorism. He not only favored piece rates and bonus systems but also motion studies, division of labor, and vocational screening. Also for the sake of social peace and uninterrupted production, he proposed, like humanistic engineers, that psychological and social factors should be taken into consideration. He insisted that piece rates should "reflect average ability in the factory and the average productivity of the machine rather than the fastest worker and machine." In April 1917, in his bulletin, *Usines de guerre*, Thomas summarized his position on Taylorism:

No longer will the worker be content with fixed salaries which he gains for a week of non-strenuous work. No longer will the employer be content with the careless methods of the past. The employer now wants a greater productivity; the worker wants the highest salary; and they give each other perfect satisfaction when they reach their goals by a method of payment for work based on results.

This view, although linked to a patriotic concern with munitions production, had a broader meaning. It was almost identical with the "mental revolution" advocated by Taylor in 1912 and was a prescription for reform after the war. Fundamentally, he advocated a trade-off between labor and management.

Thomas's commitment to postwar economic rationalization was shared by the Société d'encouragement pour l'industrie nationale, an agency of heavy industry. Louis Renault, who had used Taylor's method in arms production during the war, advocated that France produce the greatest amount in the least time with the least effort, stating that "If we do not maximize production, we will remain a tributary power to other lands." In 1918, André Citroën proposed that a national industries ministry be established to encourage postwar factory specialization and increased efficiency.

Nevertheless, the application of Taylorism in war production was quite limited, largely owing to the prevalence of small workshops. Moreover, as both Aimée Moutet and Richard Kuisel have shown, cartelization rather than the introduction of new technology was the key to French business strategy. Nor did business social policy recog-
nize the need to share the benefits of growth, much less accept labor input in innovation; rather, they stressed an only slightly modified form of traditional paternalism. Renault, for example, advocated social programs (workers' gardens and better city services to improve the moral environment of workers). More substantial social reform measures, including a shorter workday and improved wages, were to follow, not parallel, increases in productivity. The "progressive bourgeoisie" thus shared with Thomas and the CGT little beyond a willingness to modernize, and even this goal was held only by a small group of large employers.

While the CGT had worked with business representatives during the war, it would be incorrect to label it as simply reformist or class collaborationist. The Minimum Programme adopted by the Comité confédéral national (CCN) one week after the Armistice was certainly opposed to prewar anarcho-syndicalism; but it went far beyond business plans for enlightened, paternalistic capitalism. Its opening sentence was, "We must direct ourselves to take control of production." As a first step, it advocated the preservation of the organizations "installed in the course of the war," in order to forestall a revival of the "Oligarchy" whose private interests had been "strangling industry and consumers," and to end "sterile and destructive conservatism." A program of "incessant progress of production" and developing "all new inventions and discoveries" was to make possible a number of social reforms (improved social insurance, education, and the eight-hour day). These reforms were to prepare the worker for the "ultimate goal of emancipation." The package of reforms included the nationalization of railroads, mines, shipping, banking, and electricity, to be administered by committees of producers (labor and technicians), consumers, and deputies. To be sure, the CGT leadership sought to expand its base of support beyond the worker, but it was more interested in reaching out to consumers and the new working class of technicians than to the employer class. Like Thomas, Jouhaux supported the incentive wage, however, not as a trade-off between business and labor but to "link the interests of the producers to those of the consumers." As Jouhaux declared at the 1918 Congress of the CGT, "We must strive to realize this formula, the maximum production in the minimum of time, for the maximum salary with the general increase of the buying power for all." Also, after the CGT's plan for a National Economic Council was rejected by the Clemenceau government, the CGT established between 1919 and 1921 a National Council of Labor with representatives of labor, consumers, and technicians.
The goal of postwar CGT policy was not compromise with capitalism but a strategy of economic democracy in and through a modernized and productive society.\(^{48}\)

This trend is most obvious in the stance of the union most affected by rationalization—the Metalworkers' Federation. At its congress in July of 1918, A. Merrheim and R. Lenoir approved of "new methods of work and remuneration" and denied "neither the inevitable specialization nor useful intensification of production either in war or peace." In sharp contrast to its prewar defense of craftsmanship, the Metalworkers declared themselves "no longer isolated from the general spirit of the population" and willing to "contribute toward the achievement of general abundance."\(^{49}\) In September 1918, Lenoir wrote that a rationalized consumer-oriented economy would bridge the gulf that divided France into two societies, one of "subsistence" and the other of "arrogant excess."\(^{50}\)

The Metalworkers' leadership was not oblivious to the psychological costs of rationalization. "The machine," said Lenoir, "changes the worker from being the practitioner who directs something himself... to the servant resigned to the moving machine which commands the rhythm of work." Yet, if less interesting work is inevitable, it must be rewarded, declared Lenoir, not merely with higher pay but also with labor's participation in the process of change.\(^{51}\)

Surely the most important prerequisite for the CGT's acceptance of economic rationalization was the eight-hour day. On April 23, 1919, the French parliament, facing massive May Day strikes and demonstrations, accommodated workers and veterans by passing an eight-hour day law. The act generally reduced the workday from ten to eight hours with significant exceptions for delays, temporary exemptions, and seasonal fluctuations.\(^{52}\) In collective bargaining, the Metalworkers', Clothing, and Construction Federations agreed to increase productivity in order to smooth the transition to a shorter work day.\(^{53}\) Yet despite the CGT's willingness to increase productivity, employers resisted the reduction of the workday from the start. Jouhaux defended the eight-hour day by challenging business to increase productivity rather than production time, an argument repeatedly made throughout the 1920s.\(^{54}\) In this context, the CGT's acceptance of Taylorism was hardly a capitulation to the needs of capitalist accumulation nor an adaptation to business unionism \(à la \text{ americain}\). Rather it was an integral part of the political and ideological struggle for a shorter workday, improved wages, and the social control of production.
This trend toward democratic control over innovation was blown off course after the war. The CGT's weak base in growth industries and its failure to develop a strategy to win it left the leadership seeking allies among the French elite, a shift that contributed to the split of the rank and file and the failure of the new orientation. This trend became obvious when, in August 1914, instead of attempting to organize a general strike against the war, the CGT joined the Union Sacrée.

The power of federation officials increased as they worked with government and employers in the war economy. Despite the rank-and-file dissatisfaction with the Union Sacrée during the spring strikes of 1917 against the war, the leadership supported Thomas's program of shop stewards, compulsory arbitration, and no-strike pledges. Even though the Union Sacrée dissolved in September 1917 with the socialists (including Thomas) leaving the government, the CGT leadership remained unwilling and probably unable to take charge of the growing restiveness among the workers. The result was local strikes (e.g., the Metalworkers in the spring of 1918) and the election of antiwar radicals (e.g., Gaston Monmousseau as secretary of the Railway Workers' Federation in April 1920). By early 1918, the leadership (majoritaires) faced within the federation a growing antiwar movement led by Pierre Monatte, Raymond Pericat, and Gaston Monmousseau (minoritaires), who hoped to emulate Lenin's smashing of the Russian state and to establish soviets of workers out of the French unions. Merrheim denounced the minoritaire's call for a "catastrophic" political revolution. Whereas Bolshevism was "incomplete," merely a destruction of the bourgeois state, Merrheim proposed an economic revolution that promised true "emancipation" through "general abundance." In the midst of this Bolshevik challenge, the CCN confidently declared that the new work methods would force management into employing "our technical and administrative staff" who "will be ready to organize a new society" based on the "law of progress." Such statements indicate an elitist approach to the struggle for control over innovation and implied cooperation with the "progressive bourgeoisie." This is confirmed by the CGT leadership's participation in the Association for the Struggle Against Unemployment and their support for the weekly Information ouvrière et sociale, both of which were forums shared by industrial and technical elites as well as labor. I have already argued that there was no real possibility for class collaboration; nor did the CGT leadership intend to abandon class struggle or workers' control.
but only to redefine them. Yet the CGT *minoritaires* could easily have read this intent in their leadership's words and deeds.  

One disastrous but symptomatic result of this mistrust was a strike of Metalworkers in June and July 1919. Organized by a “Committee of Action” from the Parisian Metalworkers' union, it was directed against the settlement that Merrheim and Lenoir had made with the employees in April 1919. By this agreement, which established the eight-hour day, the wages of hourly workers were increased to account for the shortening of the work day, but the piece rate workers won no such increase. Instead the union leaders simply agreed that they would encourage an increase in productivity. This arrangement meant a real wage cut during a period of inflation and postwar decline in jobs. The strike against this policy quickly took on a revolutionary political character. Leadership devolved to the local level and without the support of the Federation organization it soon disintegrated in complete failure.  

The well-known strikes of May 1920 followed a similar pattern. After the failure of management to implement a settlement to a successful strike of railway workers in February 1920, the Railway Federation, under the newly elected leadership of the pro-Soviet Gaston Monmousseau, narrowly approved of a general rails strike in late April, which the *minoritaires* hoped to build into a revolutionary movement. This poorly organized plan for a walkout (perhaps one-half of the railworkers participated) forced a reluctant CGT leadership into joining it with a general sympathy strike for May. It was staggered into three “waves” of strikes in the first three weeks of May. With lackluster coordination from the top, absentions were widespread, especially in the north and east. The results were worse than a disappointment: by May 20, the CGT voted for a return to work as the ex-socialist president Alexandre Millerand won a temporary court-ordered dissolution of the CGT and 20,000 railway workers were fired. It showed the final collapse of the syndicalist strategy of the revolutionary general strike.  

During the next eighteen months the CGT lost half of its membership and split into two bitter factions. A militant wing supported the International Red Trade Unions (created by the Communist International) and formed *comités syndicalistes révolutionnaires* or Revolutionary Syndicalist Committees (CSR). At the CGT Congress of July 1921, the revolutionary faction was a large minority (losing 1,325 to 1,572 on a vote for the CGT's leadership). When the CCN subsequently demanded that the unions dismantle factions (the CSR), the result was the succession of the revolutionaries and the creation of the CGTU in
December 1921, which joined the Communist International’s trade union arm.\textsuperscript{61}

Without mass support, the CGT’s dreams of “economic revolution” soon faded. In the midst of the May 1920 strikes, Robert Pinot, president of the Iron and Steel Committee (Comité des forges) declared that the CGT could not be trusted to control the working masses, thus signaling a stiffer resistance of French employers. In January 1921, the Union of Metal and Mining Industries broke off negotiations with the Metalworkers’ Federation over introducing shop stewards.\textsuperscript{62} Except for the eight-hour day, none of the objectives of the Minimum Programme of 1918 was won.

The issues that split the CGT were essentially political—the position of the leadership on the Soviet Union and its collaborationist role during the war. Significantly, the question of workers' control and Taylorism played no important part. Indeed, the CGTU quickly was purged of adherents to anarcho-syndicalism and with it the old tradition of skilled workers’ control. Yet the impotence of labor, partially resulting from the split, blocked any effective policy on economic innovation.

V

The French labor movement was in an anomalous situation in the 1920s. The unions had adopted an ideology that was appropriate for an industrialized economy, but they were constrained by two barriers: (1) the French patronat had only an ambiguous commitment to innovation—hardly fulfilling the historic progressive role of the bourgeoisie, and (2) organized labor lacked a large base in growth industry. Neither confederation was able to broaden its base beyond the craft and service sectors (see Table 6-3). This produced a movement that exhorted business to innovate and idealized foreign models of economic rationalization (the United States and the Soviet Union). At the same time, the labor movement in the 1920s demanded a share of the benefits of increased productivity—the eight-hour day and increased wages—but because of their weak bargaining position, the demand for labor’s control over the introduction of new methods receded into the background. Despite the great differences between the CGT and CGTU, both converged on these points, leaving a rear guard of syndicalists to defend the old model of skilled workers’ control.

The CGT pursued its strategy of the Minimum Programme in the highly adverse circumstances of the 1920s—defending the eight-hour day and advocating a vague program of social control of a more
**Table 6-3. Occupational Distribution of French Trade Union Membership in 1926, by Sector**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sector</th>
<th>CGT</th>
<th>CGTU</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Industry</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metal</td>
<td>4.5%</td>
<td>9.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Textiles</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>7.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>10.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mining</td>
<td>13.7</td>
<td>5.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ports and Docks</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Books/paper</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miscellaneous industries</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>4.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Services/Government</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railroads</td>
<td>8.9</td>
<td>26.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transport</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>4.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Services</td>
<td>14.4</td>
<td>10.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government establishments</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>3.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postal/telecommunications</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>3.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miscellaneous services</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>4.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Others</strong></td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


productive economy. Capital resisted the demand for the eight-hour day arguing, for example, in a government commission of March 1919 that it would threaten postwar recovery and that a shortened workday was possible only after economic modernization. Employers accepted the eight-hour day only in the face of the strike threat of May 1919. Thus, when the labor movement disintegrated in 1921, the employer press led by the Comité des forges and the Groupe des intérêts économiques called for a rollback to a longer workday. The short day, they claimed, led to inflation, made France uncompetitive, and prevented the country from modernizing for lack of capital. The eight-hour law, claimed the conservative deputy Paul Messier in 1920, was passed only to give the workers "a little rest" after the war, but was unthinkable as a permanent policy.64

In response to a coordinated effort of conservative deputies to
suspend the law, the CGT organized a petition drive in the summer of 1922 that brought nearly two million signatures in favor of the eight-hour day. The refusal of leaders of the governing *Bloc nationale* to support the industrialists (fearing social disorder if the law were abandoned) temporarily quelled this attack on the eight-hour day.\textsuperscript{65}

The issue of the eight-hour day, which smoldered throughout the early 1920s, was enflamed in late 1925. The International Labor Office, (ILO), an outgrowth of the League of Nations directed by Albert Thomas, campaigned throughout that year to induce the industrial nations to ratify the Washington Convention of 1920, which sanctioned the eight-hour day. This effort met a setback when, in the spring of 1926, Fascist Italy reinstated the nine-hour day. The business press in other European countries clamored to follow suit, presumably to prevent Italy from winning a competitive advantage.\textsuperscript{66}

Against this attack on labor's one lasting victory after World War I, the CGT and its allies in the ILO defended the eight-hour day as the norm for modern industrial society. It promised, according to Thomas, to restore family life, led to a decline in alcoholism and promised a development of general and professional education.\textsuperscript{67} A "change of machine and methods of work rather than an increase in work time" said Francis Millon of the CGT, was the solution to labor productivity.\textsuperscript{68} Union leaders, close to the rank and file, criticized how economic rationalization was applied, complaining that it led to fatigue and the discharge of older and less robust workers, and softened the labor movement by reducing the scarcity of skill. Nevertheless, the central leadership felt compelled to ignore the long-term issue of democratic control over innovation and repeated its advocacy of increased productivity as an alternative to the conservative pressure for a longer workday.\textsuperscript{69}

Despite its inability to control the rationalization process, the CGT also continued to support Taylorism as the only way of increasing French standards of living. Toward this goal, the CGT even adapted the ideas of American welfare capitalists, especially Henry Ford, who was presented in Europe as a champion of increased productivity, high wages, and a mass consumer economy.\textsuperscript{70} This image of American Taylorism was a kind of wish fulfillment for the CGT leadership, the hope of "general abundance" that Lenoir in 1919 had identified as the "economic revolution."

An instructive if extreme example of this seemingly unnatural embrace of American capitalism by French labor can be seen in the case of Hyacinthe Dubreuil. A machinist for over twenty years, by 1920
Dubreuil rose through the ranks of the Metalworkers' Federation to become secretary of the CGT in the Seine. Noted for his strong anti-communism, he drew the attention of Albert Thomas. In February 1927, through the good offices of Thomas and the Industrial Relations Council (an affiliate of the Rockefeller Foundation), Dubreuil began a fifteen-month tour of model factories in the United States. As a former machinist, Dubreuil was a credible advocate of Taylorism to a working-class audience. Thus upon his return to France, Dubreuil wrote a series of books praising the new methods of production in the U.S.

Dubreuil found in the scientifically run American factory the rule of technique and objective procedure rather than the arbitrary privilege of status or wealth. Because of this "scientific" procedure, cooperation replaced the old pattern of "discord and of class war." Both the "aristocratic pride" of the French factory owner and the "excessive individualism" of the French worker were superseded by a "democratic" supervisor and a worker whose "remarkable trait" was a "natural placidity" in receiving orders and accepting change. Most important, Dubreuil saw the American factory as a solution to mass want through mass production. For Dubreuil all of this was a sign that the U.S. was moving "toward some form of socialism." Obviously Dubreuil was holding up an idealized image of how industrial society ought to be—a Saint-Simonian meritocracy and consumer economy. But the core of his praise for America was a trenchant critique of French capital in the 1920s.

Despite considerable growth, French business remained backward in the 1920s. Jean Carré has calculated an annual increase of man-hour productivity in France of 5.5 percent between 1921 and 1929 (the same as between 1946 and 1953 and considerably higher than the average of 2 percent between 1896 and 1913). Yet this growth was concentrated only in a few industries (electricity, chemicals, and mechanical goods). Moreover, even the comparatively innovative sector of automobiles lagged far behind that of the United States. Citroën calculated that French autos were produced in 300 man-days, compared with the 70 man-days of the American car. Further, in a government survey of the impact of the eight-hour day on productivity, conducted between 1921 and 1927, only one of sixty-six factories reporting had adopted the key component of Taylorism, time and motion studies. Although twenty-eight introduced new or more machines, most relied on rather crude means of increasing productivity, including fifteen who increased machine speeds, fourteen who increased discipline, and twenty-seven who simply introduced piece
work (some firms reporting several innovations). Given this evidence, plus the persistent cry from business for a longer workday, it is not surprising that Dubreuil had an audience among workers.

Despite the deep ideological divisions within the French labor movement, the CGT's rivals in the CGTU and Communist Party held a position on economic rationalization only cosmetically different from that of the CGT. They strongly criticized the CGT, claiming that it had accepted capitalism as long as it was productive and renounced the class struggle. Yet the communists and the CGTU did not criticize scientific management itself nor did they generally defend the traditional values of skill and the profession autonomy of labor. Probably more than the CGT, the CGTU found itself in an anomalous situation: it shared with the CGT a belief in the progressive function of technological innovation (derived from Marxism). However, in order to avoid class collaboration and, more important, to win new union members, the CGTU also attacked the "consequences" of capitalist innovation. The CGTU reluctantly defended both those opponents of Taylorism, who wanted innovations but demanded that they be democratically controlled, as well as those who defended traditional skills against economic change. By failing to distinguish between these two critiques, the CGTU, like the reformists, obscured the new model of workers' control in which labor "supervised" innovation.

The communists held that technological innovation was not only inevitable but an aid in organizing because it created a more "homogeneous worker" replacing the parochial skilled workers with a "base for a large and general class movement." The CGTU's position was also colored by Lenin's advocacy of Taylorism in April 1918 as a solution to Soviet Russia's massive economic problems. Indeed, scientific management institutes, which Lenin had established in 1920–21, were expanded in 1928 on the eve of Stalin's First Five-Year Plan.

Central to the CGTU's doctrine was its distinction between capitalist and socialist rationalization, which emerged in 1926 in response to the CGT's campaign for scientific management. In contrast to capitalist rationalization, socialist rationalization did not waste energy in class exploitation but rather realized the dream of the eight-hour day, whereas under capitalism it was only advocated. While the CGT used an idealized image of Fordism to criticize the failure of French business to modernize, the CGTU posed an equally unrealistic picture of Soviet economy for essentially the same purpose.

Unlike the CGT, which increasingly abandoned the struggles on the shop floor for interest group politics, the CGTU was committed to organizing new workers, especially those in the larger and more con-
centrated industries. The Communist International in February 1928 advocated organizing “the new ranks of workers, especially the semi-skilled machine operators.” Attempts of the CGTU to penetrate innovative industries such as the automobile industry obliged them to attack the new work methods. During the boom years of 1929 and 1930 communist labor organizers filed dozens of reports in L’humanité condemning the new factories. For example, the Michelin rubber workers were pictured as a “vast army of 18,000 people making the same mechanical movements under the watchful eyes of the company’s band of young and loyal ‘stooges.’” Complaints of the breakup of small cohesive work groups with the introduction of piece work, the stop-watch, and the greater division of labor were very similar to the opposition of Taylorism in the auto plants before the war. Moreover, the CGTU also defended the skills of artisans such as Breton fishermen, Parisian metal workers, and construction workers whose immediate economic interests were threatened by innovation.

Like the CGT, the communist unions demanded that the benefits of increased productivity be shared by those workers forced to submit to more intense production. The CGTU’s program stressed the need for vacations and the 44-hour week for the “recuperation of energy” dispensed by workers in rationalized plants and higher wages for the “general improvement” of the standard of living.

However, by 1929, under pressure from the rank and file, whom they hoped to organize, the CGTU was forced to go a step further, demanding workers’ control over innovation on the shop floor. It advocated the suppression of time study and “dangerous machines” (as determined by workers’ delegates), and demanded rest breaks for conveyor workers and even a reduction of the speed of the belts by “collective action” where needed. This policy was clearly a concession to organizers just as was the defense of the craft skills of metal workers and fishermen the year before. It was not an integral part of CGTU strategy; the communists defended, although reluctantly and inconsistently, both the progressive and conservative demands of workers against the consequences of Taylorism. They failed to distinguish between workers’ control of innovation and craft defense of traditional skills and thus did not develop a goal of democratic economic innovation.

The French communists in the 1920s faced an untenable problem: they wished to affirm the necessity of the rationalization of work and yet avoid supporting those capitalists who controlled it. They rejoiced in the emergence of the mass production worker, and yet they defended the immediate interests of the French laborer in a painful
transition to a modern economy. They encouraged shopfloor agitation against the new work methods. Yet the main thrust of their policy was hardly distinguishable from the “reformist” CGT—higher wages and shorter hours in compensation for Taylorism and mechanization.

The only proponent of the anarcho-syndicalist tradition of workers’ control was the small and ephemeral *Ligue syndicaliste* (Syndicalist League). Organized by a small group of largely ex-communist radicals, under the guidance of Pierre Monatte and Maurice Chambelland, the *Ligue syndicaliste* attempted within both federations to organize a revolutionary trade unionism independent of the communist party and thus to recreate the CGT of the Charter of Amiens. Against the reformists’ acceptance of Taylorism, which they held to be only a speedup, the league advocated that workers “go slowly.” They also rejected the communist distinction between capitalist and socialist rationalization: “let the workers in no case abandon absolute control over working conditions in either a bourgeois or workers’ state,” Max Emile declared in 1927.

How did the *Ligue syndicaliste* advocate exercise of workers’ control? Principally by regulating the speed of work. The productivity movement was management’s “revenge” on labor for winning the eight-hour day, an attempt to force workers to do ten hours worth of labor in eight hours. If workers accepted this, one member wrote, they would have “gained nothing” from the shortened workday. He proposed that workers impose a general slowdown, a boycott of the most Taylorized plants, and generally “fix the work rate for all.”

For the *Ligue syndicaliste* work was not a means toward general prosperity but an embodiment of personal value and autonomy, which scientific management threatened. However, in contrast to the anti-Taylorism of the prewar period, these independent radicals did not defend traditional skills. Their concern was merely with the quantity of work, an obvious reflection of the rise of a totally quantifiable pattern of repetitive labor.

As a viable strategy of French labor, anarcho-syndicalism was dead by 1906. With the Renault strike of 1913, if not sooner, the goal of skilled workers’ control had also been abandoned. To the extent that the syndicalist tradition survived World War I, it surely failed in May 1920, while the ideal of artisan management of production persisted in the 1920s only in the episodic and pale form of the *Ligue syndicaliste*.

Shortly before the war the mainstream of French labor moved away from a decentralized and craft-based syndicalism and toward an organized movement committed to mobilizing the industrial work force. Recognizing the need for a more productive economy, the
French labor movement abandoned the defense of craft skills and sought means of making economic innovation serve the long-term interests of labor. Lacking an ability to organize the new unskilled industrial workers until 1936, and facing a *patronat* that failed to innovate, the French labor movement confronted an ironic situation: it advocated an ideology appropriate for a labor movement that it could not organize and for an economy that did not yet exist. Despite the obvious differences between Dubreuil and the communists, not only did both extremes favor innovation but they saw in it the future of French labor. The central problem—one that the division of the left and the poor organization of labor made impossible to solve—was how workers were to use innovation to improve their material conditions and ultimately to control the production process.
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In 1922, the Amalgamated Clothing Workers of America (ACW) concluded an agreement with the Supreme Council of National Economy of the Soviet Union (the Vesenkha) and with the All-Russian Clothing Syndicate to jointly operate and modernize nine clothing and textile factories in Moscow and Petrograd. Lasting only a few years, this joint venture, the Russian-American Industrial Corporation (RAIC), eventually employed more than 15,000 workers in twenty-five plants in eight Russian industrial centers and accounted for 20 to 40 percent of the new capacity of the Soviet clothing industry created during the initial phase of the New Economic Policy (NEP). By itself, the episode was critical neither to the long-term development of the ACW nor, of course, to the history of Bolshevism. It was nevertheless an exemplary experience, encapsulating a systematic response to those historic problems of culture, organization, and political economy confronting the whole of the industrial world in the aftermath of World War I.¹

Everywhere the crisis of state and society that accompanied and followed the war erupted with particular force across the contested terrain of the industrial workplace. If the disturbance was most pro-
found in Russia and perhaps least severe in the United States, it was nonetheless true that the unsettled and unsettling issues of industrial authority and authority over industry ranked high on the social and political agendas of both countries. Throughout Europe and even in the U.S., revolutionary parties, trade union bureaucracies, and political and business elites reexamined and struggled over the customary prerogatives of management and the "rights" of the managed. The relationship between democracy and industrial organization, between public institutions of the state and the private institutions of the economy, were subjected to an unprecedented social inspection and criticism.²

"Workers' control" and "industrial democracy," two enormously evocative and equally imprecise formulations, aptly express the era's sense of possibility and uncertainty and its attempt to domesticate the energies released as the old order disintegrated. "Workers' control" was a concept subject to numerous interpretations depending on the historic context in which it emerged. When most parochial and essentially conservative, it involved the reassertion by localized work groups of traditional and exclusivist prerogatives over particular skills and workshops. In other circumstances, it was associated with the revitalization of the movement for workers' cooperatives. Where revolutionary solutions were seriously debated, it implied the democratic mass management of particular industries or even a reconstituted polity and political economy. Often enough, it meant a complex combination of these and other plans and practices.

"Industrial democracy" was also a complex metaphor whose meaning varied according to the social grammar into which it was incorporated. For those networks of militant shop stewards organized in works councils and factory committees, it suggested a system of syndicalist management of the shopfloor by the rank and file. Trade union elites, momentarily allowed into the corridors of power during the war, saw in "industrial democracy" a scheme for the co-management of particular enterprises or whole industries by democratically constituted bureaucracies representing management, trade unions, and the public power. Corporate managements, anxious about democratic enthusiasms and seeking ways to restore authority on the shopfloor, invented elaborate democratic charades that sometimes came complete with mock industrial parliaments, and described these "employee representation" plans as another form of "industrial democracy."³

Europe experienced the most radical and prolonged challenge to its prevailing institutional structure. However, plans to reconstruct the
foundations of politics and economics, including every sub-species of industrial democracy, were mooted about in the U.S. as well.

Memories of pre-war unrest and the aggravated antagonisms that accompanied the period of global war, revolution, and reconversion caused severe anxiety, not only among radicals and social reformers, but among industrial and political elites as well. The erosion of managerial authority on the shopfloor, the undermining of commercial and industrial stability by an unregulated marketplace, and widening inequities in the distribution of the national wealth, all serious in themselves, together comprised a political crisis for the future of liberal democracy in America. How was it possible to restore managerial authority, regulate the market, and redistribute income in the interests of mass consumption while preserving the formal institutional framework of a democratic politics. Faced with this crisis of legitimacy, social liberal businessmen, social engineers and social workers, and progressive political reformers had begun to experiment with methods of redeploying authority, sometimes through coercion, but more often through mechanisms of compliance that would complement the embryonic system of state directed capitalism.

Recasting the relationship between work, the economy, and the state was, however, not simply a straightforward matter of substituting manipulative for authoritarian modes of social control. Erecting a new kind of rational-bureaucratic and administrative institution, charged with the responsibility of resocializing the experience of work, depended on the active collaboration of worker elites otherwise interested in shifting the balance of political power on the shopfloor away from the centers of managerial autocracy. Plans and programs, some quixotic, some not, proposing various forms of social “partnership” and “participation” entailed, to a more or less significant degree, the delegation of authority and the real sharing of power, albeit within the accepted groundrules of capitalist enterprise. But if “industrial democracy” thus at times implied more than a piece of tactical cleverness imposed from above, it also envisioned an internalized system of self-restraint and an indigenous structure of authority capable of commanding obedience to the precepts of productivity and efficiency.

The New Republic, a forum for social liberalism, was well aware that democracy was being subjected to “tests of unprecedented severity throughout the world,” and concluded that its future “depends . . . upon the capacity of employers and workers to harmonize democratic ideals of freedom with the voluntary self-discipline essential to efficient production.” The editors could happily report that “no group of men in America has a keener appreciation of this fact that the ACWA.”
Indeed, during its brief history the ACW had emerged as a social laboratory in which the organizational and political chemistry of “industrial democracy” was perfected. By the end of the war, this “new unionism” had managed to orchestrate an alliance between the informal traditions of “workers’ control” from below and the rational bureaucratic procedures of co-management from above. The union’s leadership expressly associated the practice of co-management and workers’ participation with the wartime fascination with workers’ control, suggesting that the innovative grievance procedures and apparatus of impartial arbitration pioneered by the ACW were, in part, designed to equip the rank and file to assume direction of the industry itself, perhaps in partnership with the state.7

ACW President, Sidney Hillman, along with other ideologues of social liberalism, viewed “industrial democracy” as a kind of political prophylaxis and therapeutic. He warned that if the nearsighted opposition to “industrial democracy” continued, the recent revolutionary turmoil in Russia would be repeated elsewhere. Initially pessimistic about the Bolshevik seizure of power, Hillman favored the “evolutionary road” opened up by the British Labour Party.8

However, as much as Hillman might have hoped to quarantine the union against the contagion of revolution, it was irrepressibly infectious. The overthrow of the Russian autocracy was welcomed with delirious enthusiasm by the heavily Jewish and socialist membership as well as by vocal clusters of Italian syndicalists and Slavic nationalists. A crescendo of stoppages, slowdowns, and other forms of shopfloor rebellion was sparked by the Bolshevik triumph.

At the union’s May 1920 convention, delegates wildly applauded socialist Charles Ervin’s fraternal greetings to the Soviet Revolution and called on the General Executive Board (GEB) to mobilize public opposition to the Western blockade of the Soviets, which it proceeded to do with enthusiasm throughout the civil war. In addition to its political support, the union provided a continuous stream of food, clothing, and medical supplies during the period of economic paralysis and famine that followed the war.9 Writing in the Liberator, Mike Gold, soon to join the American Communist Party, described this convention as a “soviet of the sweatshops,” and concluded that the union was “bringing in the social revolution in America as fast as it can be brought.”10

The union leadership, however, was not contemplating “social revolution,” and Hillman sometimes worried publicly about the more extravagant rhetoric of union cadre, especially as the Red Scare shifted the balance of power decisively against the surviving circles of social
reform. But in general, membership and leadership continued to speak the same language, albeit with diverging intentions. They shared, for example, an enthusiasm for the cooperative movement. This was perhaps the last time that the cooperative ideal presented itself as a serious historical alternative to the political economy of liberal, industrial capitalism. From the vantage point of the rank and file, notwithstanding some opposition from the left, the cooperative idea was an included feature of a broader urban populist antipathy to industrial capitalism. It had been part of the vocabulary of Jewish radicalism since the late nineteenth century, and cooperative undertakings, run by skilled craftsmen, had always found nourishment in the protean sea of small-scale enterprise characteristic of the garment industry. A traditional, if anticapitalist, ideology whose values, styles, and nostalgic tone remained disconnected from the new processes and institutions of modern industrial society found in the cooperative movement a congenial ally. 

From the standpoint of the union elite, cooperatives—whether in the realm of manufacturing, distribution, or finance—opened up another avenue along which to advance the material interests of the membership while pursuing the possibilities of collaborative economic management with enlightened businessmen, technocrats, and social reformers. Drawing on the union’s successful experience operating seven cooperative commissaries during the protracted New York lockout of 1920, Hillman began advocating the creation of large cooperative enterprises as a central feature of the “new unionism.” Impressed by the success of consumer cooperatives in Britain and Scandinavia, and at the same time sensitive to the messianic mood of the membership, Hillman presented the cooperative idea as a device for training workers to control production with the ultimate objective of assuming full responsibility for directing the social economy.

Together, then, the élan of postwar rebellion, the special sympathy for the Russian revolution, the still live hopes for class detente, and the specific tactical initiatives represented by the “new unionism” and the cooperative movement, constituted the historic environment in which the RAIC was born and matured.

Plans to undertake a joint manufacturing venture originated in a series of consultations between Hillman and the Bolshevik leadership, including several discussions with Lenin as well as Trotsky, Radek, Kamenev, and various trade union officials. The General Secretary of the International Council of Trade and Industrial Unions, Losovsky, had earlier sent a message congratulating the union on the settlement of the bitter New York lockout. The message invited the ACW to join
the new Red International of trade unions and suggested Hillman visit Russia.\footnote{13}

Hillman first conferred with Kamenev. The latter headed the All-Russian Committee for Relief and the two men discussed the immediate need for emergency aid. The ACW was already providing such help and Hillman pledged continued assistance.\footnote{14} More important, Hillman met with Lenin at the end of September when the ACW relief ship arrived and at the same time attended a session of the Supreme Soviet of Labor and Defense at which the NEP was debated. Hillman was impressed by the NEP’s commitment to planning, technological advance, efficiency, and above all its “realism.” Lenin and Radek explained that “war communism” was but an interlude, necessary to destroy the vestiges of feudalism and to consolidate the revolution. Lenin emphasized the NEP’s critical need for technical knowledge and skilled workers. At the same time, he argued that NEP did not contradict the fundamental purposes of the revolution: “We are willing to pay out to foreign capital hundreds of millions or even billions of dollars in order to get them to develop Russia economically for us. We are willing to pay for technical knowledge, technical skill, and for anything that will help us build up Russia.”\footnote{15}

Hillman returned to America a staunch defender of the Bolshevik revolution against the “small imperialistic clique” that sought to destroy it. He carried with him greetings from Lenin, “one of the few great men that the human race has produced, one of the greatest statesmen of our age and perhaps of all ages.”\footnote{16}

On his way to and from the Soviet Union, Hillman traveled throughout western Europe, which he described as a political and economic insane asylum on the verge of collapse. It was, he reported to the overflow audiences that came to hear about the heroic Bolsheviks, hopelessly corrupt and selfish, its population demoralized and without the most elementary democratic rights. By contrast, the Soviets represented the only truly stable regime in all of Europe and the Bolsheviks the only vehicle of political and social cohesion preventing the sort of political dismemberment that was then well under way in China. He especially admired the Bolsheviks’ practicality and flexibility, their concern for efficiency and respect for the “facts”—qualities frequently cited by others to characterize Hillman.\footnote{17}

Most of all, Hillman was pleased with the Bolsheviks’ new approach to economic reconstruction and reported the apparent widespread support for the NEP’s departure from the practices of “war communism.” He noted that the policies of “war communism,” including the suppression of the free market, rationing, and the centraliza-
tion of employment, had generated great discontent and proved un-workable. The NEP, on the other hand, provided economic incentives for all classes and thereby held out real hope for economic revival.  

Privately, Hillman mentioned to the GEB the possibility of entering into a partnership with the Russian government to operate its clothing industry. He told his colleagues the Russians had great confidence in the ACW, that they were in desperate need of capital as well as technical and managerial experience, and that they were prepared to make guarantees with respect to preferential access to raw materials, export licenses, and special banking relations. Hillman had spent part of his visit inspecting clothing factories in Moscow and Petrograd, and apparently it was he who first broached the idea of a cooperative manufacturing venture in his meetings with the Bolshevik leadership. Indeed, in an interview published in Izvestiia shortly before his departure Hillman remarked that the ACW was not only interested in the already established Soviet clothing industry: “Our aims are much higher; we will begin with this industry and then grant credits to the other trusts.”  

Back home, preparations for the formal creation of the RAIC coincided with the union’s initial venture into the business of labor banking, in which Hillman saw the “germs of a new cooperative commonwealth.” The RAIC too was designed as a cooperative enterprise. Under the guidance of American experts, Soviet clothing factories were to be reorganized along the most modern lines of technology and labor organization. The ACW had pioneered in these areas, often in active collaboration with the largest American clothing manufacturers as well as the leading exponents of the scientific management movement.  

Hillman unveiled the actual plan for the RAIC near the end of the 1922 convention. Hillman’s speech captured the delegates’ prevailing sense of revolutionary determination. He accused the Allies of “attempting to starve the Russians into submission to the rule of international financiers” and argued that disaster would result if “the masses were prevented from determining for themselves the course of economic reconstruction.” Cooperation with the Soviets was not a question of being “for Bolshevism or against Bolshevism, but of being for or against the slaughter of millions of people.” He expressed his confidence in the Bolshevik approach to labor organization and in the work ethic and “iron discipline” of the Russian proletariat. The latter, together with the great natural wealth of the Soviet Union, made it perhaps the most promising place to invest in all of Europe.  

Hillman concluded by outlining the concrete plans for the cor-
poration, emphasizing that Soviet assurances respecting preferential access to raw materials and government contracts made it a sound business as well as fraternal undertaking. In fact, Hillman was well aware that from the Soviet point of view as well, the venture was principally an industrial experiment, ideological promissory notes notwithstanding. Lenin and Hillman “did not discuss the revolution in the U.S. or even in Russia. We did not discuss any theories. . . . It is much more important to have a proper policy than a great deal of noise.” The union president told his GEB that “If Russia believed our tendency was to become a communist organization the real government would not make the arrangements with us.” He furthermore reassured GEB members worried about the riskiness of the investment that Lloyds of London felt confident enough about the arrangement to insure it.22

Once the convention voted its general approval, Hillman returned to Russia in the late summer of 1922 to negotiate specific contractual arrangements. The Corporation was to issue stock selling for $10 a share with the expectation of raising $1 million, although in the end subscriptions never amounted to more than $300,000. Arrangements were codified in three contracts: a general agreement with the Council of Labor and Defense authorizing the RAIC to do business in the Soviet Union and underwriting the RAIC’s contracts with other Soviet agencies; an agreement with the Vesenkha pledging a minimum annual dividend of 8 per cent and the return of the principal should either party choose to dissolve the venture after an initial three-year period; and a profit-sharing arrangement with the All-Russian Clothing Syndicate that included a provision for the reinvestment of all earnings over 10 per cent.23

The agreements established a Control Board composed of representatives of the RAIC and the Soviet government, with voting power proportional to the size of each party’s investment in the enterprise. In a formal sense, this meant the ratio of voting strength was 7 to 2 in favor of the Russian Clothing Syndicate. But because the Soviets were above all interested in securing the technical and administrative experience of the Americans, actual management was quickly turned over, in large measure, to ACW personnel. In fact, the ACW even supplied skilled workers and industrial engineers to plants functioning outside the Syndicate.24

The RAIC agreement established fifteen branches around the country that channeled capital equipment, managerial expertise, and skilled labor from RAIC to various clothing and textile plants.
Although the original negotiations covered plants in Moscow and Petrograd only, the final arrangements included factories in Kazan, Nizni, and smaller industrial centers, and established operational procedures quite similar to ones set up with other Western corporations, as for example between the Soviet government and General Electric.\(^{25}\)

RAIC plants were valued at between $2.5 and $5 million and were equipped to manufacture suits, coats, shirts, underwear, caps, gloves, and overcoats, as well as certain textile products. Hillman was sanguine about the RAIC’s commercial prospects, especially given the fact that it would not have to contend with the problems of seasonality that chronically disrupted the American industry. He anticipated an annual turnover of $40 million and was supported in his judgment by financial adviser Leo Wolman and legal advisers Max Lowenthal and Maxwell Brandwen, all of whom had come to work for the ACW on the recommendation of Felix Frankfurter.\(^{26}\)

The assistance of Lowenthal and Wolman was indicative of the broad support offered this newest innovation of the “new unionism” by those circles of progressive reformers with whom the ACW had established close working relations over the previous decade. The *New Republic* editorialized on behalf of the RAIC.\(^{27}\) Earl Dean Howard, labor manager for Hart Schaffner & Marx, who had collaborated with Hillman on installing the first impartial arbitration machinery after the great strike of 1910, accompanied Hillman on his second trip to Russia. Although the company maintained that Howard’s trip was for strictly personal reasons, he did meet with people associated with the RAIC, and it is reasonable to surmise they explored the contribution of the “new unionism” to efficient factory administration. George Soule of the *New Republic* went to work promoting the RAIC. And Felix Frankfurter, who had privately expressed to Hillman his support for the project, allowed Soule to publicize that fact. Indeed, before it was announced publicly, the plan for the RAIC was examined and approved by Frankfurter, Florence Kelley of the National Consumers’ League, Frank Walsh, who chaired the Industrial Commission of 1914, before which Hillman had testified, and Grace Abbott, Chief of the U.S. Children’s Bureau.\(^{28}\)

There were of course those who denounced the venture, among whom, not surprisingly, was Samuel Gompers, whose anxiety about the shadows of Bolshevism in the American labor movement was further aggravated by the outlaw status of the ACW in the eyes of the AFL. Much displeasure was also expressed from within the union by elements associated with the Jewish *Forward* and those circles of right-wing
Jewish socialism that had by this time become resolutely anti-Soviet, although it was delivered in voices muted by the overwhelming rank-and-file sentiment favoring aid to those who had overthrown the tzar.29

That the union weathered this opposition and the country's pervasive anti-Bolshevik mood suggests that its commitment was, however pragmatic, not merely expedient. If Hillman could befriend the Bolshevik experiment and communists do likewise for the ACW, it was also due to a more basic if temporary affinity between Bolshevik policy during the period of the NEP and that of the "new unionism." While Hillman had long since given up the revolutionary enthusiasm of his youth, his anomalous position outside the legitimate precincts of the American labor movement provided space within which to maneuver and experiment programmatically on behalf of the social aspirations of the "new unionism." Moreover, the grammatical substructure of the "new unionism" was, in certain essential respects, akin to the lingua franca of Bolshevism.

To begin with, the ACW elite was firmly implanted in those socialist traditions that affixed the tempo and timing of socialism to the inexorable rhythms of industrial and social development under capitalism. While continuing to declare itself at war with contemporary society, this "scientific" socialism increasingly shared a set of operating assumptions with currents of social liberalism that sought to meliorate the crisis of industrial society. Thus "history" and its "progress" were to be the ultimate arbiters of the class struggle. Sophisticated technologies, the concentration of capital, the rationalization of the labor process were as necessary to the socialist future as they were hallmarks of advanced capitalism. Collaborations with business and political reform elites were scripted prologues in an unfolding socialist or cooperative drama, epilogues to capitalism's denoument. As the ideology of "progress" came to be more comfortable with and in need of the perspicacious observations of Marxism, much of Marxist practice unambiguously expressed the premises of 'modernization.'30

As part of this general historical perspective, the ACW elite had during its formative years made its peace with Taylorism. Just as the liberal wing of the scientific management movement was committed, by the time of Taylor's death in 1915, to the perspective of achieving shopfloor discipline and efficiency by "consent," Hillman was prepared to embrace scientific management so long as greater efficiency was accompanied and accomplished by mechanisms of democratic—i.e., union—control.31

This accommodation with Taylorism, occurring a decade before most of the rest of the organized American labor movement made a
similar adjustment, need not be interpreted as an acquiescence in the inevitable. While in other industries and in other countries trade unions often had little choice if they were to survive the new rigors of domestic and international competition, in the case of the ACW the initiative lay as much with Hillman as it did with industrial engineers and businessmen. Indeed, this "democratic Taylorism" was often fiercely resisted by the mass of petty entrepreneurs whose tiny, technologically primitive, and commercially marginal shops continued to occupy much of the clothing industry.

As it turned out, the situation was broadly similar in the new Soviet state. Bolshevism of course did not share the more fatalistic predispositions that otherwise dominated the Second International, and it is furthermore true that before the revolution Lenin bitterly denounced Taylorism as the "scientific method of extortion of sweat." As early as 1916, however, Lenin had made extensive notes on Taylor's experiments in rationalizing work and in particular studied Gilbreth's motion studies, which he came to see as a means to enhance the technical transition from capitalism to socialism. Shortly after October the exigencies of the civil war and acute economic distress produced a fundamental shift in orientation converging on the politically sanitized approach to Taylorism already adopted by the ACW. Increasingly, Lenin chose to emphasize the virtues of centralized management, efficiency, and labor discipline, and the critical importance of productivity and the intensification of labor if the revolution were not to perish. "We must organize in Russia the study and teaching of the Taylor system and systematically try it out and adapt it to our purposes." Very much like Hillman, Lenin avoided becoming the prisoner of theoretical pronouncements made for other times and purposes.

It is therefore arguable in the Soviet case, given the drastic loss of skilled workers to the civil war and to the new state institutions and where industry had to be developed with some considerable speed just to reestablish exchange with the countryside (especially in industries like clothing and textiles), that efficiency methods imported from the West were vastly superior to anything then available in Russia. All discussions and struggles over the form and extent of "workers' power" could only ignore these historic constraints at their peril. The adoption of "democratic Taylorism," whether by the ACW or in the Soviet Union, would accelerate the disintegration of preindustrial craft and workers' control traditions and on occasion prompt serious resistance. Yet, however much their passing was mourned, such practices scarcely represented a realistic organizational and political strategy either in the United States or in the Soviet Union. Indeed, at least
during the early period of the NEP, as compared with subsequent developments, importing a version of the ACW's union-supervised Taylorism may have democratized production practices more than might otherwise have been the case.

In any event, Taylorism in Russia was thus reassessed, and its "scientific" discoveries, including the "analysis of mechanical motion during the work process . . . the elimination of superfluous and awkward motion . . . [and] the introduction of the best systems of auditibility and control," were systematically applied to the reconstruction of the Russian economy, subject to the harmonizing influence of Soviet direction. Both Lenin and Trotsky were, moreover, prepared to over-ride the objections of the trade unions, the factory committees, and "left communists" especially opposed to the piece-work norms associated with Taylorism. By April 1918, the Central Council of Trade Unions had assumed some of the responsibility for this drastic change in labor policy, so that beginning with the period of war communism, production norms and piecework became standard features of Soviet industrial organization. The Bolshevik elite came to view such innovations as the only way to establish modern labor discipline among a proletariat still attached to the more traditional rhythms and "incentives" of peasant life. So too had the ACW elite found it necessary to disrupt the preindustrial structures of behavior and belief characteristic of its Jewish, south Italian, and Slavic membership.32

Bolshevik commitment to scientific management continued into the period of the NEP, especially since two-thirds of new Soviet industry was built with the aid and guidance of American engineers and businessmen familiar with its methods. A new technical elite began to share political and administrative power in the factories with less technically expert "Red Directors." Under the guidance of the Russian "bard of Taylorism," Alexei Gastev, scientific management became a kind of messianism of the machine. Gastev founded the Central Institute of Labor, whose researches into the reorganization of work were expressly aimed at creating a culture of work that would include a "severity, a postponement of immediate satisfaction which may be called conditioning for work" and that would create a "Soviet Americanism." The Institute operated under the auspices of the All-Russian Central Council of Trade Unions (and at the same time was responsible to the Gosplan), so that Russian trade unions, despite some internal opposition, found themselves shouldering the responsibility for instilling the new labor discipline—a role already familiar to the ACW.33

It is true that under the NEP, as part of its general policy of loosening statist controls of the economy, the state functions of the
trade unions were reduced. However, while the latitude for collective bargaining as a legitimate trade union function had thus been extended, this did not mean any lessening of trade union responsibility for maintaining order on the shopfloor or increasing productivity. The labor code of 1922 called for a guaranteed minimum wage in return for a guarantee with respect to output, with quotas to be fixed jointly by factory management and trade union representatives. The latter procedure closely resembled the prevailing arrangements for determining "production standards" in those portions of the men's clothing industry supervised by the ACW.

As the NEP developed, the trade union bureaucracy more and more became the mediating agency between the state and factory administration on the one side and the shopfloor on the other. Because light industry recovered most quickly under the NEP, collective bargaining concessions in that sector, in particular wage rates, were considerable. This was the case in the trade unions in the clothing and textile industries in the Soviet Union. However, although strikes were permissible, they were to be avoided, in favor of conciliation and impartial arbitration, as was also the case in the U.S. Conciliation courts and "comradely disciplinary courts," composed of representatives of the factory administration and the trade union, were established to adjudicate shopfloor grievances and handle violations of work rules, including lateness, absenteeism, rudeness and failure to meet group and individual production quotas. Both the kinds of grievances and violations and the methods of resolving them resembled the work of grievance boards and boards of impartial arbitration inaugurated by the ACW.34

The Bolshevik elite was also coming to terms with the marketplace. NEP was designed in part to promote cooperative enterprise, especially in the realm of trade. Lenin envisioned, at least as an interim arrangement, a "cooperative capitalism," distinct from private commercial institutions and at the same time a species of state capitalism under Soviet control. Industrial cooperatives were encouraged, granted some autonomy from direct state regulation, and provided with credits. Moreover, because the NEP was conceived in part to repair the complete breakdown of exchange between town and country, it particularly emphasized the consumer goods sector of industry. The most viable enterprises in specific industries were assembled together in trusts and operated according to commercial principles, which included a rigorous rationalization of the production process. Trusts were not governmental but economic units operating on the basis of contractual arrangements with the state, although their man-
agements were appointed by the Vesenkha. The largest such organization was the textile trust employing 54,000. In general, the NEP enjoyed its greatest successes in light industry.35

Economic paralysis also caused the Bolsheviks to look to the West for fresh infusions of capital. By 1921, the first experiments with “mixed companies,” formed jointly by foreign capital and agencies of the Soviet state, had begun to supply the vital capital equipment and technical help necessary to develop Russian resources as well as produce items for mass consumption.36

The formation of cooperative trusts and “mixed companies” was accompanied by the return of U.S. emigrees who reportedly organized “American Departments” that used the “last work in efficiency methods” in order to create “a genuinely American attitude to work.” Thus, for example, a group of thirty-six American tailors joined the Moscow Tailoring Combine, originally established during the revolution by a returned Baltimore garment worker, Borgrachov. Pravda noted that they “have raised its work to such a level of efficiency that the Combine has become a model establishment . . . there are now six cutters to 150 machines, where as formerly there were 50 cutters when hand machines were used.” After the RAIC was established, the ACW supplied this experimental factory, which included its own cooperative stores, with an experienced manager from a unionized plant in Rochester. Another group of 120 U.S. deportees, armed with 200 sewing machines, took over an old clothing factory and established the Third International Clothing Works. 37

NEP thus encouraged the institutional and economic environment in which an industrial experiment like the RAIC could flourish. And the RAIC, in turn, crystallized a perspective on policy amenable to both Bolshevik and ACW elites. That perspective included the elaboration of a system of rational and formally democratic labor relations and the invention of machinery for the co-management of the industry in the interests of planned production and consumption. The union leadership was as receptive to strategies for rationalizing an underdeveloped clothing industry as the Bolsheviks were attracted by Western administrative and technical practices that promised to modernize an underdeveloped country. In a sense, the Bolshevik RAIC and the ACW’s “new unionism” were each other’s mirror image: the RAIC as the embryo of what Hillman characterized as “state” and “cooperative” capitalism germinating within the womb of war communism; and the “new unionism” as the kernel of state capitalism concealed within the husk of free enterprise.38
Moreover, the actual operating experience of the RAIC further confirmed this historic convergence. As it turned out, even more valuable than the modern machinery transported to the Soviet Union was the accumulated expertise in industrial engineering, technological innovation, and personnel relations that Hillman had pledged to make available. Skilled cutters from the most advanced factories in Rochester, Chicago, Baltimore, and Philadelphia were sent to Russia to provide technical advice and training. They reported to scientific management expert Otto Beyer that in every essential respect the revitalized Societ clothing factories resembled modern, unionized plants in the United States. Not only was the machinery up-to-date but so was the system of resolving shopfloor grievances through arbitration. Workers’ representatives participated in the fixing of rates and poured over books by Taylor and Gantt on industrial efficiency.

Garment manufacturer Abraham Cohen also visited the Russian clothing syndicate and observed that most of the critical skilled positions were manned by Americans from companies like Hart Schaffner & Marx, Sonneborn & Co., and Snellenburg & Co., which had pioneered, in collaboration with the ACW, the introduction of scientific management reforms in the men’s clothing industry. Cohen noted that piece work and the eight-hour day were the rule in all RAIC factories.

Paralleling Hillman’s ideal scenario for the American clothing industry, RAIC plants were supervised by joint union-management councils that cooperated in fixing “scientific” standards of production and rates of pay. Ultimate authority, however, resided in the Vesenkha, a scheme of which Hillman approved—since he acknowledged that trade unions by themselves were too parochial and stubborn to take into account industrywide and general economic needs. At the same time, Hillman was pleased to report that strikes were not uncommon, as he considered them a positive sign of “democratic vitality.”

The latter issue concerning the extent of trade union autonomy and freedom of action continued to interest Hillman throughout the life of the RAIC. At the end of 1925, when the RAIC was coming to an end, he was still sanguine about the prospects. He reassured the GEB that “fundamentally . . . there is trade union control. Nothing can be done without the support of the trade unions. In five years there will be a live trade union with responsibility for production. It is to be expected that cooperative and government control will remain.”

Whether or not Hillman was whistling in the dark in this case, his concern about the position and power of Soviet trade unions serves as a cautionary note about exaggerating the degree and significance of the
resemblances between NEP and the "new unionism." By 1924, Soviet trade unions had become in many essential respects the creatures of state and party labor policy. That is to say, their very conditions of existence and their role in the political economy were both more fundamental and at the same time far less independent than those of the ACW or, for that matter, the labor movement at large in the United States. While Hillman had every reason to underestimate if not ignore the inherent tension between workers' control and scientific management, it is also true that the unique relationship between party and trade union in the Soviet Union was only just then emerging, and it would take some time to make clear the special consequences of party domination. Nevertheless, the similarities are illuminating and perhaps none more so than the historic resistance encountered by both the RAIC and the ACW as they attempted to introduce rationalized methods of industrial management and labor relations.43

Skilled American workers, on loan to the RAIC and charged with importing a modern sense of industrial work discipline, reported that the Soviets had to overcome the same artisan and preindustrial traditions of work confronting proponents of "industrial democracy" in America. Given that the population of factory-employed, male clothing workers in Petrograd, for example, had been decimated (perhaps by as much as 90 percent) by the revolution and civil war, it is not surprising that the re-manning of the industry necessarily called upon a reserve of village workers still enmeshed in the prewar craft traditions of custom tailoring.44

The "new unionism" confronted a similar milieu, composed mainly of skilled work groups accustomed to regulating the pace and quantity of production informally and semiautomously. Still surviving precariously in tiny shops and under factory roofs, but mortally threatened by a degrading standardization of tasks, these artisan-syndicalist groupings sought to preserve their independence and skills and an older law of shopfloor discipline. However, the practices and procedures initiated by "industrial democracy" threatened the integrity of artisan democracy. They depended on the workers' willingness to accept new work rules, technical innovations, standards of performance, disciplinary procedures, and new codes of shopfloor behavior that were designed first of all to maximize efficiency, regardless of whether or not that disrupted the internal hierarchies and moral codes of artisanal solidarity. Above all, the "new unionism" called upon work groups to relinquish their customary "right" to strike whenever they felt justice or self-interest demanded they exercise it.45
Shopfloor militance on behalf of traditional rights to regulate the pace of production, to control the level of expected output, to police the introduction of new machinery, and so on was not in itself irretrievably inimical to management and union objectives. In fact, the creation of the ACW helped to reinforce and formalize many such prerogatives. However, the behavioral and even characterological change sought by “industrial democracy” demanded that such popular sentiments be rechanneled, transformed, and encoded in a new rhetoric of workers’ demands and perceptions emphasizing economic self-interest, contractual obligation, and industrial equity.\(^{46}\)

This struggle, in large measure a protracted process of linguistic socialization, was inevitably fought out in the political arena as well. In Russia, the left “Workers Opposition” carried on the workers’ control movement, many of whose leading militants dispersed after 1917 into the new institutions of the state and economy. It tried to protect both the trade unions and the revolutionary factory committees against encroachment by the state and party. Although the early revolutionary decrees on workers’ control had, at least formally, left the proprietary position of managements largely untouched, in practice it was not at all uncommon for workers to assume operational control of local factories, even in defiance of directions from the central organs of the Soviet economy. The NEP, however, accelerated the elimination of the last vestiges of workers’ control, while simultaneously augmenting the authority of factory managements. This process paralleled the struggle within the more circumscribed circles of the technical intelligentsia over the issue of Taylorism. For a technical elite committed to a policy of rapid industrial modernization, the aversion to industrial discipline and the persistence of seasonal and rural work habits and religious inhibitions among Russia’s newly proletarianized peasantry was an intolerable obstacle to the application of time-and-motion studies, incentive pay systems, and other methods of labor intensification. While the “Workers’ Opposition,” elements of the trade union movement, and even a minority of technocrats denounced the pampering of the specialists, the political victory of the latter was ensured first of all by Lenin and later by Stalin.\(^{47}\)

The political struggle in the Soviet Union was of course more complex and extended across a broader range of issues than is indicated here. Nevertheless, it does suggest the nature of the tension between the modernizing elite directing the RAIC and at least some of its workers recruited from the towns and villages of the Russian countryside. Syndicalist currents particularly were opposed by the Bolshe-
vik majority as profoundly conservative. While this was not an entirely implausible judgment, and one to be expected from a vanguard whose announced purpose was to bring Russian society forward into the twentieth century, it also functioned as a rationalization for making alternative methods of industrialization ideologically and socially illegitimate. It is in any event apparent that a party ostensibly committed to a specific kind of modernizing project still contained within its ranks a cadre with a historically divergent view of the future.

Hillman fully agreed that the syndicalist animus was essentially nostalgic and conservative. Interestingly enough, so did the leadership of the newly formed American Communist Party. Moreover, the American party's position was not simply a knee-jerk reaction to impulses from abroad but grew out of the experience of a sizeable fraction of the leadership during the previous decade of socialist politics. It is not surprising therefore, that alongside the Bolshevik faction fight there developed an internal political struggle in the ACW that joined together the RAIC and the question of Taylorism and created a temporary alliance between the union elite and the American equivalent of the Bolshevik inner circle. The latter, like the Russian Bolsheviks, found itself at odds with its own rank and file.48

During the same conventions of 1920 and 1922, when fraternal sympathies and more practical gestures toward the Russian Revolution were exhibited freely, the union leadership faced the most concerted resistance to its policy of cooperation with scientific management. While the forms of factional opposition were diverse, eventually the Socialist Party cadre in the union directed this struggle against Taylorist "production standards" and combined it with an attack on the close working relationship established between the Hillman group and the Communist Party's trade union organization, the Trade Union Educational League (TUEL).49

It is true that until the middle of 1924 an alliance between the ACW leadership and the TUEL cadre within the union delivered tactical advantages to both sides. Not only did Hillman provide political and material support for the Bolshevik revolution, he also extended the union's administrative protection to the TUEL caucus then under attack by the Socialist Party right. In return, the party leadership assisted in the introduction of "production standards" by disciplining those segments of its own shopfloor membership that were otherwise inclined to oppose the further rationalization of the industry.

Just as the Bolshevik and ACW cadres in Russia found themselves at odds with surviving artisan practices and attitudes, so too the leadership of the American Communist Party stood outside the social and
cultural universe of its own constituency. While party propagandists argued that “production standards” were not a concession to antilabor Taylorism, TUEL members on the shopfloor considered it a kind of counterfeit piece work and a return to an “old slavery.” The American party, together with Hillman, made deliberate and successful use of the RAIC to morally embarrass these TUEL cadre into muting their instinctive hatred of “production standards” at a decisive moment in the union’s internal life. Thus, while the issues and alignments were by no means identical, there emerged a substantial similarity in the political dynamics set in motion by the RAIC and the “new unionism.”

For all intents and purposes, the RAIC experiment was over by the end of 1925, as was the union’s alliance with the American Communist Party. Hillman remained optimistic about the prospects of doing business in the Soviet Union. During his last trip to Russia in 1925, the Bolsheviks offered new investment opportunities despite their intentions to liquidate the RAIC. Hillman wrote from Moscow that despite the fact he was not any longer “persona grata politically [sic],” business relations were excellent, notwithstanding the death of Lenin, “without whom I could not have gotten anything done on my last two visits.” In fact, as late as 1928, ACW banks—which during the life of the RAIC had been used to transmit dollars to the Soviet Union for the purchase of raw materials and machinery for the clothing trust—were involved with the Chase Manhattan Bank and the Bank of Italy in an effort to float a Soviet bond issue in the United States. The State Department ultimately thwarted the attempt.

However, Hillman did lose all interest in collaborating with communists in the United States once the American party broke with the LaFollette presidential campaign, which Hillman had helped to organize. As a social and industrial experiment, the RAIC hardly lasted long enough to prove much about the future of “cooperative” or “state” capitalism. The Russians, who were in any event about to revamp the administrative and political structure of all the industrial syndicates, eventually returned the original investment as promised and the agreement was terminated amicably. Indeed, so long as the business relationship with Hillman lasted (through most of 1925), the Bolsheviks assiduously avoided discussing with the ACW president the nasty details of Hillman’s falling out with the American party—much to the displeasure of the U.S. communist leadership.

Thus the RAIC was decidedly not the victim of an otherwise extraneous political struggle, and on the part of the ACW its dissolution may have had more to do with the depletion of the union’s treasury by the protracted International Tailoring strike of 1925. An
ephemeral episode, the RAIC was significant, however, insofar as it reflected more fundamental processes reshaping the world of work, politics, and labor organization in the decade before the Great Depression.52
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Fashions in history sometimes seem as fashionable as those in dress. In the 1950s and early 1960s the Progressive era was an exciting intellectual frontier for scholars, and was still largely interpreted as the "age of reform." More recently, however, a growing number of historians have perceived Progressive reforms as the limited triumphs of a group of emerging professionals and bureaucrats who were seeking to rationalize and stabilize a turbulent society. For such scholars, Frederick Winslow Taylor and John B. Watson serve as the chief surrogates for the age. In a somewhat similar, if partially divergent, interpretive vein, the "new left" historians of the late 1960s and 1970s portrayed the Progressive era as the moment when "monopoly capital" (to use the term that they were usually loath to apply) used the national state to solidify its dominance in the marketplace. For them, corporatism emerges as the central reform motif, and George W. Perkins (J. P. Morgan's "right-hand man"), Ralph Easley (secretary of the National Civic Federation), and ultimately the National Industrial Conference Board appear as the era's "brain trusts." In all these interpretations, however, labor-capital conflict at best lurks in the background.1

To slight the centrality of labor-capital conflict in Progressive America and the role of the labor movement in the era's history seems
to me a mistake. We would do better to recall the contemporary judgment of an ardent Wilsonian, Ray Stannard Baker, who in a series of magazine articles published in 1904-1905 described labor-capital relations as the central national political issue of his time. For of all the questions that embroiled politics in the early twentieth century, the labor question was the most sensitive and divisive and the least amenable to compromise. Indeed, the issue was so contentious that most politicians preferred to evade it. Nevertheless, as Bruno Ramirez has observed, the battle between labor and capital, workers and employers, dominated the hidden agenda of progressivism. At no time was this more true than during the presidency of Woodrow Wilson, the subject of this essay.

Many aspects of the political struggle among trade unionists, employers, and Democrats in the Wilson years presaged comparable events during the turbulent 1930s. Let me try to explain briefly why this was so. First, the labor movement challenged fundamental American traditions from two directions. Radicalism, whether of socialist or syndicalist variety, was a vital presence among organized workers during the Progressive years. Either form of working-class radicalism threatened the established order. Yet, however threatening labor radicals may have been, they represented only a minority of organized workers. But it is a grave mistake to see the nonradical majority as domesticated citizens in an emerging corporate-liberal system. If Samuel Gompers, John Mitchell, and the workers they represented rhetorically defended private property and free enterprise, their actual practices conflicted with established principles of property rights and circumscribed entrepreneurial freedoms. As David Brody has written, "... power and interest can be issues of deadly conflict even in a system in which men agree on the fundamentals." American business never willingly conceded any of its prerogatives to workers and unions.

Second, in the early twentieth century organized labor for the first time in American history represented a durable mass movement. Between 1897 and 1903 the unions affiliated with the American Federation of Labor (AFL) grew more than sixfold, from 400,000 members to almost 3 million, as also did many independent unions. An aggressive employer counterattack as well as the business contraction of 1907-1909 thwarted the advance of unionism but failed, unlike similar conjunctures in the nineteenth century, to paralyze it. Then, in the years 1910-13, unions grew again and succeeded in organizing workers hitherto thought unorganizable, setting the foundation for
the remarkable growth in membership during World War I. This increase was linked directly to a rising intensity in industrial warfare.4

Third, what was happening in the United States must be understood in the context of the entire Atlantic economy, if not the globe. Similar forces and events were sweeping Italy, France, Germany, the Lowlands, Britain, Scandinavia, and even eastern Europe and Russia. This was indeed the age of the mass strike. It was also the golden age of working-class internationalism and its institution, the Second International. The rise of the European working classes and the waxing power of socialist parties did not pass unnoticed in the United States.5

Fourth, American unions and workers became more active in national politics than ever before. As unions grew in size and industrial conflicts spread over a larger arena, federal policies and actions often proved decisive to the success or failure of the labor cause. John Mitchell, one of the nation's more moderate labor leaders, put the case well when he wrote in 1903: "The trade union movement in this country can make progress only by identifying itself with the state."6 In fact, his union, the United Mine Workers (UMWA) had just benefited from the actions of Theodore Roosevelt.

But it was not until the presidency of Woodrow Wilson that the labor question became a persistent, inescapable national issue. Wilson's predecessors, Roosevelt and Taft, occasionally grappled with the problem of labor. Yet their administrations lacked well-defined labor policies, built and maintained no regular, systematic relationship with the labor movement, and, in the case of Taft especially, opposed labor's primary political goal: relief from legal injunctions and exemption from the Sherman Act. All this changed with Wilson's election. From 1913 through 1920, labor had direct access to the White House and the cabinet, achieved its most desired legislative goals, and gained a share, however small, in national political power.

Before analyzing Wilsonian labor policy in detail, we should consider briefly what might be defined as its general dynamics. It is essential to keep in mind that at no point between 1913 and 1920 was there a clear, consistent federal policy toward workers and trade unions. The structural separation of power at times resulted in conflicting policies adopted by the executive, legislative, and judicial branches of government. Even within the executive branch, bureaucratic competition proved the rule, as different cabinet officers and their departments contended for supremacy—especially during World War I. Despite the confusion and conflicts among Democrats in Washington over policy, however, by the midpoint of the Wilson presidency a firm
political alliance had been built between the AFL, most of its affiliated unions, and the Democratic party. Wilsonian labor policy divided into three quite distinct stages. The first ran from the creation of the Department of Labor through the publication of the Final Report of the United States Commission on Industrial Relations. It included the enactment of several laws dear to the hearts of labor lobbyists. The second stage occurred during the World War I years when the government provided organized labor with opportunities for growth hitherto unimaginable to most labor leaders. In the last stage, the federal government retreated from its advanced position on the labor-capital front and policymakers diluted their previous solicitude for independent trade unionism.

The political alliance between labor and the Democrats did not emerge suddenly with the election of Woodrow Wilson. Despite conventional notions concerning the AFL's apolitical traditions, the Federation had in fact originated to defend and advance labor's political interests. That was why when unions expanded so rapidly between 1897 and 1903 the AFL moved its headquarters from Indianapolis, a center of trade unionism, to Washington, the locus of national politics. The issue for such labor leaders as Gompers and the chiefs of the independent railroad brotherhoods was never whether or not labor should be active politically. Rather, it was to find a mode of political action that would produce the fewest divisions among the rank and file. Labor leaders had to maintain loyalty and solidarity among a membership split three ways: the Federation comprised traditional Republicans and Democrats plus a growing number of independents and socialists. It is difficult to estimate in what proportions organized workers split among the three, but it would seem that the great majority of workers (70 to 80 percent) preferred either Democratic or some form of independent labor/socialist politics and that the remainder, mostly American-born Protestant workers whose allegiances derived from a political culture formed during the Civil War and Reconstruction, leaned toward Republicanism.7

Whatever the political inclinations of the rank and file, leaders realized that federal policies and actions vitally affected the security of trade unions. Railroad union leaders had learned that lesson by 1900 after almost three decades of industrial warfare punctuated by federal intervention.8 As the economy continued to nationalize, many unions found their actions coming under federal scrutiny. The boycott, the secondary strike, and the sympathetic strike—essential weapons in labor's arsenal—were all at one time or another declared illegal by federal courts. Sections of the Sherman Antitrust Act, the Interstate
Commerce Act, and federal proscription of common law conspiracies in restraint of trade combined to imperil the future of trade unionism. A comparable situation in Britain had pushed workers and their unions toward more independent forms of political action and ultimately to the founding of the Labour Party. American union leaders were aware of British developments and were made more so by pressure from their followers. Not only was socialism making substantial inroads among workers, especially in such core unions as the mine workers, the machinists, and the brewery workers, but city centrals and state federations of labor were also flooding headquarters with petitions and letters demanding the creation of an American labor party and often citing the British example.

In response, Gompers and his associates devised a political strategy that would mollify their followers while causing the least political dissension. First, AFL officials in 1906 drew up Labor's Bill of Grievances and presented it to leaders of both parties in Congress for action. They then established a Labor Representation Committee (patterned after the British model) to seek the election of trade unionists and union sympathizers to congress. They even targeted specific members of the House, all Republicans, for defeat. Finally, Gompers went to the 1908 conventions of both major parties demanding that they incorporate labor's primary goals into their platforms.

The AFL's political assertiveness served primarily to forge an alliance between labor and the Democrats. In Congress, Democrats responded more sympathetically to the Bill of Grievances. The trade unionists elected to the House were mostly Democrats (of fifteen elected in 1910, thirteen were Democrats). And in 1908, the Democratic party agreed to incorporate the AFL's demands into its platform. As a consequence, Gompers and other labor leaders cooperated with the Democratic National Committee in campaigning for Bryan. For their part, the Democrats had good reason to seek union support. As a minority party nationally, they needed allies wherever they could be found. Moreover, as a party whose strength was concentrated in the South and West, Democrats shared labor's antagonism to big capital. Thus political calculation and sentiment increasingly bound Democrats and labor together.

Ironically, however, the emergence of Woodrow Wilson as a national political figure at first threatened the Democratic-labor alliance. Though Southern-born, Wilson was "discovered" and promoted politically by what remained of the old northern Democratic financial community, the "gold bugs." Wilson brought to Democratic politics a distaste for organized labor and the principles it personified.
A "Credo" written by the future president in 1907 defended the absolute right to freedom of contract from its union critics, whom he defined as men "who have neither the ideas nor the sentiments needed for the maintenance or the enjoyment of liberty." Only two years later he declared to an antilabor banquet audience, "I am a fierce partizan [sic] of the Open Shop and of everything that makes for industrial liberty." Not surprisingly then, when Wilson ran for governor of New Jersey in 1910, the state's labor movement united against him. To quiet the voices of his trade union critics, Wilson in 1910 changed his line. "I have always been the warm friend of organized labor," he assured trade unionists, and he defended their right to organize independent unions.13

Still, at the 1912 Democratic convention, labor held firm in the anti-Wilson camp, much preferring the candidacy of Missouri's Champ Clark. Once the nomination was his, though, Wilson had little choice but to further his rapprochement with labor. Nor did Gompers have much choice other than to accept Wilson's overtures, unless he preferred to see the labor vote move more swiftly toward Debs and the socialists or Roosevelt and the Progressives. For in 1912, the Democratic party once again incorporated the AFL's primary demands into its platform. Although in his 1925 autobiography, Gompers asserted that he played no active role in the 1912 election and the public record in fact shows only circumspect labor support for Wilson and the Democrats, the AFL national office served as a clearing house for Democratic National Committee efforts to woo the labor vote. The Party Chairman contacted Gompers about sending AFL organizers to different parts of the country on behalf of the Wilson campaign. John L. Lewis, for example, campaigned for the Democrats in New Mexico and Arizona.14

AFL assistance surely did not harm Wilson's prospects. Although it is impossible to apportion a labor vote among the parties and candidates, circumstantial evidence suggests that union endorsements brought Wilson a good many votes. He owed his victory primarily, of course, to the split within the Republican party; but the election returns proved how vital labor would be for future Democratic successes. The Taft Republicans, the only party among the four major ones contesting the election that offered nothing to workers and unions, received less than 25 percent of the popular vote. Wilson could interpret the results as well as anyone. It was not only the influence of Louis Brandeis that encouraged Wilson to show more sympathy for organized labor. What Brandeis did perhaps was to accelerate the speed at which Wilson was already moving owing to political realities and elec-
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In any event, after his election the new president worked to solidify the Democratic-labor alliance.

Unlike any previous chief executive, Wilson opened his administration wide to the leaders of trade unionism. Cabinet officials, especially the Secretary of Labor, conferred regularly with the AFL executive council. Gompers and other labor leaders corresponded often and at length with the President, who made them feel their counsel was sought. Wilson made sure to appear personally at the July 4, 1916, dedication of the new AFL headquarters building and to say the proper ceremonious words. He also sought the AFL's advice of pending judicial appointments, up to and including the Supreme Court, a matter of no small importance to organized labor. Finally, a year after his reelection, in November 1917, Wilson became the first president to address an annual convention of the AFL. Surely, American labor now had a friend in the White House.

Organized labor reciprocated Wilson's attentions. At no time was this clearer than in the election of 1916. The reunification of the Republican party boded ill for Democratic chances that year. Thus Gompers called out the troops for Wilson and himself campaigned publicly for the Democrats. Such unions as the United Mine Workers (UMW) and the International Association of Machinists, which had leaned toward socialism before 1916, now fell in line behind Wilson. The railroad brotherhoods, special beneficiaries of Wilsonian largesse, were perfervid in their support for the President. In the western states, which were to prove so decisive in Wilson's reelection, labor united behind the President, and its votes were probably critical to his victory. By November 1916, organized labor had become a core constituency of the Democratic party.

That connection, however, was built on more than symbolism. The Department of Labor, which was established as a cabinet-level agency in Wilson's first term, advocated trade unionism's case within the administration. The Secretary, William B. Wilson, an ex-UMWA officer and former Democratic congressman from Pennsylvania, considered himself and acted as a partisan of trade unionism. As he wrote to Gompers after eight years of service as secretary, the most important of the Labor Department's many duties was "... to have someone as its directing head who can carry the viewpoint of labor into the councils of the President." That was a task to which Wilson dedicated himself. As he told the 1914 AFL convention, "If securing justice to those who earn their bread in the sweat of their faces constitutes partisanship, then count me as a partisan of labor." A year earlier he had informed the
same audience, much to the consternation of many conservatives, that absolute rights in private property did not exist. Society, he explained, has a perfect right to modify such rights “... whenever in its judgment it deems it for the welfare of society to do it.”

In staffing the new department, Wilson acted on these principles. Whenever possible, he chose officials sympathetic to labor or drawn directly from trade unions. The newly established federal conciliation service selected many of its mediators from the UMWA. In their capacity as mediators/conciliators, these Labor Department agents not only sought to eliminate the sources of industrial conflict; they also promoted the recognition of AFL and other unions.

Equally positive in its effects on the development of organized labor was the field work, public hearings, and final report of the United States Commission on Industrial Relations (CIR). Originally conceived in the waning days of the Taft administration as a federal response to labor-capital violence, the CIR functioned as an advocate for the poor, the oppressed, and the unorganized. That was primarily because of the person Wilson chose as chair, Frank P. Walsh, a Kansas City attorney and left-wing Democrat. Otherwise balanced among representatives of enlightened capital, responsible labor (the AFL and the railroad brotherhoods), and the public at large, the Commission was driven to the left by Walsh and his lieutenant, Basil Manly.

For more than two years, the CIR conducted public hearings across the nation at which witnesses from management, labor, and the community testified about industrial violence, labor relations, and exploitation. Almost invariably, the public hearings, whether concerned with the 1913 Paterson silk strike, labor policy in the Chicago packinghouses, or the shopmen's strike on the Illinois Central Line, offered unions a friendly forum in which to state their case. In dealing with capitalists, however, Walsh played the prosecutor. He pilloried John D. Rockefeller, Jr., and held him personally responsible for the company policies that had resulted in the infamous Ludlow, Colorado, massacre. While castigating capital, Walsh publicly and more so privately extended a comradely hand to radicals—not only such “respectable” socialists as Morris Hillquit but also such notorious Wobblies as Vincent St. John and William D. Haywood. While the CIR held its public hearings, scores of field investigators filed unpublished reports. These, too, generally made the case for organized labor. Equally important, these unsung investigators later played prominent roles in implementing World War I and New Deal labor policies.

Walsh's radicalism ensured that the CIR would divide internally when the time came to issue a final report and recommendations,
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which was precisely what happened. The Commission split three ways. The representatives of capital essentially leaned to a middle way. They condemned equally irresponsible capital and radical labor, calling upon enlightened businessmen and responsible trade unionists to bargain reasonably. They also defended the open-shop principle and drew no distinction between independent and company unions. The public representatives, John R. Commons and Mrs. J. Borden Harriman, stood midway between the representatives of capital and the Walsh majority. More sympathetic to independent trade unions than the employers on the Commission, Commons and Harriman found the majority too condemnatory of business, too soft on labor radicals, and too favorably inclined to positive state action. They preferred to have “experts” chair impartial joint labor-management boards that would bring law and order to the anarchy of industrial relations. If “corporate liberalism” existed anywhere in Wilsonian America, it was among such people, whose recommendations were rejected by both capital and labor. The majority report, by contrast, prepared by Manly and signed by Walsh and the three labor commissioners, was perhaps the most radical document ever released by a federal commission. It blamed industrial violence and exploitation on the gross maldistribution of wealth and income, the ubiquity of unemployment, and corporate denial of workers’ human rights, especially the right to organize unions of their own choosing. “Relief from these grave evils cannot be secured by petty reforms,” declared the majority. “The action must be drastic.” Among the drastic reforms proposed were federal laws and agencies to protect the rights of workers to organize and bargain collectively. Independent unionism was to be made a central objective of federal policy, as was a panoply of measures aimed at securing working people against unemployment, illness, and indigent old age. As Walsh himself wrote to a UMWA leader after the CIR submitted its final report, it was “more radical than any report upon industrial subjects every made by any government agency.”

Trade unionists and radicals were much impressed. A railroad brotherhood journal proclaimed that the Report “will go down in history as the greatest contribution to labor literature of our time.” The socialist Appeal to Reason described it as peeling the hide off capitalism, and the Christian Socialist compared it to the Declaration of Independence and the Emancipation Proclamation. Finally, the Masses saw it as “... the beginning of an indigenous American revolutionary movement.” Indeed so, for the Walsh-Manly recommendations of July 1915 incorporated a labor program that encompassed every reform of the New Deal and others that have never been enacted. In fact,
the combination of a split Commission and a radical majority report ensured that nothing substantive would come immediately from the CIR's work. But less than three years later Frank Walsh would serve as co-chair of the National War Labor Board (NWLB), a position from which he sought to implement many of his 1915 proposals.

Strangely enough for an administration that otherwise did so much for organized labor, the Wilsonians stocked the barest of legislative cupboards. On no issue was this truer than on the one closest to the heart of labor, relief from legal injunctions and antitrust legislation. Rather than describe in detail the complicated legislative politics and history of the Clayton Act controversy and its labor clauses, let me simply conclude that on the issue of injunctive relief, Wilson refused to defer to labor's requests or even to compromise. In his view, any statute that exempted labor from judicial review was a form of class legislation alien to the American way. Nevertheless, for exigent political reasons, Wilson did in the summer of 1916 endorse an effort to abolish child labor through federal legislation (the Keating-Owens Act) and recommended passage of the Adamson Act to award operating railroad workers the basic eight-hour day at their previous ten-hour wage. This legislation proved an essential element in Wilson's 1916 political strategy and his electoral coalition.

What had been mostly tendencies or halfway measures toward a new labor policy became a reality during World War I. One part of that reality, the AFL's cooperation in Wilsonian diplomacy, has been described and analyzed by Ronald Radosh and Frank L. Grubbs, Jr. The other and far more important part—domestic labor policy—has received no comparable treatment. James Weinstein touches several vital aspects of the subject in his book *The Corporate Ideal in the Liberal State*, as does David Kennedy in *Over Here*. But Weinstein forces Wilsonian labor policy into the Procrustean bed of his "corporate liberal" interpretation of American history, and Kennedy deals with it largely from the perspective of corporate planners and those members of the administration least sensitive to organized labor.

Wartime labor policy was shaped by two distinct factors: the new realities of social and economic power, and the absence of a uniform, central direction in administration policy. The demands of war magnified labor's power. With unemployment eliminated, workers and unions felt free to press their claims against capital, whether through voluntary quits or collective action. Both labor turnover and the number of strikes reached unprecedented levels in 1917. As for policy, what Robert D. Cuff has shown to be true for the War Industries Board—the existence of bureaucratic infighting and the absence of any
accepted central plan—was also true for labor policy. By and large, the president allowed subordinate officials, departments, and boards to make policy. Except for the heavy-handed repression of labor and political radicals, he rarely tried to coordinate actions on the labor front. The Labor Department under William B. Wilson and the war department under Newton D. Baker generally favored trade unionism, as did the NWLB and the War Labor Policies Board (WLPB). The Commerce, Agriculture, and Justice Departments as well as the separate military branches, the WIB, and corporate dollar-a-year men often equated unionism with radicalism (subversion) and sympathized with open-shop principles. Added to this confusion, the federal judiciary handed down several decisions that conflicted with vital aspects of Wilsonian policy. In February 1918, the journalist Robert Bruere succinctly noted these contradictions. “Here were three branches of the Federal Government,” he wrote,

pursuing three radically divergent and hopelessly conflicting policies towards the wageworkers at the very moment when the nation was making a patriotic appeal to the workers to get out a maximum production . . . . The United States Department of Justice was arresting them, the President’s Mediation Commission was telling them that they must organize into unions, and the United States Supreme Court was announcing that if they attempted to organize under certain conditions they would be guilty of contempt of court.

Despite the confusion in Washington, trade unionism clearly gained from the prevailing drift in federal policy. In this sense, David Kennedy is wrong to assert that federal labor policy did not alter the existing lines of power in society but instead scrupulously followed them and set them more rigidly in place. He is equally wrong in insisting that reformers and labor leaders had little success in winning federal support for trade unionism, or that Gompers himself perceived such a goal as unrealistic by agreeing to an unpublished Council of National Defense (CND) statement stipulating “that employers and employees in private industries should not attempt to take advantage of the existing abnormal conditions to change the standards which they were unable to change under normal conditions.”

The evidence suggests a far different reality than the one limned by Kennedy. Of course, if one focuses primarily on the policies of Bernard Baruch, Walter S. Gifford, Louis B. Wehle, and Colonel Brice P. Disque, unions seemed to get short shrift in wartime. But if one examines the records of the labor department, the President’s Mediation Commission, the NWLB, the WLPB, and union leaders’ own role
in setting wartime policies, a quite different picture emerges. For example, on the CND statement concerning the maintenance of standards during the war, Labor Secretary Wilson interpreted that as applying only to working conditions and not to the question of unionization. He defined the right to organize as the “burning issue” of the day, and asserted “... that capital has no right to interfere with working men organizing...” And he convinced the President to write as follows to the director of the antiunion Alabama coal operators’ association: “It is generally acknowledged that our laws and the long established policy of our Government recognize the right of working-men to organize unions if they so desire.”

Moreover, many officials in Washington found labor more amenable to federal policies and goals than capital. President Wilson told unionists publicly at the 1917 AFL convention, “you are reasonable in a larger number of cases than the capitalists.” More revealingly, War Secretary Baker confided to the President: “I confess I am more concerned to have industry and capital know what you think they ought to do in regard to labor than to have labor understand its duty. In my own dealings with the industrial problem here, I have found labor more willing to keep step than capital.”

As unrest swelled in the summer of 1917 and strikes disrupted war production, employers and patriots demanded they be suppressed. The administration, however, preferred a different prescription for quelling the eruption. As the Labor Department defined the situation, unrest was primarily an expression “of revolt at low wages and hard conditions in industry and impatience with the slow evolution of economic democracy through the organized labor movement.” The Labor Department seconded Gompers’s advice to the President that if employers recognized bona fide AFL unions, the labor unrest would diminish. The problem was that capital refused to keep step with federal labor policy. And capital resistance to unionism grew as employers increasingly expected assistance from their many friends in Washington, whose policies were seldom directly overruled by the President.

To overcome employer antiunionism and also to define more clearly a federal labor policy, Secretaries Wilson and Baker joined with Gompers in August 1917 to urge the president to appoint a special commission to investigate the wartime upheaval and make recommendations for its resolution. The result was the appointment in September of the President’s Mediation Commission. Chaired by Secretary Wilson and composed of two AFL representatives and two employers, the Commission was in fact dominated by Felix Frank-
furter, who shared his friend Walter Lippmann's conviction that the war provided an unsurpassed opportunity to reform American society.36

Even before the Commission began its task, Frankfurter laid down its guiding principles. He agreed with the Wilson-Gompers diagnosis of the labor troubles, that is, that most strikes resulted from a combination of real material grievances and employer antiunion practices. Frankfurter thus proposed that the mediators conduct in-depth investigations of working conditions in the troubled industries, that they recommend the creation of formal conciliation machinery to ameliorate grievances, that they urge employers to deal responsibly with their employees, and that they convince American workers that the war was not only to defend democracy abroad but also to establish industrial justice at home. Like Gompers and Wilson, Frankfurter believed that these objectives could best be accomplished through peaceful bargaining between employers and AFL unions.37

Guided by Frankfurter’s principles, the Commission investigated disputes in the southwestern copper industry, the Pacific northwest woods, the West Coast telephone business, and the Chicago packing houses. In January 1918, it recommended that (1) a form of collective relationship between management and men is essential and that the recognition of this principle by the government should form an accepted part of the national labor policy; (2) employers should immediately establish grievance machinery to handle real problems equitably before they precipitate strikes; (3) the eight-hour day be established as national policy; and (4) unified direction of wartime labor policy be established.38

Acting on the Commission’s recommendations, President Wilson charged his Labor Secretary with directing labor policy. Secretary Wilson promptly invited representatives of capital, labor, and the public to meet as a War Labor Conference Board to devise a program to govern labor-management relations. In March 1918 the Board approved recommendations comparable to those of the Commission, defending the principle of workers' right to form trade unions unimpeded by employers. But it still equivocated by also recommending that management be required to bargain with shop committees not with union representatives, and that unions coerce neither workers to join nor employers to grant the union shop.39

In April 1918 the President created the NWLB, which was patterned after the composition of the War Labor Conference Board. As important as the policy principles enunciated and implemented by the NWLB were the practices of the co-chairs, William Howard Taft and
Frank P. Walsh, especially the latter. Walsh convinced Taft that the right of workers to organize should be sacrosanct and free of all employer interference. The Board, as a matter of policy, ordered reinstatement and back pay for employees discharged for union activities. It also ruled that a whole host of traditional employer antiunion tactics were in violation of federal labor policy. Walsh, moreover, privately cooperated with labor leaders seeking to unionize the meatpacking and steel industries. Paradoxically, he also offered what assistance he could to labor radicals (mostly Wobblies) whom the federal government sought to put "out of business."  

The NWLB instituted a minor revolution by making the right to unionize real. Some of its specific orders introduced a whole new concept of property rights consonant with those William B. Wilson had enunciated before the 1913 AFL convention. As one business journal said of an NWLB order: "We know of no legislation authorizing the [NWLB] . . . to require private business concerns to revolutionize their business methods. We cannot see that the War Labor Board or the War Department has any more right to prescribe collective bargaining instead of individual bargaining than it has to prescribe red ink instead of black ink for the firm's letterheads."  

This legal revolution also was endorsed by another agency created in the spring of 1918 to implement labor policy: the War Labor Policies Board. And no wonder, for its head was Felix Frankfurter. Indeed, an unpublished document in the files of the WLPB proposed " . . . to create in industry a condition of collective bargaining between employer and employee. It contemplates, and is based upon the existence of unions of employees and unions of employers." Together these agencies were responsible for transforming labor-management relations from a totally private arena to a semi-public one and, in the process, upsetting the historical balance of power in many industries between workers and bosses. As William Z. Foster, the leader of the meat-packing and steel organizing campaigns, observed about the spring-summer 1918, " . . . the Federal administration was friendly; the right to organize was freely conceded by the government and even insisted upon . . . The gods were indeed fighting on the side of Labor. It was an opportunity to organize the [steel] industry such as might never again occur."  

Labor took full advantage of the opportunity. The growth in membership was truly remarkable, increasing by over 2 million between 1917 and 1920, a gain of almost 70 percent. For the first time total union membership approached 20 percent of the civilian non-agricultural labor force, a level more than twice as high as any previous
peak. Along with this growth went steady rises in wage rates and the general achievement of the eight-hour day.\textsuperscript{44}

Union advances could be seen wherever the federal government intervened directly and regularly, and wherever effective labor organizations or aggressive organizers functioned. In the men's clothing trade, which prospered on wartime federal contracts, Sidney Hillman, the president of the industry's union, the Amalgamated Clothing Workers of America, established excellent relations with federal contract administrators. As a result his union, barely two years old when the United States entered war, more than doubled its membership.\textsuperscript{45} In two industries controlled by the federal government during the war (one, the railroads, directly and the other, coal, indirectly), unions also flourished. The United Mine Workers won equal participation with employers on the wartime Fuel Administration and used its influence there to advance the union into the previously nonunion Southern Appalachian coal fields. By war's end, the UMWA claimed over 500,000 members, making it far and away the nation's largest union.\textsuperscript{46}

The story was much the same on the railroads. William McAdoo, federal railroad czar, put out the welcome mat for labor leaders. Federal Railroad Administration orders increased wages, standardized work rules, and improved conditions. Unions grew rapidly, especially the previously smaller nonoperating unions. Between 1914 and 1920, for example, the Brotherhood of Railway Carmen expanded from 28,700 to 182,000 members. "A worker . . . with a union card in his pocket," reported one carman, "will be looked after and has been assured by the government of this great country of ours that he will get a square deal."\textsuperscript{47}

The most surprising gains occurred in industries with strong traditions of antiunionism: meat packing and steel. In both cases, the labor organizers (the same people, John Fitzpatrick and William Z. Foster, were primarily responsible for initiating both campaigns) looked to the federal government for support and received it. Between September 1917, when the Stockyards Labor Council was created in Chicago, and January 1918, organized labor succeeded in increasing dues-paying membership from about 8,000 to 28,229, and claimed between 25 and 50 percent of the industry's workers. Unable to stop their employees from joining the union, the packers drew the line at recognition and collective bargaining. But federal pressure compelled the packers to negotiate with union representatives if not to recognize unionism. At the end of January 1918, the packers conceded union demands on employment and shop conditions, leaving other issues to be resolved by formal federal arbitration. In the arbitration hearings,
Frank Walsh, soon to serve as co-chair of the NWLB, represented the unions. On March 30, 1918, the arbitrator, Judge Samuel Alschuler, handed down his award. He granted workers a basic eight-hour day with ten hours' pay, substantial wage increases, and overtime premiums. The union took credit for the award and, in its wake, unionization swept across the meat-packing industry. Beginning in April, the NWLB delivered specific rulings and awards, which added impetus to the union drive. By November 1918, the Amalgamated Meat Cutters reported 62,857 dues-paying members, over twice as many as nine months earlier, and over ten times as many as three years earlier. “I think the foundations of unionism have been laid in the packing industry for a long time to come,” Foster informed Walsh. Although the companies still refused formally to recognize the unions, in David Brody's words, “under the Alschuler administration, the unions assumed an important role both for the employees and management.”

A similar story repeated itself in steel. There too, as the journal of the Amalgamated Association of Iron, Steel, and Tin Workers reported, “The Government stands firmly behind the organized labor movement in its right to organize, and that is why it [the union], is going to push its work of organization into the steel industries.” Foster transferred his attention from meat packing to steel and took command of an AFL-sponsored joint union organizing campaign (modeled after the multi-union Stockyards Labor Council). In the summer and fall of 1918, steelworkers joined the unions by the thousands. Foster claimed between 250,000 and 350,000 members. The balance of power in steel had surely shifted. Judge Elbert Gary of United States Steel recognized as much when he observed that the best that employers could hope for was that labor questions be evaded until the war was over.

To summarize the impact of the federal war labor policies, wherever unions had real strength or solid footholds before the war crisis, they made enormous membership advances and often won de facto recognition, bargaining rights, and even the union shop. Where able and dedicated organizers worked to spread the union gospel, as in meatpacking, steel, and the railroad shops, labor’s gains were equally substantial. Only where unions had been absent in the prewar period, fought among themselves, or lacked able organizers did the employers prevail. In those cases, war and federal intervention caused no fundamental alteration in relations between labor and capital. But even there, the war produced some changes. Nonunion workers won the eight-hour day, vastly improved working conditions, and formal griev-
ance procedures. The *New Republic* was not far off when it observed at the war's end: "We have already passed to a new era, the transition to a state in which labor will be the predominating element. . . . The character of the future democracy is largely at the mercy of the recognized leaders of organized labor."

Federal wartime labor policies and Wilsonian democratic rhetoric had fired the imagination of labor leaders. "What labor is demanding all over the world today," asserted Sidney Hillman, "is not a few material things like more dollars and fewer hours of work, but a right to a voice in the conduct of industry." In January 1918, Hillman was moved to write to his young daughter: "Messiah is arriving. He may be with us any minute—one can hear the footsteps of the Deliverer—if only he listens intently. Labor will rule and the world will be free." In more prosaic language, Harold Ickes described the postwar situation thus: "The chief issue is likely to be the relationship between capital and labor. . . . We sense disturbances way down underneath our social structure."

Ickes was right; so was Hillman. In 1919 both labor and capital awaited "the Deliverer." For radical trade unionists, Messiah appeared in the guise of the Bolshevik Revolution, or the British Labour Party's plan for a New Social Order, or more simply as the triumph in America of trade unionism and industrial democracy. For employers, Messiah came as the armistice with its promise of the restoration of the status quo antebellum. Of such conflicting visions was industrial warfare made.

The year 1919 was one like none other in American history. Industrial conflict reached unprecedented levels as more than 3,000 strikes involved over 4 million workers. Even police walked out. Race riots and bomb scares proliferated. Not one but three American communist parties were formed. The world had been turned upside down. So thought Warren G. Harding, who wrote to a friend in the fall of 1919: "I really think we are facing a desperate situation. It looks to me as if we are coming to a crisis in the conflict between the radical labor leaders and the capitalistic system under which we have developed the republic. . . . I think the situation has to be met and met with exceptional [sic] courage." So, too, thought Joe Tumulty, President Wilson's close and confidential adviser, who observed of the February 1919 Seattle general strike: "It is clear to me that it is the first appearance of the Soviet in this country."

In this highly charged and tense situation, American labor faced a new set of economic and political realities. Fears abounded of labor-made surplus in a depressed economy. Yet wartime inflation continued unabated, sparking consumer resistance to union wage demands. Wil-
sonianism seemed discredited politically. The Republicans had swept into control of Congress in the 1918 election, and their triumph flowed as much from disenchantment with Wilson’s domestic policies, especially his alleged truckling to labor, as from his diplomacy. The 1920 election seemed destined to confirm Republican national political dominance, a dominance now more threatening than ever to organized labor. Small wonder then that during the spring and summer of 1919 all the federal agencies that had governed wartime labor policy were dismantled. Trade unionists could no longer look to a Frank Walsh or a Felix Frankfurter to defend their interests in Washington.55

These new realities quickly made themselves felt in the Wilson administration. Tumulty, for one, advised that high wages were bad for consumers and hence for Democrats. As workers walked off their jobs by the millions, Tumulty suggested that “One way labor can help is to increase production.” The new Attorney General, A. Mitchell Palmer, sounded a similar note. During the autumn 1919 coal strike, he recommended against any concessions to the miners’ unlawful behavior because “… concessions … will insure unreasonably high prices in all commodities for at least three years to come.” And Tumulty spelled out the political implications lucidly for the President. Wilson had already assured the Democrats of labor’s political support through enactment of the Clayton and Adamson acts as well as wartime labor policies. If the administration continued to befriend unionists, advised Tumulty, “The country at large would think that we are making a special appeal to labor at this time. If there is any class in this country to which we have been overgenerous it has been labor. I think that this class owes us more than they have been willing to give.”56

This is not to say that the Wilson administration completely deserted its friends in the labor movement. Quite the contrary. Administration officials still believed in the right of workers to organize unhindered by employer coercion and in basic trade union principles, and they still encouraged employers to recognize unions and bargain with them. But now they also feared labor radicalism, took the AFL’s support for granted, and declined to pressure or compel employers to deal with unions.57

With the war over and Republicans in control of Congress, Judge Gary and other corporation leaders could now deal with the labor question—and on the terms they preferred. In the packinghouses and railroad shops employers refused to extend recognition or bargain collectively. In both places, the unions were unable to perfect the organization begun during the war. And they could no longer turn to
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Washington for support. If unions in the two industries did not col­
lapse absolutely in 1919–20, they were much weakened by 1922.58

Even more revealing was what happened in steel and coal. In the
former, the union suffered a stillbirth; in the latter, the largest and
most powerful union in the country bore the full brunt of a federal
antistrike campaign. In steel, union leaders had believed, in the words
of John Fitzpatrick that “. . . the Government would intervene and see
to it that the steel barons be brought to time, even as the packers
were. . . . President Wilson would never allow a great struggle to de­
velop between the steelworkers and their employers.” Wilson indeed
sympathized with the unions’ plight in steel and desired to avert a
strike. But he would neither rebuke steel management publicly nor
compel it to meet with labor. For with the war over the President lacked
the law or precedent to do so. Thus, the strike came on September 22,
1919, federal troops helped break it, and the unionization of steel
failed.59

The situation in coal was both more complicated and less decisive
in its outcome. Unlike in steel, unexpired wartime federal legislation
still governed the industry and the UMWA had a friend in the Secre­
tary of Labor. Also the UMWA, unlike the steel unions, had a large and
loyal dues-paying membership with a long union tradition. Yet when
the miners actually left the pits, the administration officials most in­
volved in the situation, William B. Wilson excepted, defined the strike
“as not only unjustifiable but unlawful.” They insisted that the walkout
was directed against the government, not the mine owners. “I am
sure,” wrote Tumulty, “that many of the miners would rather accept
the peaceful process of settlement . . . than go to war against the
Government of the United States.” But go to war the miners did. As a
result, the administration sought and obtained a stringent antistrike
injunction. It also readied troops for duty in the coal fields, tapped the
phones of union leaders, sent federal agents to spy on the union, and
threatened alien strikers with summary deportation. In the end, union
leaders had no choice but to call off the strike. Because the UMWA was
a large, stable union, it ultimately won a compromise wage award
through the assistance of William B. Wilson. Yet as a result of the 1919
struggle, it lost most of its footholds in Southern Appalachia, a precon­
dition for its subsequent national collapse in the 1920s.60

The record of the immediate postwar years confirms David
Brody’s observation that “depending on their own economic strength,
American workers could not defeat the massed power of open-shop
industry. Only public intervention might equalize the battle.” In two
years the labor movement lost 1.5 million members and was forced to retreat to its prewar bastions. After 1919, the great mass-production industries again operated without unions.61

How great a distance remained in 1919 between the aspirations of organized labor and the desires of corporate capital was revealed by the Industrial Conference that President Wilson convened in October 1919. Conceived to resolve the postwar labor-capital upheaval and to avert the steel strike, Wilson’s First Industrial Conference did neither. It deadlocked over irreconcilable union-management positions. The AFL unionists in attendance sought an equal role with management and government in the control of industry. The business delegates, on the contrary, advocated the extirpation of unionism root and branch. It was the union movement, not the spectre of violent revolution, that frightened most businessmen. Hence they wanted the government to curb the unions’ drive for industrial power. And the essence of the open-shop principle, which remained their benchmark throughout the conference, was in Haggai Hurvitz’s words, “the ‘utmost freedom’ of management to act without outside interference and not labor’s freedom to be employed without discrimination.”62 In the absence of a countervailing government presence on behalf of labor, management’s principles and programs prevailed throughout the 1920s.

All in all, however, the Wilson years had provided a full dress rehearsal for the labor program of the New Deal. The political coalition between organized labor and the Democrats, constructed from 1912 to 1916, was perfected and strengthened in the Roosevelt years. The recommendations contained in the Walsh CIR report bore fruit in the advanced New Deal reforms of 1933–37. The labor policies the Wilson administration implemented during a war crisis the Roosevelt administration set in place in peacetime. Even the political dynamics of the two eras bore striking resemblances. By 1938, Roosevelt’s advisers were warning him that the labor question had become political dynamite, that the administration had already granted labor too much, and that the Democrats had the labor vote in their pocket. But 1938 was not 1919. War was yet to come, and when it came it lasted more than twice as long and necessitated many more elaborate and stringent domestic regulations. That, in many respects, was the fundamental difference in labor politics between the Wilson and Roosevelt years. The great labor reforms of the Wilson era occurred in the midst of war and collapsed in the disillusionment of peace. Roosevelt’s reforms were introduced in peacetime, were stabilized and routinized during the war, and then developed enough resiliency to enable organized labor to survive the postwar retrenchment.
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Chapter 9 has been intentionally deleted
As David Montgomery has noted, workers' control of production has represented a long historical struggle, a "chronic battle in industrial life which assumed a variety of forms." 1 From the beginning of industrial society, workers have devised a great variety of strategies—formal and informal, deliberate and spontaneous—to set their own pace and style of work, to define their own intragroup relations, and to resist the routine of the clock and the discipline of the boss. As much as the working classes have been transformed by the dynamics and rhythms of capital accumulation, they have resisted the very same driving forces of accumulation and redefined them.

During the First World War and the immediate postwar period, this perennial struggle took on new forms. For the first time the efforts of skilled workers to control their own jobs were transformed into mass struggles to wrest control of the production process as a whole from capitalist management and to lodge it in formal organs that were democratically constituted by the workers themselves. Those skilled workers who had previously been in the forefront of job control struggles began to develop organizational forms that promised to

This is a revised version of an article that first appeared in Theory and Society 9 (1980), 29-88.
transcend the boundaries of craft and to include the mass of less skilled workers in the general project of democratic management. For the first time truly mass struggles were waged to give specific institutional form to the socialist project of reappropriating the means of production and transforming the relations of production. The historic struggles for labor dignity received innovative institutional expression, and important aspects of the class division of labor were challenged.

It was during this period that "workers' control over production" became a significant part of the vocabulary of the socialist left. Even though certain rudimentary conceptions of workers' control could be found in the socialist, anarchist, and syndicalist writings of the previous half-century, it was not until the struggle over the control of production became a mass phenomenon during World War I that socialist theory was impelled to take serious recognition of the questions being raised—questions that went to the very heart of orthodox Leninist as well as Social Democratic conceptions about the nature of the revolutionary process and the socialist society that stood as its proximate goal. Nor was the impact of these movements limited to the socialist left. As Steve Fraser has noted, "Workers' control" and "industrial democracy" represented complex metaphors whose meaning varied according to the social grammar and specific context of which they were a part. The outcomes of these movements, no less than the specific industrial sectors and working-class traditions within which they emerged, engendered various interpretations, theories, and models of worker participation and control, which have subsequently been implemented in capitalist and socialist countries alike.

This essay makes a preliminary attempt to understand these movements—their emergence, development, and outcomes, their internal dynamics, and their relationship to the larger totality of social forces that simultaneously created and circumscribed their possibilities. The countries chosen for systematic comparison—Russia, Germany, Italy, Britain, and France—represent a broad enough range of experiences in the area of workers' control to permit us to draw certain tentative conclusions. On the one end we have the Russian case, in which limited control over the owners developed in stages into actual workers' self-management in many sectors of the economy. In France, on the other end, rank-and-file oppositional movements around such goals were very limited, although the ideals of democratizing industry had considerable resonance within established labor organizations.

While this study is not directly a test of sociological theory, it does draw very considerably on a resource mobilization approach to social movements. In contrast to much previous literature, which stressed
deprivations and beliefs, resource mobilization theory focuses primarily on capacities and constraints. While it does not ignore ideologies and felt deprivations, it tends to make weaker assumptions about their role and seeks to situate them within contexts defined by organized structures. This essay is informed by such an orientation, without excluding the possibility of a much richer analysis of felt deprivations, cultural traditions, or ideological orientations. It does, however, focus on broad political and economic structures; the conditions for the mobilization of resources for struggle; preexisting and emerging organizational forms and networks and the degree and density of these; cooperation, competition, and canalization by and among organizations in the struggle for scarce resources (including legitimacy) and the rational calculation of risks and rewards; and the relation of constituency types and organizational forms. Of central concern throughout are the specifically political factors, such as the various roles of the state, political elites outside the state, the forms and degrees of state crisis, and the constraints and forms of leverage within the international state system. The latter, along with international economic factors, are of essential relevance to the study of movements in a period of war and postwar reconstruction and realignment. Finally, the temporal articulations of movement and organizational development are particularly important in the study of phenomena with both broad continuities and abrupt critical junctures such as characterized this period of total war.

**Wartime Contradictions and Protest Potential**

The industrial working classes in Europe experienced a noticeable decline in their overall living and working conditions during the war, a decline that contrasted sharply with the trend of the previous decades. Galloping inflation significantly reduced the real wages of most workers, though increased employment opportunities for women and children compensated for this among certain families. Only a very thin stratum of the most highly skilled workers in the war industries were able to achieve gains that kept pace with the constant rise in prices. General working conditions deteriorated as hours were lengthened and protective legislation (where it existed) was often suspended or ignored. Discipline at the workplace intensified severely, especially for those draft-age males covered by the various forms of labor mobilization and special exemption. Labor mobility was itself curtailed, though never completely or effectively. Shortages of food, housing, fuel, and other necessities became increasingly severe as the war dragged on.
Such shortages not only increased the absolute burden of the working classes, for whom the incidence of undernourishment and sickness rose considerably (Britain seems to have been the exception here), they also starkly revealed the differential capacities of the various classes, especially wherever the black market served as a supplement to official rationing policies. As Jürgen Kocka has noted of the German wartime experience, nothing more raised the level of class tensions than the manifest inequality in the supply of necessities, at a time when the working classes were being called upon to make incredible sacrifices for the “nation” as a whole. Under such conditions, rumors that the crown princess bathed in milk while workers’ children went without were powerful instigators of class conflict. Awareness of the immense profits that were being made on the war also contributed to the increasing sense of unequal sacrifice and unequal reward and directly fed the antiwar sentiments that continued to grow as the initial patriotic enthusiasm wore off and the war came to be seen as both endless and senseless. Daily life became increasingly more disrupted and brutalized, as families were broken up, children with working mothers were inadequately cared for, and community life was dislocated by the massive population shifts away from the fronts and towards the centers of war production.

While the war dramatically reversed prewar trends toward a general betterment of conditions, it simultaneously led to an increase in expectations in regard to the role of the working classes in the national polity and also created labor market conditions favorable to working class protest. The nationalism used to mobilize the workers behind the state and the ruling powers was a two-edged sword that cut in the direction of increased popular participation and social reform as well as labor integration. Indeed, labor’s cooperation in the war effort had been achieved only with explicit or implicit promises of reform, some of which were not to be postponed even until the war’s end. And the war-induced labor shortage provided the leverage—particularly in war-related industries—for workers to press their demands in the face of the two major restrictive conditions: state repression (including dispatch to the front) and trade union opposition or lack of support. The threat that wildcat strikes posed to the war efforts of the respective governments, as well as to the inflated wartime profits of the owners, was responsible for the relatively high proportion of settlements favorable to the workers.5

The war proved to be the great accelerator of trends toward more rationalized production (including chronometry, price-rates and bonuses, and serial production). Taylor’s ideas had already spread to
Europe before the war but had met with only very selective application by industrialists, as well as resistance by some of the workers affected. But the peculiar suitability of such methods to bulk repetition production required especially in munitions, the direct and indirect state support in the form of guaranteed markets and profits and preference for uniform standards, and the sudden and severe shortage of skilled labor as a result of the call-ups provided the impetus for a real "take-off" in this regard. The metal and machine industries in all the countries under consideration were most directly affected, but so also were selected other industries (chemical, optical) at least partially. Those industries producing for the war not only experienced a huge growth in their workforces but a disproportionate increase in the number of semi- and unskilled workers, mainly women, peasants, youth, and, in some cases, foreigners and prisoners of war. For many of these new recruits, work in the war industries represented increased opportunities, wages, and even skills.

The introduction and extension of rationalized production methods and scientific managerial techniques, however, represented a direct threat to the power and position of the mass of more highly skilled workers—those to whom the limited opportunities for advancement (into the supervisory hierarchy, or the tool rooms, for instance) created by the new methods did not extend. The relative monopoly on productive knowledge and technique that the skilled workers possessed had allowed them a certain degree of informal control over such factors as the process of production, the pace of work, the amount of output, and the training of new workers. Sometimes this informal control became formalized in union work rules, imposed unilaterally on the owners and not the subject of contract bargaining. The extent of such job control, however, varied considerably from industry to industry, and country to country. Even in the British engineering works most directly affected by the war, the dilution of skill had progressed considerably in the previous decades under the impact of new machinery. A long craft tradition and strong craft union muscle had been relatively effective in maintaining the old rates for diluted work, but the objective basis for such a response was being rapidly undermined by wartime transformations—transformations that received added ideological and political impetus from the presence of a foreign threat. In the war industries elsewhere on the continent, craft control had never been as strong as in Britain, and there was even less possibility of actually resisting the introduction of new methods. The expansion of the number of dilutees during the war tended to strengthen the hand of management vis-à-vis the skilled workers on questions of discipline.
and exacerbated the latter's fears of being expendable and hence subject to duty at the front. But most conflicts seem to have centered on wages—the wages of the skilled relative to those of the less skilled and the hoards of new recruits, and the establishment of acceptable piece rates for those who had been shifted off hourly scales. The numerical rates of piece and hourly wages were a constant issue of contention under conditions of steep inflation (which continued into the immediate postwar years in Germany, Italy, and France). The actual process of establishing the rates seems to have remained as much of an issue as it had been, for instance, when chronometry had first been introduced in the Renault factories in 1912 and the workers had insisted that their own delegates participate in its application (the famous grève du chronométrage). And to a certain extent, piece work itself was a focus of struggle. A prominent slogan of the Free Trade Unions in Hamburg, for instance, captured the widespread feeling: Akkord ist Mord—piece-work is murder.\textsuperscript{6}

\textbf{Organizational Forms: Old and New}

The sacrifices imposed by the war on the working classes and the heightening of perceived inequalities and class tensions generated an increasing potential for mass protest and opposition. The organizational articulation of this potential for protest depended in the first instance on the behavior of the trade unions. The limitations in the unions' ability to adequately defend workers' interests had both political and structural causes, though these were interrelated. In those countries with legal and well-established (though unevenly developed) trade unions—Britain, Germany, Italy, and France—the political limitations were roughly similar. The major union federations had renounced class struggle tactics that might be disruptive to the war effort for the duration of that conflict. Their decisions had been conditioned by (1) pressure from above, i.e., the very real possibility of state repression of their organizations; (2) pressure from below (with the partial exception of Italy), i.e., pressure from the masses of workers themselves, whose own nationalistic feelings often ran very deep and whose antimilitarism was extremely vulnerable in the absence of an effective internationalist strategy for preventing the outbreak of war;\textsuperscript{7} (3) the reformist politics of most trade union leaders, which had evolved in the prewar period of organizational growth and economic improvement for the working classes; and (4) the possibilities of significant concessions in exchange for official participation and collaboration in the war effort (i.e., on various war boards, arbitration com-
missions, and in relief work). In other words, the unions had not abandoned all aims of their own. In Germany, for instance, the unions not only achieved much greater recognition by the state, but also curbs on company unions, favorable statutes on wages and job mobility in the Auxiliary Service Law, and general treatment encouraging the growth in membership, despite restrictions on overt organizing. All four countries shared in this trade union growth in the second part of the war. But to maintain favorable government treatment and the possibilities of further growth and reform at the war's end, all the major union federations—the General Labor Union Federation (Allgemeine Deutscher Gewerkschafts­bund) (ADGB) in Germany, the General Confederation of Labor (Confédération Générale du Travail) (CGT) in France, the General Confederation of Labor (Confederazione Generale del Lavoro) (CGL) in Italy, and the Trade Union Congress (TUC) in Britain—renounced militant tactics like the strike, including the refusal of strike funds and, in some cases, reporting striking workers to the military authorities.8

The unions were also unresponsive to rank-and-file protest because of certain structural characteristics. In the prewar years unions had evolved into relatively stable, bureaucratic, and centralized organizations based primarily on craft association with geographical membership jurisdictions. Such organizations were seen as the only real alternative to the high degree of instability (in terms of membership and concrete gains) that characterized the low-dues, antibureaucratic, anticentralist, and class warfare practices of the syndicalist form of organization—a form of organization that presented a significant challenge to the CGL in Italy (in the form of the Italian Syndical Union [Unione Sindacale Italiana] [USI]) and had characterized many of the unions in the French CGT itself before the latter began to adopt more bureaucratic forms of organization in response to the increasing centralization of capital and the demands of the workers themselves for more stable and secure achievements.9 Craft associations formed the core of the major union federations in these countries, with the exception of the CGT in France, which had made considerable progress towards industrial forms of organization by the time of the war and further progress during it. But even in France the actual organization of the unskilled and semiskilled workers proved extremely difficult before the war's end. In Germany, Italy, and Britain a multiplicity of craft associations in any given workplace was the rule, and the craft unions exercised hegemony in the labor movement as a whole and even in many unions with a significant number of unskilled workers.

Given the collaborationist, centralized, bureaucratic, and craft character of the trade unions, the rising protest over general economic
and political issues and the conflict generated around changes in the production process in the war industries (particularly metals) warranted alternative forms of organization. These would have to be able to respond to the immediate problems arising in the workplace, rather than mediating these problems through sections based in geographical units outside the factory. They would have to be able to respond quickly to the ever-changing structure of wage rates, rather than through cumbersome bureaucratic processes. And they would have to cut across craft distinctions that production process changes were making increasingly outmoded and dangerously divisive. The pattern of organizational formation, however, varied considerably.

**Britain** In Britain, the country with the most profound craft tradition and the most persistent and rigid craft structure in industry and in the trade unions, the response of the Amalgamated Society of Engineers, the major union federation affected, to the dilution crisis was a highly conservative one. The ASE essentially sought to maintain its prewar policy of “following the machine,” or accepting new types of work necessitated by the introduction of new machinery on the condition that jobs traditionally done by craftsmen should continue to be paid at the standard rate, that dilution be confined to war work, and that old practices be restored at the war’s end. Such a policy, James Hinton has shown, “made no allowance at all for the technological dynamism of the industry.” It was a strategy based more and more on bluff as the objective skill basis rapidly declined, and it largely ignored the organization of the less skilled and the pursuance of an all-grades strategy. The national agreements between the government and the unions, however, helped open the way to local negotiation as well as conflict. The shop stewards’ movement—a movement based on the direct representation of the skilled engineering workers and tending toward the creation of an all-grades organization rooted in the workshop—thus arose to fill the gap that most ASE locals could or would not. Because the ASE craft structure was so rigid, the stewards in most places existed outside the union organizations and often in direct antagonism to them. Their organizations became the basis for strikes not only around workplace issues but also around the war, the draft (i.e., of specially exempted skilled munitions workers), and food and housing shortages.

**Germany** The pattern in Germany and Italy was somewhat different. Many local sections of the German Metalworkers’ Union (Deutsche Metallarbeiter Verband) (DMV), the major union in the metal works producing for the war, had evolved considerably towards an all-grades
Craft control had never been very strong to begin with, and craft organization was further weakened by the massive influx of previously unorganized and often unskilled recruits who began streaming into the union in the last half of the war. A new mass base was in the process of formation that had little tradition of trade union discipline and stable organizational work. But the normal channels of protest and leadership challenge within the unions were blocked for the duration of the war. There thus arose a new stratum of rank-and-file organizers to fill the leadership gap. As Peter von Oertzen has argued, in the larger factories and cities (especially Berlin) a stratum of trade union functionaries could develop and rise to responsible and influential positions without following the career path of permanently appointed secretaries, i.e., without getting quickly coopted into the union bureaucracy, as was usually the case in the smaller factories and cities. The revolutionary Obleute or shop stewards thus arose from within and drew upon the resources of the various metal workers’ locals that had moved considerably towards an all-grades organization. Though invariably led by the more highly skilled turners and fitters, the organizations they constructed would become the basis in 1919 for a revolutionary factory committee movement involving broad masses, both skilled and unskilled.11

Italy The factory committee movement that arose in Italy at the war’s end was centered largely in Turin, the major Italian industrial city producing for the war. As in Germany, the dominant metal union federation, Federazione Italiana Operai Metallurgici (FIOM), was formally structured along the lines of craft sections, with a fairly high degree of sectional consciousness among founders, coppersmiths, and so on. But, also as in Germany, the actual extent of craft control was not very great—not nearly so far-reaching as in Britain before the war. And this was especially true of Turin, a city whose recent breakneck development as an industrial center was based on a more extensive use of the latest production methods. There was thus very little hope of preventing or reversing the trend toward increased rationalization of production. But the issues raised by rationalization required an all-grades approach and a shop-based organization that could not be provided directly by the union. In the interstices of the union organizations there thus developed internal commissions (commissioni interne). These were usually elected on the shopfloor by all union members irrespective of craft distinctions (though they were sometimes appointed from above) and functioned essentially as grievance committees overseeing the application of wage agreements. Their func-
tions were at first quite limited and their official existence tenuous, for the union was very suspicious of the increase in local initiative that they represented.

But there was considerable pressure from below for their official recognition, and rather than risk a breakaway movement or the loss of locals to the syndicalists, the union moved toward the end of 1918 to incorporate them into its structure. The February 1919 national Fiom agreement recognized the internal commissions as organs competent to negotiate directly with management on all collective and individual grievances arising out of the application of the agreement. Some in the union hierarchy seem to have honestly viewed the commissions as preparatory organs for workers' self-management, but prior to the revolution that few saw on the immediate agenda, they were to function to help raise productivity, ensure the smooth application of new methods, and maintain overall industrial peace. Indeed, Fiom had come around to the monopolies' program for industrial reconstruction and development, which was predicated on the unions' trade-off of all claims to control the labor process and discipline, and of the right to strike for the duration of the contract. In return for a free hand for increased rationalization, the owners conceded the eight-hour day and substantial pay increases. (A similar agreement in 1911 had been disrupted by rejection by the rank and file and syndicalist-led strikes whose defeat resulted in the loss of all concessions. Fiom leaders were determined not to let this happen again.) Thus, the 1919 agreement also established a cumbersome apparatus for the mediation of conflicts in order to avoid spontaneous strikes, and rather stringent penalties for the failure to pursue grievances through the proper channels.

Under the immediate postwar conditions, however, it was unlikely that the internal commissions would remain within this reformed trade union framework. Inflation rates requiring quick adjustments continue to focus wage disputes and negotiation at the local level. Piece rates remained a persistent problem, as many workers viewed them as simply a tool of capital for rationalizing production, speeding up work, lowering pay, and dividing the workers against one another. Disciplinary measures, which all had hoped would be relaxed after the end of hostilities, actually intensified in certain ways. And the eight-hour agreement was undermined by frequent mandatory overtime. Indeed, it was the introduction of daylight savings time—so reminiscent of the harsh wartime measures for raising production—that precipitated the momentous April 1920 strike ('lo sciopero delle lancette') over the powers of the internal commissions. The continual influx of unskilled factory recruits and the enormous growth of trade union membership itself
increased pressure for industrial unions, and the internal commissions quite naturally became a basis for this. When FIOM leaders were absent from Turin for an extended period in the late summer of 1919—they were leading strikes in Liguria, Emilia, and Lombardy—more radical conceptions of internal commissions as permanent factory council organs with extensive powers spread rapidly and began to present a major challenge to the economism and reformism of the traditional union leadership. The ground was prepared for the historic confrontation over workers' control in Italy. 12

France In Britain the shop stewards' movement arose for the most part outside the framework of the unions largely because of their rigid craft structure, and in Germany and Italy the movements grew more from within the unions because of the greater congruency between the quasi-industrialized unions and the demands for all-grades representation at the shopfloor level by the Obleute and the commissioni interna. In France by contrast, a system of workshop delegates to handle questions of wage adjustments, manner of payment and working conditions developed primarily at the suggestion of the unions themselves after the passing of legislation regulating wages and mandating arbitration in January 1917. (Some did develop as a result of the spontaneous action of the workers, however.) The even greater degree of structural congruence between such a system of delegates and the rather extensively developed industrial organization of the French unions, particularly in metals (whence the proposal had originated), at least partially explains this difference. The Socialist Minister of Armaments, Albert Thomas, accepted the unions' suggestion, and against the original opposition of many important firms, workshop delegates were subsequently established. The union proposals went considerably beyond the scheme that was eventually put into effect, however. Aside from more inclusive criteria of eligibility for voting and office holding, the unions had insisted on broad functions covering all aspects of corporate order and workers' dignity and on the constitution of the delegates as a collective factory body under the overall authority of the union. The latter point represented the unions' fear that isolated delegates—the system that was finally approved officially (and later strengthened under the new minister) in order to palliate the owners—would come under the undue influence of the management and would thus undercut the solidarity and effectiveness of the union. Indeed, the latter seems to have been common, as the delegates functioned more to conciliate than to control, to make work more productive in line with
the new methods rather than to change it. But fears of the delegates being used as a base of more radical opposition also no doubt played a part in the unions’ proposals.

The institution of workshop delegates never became mandatory, however, and their development remained very uneven. They were most numerous in the metal firms producing for the war, and particularly in large and medium-sized companies. Most important firms in the Paris area had workshop delegates, although they existed over a wide range of cities. Aside from continued owner resistance in many areas, the diffusion of the institution was limited by a significant degree of worker opposition and apathy due to the innocuousness and conciliationist nature of the delegates’ functions. Some local unions opposed them after the initial union schemes had been rejected, and this hostility increased after the war’s end. As a result, only a small percentage of those created during the war continued into the postwar years, although a few dozen firms instituted new delegations in 1919.

In contrast to Britain, Germany, and Italy, there seems to have been much less tension between the workshop delegates and the unions. The overly conciliatory behavior of some delegates led to accusations by union militants that they had been bought off by the owners. Many delegates, however, violated the official restrictions against linking the affairs of their particular workshops with those of others, and the internal affairs of the factory with the syndical organization outside. They often presented collective reports to the syndicate, and many delegates were “loyal” union members themselves. In such cases the delegates served as a kind of workplace cell of the union. Some delegations, however, did constitute themselves as a kind of factory council independent of the unions and hostile to their moderate policies. The Russian Revolution and the Russian factory councils served them as a model, although their actual knowledge of the latter was quite limited. These delegations became the basis for radical strike action against the war and related political and economic grievances, though on the whole such action seems to have occurred outside both the union and the workshop delegate structures. It is unclear whether such radical delegates ever secured greater effective control over the production process itself. In any case, such radical factory councils remained fairly limited, partly as a result of effective repression by the state. They never became the basis for a more revolutionary movement (as in Germany, Italy, and, to a much lesser extent, Britain), even though rather intense revolutionary sentiments among significant sectors of the working class, especially in the Parisian metal industries,
carried over into the postwar years and even though the mass strikes of 1919 witnessed some explicit demands for the nationalization and reorganization of production by the producers themselves.\textsuperscript{13}

Two factors seem to account, at least partially, for the lack of development of a worker council movement with revolutionary goals. The first is the aforementioned structural congruence between the largely industrialized French unions and the institution of workshop delegates. This congruence largely undercut any struggle for recognition of the delegates as a means for creating an all-grades organization of workers. In Britain especially, but also in the only partially industrialized metal unions in Germany and Italy, the stewards' movements drew a good deal of their impetus from the need for all-grades representation. The struggle for recognition provided a common basis around which more radical demands and conceptions could be articulated. Two major British munitions centers, Coventry and Birmingham, highlight the distinction. In contrast with stewards in Glasgow and Sheffield, the shop stewards in these centers proved fairly easy to officialize and incorporate into reformed trade union structures in such a way as to isolate the revolutionaries. In both cases this was made possible by the much greater presence of the industrially organized Workers' Union, itself a result of the greater progress of dilution before the war. The wartime dilution crisis was thus not only less acute, but union structures capable of housing the stewards were available, thereby depriving the more revolutionary elements of leadership and a mass base in the struggle for recognition itself.\textsuperscript{14} In France this pattern seems to have been the general rule.

The second factor was that the CGT itself, despite its opposition to the mass strikes in 1919 and to a strategy for immediate revolution, had a much more vigorous postwar reform program than the union federations in Germany, Italy, or Britain. From the start this program included demands for nationalization of the monopolies, which would be managed by representatives of both producers and consumers. Likewise, the national economic council, which the CGT called for and attempted to institute in direct opposition to the government's plans, contained representatives from the unions, consumer cooperatives, technicians, and civil servants.\textsuperscript{15} This program bore the marks of the CGT's revolutionary syndicalist heritage, and it undoubtedly helped undercut more radical demands for workers' control. Indeed, it might be said that the CGT's far-reaching proposals preemptively achieved what the German and Italian unions' proposed reforms were able to accomplish only after the rise of more revolutionary council movements.
Russia  The development of a movement for workers' control in Russia took a very different path from that in other countries. As in the other warring countries, struggles around wages, piece rates, increased discipline and hours, inflation, time studies, shortages, political issues including the war itself, and the increased leverage of the working class resulting from the severe labor shortages had led to workers' representation in the War Industries Committees (the elections for which were factory based), and some revival of the previously very paternalistic though potentially militant factory elder system. But the economic and political crises engendered by the war were much more severe in Russia than in the other warring countries, and the organizational heritage was quite different.

On the eve of the February Revolution trade union organization in Russia was extremely weak. This was primarily the result of decades of tsarist repression, interrupted by a brief period of full legalization after the 1905 revolution and very sporadic and selective toleration thereafter. During the war only a few small unions in Moscow and the provinces maintained a semilegal existence. After full legalization again in March 1917, the unions experienced rapid, though somewhat loose and disorderly, growth. Most had little continuity with the preexisting legal or semilegal organs. Besides, their activity was at first disrupted by an intense struggle over job categories. As Marc Ferro has noted, their structures were often so complex as to represent a "veritable tower of Babel," and it was only later in the year that they began to iron out their jurisdictional conflicts and move towards more industrial forms of organization. Though the unions rather quickly enlisted a large proportion of the work force in industry, mining, and transport, they remained more bureaucratic shells than structures with organic links to the rank and file. Their weakness at the time of the February Revolution, their largely bureaucratic growth thereafter, and the persistence of craft distinctions in the crucial early months of 1917 all represented structural impediments to their ability to lead the struggles at the base—struggles that often demanded a rapid response and an all-grades strategy.

These structural impediments were exacerbated in the early months by the political outlook of the leadership of most unions. The Mensheviks, who had remained more intact during the war than their radical Bolshevik rivals as a result of the less severe police repression against them and their legal participation and leadership in the War Industries Committees, dominated most union hierarchies at first. Because they viewed the February Revolution as a bourgeois revolution ushering in a prolonged period of capitalist development and
liberal democracy, they were opposed to any action by workers that fundamentally encroached on capitalist control of the production process. Regulation of production, where it was necessary, was to be exercised by the state representing all democratic classes. Because of their view that in the absence of a bilateral, negotiated, non-annexationist peace, the workers' movement must continue to support the Allied cause, the Mensheviks favored the limitation and restraint of workers' demands if these would further disrupt the economy and undermine the war effort.18

Thus, aside from the occupation and management of those factories temporarily deserted by their managerial staffs in the wake of the February Revolution, factory committees were formed spontaneously by the workers in the plant to fill the void left by trade unions. The rapidity and intensity of response, however, was determined by workers' prior mobilization, particularly in the factory-based forms of representation.19 And although pragmatic concerns were foremost, the committees became the arena for asserting and defending the profound sense of dignity of workers against managerial abuse, including the protection of women from sexual harassment. The evolving urban working-class culture of pride and power received direct organizational expression in the factory committees.20 The eight-hour day struggle in March was waged primarily by the committees, and the latter took up a whole range of questions that had traditionally been the preserve of the unions, such as wages, working conditions, and job security. Many strikes were called by the committees without the unions' approval and often without even their knowledge. The motivation behind the committees' actions was primarily defensive and pragmatic at first, even while their intervention and control (e.g., of company books, over the administrative staff) was often quite active, indeed belligerent. They looked toward improving labor's position within normalized, if reformed, capitalist relations of production, not toward transforming those relations fundamentally. Propaganda along the lines of the latter strategy began to have an effect only later in the year, as the economy spiraled downward and capitalist sabotage seemed to warrant the assumption of managerial functions by the workers themselves. The committees had the advantage over the unions of being able to take direct and immediate action unimpaired by distant and bureaucratic central offices, and with the highly unstable conditions beginning in June, marked by skyrocketing inflation and increasing layoffs and lockouts, this became more and more necessary. Control over hiring and firing, the supervision of administrative personnel, the organization of fuel and raw materials supplies, and even
(though to a much lesser extent) the expropriation and management of the factories themselves became increasingly common as the year wore on. The October revolution would accelerate these trends even further. But that it occurred at all was due in no small measure to the fact that the Russian industrial scene had lacked strong and stable trade unions with a tradition of union discipline and collective bargaining that might have inspired a minimal degree of mutual trust between labor and capital. Under conditions of war-induced economic disintegration such unions had little chance of developing. The factory committees, which developed to a certain extent as surrogate unions, were too close to the rebellious and demanding rank and file and too unencumbered by craft distinctions and bureaucratic procedures to play the role of mediator between the two hostile classes. The attempts to incorporate them into the trade union structures showed only limited success in 1917.21

**Crisis and Continuity:**
**States and Movements in the Aftermath of War**

The development and fate of the various movements for workers’ control can only be understood in the context of the respective national and international state systems. In all the countries under consideration, it was the state that undertook the task of mobilizing national economic resources, financing industrial reorganization, and providing the rationalization projects with national-popular legitimation. Its actual or threatened repression, besides securing the coercive basis for the latter, set the limits for trade union activity and extraunion protest even as it intervened (often against business) to secure concessions for labor (and hence the consensual basis for that legitimation) in order to prevent the disruption of the war effort. State propaganda efforts had the unintended consequence of raising expectations concerning the role of labor in the polity even as its mobilization activities resulted in a decline in the general living and working conditions of most workers. And, finally, the relative degree and form of state crisis, along with the balance of international political and economic power as perceived and mediated by the elites of the most established political and economic organizations, profoundly shaped the final contours and outcomes of the various movements for workers’ control. Relative ability to wage total warfare was the proximate determinant of political crisis, though this in turn reflects long-term structural characteristics of the respective state systems and national economies. These crises manifested themselves at the level of representation, administration, and legiti-
macy, but it was ultimately at the level of repressive force that the immediate crises were resolved. Their resolutions simultaneously determined and were determined by the relative balance of organized forces within the workers' movements themselves. These crisis resolutions established the limits of contestation and defined the relative costs and opportunities of alternative working-class strategies even as they were themselves partly determined by the organizational and ideological legacies that exerted their relative historical strength within the workers' movements.

**Britain and France** Serious political crises failed to materialize in either Britain or France after the armistice. Victory seemed to vindicate nationalistic rationales and legitimate political systems. Despite considerable discontent among certain sectors of the working classes, militant protest remained localized and contained by skillful combinations of concession and effective repression. Neither country was faced with a mass peasant movement threatening to link up with urban discontent, as in Russia and Italy. The repressive apparatuses, despite certain internal strains, remained intact and isolated from civilian protest. The armies were demobilized in relatively orderly fashion. And parliamentary majorities were firmly secured against the forces of socialism and revolution. This general bourgeois political stability even further delimited the already scant possibilities for an independent mass-based workers' control movement in France by reinforcing the reformist tendencies in the trade unions. In Britain, the lack of political space in which to extend the skilled engineers' demands for workers' control provided the general context for the strengthening of the unions, the isolation of the revolutionaries, and the restoration of craft structures and practices. 22

That the struggle of the British engineers around the question of dilution was able to transcend to some significant degree the traditional exclusiveness of craft prerogatives was partially due to the influence of revolutionary Marxist and syndicalist ideas on the leaders of the stewards' movement. The DeLeonite Socialist Labour Party in particular worked to undermine the craftsmen's hope for the restoration of craft structures and craft privileges at the war's end by arguing that dilution was both inevitable and progressive. If dilution could not be prevented, then an all-grades organization was necessary. The move for unified organization also received impetus from the various syndicalist and industrial unionist movements and ideologies, as well as from the more intellectual and gradualist Guild Socialists around G. D. H. Cole. These various movements had been in the ascendency in the immediate pre-
war period. Groups of active revolutionaries had formed in the centers where the shop stewards developed most strongly during the war. The influence of the different ideologies varied from place to place, but all developed important critiques of state socialism and stressed the need for workers' control over industry. Even the Guild Socialists had an important impact on the militant stewards' movement on the Clyde. Of course, these various ideologies were not the major impetus behind the movement as a whole. They helped to give that movement coherence and "to transform this narrow demand [for craft control] into a wider movement for workers' control." As James Hinton has argued, the various ideas on workers' control helped provide the language, the ideological mediation that could bridge the gap between craft and revolutionary consciousness. But it was the actual struggles over job control by highly skilled craftsmen that provided the fertile soil and the popular base for these revolutionary ideas.

The shop stewards' movement, however, failed to develop a fully coherent ideology or an effective organization. Its conceptions of workers' control remained, for the most part, excessively vague, especially concerning the higher levels of coordination. This was in marked contrast to the miners and railwaymen, who developed more elaborate conceptions of national coordination but tended to ignore the details of local control. If stewards' ideas on control were inadequate, their conception of how to achieve a socialism based on such control was even more so. Following the ideas of James Connolly and the Guild Socialists, the stewards believed that they could gradually extend workers' control in the various workplaces up to the point at which the capitalists would no longer have any function. An industrial republic would be constructed within the shell of the old political state, which would then crumble of itself. The struggle for political power need not be organized on its own terrain, for political power would automatically follow from the progressive conquest of control in the workplace. The program of the stewards thus remained largely confined to workshop and trade union questions and ignored the broader political problems with which the mass of the workers and other popular strata were concerned. Complementing this attitude toward political power was a distinct disdain for leadership and organization. In response to the bureaucratic politics of traditional socialism, many stewards came to see leadership itself as reactionary. They never developed any real national organization or elected a responsible leadership capable of taking action at decisive moments. The movement was thus condemned to rebellious isolation: the militant actions in different centers were each defeated in turn, and the movement as a whole failed to
build links to other opposition groups. Their hostility to all forms of bureaucracy led the stewards to largely ignore even union politics, and thus they never had any real impact within the structures of their own unions. Though ideology acted as a brake on the development of organizational capacities, the conditions of organizing during the war, namely severe state repression and union antagonism, also hindered effective action. 25

The limits of the revolutionary shop stewards' movement were set by the basic stability of the British state and the resiliency of the trade unions. Lacking the political space in which to extend their demands for workers' control, the skilled engineers reverted to their old exclusiveness. The partial transcendence of exclusiveness— reflected in demands for all-grades organization and in periodic solidarity (especially in the May 1917 to January 1918 period) with the less skilled on questions of wages, food, and the war—had always been tenuous, especially among the rank and file engineers. In the immediate postwar years the "ambiguous inheritance"26 of the craft tradition resolved itself rather decisively away from the pole of incipient revolutionary workers' control based on the democratic representation of all workers and toward traditional craft exclusiveness. In the absence of a general political crisis and more vigorous pressure from less skilled and female workers (who remained organizationally weak and preoccupied with questions of pay, recognition, and numbers in their organizational struggles), the potentially expansive reinterpretation of craft control became increasingly confined to those skilled engineers who by now had developed an independent commitment to revolutionary Marxism. And with the success of the Bolsheviks and the rapid decline of their own movement, even many revolutionary stewards began to despair of workers' control as either a strategy for change or the organizational basis for a socialist economy.

The ASE, for its part, succeeded in reintroducing the old craft structures in many places, though it was itself radicalized to a certain extent by postwar unrest. Amalgamation with other craft societies never questioned the underlying principles of craft organization. Immediately after the armistice the unions in engineering and shipbuilding solidified their hold on the majority of their members by negotiating a reduction of the working week from 54 to 47 hours, with a corresponding increase in pay. Only on the Clyde was this resisted in the name of the 40-hour week, but protest there remained localized and basically unthreatening, despite the contrary appearance created by government overreaction. During the war timely concessions helped undercut the shop stewards' movement in some places (e.g., the
Tyne, where militance was so great as to force early concessions), while in other areas (Coventry, Birmingham) government proposals for official recognition of stewards exercising very limited functions as part of the trade union structure successfully contained militant demands for control and isolated the revolutionaries. The 1919 Shop Stewards' Agreement generalized this pattern. This, along with the decline in the high levels of employment that had been one of the major sources of strength of the independent shop stewards' movement in the first place, finally destroyed it as a mass-based phenomenon. The unions had survived the challenge of workers' control and had even resisted the pressure for all-grades organization. Now even the most radical stewards turned their attention to working within them.

**Italy** The severe postwar political crisis in Italy was the context for the development of a factory council movement with revolutionary goals, a movement that made a spectacular if rather ineffective challenge to the capitalist industrial order in 1920. In Italy (in contrast to Britain and France) incredibly severe social strains produced by the war had led to intense popular discontent and polarization in both urban and rural areas, and this reflected itself at the parliamentary level. Universal male suffrage had been won in 1911, and for the first time since unification the liberals lost their absolute majority. It was the mass parties—the Italian Socialist Party (PSI) and the new Catholic Popular Party (Partito Popolare Italiano—PPI)—that showed the most dramatic increases. The insecure position of the bourgeois forces in parliament and the uncertain reliability of the armed forces after a victory markedly resembling defeat encouraged mass workers' and peasants' movements, including the movement for workers' control. The political crisis, however, never reached the point of dual power (as it had in Germany and Russia), and hence the workers' control movement proceeded without the protection and encouragement of political and military organs favorable to its general goals. As a result, the degree of actual control over production remained very limited (especially compared with Russia), and the scope of the movement was limited to areas where class formation took highly exceptional forms and where particular grievances were most intense (compared with both Russia and Germany).

The most articulate theorization of the revolutionary role of the emergent factory councils was put forth by the group of young Turinese socialists around Antonio Gramsci. In May 1919 they set up the weekly *L'Ordine Nuovo* to assist in the creation of a new working-
class culture. Such a project was necessary, they felt, if the workers were to become conscious of themselves not as mere passive objects of history or cogs in the capitalist industrial machine but as producers and creators of history, as the new ruling class that would abolish all classes in the struggle for its own liberation. This Hegelian emphasis on the transformation of culture and consciousness took a decisive step beyond Crocean idealism once the *Ordine Nuovo* group rooted it in the struggle to transform the relations of production in the workplace itself. The internal commissions, it was argued, were an expression in practice of the irreconcilable conflict between capital and labor, and at the same time represented *in nuce* the striving of the major productive force of capitalism—the working class itself—to reappropriate its powers of control in a conscious fashion. *L'Ordine Nuovo* set as its task the transformation of these still very limited commissions into full-fledged factory committees as autonomous organs of the entire working class. The trade unions were seen as organs suited to the struggle for more favorable terms for the sale of labor power as a commodity, but not to the abolition of the commodity form itself. Industrial legality, for which the trade unions had struggled and which they had begun to attain in increasing measure, was a great achievement for the defense of the workers’ interests *within* capitalism, but one hardly suited to the movement of revolutionary offense *against* capital. Because of the unions’ divisions by trade and because of their need to discipline the workers and enforce their side of the collective bargain, they had to distance themselves from the rank and file. They became bureaucratic organs rather than organs of proletarian democracy striving to institute full working class control over all aspects of production. The latter could be achieved only by factory committees, which built upon the solidarity incarnate in the production process itself and which were the very antithesis of industrial legality because they refused to trade off control for better wages and conditions. It was the factory councils that would be the material and organizational basis for the creation of a new consciousness, that would prepare the workers technically and spiritually to run society without the bourgeoisie. “All power to the workshop committees,” the *ordinovisti* demanded. These were to be the basis of the new proletarian state. And many anarchists and anarcho-syndicalists, despite their rejection of any form of state and their more persistent warnings of the reformist pitfalls of the councils in a non-revolutionary situation, gave energetic support to councilist ideas and organization.29

It was the activity of these socialists and anarchists, nourished by the spontaneous struggle occurring on the shop floor around questions
of control over discipline, piece rates, and the new production methods, that spread the revolutionary conception of the councils like wildfire throughout Turin in the fall of 1919. The ordinovisti, in alliance with Bordiga's "abstentionists," gained control of the local PSI, and even the Turin FIOM section and Chamber of Labor approved fairly radical conceptions of the councils and their relation to the trade unions (all workers and not just union members were to elect factory delegates, for instance). In November and December the election of Workshop Commissars (as council members were called) spread among the chemical and tire workers, coachbuilders, auto body workers, and even technicians in the metal plants, and in early 1920 among others as well. Although the ordinovisti played a crucial role in these developments, their ideas were never fully accepted by the movement, as Martin Clark and Giuseppe Maione have demonstrated. The workers themselves rejected the productivist criteria that Gramsci and others put forth, criteria that stressed the maintenance of discipline and order, and the workers' acceptance of all technical innovations designed to increase production, even before the workers had attained power. Likewise, many of the workers and even some of Gramsci's close collaborators rejected his conception of the relation between the unions and the committees, which opposed close organizational links directed at revitalizing the unions and reorganizing them on industrial lines. The unions, Gramsci felt, must exercise a certain degree of discipline over the councils and prevent them from acting capriciously in a situation not ripe for direct attack; and the committees, in turn, must help democratize and industrialize the unions. However, this reciprocal process should occur voluntarily, through the overlap in membership, not through hierarchical organizational links. This was a highly unrealistic conception in any but the most unstable situations. And to many workers, especially outside Turin, the syndicalist interpretation of the councils, which stressed their role in (often uncoordinated) factory occupations and sabotage, became prominent, despite the efforts of the ordinovisti to prevent this.30

The organizational and ideological limitations of the councilists manifested themselves very clearly in the two major confrontations of 1920. In April, the owners, supported by a massive deployment of troops, declared a lockout in response to the increasing tendency of workers and their factory councils to by-pass the arbitration machinery set up the previous year. The council leadership and their ordinovisti supporters helped organize a massive strike of some 500,000 workers in Turin and the surrounding province. But national support was not forthcoming from the PSI or the CGL. The councilists never had
control of the situation, and local negotiations themselves quickly passed to D'Aragona, reformist secretary-general of the CGL. The settlement was a shattering defeat for the councils. The internal commissions were stripped of most of their newly claimed powers, and the provisions of the old FIOM agreement were reaffirmed. The workers were extremely embittered, not least by the deficiencies of council leadership. Gramsci and *L'Ordine Nuovo* were thoroughly discredited locally as well as nationally, and the movement that revived around other questions was never in their hands again. Indeed, it was Gramsci's former collaborator Tasca who now led the PSI Maximalist effort in Turin to unify the factory councils and trade unions, while utilizing the former to democratize and industrialize the latter. Control functions were not to be abandoned, but neither were specific demands made in this regard. Tasca's scheme, similar to that proposed in Milan by Schiavello, was approved in the Turin Chamber of Labor, though little was done to actually implement it. The scheme was opposed by only a handful of anarcho-syndicalist delegates, and it was they, not the former *ordinovisti*, who now led the struggle to revive the councils and to push the revolutionary movement forward both in Turin and elsewhere.

It was only the movement over wages led by FIOM against employer intransigence that brought about the major confrontation that the anarcho-syndicalists had been seeking all along. FIOM's tactic of a slowdown provoked lockouts in the metal industry nationwide, and a half-million metal workers responded by occupying their factories. In the process factory councils were revived to manage the various aspects of the occupation, not the least of which was maintaining production. And in Turin, where again factory councils were most vigorous due to the struggles over the previous year and the peculiar nature of Turinese industrial development and class structure, an entire local economic network was soon established, managed by the workers and cooperating technicians and clerks. Overall coordination, however, was in the hands of FIOM and the Chamber of Labor. The CGL itself now pressed for workers' control (through the union) and the restoration of the pre-April powers of the internal commissions. But its National Council rejected the idea of a revolutionary political solution put forward (probably not seriously) by the PSI Directorate, which was unwilling to act without the support of the trade union leaders. As Terracini, a former *ordinovisto* and founding member of the Italian Communist Party, was to say at the Third Comintern Congress in 1921, "when the comrades who led the CGL submitted their resignations [in response to the PSI's proposal for a national movement to
Workers' Control in Europe

Though it underestimated the revolutionary impulses that guided a certain proportion of the workers, particularly in Turin, Terracini's statement underlines a basic fact of this period, namely, that the unions had weathered the onslaught of the factory councils and had maintained the leadership and allegiance of the majority of organized workers. Their structures and policies had been severely strained by the massive influx of new members after the war (representing a ninefold growth in two years), but they effectively resisted the factory council challenge. The relatively youthful workplace-based leadership of the council movement that had emerged over the past few years proved incapable of dislodging the veteran union functionaries from overall control, even as their activity helped democratize and industrialize some union structures themselves. To the great mass of organized workers, especially those not as directly affected by the employers' drive for increased rationalization and productivity, the traditional union leadership seemed capable of renewing the generally favorable trend that had been interrupted by the war. The negative example of Russia and the constellation of international forces further reinforced the unions' reformist tendencies. Trade union leaders, including Colombino of FIOM and D'Aragona himself, had been in Russia with PSI chief Serrati just that summer and were quite shocked at the harsh dictatorship and economic devastation that they witnessed. A revolution in Italy at this time, they felt, given the minority support for socialism even among the industrial workers and the inevitable blockade by other capitalist powers, would lead to conditions similar to those in Russia. The overwhelming vote to return to work on September 24, though by no means an unambiguous proof of what the workers would have been willing to do two weeks earlier, testifies to the hold of the unions. Only in Turin was the vote even close. And the metal workers were the vanguard of the Italian revolutionary movement. Towards the end of the strike most workers were concerned primarily with getting paid for the time they had worked during the occupation. This, along with the reestablishment of the old functions of the internal commissions and promise of limited trade union control in industry, finally brought them back to work. The issue of control over production had not died, but neither had it decisively broken out of the framework of trade union legality. The momentum of workers' control stopped short of the revolutionary tasks set for it by its theorists. And as the ordinovisti had been discredited by the April strike, so
now were the syndicalists, whose “favorite weapon—factory seizure—had been shown up as ineffective.”

Unobtrusive though it may have been throughout this conflict, the power of the Italian state stood firmly behind the normalization of capital/labor relations. This fact must not be forgotten. It certainly entered crucially into PSI and CGL decisions not to extend the movement into a national revolutionary seizure of power. A hastily armed workers’ movement, still isolated from the rural classes, may have been able to defend the occupied factories, and even destroy them if provoked, as Prime Minister Giolitti warned the more militant employers. But it would hardly have been a match for an army that was still intact and extremely hostile to the antiwar socialist movement, as were the vast numbers of ex-combatants.

Given this constellation of political and ideological forces at the end of the war, it is unlikely that even a more insurrectionary-minded party would have been able to tip the balance in favor of armed revolution. The anticapitalist posturing of the Giolitti government may have encouraged the workers and their unions to vigorously press their claims for higher wages and to have recourse to quite militant tactics when they were met with intransigent refusal. But the repressive apparatus was not immediately threatened, and the “old fox” Giolitti was able to skillfully force concessions from the owners. His triumph was ambiguous, since the government’s apparent anticapitalism and its unwillingness to immediately suppress mass unrest gave further impetus to the fascist movement. But his strategy had halted the revolution and had contained the factory councils within sufferable limits. The recession that followed the September occupation, and increasing fascist and employer attacks, would soon destroy even the remnants of the movement for workers’ control in Italy.

Germany The political crisis that had been developing in Germany in the later months of the war reached revolutionary proportions once it was clear that defeat was at hand. Thoroughly alienated from the Kaiserreich, its prosecution of the war and its meager attempts at political reform, the troops began to mutiny in early November. Workers all over the country moved decisively to take over local power once it was clear that the old repressive apparatus was crumbling. The workers and soldiers established councils (Räte) with the function of controlling the old authorities, maintaining food supplies and public order, and supervising demobilization. And military power was in the hands of the soldiers’ councils. This relation of forces did not last long; but it was crucial to the extension of control in the workplace in
November and December 1918, since the councils gave official recognition and encouragement to the creation of factory committees that occurred in several important industrial regions. The workplace electoral base of most workers’ councils no doubt facilitated this support. The Berlin councils’ executive committee recognized the independence of the committees from the unions, and full co-determination rights for the committees in all matters affecting workers and white-collar employees (who were to be represented jointly). Even where the Workers’ and Soldiers’ Councils did not lend support to the extensive forms of control over the activities of the owners that were introduced by the more radical factory committees, they did not move directly against such committees either.36

Dual political power, however, was not resolved in a manner favorable to the extension of workers’ control over production. Though the councils possessed revolutionary legitimacy in the eyes of workers, soldiers, and even certain sectors of the middle class and peasantry, they did not move to consolidate real administrative and military power. The relatively few exceptions to this in the early weeks were unsuccessful. Most councils saw themselves as interim organs for control and democratization, not as permanent substitutes for a democratic parliament as the highest state organ. The soldiers, councils, in particular, held a very moderate conception of their role. And demobilization undermined their power and prepared the way for the reconstitution of a new state military apparatus around an old officer corps that had not decomposed as a result of protracted mutinies and defeats (as happened in Russia). The First National Council Congress in December by an overwhelming majority approved of the early election of a National Assembly elected by universal suffrage, though it also registered itself in favor of thorough democratization of administrative and military organs and the initiation of orderly socialization measures.37

That the councils did not try to consolidate power in their own hands reflected both the lack of a practical and theoretical councilist heritage in the workers’ movement and the dominance of the SPD. Under the peculiar conditions of social isolation, lack of access to the levers of political power under the constitutional monarchy and the Prussian three-class voting system, and a significant degree of toleration that permitted promising trade union gains and constant electoral advance, the German workers’ movement had developed over the previous decades as a highly class-conscious movement with a strong subculture of its own, an avowedly revolutionary ideology, and a political and economic practice that was largely reformist and bureaucratic. The
close links of the party to and dependence on the trade unions was the most important factor in the last regard, though the necessity to build an efficient organization to wage massive electoral campaigns and to appeal to middle-class voters on issues of political reform, the strong nationalism of its own constituency, and the deterministic brand of its own Marxian theoretical synthesis, also played significant roles in this as well. The wartime experience of collaboration with the government and with the bourgeois parties, and the achievement of definite political reforms and even greater promises just before the war's end, reinforced these tendencies. By November 1918 the party leaders were firmly convinced that socialist progress could be orderly, peaceful, and parliamentary, and that socialist democracy was consistent with no other way. And without the support of the SPD and the unions, the newly formed council structures could not maintain themselves on a national scale.38

An SPD heritage that had revealed profound, though weakened, sources of strength among the workers even during the sacrifices of war was now brought to bear on an immediate postwar situation fraught with severe, though perhaps overestimated, dangers: Entente opposition to radical political and economic measures, critical food shortages, immediate and long-term reparations, demobilization and reconversion of industry, secessionist movements, and opposition to the workers' movement by the vast majority of other strata. Under these conditions the moderate socialist leaders were largely able to maintain their hold on the working class, especially in the early months. Political and economic caution made much more sense to a working class with far more to lose than its chains, and the powerful negative image of Russian dictatorship and economic chaos continually reminded German workers of this. If military defeat produced the temporary crippling of the state apparatus in November 1918, it also circumscribed the possibilities for radical political and economic measures that did not threaten to wipe out the very real gains of the past and the immediate present. The SPD, mediating these concerns, lent its support to the establishment of a parliamentary democracy that would unite the nation, negotiate a peace, restore order in the economy, and forestall foreign intervention.39

The other organized political forces in the workers' movement were in no position in the early months to dislodge the SPD from its dominant role. The Communist Party (KPD) was extremely weak, had little presence in the daily work of the councils or the trade unions and tended to draw its support from the more marginal elements in the working class. The Independent Social Democratic Party (USPD) was
able to achieve a leading position in only a handful of cities, and its national weakness was reflected in its 2.5 percent tally in the National Assembly elections. It was not only very loosely organized but was divided over major questions of power, councils, and parliament. The radicals, who were in the ascendancy throughout 1919, stood for a councilist dictatorship and immediate socialization but had little more than a vague program and no convincing strategy for achieving democratic socialism under the immediate postwar circumstances. The moderates, though committed to the councils as instruments of democratization, were much more cautious about preempting a universally elected parliament altogether. They wished to delay its convocation and present it with a series of radically democratic and socialist faits accomplis, but they shared SPD fears of a minority proletarian dictatorship. The burgeoning opposition bore within itself both the organizational and ideological weakness of its relatively recent emergence under wartime constraints and of the left’s prewar incoherence, as well as the democratic parliamentarist heritage of the broader workers’ movement itself.40

The hold that the SPD had in the workers’ movement in the early weeks after November, however, began to loosen considerably as it became clear that its commitments for democratizing the state administration and military and initiating the cautious socialization approved at the First Council Congress were less than serious. From January to April 1919 a new phase of radical mass protest occurred. Despite the differences in emphasis in the three major areas of intense activity and confrontation (Berlin, the Ruhr, and Central Germany) and the variety even within these, the goals were basically the same: socialization based on extensive control by the workers at the point of production. Economic demands (wages, hours) and political demands (disarming of the Freikorps) played a significant part in the mass strikes that occurred, but so did a radical protest against the conditions of factory absolutism. The workers demanded respect and dignity and resisted authoritarian discipline even in those areas in which the old paternalistic traditions were strongest. Spurred on by the decisions of the First Council Congress on socialization, numerous council congresses in the various regions developed a series of demands that would begin the process of socialization by anchoring the factory councils in the workplace and in the constitution. Factory councils were elected and district and regional councils were formed out of them. In some places mines and factories were directly seized, but these were exceptions and were opposed by the regional organs. The councils wanted a firm commitment from the government on socialization and wanted the factory
councils to be given extensive rights of co-determination in the meantime. But the power of the owners would be directly and immediately curtailed as well, for the higher council organs, composed solely of workers' representatives, claimed overall authority over industry and power to intervene in disputes between the temporarily retained owners and the councils in the factory. Socialization was seen as a process, but one that would be guided by the workers' immediate appropriation of overall economic control.\(^{41}\)

The mass movement for workers' control and socialization in the winter and spring of 1919 failed for several reasons. One of these was certainly the continued deficiencies in leadership and ideology. The KPD's influence was limited to a few places, and its attitude toward the factory councils remained basically instrumental. Its putschist tendencies, however, were held in check wherever the mass movement was strong and fairly unified. The German workers' movement had no strong anarcho-syndicalist tradition upon which it might draw, and where anarcho-syndicalist groups and unions did develop some limited regional strength in this period (e.g., in the Ruhr and Central Germany), they remained antagonistic to overall coordination. The lack of such coordination proved to be one of the main weaknesses, for none of the major strikes in this period was linked up with the others, and each was defeated in turn. Though the USPD dominated the movement, it was itself divided and unable to provide general direction and coordination. Its radically federalist and decentralist philosophy and structure, shared by virtually all radical left groups in the period as part of their rebellion against the bureaucratism of the SPD and the trade unions, certainly contributed to this. The growth of the USPD in 1919 was tremendous, but, as one group of scholars has noted, it remained more an expression of the spontaneous mass movement than a political party in the real sense of the word.\(^{42}\)

The mass movement on the shopfloor was unable to generate an indigenous leadership to unify its activities soon enough to prevent defeat. In November, when political power was still in flux and when the Workers' and Soldiers' Councils could still have attempted to seize the initiative, there existed no mass movement with a clearly articulated ideology and vigorous leadership to press for the rapid extension of workers' control as the real basis for the socialization that was being demanded in the higher council organs. The revolutionary leadership was too recently formed and theoretically undeveloped to be able to lead the struggle both on the shopfloor around questions of control and in the political council organs around basic questions of program and power. Leadership and ideology developed further in the course
of the mass struggles themselves, though these remained either unclear or inadequate on many important questions (the relation of the unions to the factory councils, of universal suffrage and democracy to councilist dictatorship, on party pluralism and competition, and on actual institutional levels and mechanisms for participation and control). But the development of a leadership with even a minimally coherent ideology articulating the felt needs of the mass movement and with the media to communicate it came too late. The effect of council thinking on the mass of workers was thus very irregular, even in the areas of most intense struggle. Not only was the council leadership unable to coordinate the movement to produce the maximum effect, it was unable to adequately educate the movement to ensure against its derailing by skillful yet meager concessions and vague promises by the government and the SPD. In November the coherent leadership on questions of workers' control and socialization had been lacking; at the height of the mass movement in early 1919 it was only beginning to take shape. 43

Skilled workers provided leadership in the council movement and the mass strikes of early 1919. Extensive erosion of craft control and significant progress towards all-grades organization in metals, plus the greater opportunities apparently opened up by political crisis, provided the basis for the translation of craft control conceptions into a democratic and universalistic ideology of liberated labor that promised to provide the institutionalized framework for participation of the less skilled workers as well in the inevitably contradictory and conflictual process of overcoming the unnecessary hierarchies in production. There is little evidence for that interpretation that attributes the defeat of the socialist revolution in Germany primarily to the sectoral interests of skilled workers threatened by rationalization and striving to simply eliminate the owners so as to place themselves at the top of a retained hierarchical organization of production. 44 There existed no deterministic relation between skill or position in the division of labor, on the one hand, and politics or workplace practice, on the other. Skilled workers formulated demands with a good deal of appeal to the less skilled. And the latter at times displayed considerable enthusiasm for workers' control over production. 45 Local variations were extremely complex. Nor is it possible to reduce the problems of fundamental political transformation to that of skill composition within the working class or its leading political organs. Less skilled workers were often more reformist in their political and economic demands than skilled. And the eventual "cooptation" of the latter was neither easy nor complete, as the huge demonstrations and mass desertion from the SPD in
the wake of the factory council bill and the continued use of the councils as a base of radical opposition were to show.

The major reasons for the failure of the movement in the spring of 1919, however, were that the reconstituted state apparatus proved too strong for a movement confined to a few geographical areas, however important, and the old trade unions, however strained, proved capable of resisting the onslaught of the factory councils. The Freikorps had little trouble containing and suppressing the uncoordinated strikes, feeble putsch attempts, and isolated council governments that lasted into May. The factory council leaders continued their activity, attempting by peaceful means to construct a council system within a hostile political environment that could no longer be challenged directly. But in July the SPD broke up the Berlin Council's General Assembly and its executive organ (Vollzugsrat). The radical councils (a majority in Berlin) were unable to maintain themselves as independent organs, however. In view of the impending moderate law on factory committees, the government declared their elections illegal and occupied their bureau.

That the movement was contained and then largely destroyed in its original sense was in no small part due to the fact that the trade unions were able to maintain themselves basically intact. Most unions, as previously noted, had developed into highly centralized, bureaucratic organs dominated by craft sections even where they embraced significant numbers of semi- and unskilled workers. Their reformist outlook had been further cemented during the period of the Burgfrieden, even though most of the gains were the result of government and military pressure rather than more tolerant attitudes of industry. The unions, believing that revolution and rapid socialization were out of the question and that any economic disorganization would destroy their organizations, looked toward the postwar period as one of harmonious collaboration between organized labor and capital (known officially as the Arbeitsgemeinschaft). Leading industrialists, for their part, had come to recognize by the war's end that the unions could be useful in limiting radicalism, maintaining labor discipline, and undoing the extensive system of government controls. Without a postwar reconstruction policy of its own, the trade union leadership agreed to follow the lead of capital in exchange for a series of very real gains: the eight-hour day (if implemented in other countries as well), full recognition of collective bargaining, industry-wide contracts, uniform wages and conditions, labor exchanges, and the end of employer support for yellow unions. These concessions helped promote the phenomenal growth of the unions to an extent entirely unimaginable before the war
and in industries that had completely resisted unionization. In return, labor mediation on the basis of parity and trade union collaboration in the formulation of economic and social policy were to be institutionalized within the Arbeitsgemeinschaft.46

By the end of 1919 over eight million workers were organized into trade unions in Germany, compared with less than two million before the war. This massive growth shook the unions from top to bottom but did not fundamentally transform them. The old craft structures and leadership maintained themselves despite the huge influx of semi- and unskilled workers, and their hostility toward the factory councils was often very strong. They were not willing to risk their very existence and the concrete gains won over the last few years in premature and quixotic attempts to establish socialism. And, in any case, they saw the existence of unions as still necessary under socialism and hence saw the factory committees' attempts to displace them—which *was* a tendency in practice though not in the theory or policy of the council leaders—as highly dangerous. The unions were willing to permit worker representation on the shopfloor, but only with very restricted functions and only if strictly subordinated to the union hierarchy.

Large numbers of the trade union rank and file, however, were quite enthusiastic about council ideas. Those unions that were already more industrially-structured before the war (metals, mines, and rails) were more open to councilism and its stress on factory organization. Many saw the councils as a way of transforming the unions along industrial lines. Also, those unions with the most expansive membership (also metals and mines),47 whose new recruits had little tradition of union discipline and stable organizational work, were more open to the councils, as were those who had not been previously organized at all (the new chemical industry, state workers, and clerks). In the mines and state factories and offices an especially oppressive patriarchal/authoritarian tradition existed which the council structure directly challenged, and in the state plants the demand for councils was itself partly a natural spin-off of political democratization. The large-city and large-factory union organizations had a particularly difficult time resisting demands for councils, but even the smaller craft bastions were not immune to council ideas. At the June 1919 ADGB Congress the opposition had perhaps a third of the votes, and this support increased over the summer as many SPD workers became increasingly disillusioned and embittered over party and union policy, especially vis-à-vis the spring strikes that had been resisted by the unions and denied strike funds. But the opposition was able to win control of only
one union, albeit the largest and most important—the metalworkers' union (DMV). This victory, however, came only in October 1919 after the movement as a whole had already reached its climax. The old structures had resisted the attack. The ADGB had even increased its centralized powers. It had helped capital weather the stormiest days of the revolution and had helped normalize labor relations at least in these crucial months. The inflationary policy that permitted such a happy coalition between large industry and organized labor immediately after the war, as during it, would later tear at the very fabric of German society. But in the 1918–19 context, which produced some very significant gains for organized labor, the militant but disorganized factory council leadership proved incapable of decisively undermining the authority of the traditional leaders of German labor—the trade union officials and functionaries. Until the crisis in 1923 it was the unions, not the councils, that were in the forefront of labor's struggles and the foundation of its united front.48

The mass strikes of the spring of 1919, it should be recalled, were ended not only through effective and often ruthless repression but through a skillful policy of concessions and promises of reform. The idea of factory councils was incorporated into the Weimar Constitution, and much council activity occurred in the latter part of the year around the final draft of the bill that was to be presented to the National Assembly. A combination of pressures by owners, unions, and the SPD, however, whittled down the bill to such an extent as to make the councils virtually powerless. Blue- and white-collar workers were to have separate councils, and delegates were to be elected at fixed intervals only, with no power of recall. The councils were strictly subordinate to the unions, and access to the owners' accounts was limited to periodic official reports. They were not to have control over hiring and firing or to interfere in production in any manner. Some participation on questions of wages and conditions was granted, but in cases of conflict the councils had no real power. At the higher levels, labor representatives were to sit with those of the owners, since the stated purpose of reform was cooperation in the interests of raising production. As Eberhard Kolb has expressed it, the factory council bill approved by the Assembly in January 1920 was a first-class state funeral for the economic council system.49 For forty-two workers who took part in the large demonstration outside the Assembly, that metaphor became reality. The autonomous factory council movement was dead, though militant activity was to occur periodically through the legalized but disempowered councils. As many as 100,000 workers left the SPD for the USPD as a result of the bill, but SPD and trade union
conceptions were approved at the first official National Factory Council Congress in August of that year. As Charles Maier has so neatly put it, "The councils could thus hold either old union beer or new revolutionary liquor. Bourgeois leaders were prepared to drain a glass if the workers agreed to a weaker potion." 50

Russia  Repeated military defeats and severe home front deprivations had thoroughly delegitimated the tsarist regime among the masses of workers, peasants, soldiers, and even large sections of the urban bourgeoisie and middle classes. And once the garrison in Petrograd came to the support of the huge strikes and demonstrations in February 1917, the fate of that regime was sealed. Lacking any real tradition of parliamentary democracy, workers and soldiers (and later peasants as well) established their own organs of political power in line with the revolutionary tradition of 1905. And despite their lack of officialization by the hastily constituted Provisional Government of liberal democrats and the dominant moderate socialist leadership that lent it support, the soviets remained the only truly legitimate political organs in the eyes of the popular strata. Continued participation in the war and the economic disintegration that ensued as a result only further enhanced their legitimative and administrative capacities relative to the legal government. The military apparatus itself continued to disintegrate under the dual onslaught of defeat and internal democratization. The troops in the rear, fearing service at the front, stood behind the soviets, and in place of the old police apparatus that had been shattered along with the court in February, local citizen militias arose to keep civic order. Workers' Red Guards, often the most influential elements in these, gave the factory committees direct protection to extend their powers in the workplace. By October the politico-military conditions existed for resolving dual power both in the factory and in the state apparatus. In no other country were the political, military, and economic crises so severe as to permit the decisive shift of forces in the popular movements themselves. Under these conditions the Bolshevik Party was able to achieve mass support, forge popular coalitions among workers, peasants, and soldiers, and establish the necessary degree of legitimacy for a revolution in the name of the soviets. Though far from being strictly disciplined and organizationally coherent, it was relatively well organized and decisively led, especially in contrast to the other important left-wing groups. The seizure and maintenance of power could hardly have been achieved otherwise.51

The Party also played a significant role in propagating workers' control. Although it certainly had not initiated the idea, the activity of
many Bolshevik factory militants was quite important in the early spread of the committees. And after Lenin had officially come out for workers' control in May, the Party's role in the movement became even more pronounced. Leading Bolshevik factory committee militants took the initiative to call the first citywide Petrograd conference in late May, and these workers played the most prominent role in the Petrograd Central Council of Factory Committees that the conference elected. The Central Council, in turn, took an active part in spreading the committees nationwide.

The coordination of the movement, of course, was absolutely essential if individual committees were not to suffer the defeat that comes from isolation and if they were to serve as the cells of a unified *system* of economic self-management after the problem of state power had been resolved. With the aid of Bolshevik militants—whose activity was often as much an expression of the rank-and-file workers' movement as it was of Party organization per se, though the two were hardly dichotomous—the factory committee movement achieved a very noteworthy degree of coordination. There were innumerable instances of local solidarity that pointed beyond the corporativism embedded in continued competitive capitalist relations. Thus, despite the often strong factory identification of workers, for instance, as “Treugolniki” or “Putilovtsy,” both the Treugolnik and Putilov factory committees, in collaboration with the Central Council, provided money and material to keep the Brenner plant from closing down. By October, municipal coordinating organs existed in the great majority of industrial centers and were complemented by several provincial and industrial branch organs as well. The Central Council in Petrograd functioned as a de facto national center until an all-Russian conference could be convened. After October, efforts at coordination intensified everywhere, and areas previously without such councils quickly developed them. The Petrograd Central Council was the most energetic and effective economic organ in the capital in the crucial weeks after the revolution, arranging for the procurement and transfer of fuel and raw materials among the committees on the basis of democratically agreed-upon criteria, instituting a system of industrial information and registration, disseminating technical advice, and aiding in the process of demobilization and, later, partial evacuation. Its activity, if not matched everywhere, was by no means an exception.

The committee movement was hardly without its contradictions in this regard, however. There were more than a few instances of parochial and competitive behavior among the committees, and even where municipal councils existed, they were not always effective in
arranging for cooperation. Coordination at the provincial and regional levels was even less adequate, and the first (and only) national conference of committees was convened only a few days before the revolution. Political and military exigencies seem to have prevented the regular election of the national council that had been planned. Coherent proposals on how the economy as a whole could be coordinated on the foundation of workers' democratic control developed quickly, considering the recent origins of the movement in February and March, but not quickly enough, in view of the rapid development of the revolution, the economic urgencies of the post-October period, and the enormity of the task itself. The movement was never mobilized nationally around a coherent and detailed program of economic democracy and socialist construction, though there was great support for a system of control built from the bottom up and much resistance to statist conceptions of economic reconstruction.52

The evidence, however, does not point to the conclusion that particularism and economic fragmentation were inherent traits of the movement for workers' control that would necessarily lead to its undoing.53 We can neither ignore or belittle the very impressive degree of coordination and solidarity achieved in the short and turbulent months between the February and October revolutions, nor the enormous amount of attention given to these issues by committee militants. As October approached, the committees were coordinating their activities at an accelerated pace, on an ever-broadening scale, and with increasing ideological coherence. What is important methodologically, however, is that we not impute tendencies inherent to the movement, as if that movement were not shaped by a complex set of institutional and organizational interrelationships within Russian society and the revolutionary process itself. The committees were, for the most part, hastily improvised in the wake of the February Revolution for pragmatic and defensive purposes. The weakness of the trade unions and their general hostility to workers' control deprived the committee movement of a preexisting organizational base from which to effect coordination. Although the committees generally recognized the need for close cooperation with the unions in principle, this was frequently disrupted in practice, and the continual organizational competition led to the dissipation of scarce resources, including potential organizational resources for coordinating economic activity. It is significant, for instance, that in the one region (the Urals) that did develop a relatively efficient and democratic system of workers' self-management after October, the unions seem to have cooperated with the committees for common goals—nationalization, control from the bottom up—even
though the unions as organizations were excluded from the council system.

The committees were able to draw upon the preexisting networks and resources of the Bolshevik Party, and this undoubtedly aided the coordination of the movement. The great majority of factory committee centers were initiated by local Bolshevik militants, many of whom were in contact with factory committee leaders in Petrograd or local party committees in the more important industrial centers. But the Bolshevik Party was itself relatively disorganized at the intercity, provincial, and national levels. And Party leaders directed relatively few organizational resources to the development of the Central Council of Factory Committees into an effective economic center. The Council seems to have been used more for strategic political purposes than to have been the recipient of Party resources for its own pressing tasks of coordination. As a result, the workers' movement faced October without a coherent democratic strategy for economic reconstruction. As regrettable as such decisions may be in hindsight, we cannot overlook the fact that they occurred within the context of political struggle where time was a very scarce factor, power uncertain, and the Party's own resources incredibly strained. Virtually all Party committees and workers' organizations chronically complained about the shortage of competent and effective activists, not to mention material resources. The Bolsheviks were better organized than their major competitors for popular urban support. But their costs of mobilization were nonetheless considerable, relative to all the tasks they were confronted with and the competing claims on those resources. And some of the organizational conflicts within the Party overlapped with trade union/factory committee coordination and crisscrossed other lines of conflict. Where Mensheviks and Socialist Revolutionaries (SR's) predominated in local soviets or in the factory committees themselves, they often resisted the formation of separate coordinating councils for the committees.

Interwoven with these various organizational and political divisions was the fact that communication and transportation networks, always insufficient in this country of such vast size and geographically dispersed industrial centers, were increasingly disintegrating under the strains of the war, revolution, political animosity among workers, and, as William Rosenberg has shown, occupational divisions as well. Under such conditions it became more and more difficult to convene delegates from scattered locales or for delegates elected to coordinating centers to maintain close contacts with their constituents. The dynamic between fragmentation and bureaucratization was henceforth in motion. Where industry was more geographically concen-
trated, as in Petrograd, committees could be more successful in rapidly developing coordination with their own resources. The smaller, more dispersed and variegated character of Moscow industry contributed to coordination difficulties. And in addition to these factors, a basic aspect of the revolutionary process cannot be forgotten, namely, that as long as political power remained in the hands of the Provisional Government and its Ministries and production continued under the incentive of private profit, the costs of coordination through independent factory committee centers could be as real as the benefits were uncertain. Short-term sacrifices, especially under the economic conditions of 1917, which provided such small margin for the misdirection of material and human resources, were so much more difficult to rationalize as long as the long-term payoffs were so unsure. Until these issues of political and economic power were resolved, there would remain a powerful impetus for committees and general assemblies to simply protect their own factories' economic interests and for individuals and occupational groups to do the same. That there was so much effort at coordination in 1917 testifies to both the contradictory demands of economic survival and an emerging consciousness of the requirements of reconstruction on new foundations. As Georges Haupt has argued, "it is the dynamic of mass mobilization in a period of social tension that renders the workers' movement, or more precisely the workers in motion, more susceptible to ideological considerations." 55

However unfavorable were the organizational and political preconditions for factory committee coordination and coherent institutional formation, the role of ideology as a relatively autonomous historical determinant cannot be overlooked. As Theda Skocpol has argued, ideologies do not "provide the key to the nature of revolutionary outcomes." 56 But it is impossible to understand revolutionary outcomes simply by an analysis of the forms of political and structural crises and the organizational capacities available for their resolution, since ideological formations and the modes of their implantation in active historical subjects can determine in significant ways both the nature of crisis and the utilization of potential organizational and administrative resources. In the Russian Revolution, Bolshevik ideology both reacted and contributed to crises and selectively influenced immediate choices in a way that had short-run consequences as well as cumulative effects on urban and rural social development. Capacities for administration and organization were not pregiven, independent of the ideological orientations of the Bolshevik leadership and cadre. Those orientations, to be sure, reflected the conditions of struggle under tsardom, namely, the necessity for conspiratorial activity, relative isolation from
mass work, and the lack of prominence of control struggles in comparison to wages, hours, and basic union organization. But Bolshevik ideological confusion and ambiguity in relation to workers' control, on the one hand, and the emerging Leninist commitment to a conception of "state capitalism under the dictatorship of the proletariat," on the other, impeded coherent activity and coordination in the committee movement before October. After October they directly contributed to the economic fragmentation and disorganization that became the major rationale for bureaucratic centralization. The dual power in the heart of the factory inherent in Lenin's formula was, under the conditions of struggle of 1917, bound to produce innumerable conflicts, hinder the struggle against the sabotage of the owners and technicians, and undermine the factory committees' attempts at instituting new forms of worker self-discipline. Industry was further disorganized when the regime initially failed to recognize the right of committees to borrow money and failed to ensure that the banks would not financially undermine the committees' attempts to continue production. Whereas the Central Council of Factory Committees came up with a plan for overall economic coordination on the day after the seizure of power, Lenin rejected this as not immediately relevant, and the government floundered through precious weeks without an adequate economic center. The most effective one that existed at that point—the Central Council itself—did not receive official authorization, thus making its attempts to impose sacrifices on some committees in the interests of others that much less effective. When official regulating organs were finally constituted, their competencies were never clearly delineated and conflict among them was constant. The factory committees, struggling to retain their work forces under the very difficult circumstances of the initial transition, were thus faced with a set of highly bureaucratic, confused, and conflicting organs with little connection to the workplace, little legitimacy among the workers, and not much effectiveness to compensate for these deficiencies. Is it any wonder that such labyrinthine statist policies reinforced tendencies to particularism on the part of workers' collectives? Party leaders could not understand this, although Central Council leaders vigorously argued for overall economic institutions that would possess both the transparency that derives from clarity of functions and the legitimacy that derives from democratic accountability.  

The administrative capacities represented by both local committees and their coordinating organs were not utilized or developed to the extent that they might have been, even if, under the circumstances, this would have inevitably fallen considerably short of their own aspira-
tions. But the ideological factors involved in this reflect a more basic aspect of the Russian Revolution that strikingly parallels both the Italian and German cases, namely, that even in situations of severe crisis where authority relations in production were directly challenged, the relative historical weight of trade union and party organizations made itself overwhelmingly felt in the resulting outcomes. Despite the active and very radical base of support in the committees and their increasing organizational capacities, especially relative to other organizations in regard to managing production, the Bolshevik Party—with the levers of state power in its hands—shifted its previously ambivalent support decisively toward the trade unions. Within a few months, factory committee activists were compelled to struggle on the organizational terrain of the unions rather than vice versa, though not without exerting a distinctive influence of their own. Political divisions within the Party and the need for Right Bolshevik, Left SR, and Menshevik support partly determined this response. Yet equally important, it seems, was the fact that even though prerevolutionary organizational networks were relatively attenuate and the new committee activists threw their support to the Party much earlier than did union leaders, the historical linkages between Party and union leaders proved most important. In the crucial discussions on the forms of economic reorganization, union leaders had much greater access to the Party hierarchy and provided the dominant definition of the economic situation. Lenin's own emerging ideology of "state capitalism under the dictatorship of the proletariat" had a definite affinity with that of many union leaders, but the organizational heritage of tsarism provided a distinct bias in the actual "production of knowledge" relevant for strategies of economic reconstruction.

In terms of social composition, factory committees were almost universally constituted by skilled male workers. In some cases delegates were even sent from outside the plant to guide the activity of workers' assemblies composed predominantly of so-called less "conscious" and less "disciplined" female workers. Patriarchal cultural patterns were quite pronounced. Women continued to be responsible for housework, childcare, and waiting on rationing lines, which made participation on committees much more difficult. (To what extent the nurseries and communal kitchens organized by factory committees and especially raion soviets helped reverse this pattern is unclear, though the committees did struggle against sexual harassment and the raion soviets intervened in family disputes to prevent wife abuse.) The general reasons for the dominance of the skilled in the committees are fairly clear. Within the working class only they had the requisite degree
of technical and administrative skill necessary to control production. They were usually the most literate workers and also the most disciplined. Their general cultural horizons were broader, and they did not view their stay in the factories and the cities as merely temporary. They had the best sense of how production as a whole actually ran, and they had the greatest confidence in their own ability to manage it, if not without the technical experts, then certainly in conjunction with them. It was also these workers who had the longest tradition of organizational work in the parties and the unions. Although they sometimes lagged behind the more politically explosive elements among the urban working-class women, youth, and recently proletarianized peasants that had swarmed into the factories during the war, the skilled workers dominated the organs exercising the functions of workers' control.

Despite the privileged position of skilled male workers relative to others within the industrial division of labor and within Russian political and cultural life, there is no evidence that they tried to formalize this privilege, or that they were able, to any significant degree, to informally use their positions of power in the factory committees to further their own corporate and sectoral interests against the less skilled. The informal jockeying behind the scenes for representation on the committees probably derived more from the traditions of party politicking in the workers' movement and the lesser degree of participation by the unskilled in the daily affairs of the assemblies and committees. The criteria used in the constitution of the formal organs of power were consistently universalistic and democratic: election by all, short terms of office, public meetings, availability of relevant information, instant recall. This was a distinct tendency in all the council movements under consideration. The predominance of skilled workers in the committees was not primarily the result of narrow corporativism or manipulation. The skilled were elected to the councils because the less skilled workers themselves put a high premium on advanced knowledge and skill when it came to running the factories. And there were numerous instances in which general assemblies with large unskilled and female participation asserted themselves against their elected delegates and rectified substantive positions and formal procedures.

It cannot be denied, of course, that skilled male workers often viewed themselves as superior not only to unskilled women but to the recently proletarianized male *chernorabochie*, who were often described as backward looking and superstitious, passive and fatalistic, crude and ignorant, and prone to drunkenness and wife beating. In fact, the
evolving sense of urban worker dignity was defined very much against these perceived peasant-worker traits. The culture of superiority of skilled workers was thus not completely negative, especially in the context of diffuse egalitarian ideological influences from Marxists, populists, and anarchists alike. Internationalism among skilled veteran proletarians was very high, ethnic antagonisms minimal, and egalitarian and democratic political beliefs profound. Craft traditions were particularly weak as a result of the lack of a strong tradition of artisan guilds, late industrialization, and the political foreclosing of the craft union option under the tsar, among other factors. Industrial forms of union organization relatively quickly came to prevail over craft forms in 1917 with little resistance and a great deal of leadership from the skilled. 59 And the latter faced a mobilized mass of less skilled and less privileged workers who were militantly demanding their own share in political power and social rewards. They pressed these demands in the streets, in the neighborhood soviets, and in the factories. Indeed, the egalitarian elements in the behavior and thinking of the more privileged workers were no doubt encouraged by the constant pressure from the masses below them. There was much conflict between various categories of workers, and the unskilled often resented the skilled in the committees who enforced discipline and decided on layoffs when these became necessary. But although there was real potential for conflict over the question of wages, for instance, especially in a situation in which everybody's livelihood was threatened by inflation, lockouts, and the like, this conflict does not seem to have become overly intense. Some groups of skilled workers used the committees to foster their own claims, but the committee movement as a whole (in conjunction with the unions and soviets) seems to have been effective in narrowing the differentials. This no doubt resulted from the fact that the less skilled were able to effectively express their demands (which were predominantly around wages and job security) through the elected workers' organs, even if they did not enter those organs in large numbers themselves, although skilled workers also often vigorously supported a lessening of differentials.60

The position of the skilled Russian workers was an ambivalent one. Under conditions of political mobilization, of expansive political and social alternatives, of independent pressure from below, and of extensive egalitarian ideological influence, the skilled workers became a leading force—technically, administratively, organizationally, ideologically, and culturally—in the struggle for the liberation of all workers. Their initiative helped create and sustain an organizational framework within which the different sectors of the working class might
fruitfully interact in the inevitably contradictory struggle to break
down the relevant differentials in skill, knowledge, and effective power
over the production process. But as the alternative of workers’
self-management was closed off after October, as a top-heavy system of
economic administration was created by the Bolsheviks and the trade
unions, and as the mass of workers were demobilized in the workplace,
many of these same factory committee militants began to narrow their
horizon—though often not without a considerable degree of struggle
both outside and within the new economic organs. Gradually they
became entrenched in authoritarian factory management staffs or
absorbed into bureaucratic state agencies. Their privilege, instead of
being progressively undermined through democratic control and par-
ticipation of the working class as a whole, was reproduced and rein-
forced on other levels.  

Despite whatever possibilities the factory committees might have
had under more coherently democratic leadership, we cannot over-
look the fact that some of the very conditions that helped bring about
the October Revolution and the rapid extension of workers’ control
simultaneously circumscribed the subsequent development of an eco-
nomic system based on workers’ control over production. The extreme
industrial disorganization and the disruption of exchange with the
countryside not only fostered destructive centrifugal tendencies but
led to a significant disintegration of the urban proletarian base itself.
The severe undernourishment of those workers who remained in the
factory sapped the vitality of the working class and undercut the very
energetic attempts by the factory committees to create new forms of
industrial self-discipline. This would have been no easy task, even
under more favorable conditions, for a working class with such a large
proportion of recently proletarianized elements. The fragility of a state
apparatus so radically removed from the life of civil society and so
estranged from the forces of popular democracy made the seizure of
power relatively easy, but it simultaneously necessitated a large trans-
fer of politically reliable and administratively competent workers from
the workplace to the new state organs and the Red Army—many of the
latter never to return from the front. The already meager proletarian
base for a system of political and economic democracy built upon active
soviets and factory committees was thus even further weakened. The
added economic devastation and deskilling of the working class that
resulted from nearly three years of civil war made the extensive use of
Taylorist and scientific management methods that much more attrac-
tive to a state leadership faced with the necessity of rapidly rebuilding
industry, increasing productivity, and reintegrating Russia into the
world market. The overall result of this was to further undercut the possibilities of workers' control. The specific forms of "degeneration" of the democratic workers' organs spawned by the two revolutions may not have been predetermined, and alternative policies may have kept alive possibilities for their renewed development under more favorable conditions, but the immediate realization of their radically democratic content was severely circumscribed by some of the very conditions that allowed them to develop so far in the first place.

**Conclusion**

While it is impossible to briefly summarize the foregoing analysis or to draw attention to all of the distinctive contributions of the other essays in this volume, let me highlight several central concerns that have emerged in the study of labor insurgency and workers' control in this period, namely, temporal articulation, spatial (geographic/national) dimension, and movement composition and organization.

The development of movements for workers' control must be viewed in terms of the disjunctive articulation of several distinct time frames. Both the autonomist tendencies and the relative organizational weakness of councilist movements can be partly explained by their emergence during a period of relatively sudden wartime and post-war crisis that had followed upon a period of economic expansion generally conducive to cautious labor reformism and bureaucratic craft-structured organization. The preceding period of "organized capitalism" represented one of heretofore unknown prosperity, the end of chronic mass unemployment, and unprecedented growth in the rights and organizations of labor. To be sure, even before the war both the industrial and political dimensions of the dominant labor strategy revealed their limits, as inflation undermined gains, the unorganized waged fierce strikes, and revolutionary industrial unionism demonstrated a limited but noteworthy capacity for growth. Nonetheless, this period contrasted starkly with the Great or Long Depression of 1873–96, which had been characterized by high levels of unemployment, violent fluctuations in the labor market, and conditions generally unfavorable to trade union growth and consolidation. It was the contrast of these two periods, and the difficult transition from one to the other, that had deeply imprinted itself in the collective memory of many of the older workers, particularly those who had risen to responsible leadership positions in labor organizations, and set them apart from many of the younger workers. Karl Mannheim's conception (borrowed from Pinder) of the noncontemporaneity of contemporaries had a very
definite organizational translation here. The heritage of moderation in union officialdom was reinforced by the kinds of concessions that were or appeared realistically achievable during the war and immediate postwar period. The factory committees, on the other hand, had for the most part emerged relatively suddenly in the heat of local factory struggles during the war. As a result, they often lacked the organizational and agitational experience tested through years of struggle and constructive activity. Their factory constituencies were often quite unstable during the period of their ascendancy, thus disrupting the informal networks and solidary group relations that were often crucial to sustained activity. As a result of their recent emergence, they drew at best on quasi-coherent ideological conceptions of the means of their struggle and the institutional goals towards which they were striving, and this often reinforced organizational deficiencies. Finally, the factory committees were constantly constrained by state repression during the war, which limited their abilities to organize above the plant level. Under these conditions, factory committee movements had extreme difficulty providing the kind of broader organization and coordination necessary to make an effective challenge during the relatively short periods of political crisis when this was most possible. In short, the outcomes of worker control struggles reflect the complex articulation of several distinct time frames of struggle, whose contours were defined by broad socioeconomic and political factors and whose practical and organizational manifestations were often in conflict.

In view of these developments, the radical councilist perspectives developed by Antonio Gramsci and Anton Pannekoek appear seriously lacking. Both postulated a progressive autonomization of function and organization for the factory councils, though Gramsci at least believed that voluntary organizational cooperation with the unions was both necessary and possible. But the resilience of the unions in the face of serious organizational strain was as noteworthy as the weakness of council structures that tended toward autonomy. The unions never really lost their dominant role, and the factory committees played more a part in revitalizing them than they did in displacing them. In fact, the distinct tendency that finally prevailed everywhere was that which favored the (re)incorporation of the committees into the unions. This was the case in Glasgow and Sheffield, where craft structures had been very strong and autonomism among shop stewards pronounced. Even in the limit case of Russia, where the unions had been very weak before the February revolution, where their loose and top-heavy growth thereafter gave great scope to autonomist factory committee develop-
ment, and where the extreme severity of political and economic crisis facilitated shopfloor workers’ control, the tendency toward integration of committees and unions prevailed, primarily on the terms of the latter. In Germany and Italy, where autonomism was less pronounced in practice and where the strengths of the movements for workers’ control partly derived from the mobilization of preexisting union resources, (re)integration prevailed despite serious organizational strain within the unions. And the labor movement with the most continuous and profound ideological tradition of workers’ control, namely France, was the very one that defined control least in terms of autonomous shopfloor action. Factory council organizations labored under what Arthur Stinchcombe has called the “liability of newness,” which is particularly severe for new forms or organization. They competed on unfavorable terms against the older, more powerful trade unions for scarce organizational resources and legitimacy, and on a terrain where collective bargaining had hardly outlived its usefulness in the eyes of the vast majority of workers or proved itself incapable of accommodating to issues of control. Under these conditions the radical separation of functions and structures in the Gramscian schema, or the even more total bifurcation in Pannekoek’s, could hardly be expected to sustain itself for any period of time. Further advances in workers’ control could only have been achieved with the support if not organizational preeminence of the trade unions. And if the limits of the councilist perspective are evident even for the period in which it emerged, they should be even more apparent today. This was a period marked by the strains of prolonged total warfare, of a relatively young union movement not nearly so organizationally established or buttressed by participation in state apparatuses as it is today. It was a period marked by a massive and sudden influx of new recruits into the old organizations, and one in which the specific struggles of highly skilled workers against accelerated wartime rationalization were most intense. The combination of such conditions facilitating autonomism are not likely to be repeated. Shopfloor struggles for control since the Second World War have largely remained within trade union frameworks or have been reintegrated into them after brief periods of autonomism. Even in Third World countries such as Chile and Peru this has been the case. The movements of the First World War period reflected the growing pains of industrial unionism, magnified by the crisis of the war, more than they represented a viable alternative to trade unionism as such.

The international dimensions of workers’ control in this period are also of utmost significance. Not only did movements develop on a
broad scale across national boundaries in response to similar structural changes and specifically war-induced conditions, but Taylorism and its variants helped to alter the international conditions under which national labor movements could struggle to improve the position of workers. Once Taylorist methods had become so much more diffused during the war, labor movements were in a position where they could no longer hope to completely resist them and also achieve gains on other important fronts. The industry and currencies of the warring European countries had lost considerable ground to the United States, whose leading industries continued to set the pace for rationalized production. The pressure transmitted through the world market on corresponding European national industries was internalized by the unions, since resistance to such processes could only weaken the position of national labor in the absence of an effective international strategy against them. In a sense, the underlying premise was very similar to one often expressed in the debates of the Second International parties regarding the tactics to be used to prevent war—namely, that the stronger workers’ movement, the one actually able to obstruct its government’s military mobilization through militant mass actions, would suffer the most at the hands of those countries whose labor movements were less effective in this regard. The leaders of FIOM in Italy clearly recognized this dilemma as did German union leaders, for whom hyperinflation and war indemnities made rationalization of German industry appear that much more necessary. The economic devastation of the civil war and the “de-skilling” of the Russian working class as a result of death, migration to the countryside and to commercial occupations, and absorption into the new state apparatuses, generated strong pressures on Soviet leaders to adopt the latest production techniques. The international vulnerability of the revolutionary state had to be reduced and a rapid reintegration into the world market effected, since the proximate possibilities for indigenous technological development were very slim. Accommodation with Taylorism was a necessity, even if revolutionary state power may have provided objective possibilities for experimentation (workers’ participation and education, job rotation, industrial democracy on the RAIC model). The ASE in Britain represented only a partial and temporary exception here, and one not without its own costs.68

The French case is most instructive in this regard. Leaders of the CGT in France, vigorous opponents of Taylorism in the prewar period, came to regard it as rational and necessary if the position of French industry in the world market was to be enhanced sufficiently enough to secure the increase in wages and the decrease of the working
day to eight hours that were both central concerns of the French working class. Their ambitious reform program, which included extensive union participation in economic management, was specifically linked to the need for increased rationalization. As Gary Cross has shown, this represented not passive accommodation, but an active strategy based on a critical reflection on past failures, a realistic recognition of the changing nature of the French working class, and a creative redefinition of workers' control that included broader possibilities for coalition politics (workers, consumers, and technical experts). Basic aspects of craft control were sacrificed in this new conception, to be sure. But given the constraints of the world market, and the centrality—even among many skilled workers—of workplace interests in material security and culture (the latter symbolized by the eight-hour day demand), the interest in craft control could no longer have been effectively represented by labor's organizations, nor could Taylorism have been effectively resisted. In the long-term struggle against Taylorism and rationalization throughout the industrial world, many if not most skilled workers were concerned more about wages, relative status and earnings, and forms of payment and calculation, than with integral skills and craftlike work. Rationalization for the less skilled often brought advances in terms of earnings, hours, physical strain, regularity of employment, and for some, genuine upgrading. The promise of the eight-hour day must be seen in terms of the value placed on culture, community, and family life—even if the terrain of leisure time would not remain an uncontested one. To interpret working-class struggles in this period primarily in terms of the fight against Taylorism would thus represent its own peculiar form of productivism. In the context of world market constraints, national options, credible strategies, and the relative priorities and varieties of actual or perceived working-class benefits, it becomes impossible to view the mass struggles for workers' control simply against the backdrop of "Frederick Taylor as Serpent" or the trade unions as Satan's lieutenants.

The relations among various groups of workers were complex and shifting. Skilled workers predominated in worker control struggles as a result of their relative deprivations brought about by the impact of wartime rationalization, technical and administrative skills relevant to controlling production, organizational and cultural skills, and preexisting linkages to trade union and party networks. Women workers, who were predominantly semi- and unskilled, suffered multiple disadvantages in terms of participation in control struggles as a result of deeply embedded patriarchal patterns. Responsibility for
home and child care, including long rationing lines during the war, made participation much more difficult and tended to preclude the formation of workplace recreational cultures and institutions that have often been the basis for sociability, solidarity, and protest. Communities, neighborhoods, and marketplaces, rather than workplaces, tended to be more central focal points for struggle. And, in general, unskilled workers tended to be more instrumental in their attitudes towards work, and their demands centered not on control, but on wages, conditions, and treatment by supervisors. These divisions were neither wiped away by the mass movements for democratic control nor did they remain unaffected by them. Rather, in a complex and contradictory fashion, these movements drew upon and in certain ways reproduced inequalities that were challenged by the very forms of democratic representation developed in the struggle against managerial control. Gramsci's belief that solidarity was incarnate in the production process itself inadequately represented the divisions that existed. It reflected more the peculiar conditions of Turin as well as the limits of his own critique of the capitalist division of labor. He did not view as problematic large gradations in expertise but considered them functionally necessary and hence the basis for a form of solidarity rooted in the mutual recognition of indispensability. Nor, however, did there exist a deterministic and narrow relation between position in the division of labor and politics or workplace practice. The dynamic of struggle was not deterministically set by the privileges of skill or the interdependencies of productive functions but by a range of other political, organizational, and ideological factors that interacted with these. Such factors included the previous extent of rationalization, the strength of craft organization, the degree of mobilization of the less skilled workers, cultural and ideological formations in the working-class movements, the extent to which alternative forms of production and power appeared possible as solutions to crisis, and the forms of council democracy themselves. The consciousness of skilled workers was not narrowly fixed by corporativist interests but displayed a multivalent dynamism. Likewise, less skilled workers at times became quite receptive to workers' control. The differences between groups could be bridged in various ways, including those that did not rely solely on rational calculation of mutual benefit but appealed to solidarity and principle. In all these council movements, however, the form of democratic participation played a relatively autonomous role. Despite the fact that all the movements drew upon (and hence in some ways reinforced) the inequalities of existing divisions of labor, democratic
and universalistic forms tended to foster an egalitarian dynamic of their own.
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